A THEORY OF LOGIC BASED ON PROBABILITY
PART 1. TH E TE E MODEL
by
Ellen Hisdal
Summary : It is s uggested that an exact theory of logic for the processing of
inexact i nformation can be built up on the t op of the theory of two- valued logic,
using conc epts from the theory of probability. This ''TEE model '' theory is completely
consistent both internally, and in i t s agreement with the usage and logic of everyday
language and reasoning. Although the TEE model results in a softening of the YN
(yes-no) type of information processing of two-valued logic, the extension from
truth values or grades of membership of either O or 1 to intermediate one s
is derived by stepwise, exact definitions and derivations, starting from t he
nonfuzzy case. The model is based on detailed operational definitions of th e
different concepts, and on detailed assumptions conc erning the proce5 sing o f
information by human be i ngs. These definitions and assumpt i ons result in:
(I] The recognition that we must distinguish between distr ibutions of Al uex and of
uexl,.. where ,. is a linguistic label assigned t o an object, and uex is the exact
val ue of the corresponding attribute ; e.g. l. =tall, uex = 205 cm. For a given X,
the above two distributions are, in general, different functions of uex.
PO\ue>q is called the likelihood function of uex. It is shown to have the t y pical
shape of the grade of membership or truth value func tion of fuzzy set theory, and
is therefore! identified with this function. P(ueX \>. ) is call e d the 11- qualifie:d
probability distribution over uex. E.g., the tall-qualified probability distribution
over height values of a populati on. Because of the necessity of distinction between
the two distributions, a statement such a s "In the theory of possibiiity, the + and
~ op~tations of the theory of probability ar e r e place d by the max min ope r at i ons
respectively, or by other suitable operations" is t oo simpl e . Further~ore, no ad
hoc replacement of the ope rations is necessary any more whe never the theory disagrees
with a given application. The correct operations are f ound from exact derivations ,
and the disagreement disappears. (2) The recognition that fuzziness or unc e rtain
labeling is a relative concept, not only with respect to the subject who uses a
linguistic label and with respect to the label's context dependence. It i~ also
r elative with respect to the universe of attribute values . [2a] Nonfuzzy thresholds
in the universe of estimated attribute values ue st result in uncertain labeling
or fuzzy thresholds in the universe of exact attribute values uexj thereby converting
the steplike threshold functions in ue st to the typical, rounded S- and bell- shaped
gr ade of membership functions of uex used 1n fuzzy set theory . (2b) ~onfuzzy classification of objects based on a multiple attribute universe can result in a fuzzy
classification relative to a universe with fewer dimensions. The resultant e ffect
is ·similar to that of point 2a. The steplike thresholds in the fully dimensioned
universe are converted to rounded-off thresholds in the ' underdirnensioned universe '.
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Summary, continued
[2c) Finally we have relativity with respect to the label set which the subject
uses in a given situation. E.g., the likelihood curve for ' tall' depends on whether
the subject refers this label to the label set A= {small,tall}, or to the set
/\={small,m1edium,tall}. [3] Thi;! recognition that the operations of union and intersection are applicable only to AND-sets, i.e~ sets wi th AND connectives between
their elemeints. E.g. to the set of all objects label ed 'tall' and th e set of all
objects lab1eled 'VERY tall' . The operations should not be applied to distibutions
or ORE sets (sets with exclusive OR connectives between their elements uex ) . E. g . to
the fuzzy siubset of uex labeled 'tall woman' and specified by \Jtall woman Cuex) .
{4) The derivation instead of the postulation of formulas for the grades of membership of com1posite labels; e.g. ).. = tall ORA medium (ORA= inclusive OR) or
).. = tall AND VERY tall. The grade of membership curves of such labels are also not
absolute but relative to the type of composite experiment to which they tefer.
The results for RR experiments (Re.Randomizing of conditions of observation between
the assignm1ent of the two component labels) are
somewhat
different
from
the
results for SIM experiments in which both labels are assigned
SIMultaneously to the same object . The max min operations of fuzzy set and Lukasiewicz
L-alpha logic for ORA and AND respectively turn out to be valid in several nontrivial
cases, but :not generally. (5) The derivation of formulas for "autological probabi1ities1' or "autological truth values"; such as P(ta]l tall), P(VERY tall tall),
P(talllmedh1m) etc .. Also these must be referred to either SIM or RR experiments.
[6] The derivation of several pteviously postulated formula s of fu~z., set theory.
Or a clear operational interpretation of previous 'principles' of the th~ory. These
include a) the 'one-minus ' formula for the negation. b) The formula for the probability of a fuzzy event. c) The formula for the possibility-probability consistency
principle. d) The 'summing up to one' for every uex of the grades of ::iembership
in different fuzzy concepts or labels bel onging to a given labe1 set.
l7] The resolution of several previous paradoxes. These include a) The complementation paradox of fuzzy set theory (name1y that the union of a fuzzy set and its
complement is not equal to the universe). b) Th1: certainty-possibility parndox
of fuzzy set theory (we do not know whether u1X is a certainty or only a possibility
for U). (u!x) = 1). c) The depression in the grade of membership curve for lab£: ls such
as 'tall OR medium' which is shown to disappear (see figs 10.3, 10.71. d) The interpretation of subnormal fuzzy sets. e) 'The Only Man on Earth' paradox of example
1.4.1. f) Russell's paradox is resolved through the definition of an ''autological
implication" whose antecedent and consequent r~fer to "identical variables".
The TEE (Threshold, Error of Estimation, assumption of Equivalence) model is based
on the following underlying assumptions . 1) The Error- of Estimation ass~mption:
In everyday life, a subjects estimates the attribute value of an object.
2) The Threshold assumption: A subject uses nonfuzzy thresholds in ue st for purposes
of classification; resulting in fuzzy thresholds in uex, 3) The LB,YN-Ml assumption
of Equivalence, def. 8.3 (LB=labeling, YN=yes-no, MU=grade of membership). This
assumption gives a precise meaning to subjective grades of membership which can
now be elicited either from LB or YN experiments; or from MU experiments: or from
experiments which elicit the thresholds and the error function of the subject.
This assumption of equivalence reconciles the Law of the Excluded Middl e nf
Aristotelian YN logic with the grade of membership concept.
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Preface
Although originally intended for publication in a journal, l have tried to
write this paper in a slightly tutorially directed style so that it can be used
as a textbook in a graduate course. The paper does, however, discuss the grade
of membership, or possibility, or intermediate truth value concept of fuzzy set
theory. In my own course, I therefore plan to start with Zadeh (1973) and the
first 22 pages of Zadeh (1978a).
As far as the theory of probability is concerned, the only prerequisite is
an understanding of the fundamental concept of prob-ability as a limit o( relative
frequencies elicited in an experiment; as well as of the law of compound probabilities. P(.x,y) = P(x) P(ylx) = P(y) P(xly), for an experiment with 2 characteristics.
As

the

writing

of

the

paper

proceeded, it turned unexpectedly out to

be a whole theory of logic for which many new and thorough definitions were
needed. The scientific 'paper' has thus assutned the length of a small book, and
must necessarily be published as a research report. However, I hope to write one
or rnore sunnnaries which can be published in scientif:ic journals .
The unexpected format of the paper has led to slight inconsistencies 1n
numbering. To satisfy the wishes of publishers of journals, the d-th definition
or figure in GecLion sis referred to as definition or figure s . d, independent
of the number of the subsection 1n which it appears. For fear of errors nnd oversights, I did not modify these numbers when I realized that the paper was becoming
t,oo long for a journal. 1n contrast. tbe rarer theorems and examples are preceded
by the number of the subsection. Thus the second example in subsection 1.4 is named
example 1.4.2. This makes it easier for the reader to locate the theorems and
examples.
The paper 1s the result of six years of teaching and research in the theory
of fuzzy sets . And of trying to resolve what to me seem obvious inconsistencies
and difficulties in the theory. Such as the complementation paradox (the union of
a (uzzy set and its complement is not equal to the universe); or the problem of
'The Only Man on Earth' (example 1.4.1 ); or the possibility-certainty difficulty
(a certainty cannot be recognized by the numerical value of the possibility) .
Even the traditional, nonfuzzy theory of sets is not free from inconsistencies.
Thus the AND connective is represented by the intersection of sets in this theory.
However, the meaning of the sentence "The drawer contains knives AND forks" is
that the contents of the drawer is a union of a set of knives and a set of forks,
not an intersection. The latter problem is solved by the device of chain sets,
a two-dimensional set concept wh ich will be treated in part 2 of this paper.
Initial summaries of these two parts have previously appeared in Risdal

( 1982 a, b, c). They have also been presented at the fuzzy set workshops held
at Queen M~ry College, London, in 1981 and 1983.
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The paper represents a break both with some of the underlying ideas and,
in parts, with the formal mathematical representation of fuzzy set theory and
many-valued logic. Truth values between O and 1 are no t considered to be the
result of a 'softening' of two-valued Y~ (yes-no) l ogic . Rather they are the
result of lbuilding a probabilistic theory on top of the Lwo-valued, nonfuzzy one .
This structure not only leads to a more consistent theory. LL also allows us to
use exact definitions and exact interpretations of intermediate truth values
and grades of membership at every step . Furthermore, the necessary operations on
or between these quantities are proved instead of being postulated; e . g. the
operations for the negation and for the AND and OR connectives.
On the operational side~ The TEE model starts out with the use of "nonredundant label sets" in connection "1ith LB (labeling) and YN (yes-no) experiments,
defs. 3.8, 3.10, assuming that a subject can operate with a label set such as
(small, medium , tall}, and assign one and only one of these labels to every
object

ol

a given time.

lit•

may, of course, insist on using a label s1:t with more

elements. E.g., he may wish to add tht two elements 'in between small and medium',
' in between medium and tal I' to the lab el set which i.s then assumed to be used in
a nonredundant way.
For a whole year I tried, wiLhout success, to find a theory for redundant
label sets; such that a subject may assign, at the same time, two different label~
from the label set to a given objec t. f1owever , l was unnble to cons truct n
consistent theory for this cas~.
Thus 1 finally gave up th~ 1dea oi redundanl label sets through necess ity.
Luckily tbe device of composite experiMents (sect .

6)

turned up at the same time,

reintroducing the possibility of redundant labels with overlapping threshold
intervals, without having to give up the r equirement of a consistent theory .
However, these labels are now no longer considered Lo be elements of a single
label set ..
Intu:ltion is an important starting point for any theory . Probably many of
my colleagues feel, as I did at the time , that a theor y of fuzzy sets should
start out with redundant label sets . But when intui tion consistently leads to
inconsistencies, then we must finally admit that it has led us astray. This is no
news. In almost every field of artificial intelligence, such as pattern recognition .
processing of natural language etc ., we realize more and more that much of the
human information processing proceeds on an unconscious level. We have not the
slightest idea how the human system processes so easily the type of information

with which we have enormous difficulties in computer systems . The task of discovering th,e procedures used by the human mind seems to be long and arduous . As
r egards opt ica l image processing, big progress has been made through the pioneering
work of Hiube l and Wiesel and othe r researchers . experimenting with animals . But
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experiments with animals are of no help in the investigation of human language
and logic. Here we have to rely on what we feel is the correct syntactic and
semantic us,e of language ; and on experiments with human beings of the type of
those performed by Hersh and Caramazza ( 1976) , Norwich and Turksen (1982), Thole,
Zimmermann&Zysno (1979) and Zimmermann & Zysno (1980) . Our models and theories
must then b,e able to explain this use.
It is thus not surprising that the definitions of linguistically acceptable
elements of 'legal label sets ' in sections 2 and 3 was the one task which took up
more time than any of the others. I have lost count of the number of time s these
two sections were rewritten before they assumed their present, and hopefully

satisfactory fonn. It was first then that the paper as a whole progressed at
a reasonable rate.
One unsatisfactory item of terminology is le£t over 10 the paper. This conce rns
a collective name for concepts such as small, tall, old young etc ., following
previous custom , I have alterna tely called them fuzzy concepts , linguistic labels ,
concepts . ~owever, The TEE model for Lhe meaning of such concepts is

and type

made up of at least two, well differentiated parts. t) The assumption of a nonfuzzy
st
partitioning by the subject of the univers~ of estimated attribute values u~
each element of the partition corresponc1ng to one 1abel. Here fuzziness comes in
only through in tersubject or context dependent differences 1n partitioning. For
st
a single subject, and in a given Lontexc, the partitioning of the uc
universe
is nonfuzzy. 2) The explanation of fuzziness in the universe Uex of exac t attribute
values due to errors of estimation of u (s~e sect. 5), or due to the r epresentation
in an underdimensioned universe (p . 11.2 5) . I feel now that these parts should be
reflected in the terminology , and I hope to correct this point in a future paper.
ln conne c tion with any logical system which is supposed to correspond to the
use of logic in natural language, we must make our our minds as co the purpose
of the system . Many people use language in a logically inconsistent way, especially

in everyda )' oral discourse in which we have insufficient time for checking and
polishing c,ur statements. Finding explanations for these inconsistencies 1s
certainly

a1

fascinating field of investigation. However , this is not the primary

purpose of the present pape r or of mathematical logic in general . Every good textbook
on a mathematical subject bears witness to the fact that it is possible to use
natural language in a logically consis tent

way; or at least to approach this

ideal. Furthermore, if ~e wish to apply our theory to automatic decisions in a
computer system used, for example, for control purposes, then it is this consistent
use which we want to simulate. We are not interested in the explanations of
the inconsistent use of language and reasoning whic h may occur in an oral discourse .
Thus the purpose of the present work bas been to construct a consistent theory
for the pre>cessing of inexact information

expressed in terms of linguistic labels

such as small, young and in terms of phrases with negation, VERY modification and
connectives. This theory should be in agreement with the best use of such expressions
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in natural Language. I hope that 1 have succeeded in taking a step in the
correct direction.
Oslo, January 1984.

The develvpme'lt of our concepr:ual. world is in a certain sense
a continuous f7,ight from the "tJ(mde1•"
Albe rt Einstein (195l).
1. Intr oduction
1.1 The Meaning, Learning and Measurement of the Grade of Membership Function

Mysticism, vagueness, the things that

we cannot explain, fill us with wonder.

In one way, every scientific explanation explodes a part of the great myth, and of
our feeling of awe and wonder for the mysteries of the universe.
Several centuries of exact science have not been able to remove one of the
big mysteries - the functioning of human comnrunication with the aid of inexact,
fuzzy concepts in natural language. Lotfi Zadeh's integration of such concepts
into a mathematical theory seems like a welcome relief just because it takes up
this mystery. At the same time, the definition of exact operations on fuzzy sets,
such as union, intersection and complementation, depletes further our store of
mysticism.
One mystic element has , however, remained. Namely the meaning of the grade
of membership or possibility curves. Everyone who interests him - or her - self
in fuzzy set theory is convinced of the ex1s tence of such S- or bell- shaped curvt·s
i n his owni information processing apparatus. Where do these subJective curves come from?
The HICNTZ

experiments ({Hersh

&

Caramazza, 1976), (Norwich & Turkscn , 1982),

(Thole, Zimmermann , Zysno, 1979), ~immermann

&

Zysno, 1980)) demonstrale clearly

the existe,nce of the grade of membership curves. However, to my knowledge , there
has been suggested up to now only one model for th~ir origjn , name\y that by
Gaines (1978)*. Gaines' model 1s based on a yes-no statistical typ~ of experiment,
and a subjective threshold for fuzzy concepts, just like the one suggested ·h ere. The
difference between the two models is that Gaines' experiment refers to an average
0ver a population of subjects; while our model refers to the subjective grade of
membership curve of a single person .
Subje~ctive YN (yes-no) 'models'for grades of membership have been suggested
by Giles ( 1976, 1982), Natvig (1982) and Norwich & Turksen (1982). The present work
has a clear point of contact with the above mentioned ones. However, the TEE
(_!hreshold, Error, assumption of .§_quivalence) model of this paper makes more
detailed assumptions concerning the nature and causes of fuzziness and its processing
by human beings. It is based on an assumption of equivalence between YN (yes-no)
or LB {labeling) experiments, perfo rmed under everyday cond itions , on the one hand;
and MU (grade of membership) experiments performed by the same subject, under exact
condition1; of observationt on the other hand (see def. 8.3).
The TEE model removes the last vestiges of mysticism from

fuzzy set theory.

I have no doubt, that just for th is reason it will meet with opposition from some
of my colleagues. But simple explanations for seemingly complex phenomena, and the
integratit:m of ad hoc postulates and rules into a · comprehensive theory are the
purpose of science.

1.2

In contrast to some fundamental syntactical and logical rules which are
possibly preprogrammed to a certain extent in our brains (Hisdal 1982a; 1983),
it is improbable that such preprogramming exists for the quantitative aspects of
the grade of membership curves for adjectives. The meaning of individual words,
including fuzzy concepts like tall, small etc., must be learnt while the child
is growing up.
There is only one choice which the child has for this learning process,
namely a trial and error inductive process of reasoning in which he observes the
use of words by his elders and compares a tentative hypothesis which he has formed
1n his mind, concerning the meaning of the word, with repeated uses of the word
by his surroundings.
Two important consequences can be inferred from these considerations. The
first is that a learning process is essentially statistical. A rough statistical
sort of reasoning is therefore necessarily an ingredient in human thought processes.

A second conclusion which, I believe, can be drawn from considerations of the
learning process is of a more philosophical nature, and possibly more controversial.
It concerns the question of whether the different hypotheses or mental pictures
which the child sets up for the meaning of words are of a fuzzy or of a nonfuzzy
nature. I believe that there are several reasons for assuming that they are non-

fuizy on the fundamental level , In the first place, averyone has probably observed
that children use themselves, and demand of their surroundings, very exact linguistic
and logical rules . In the second place it seems difficult to imagine the original
definition of a word in fuzzy terms. Even the definition of a fuzzy concept must
be based o,n some nonfuzzy definitions and rules .
In this paper we make use of the above conclusions in two ways. In the first
place we assume that a statistical experiment can be performed to find the subjective
P(Xlu) 'likelihood curve' of a subject S. This experiment is ei ther of the YN type
in whicb the subject is required to respond with 'yes' or with 'no' concerning the
appropriateness of a specified label A
= A (e.g . Aspec = tall) to every object
spec
in a set of obje cts . Alternatively the experiment may be of the LB (labeling) type
1n which Sis requ ired to choose for every object one label from a set A= 1~ 1} ,
1 = 1, ..• ,L of label s; e.g. from the set
~ =

{sma ll,medium,tall }

( 1 • 1)

It is assumed tbat a single subject Swill noc always assign the same label
or YN value to objects with the same exact u-value. Subjective likelihoods of a
fuzzy conc•~pt Al are interpreted as probabilities of assigning the label A1 to an
object whose exact attribute value is u.
In the second place we set up a model for the above mentioned variability 1n
answers for objects with a given exact u-value; and for the connection between the
likelihood and the grade of membership function. This 'TEE model' is based on several
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assumptions. The first one is that every subject S operates with exact threshold
values in the U-domain. E.g. that S has a subjective threshold height value~ such
as 180 cm, above which he assigns the answer value Y to objects in a YN e,xperiment
with the specified label

Aspec= tall; and below which he assigns the answer value N.
,

. h

According to this assumption, a subject who is acquainted wit

u

ex

, the exact

attribute (e!.g, height) values of the objects classifies them as being 'small'
or 'medium' or 'tall' or 'VERY tall' through the use of nonfuzzy thresholds in u

ex

This assumption agrees with Gaines' model and is confirmed by an experiment of
Norwich and Turksen (1982, fig. 1).
Fuzziness is introduced through a second assumption. This concerns the existence
st
existence of an error function E(ue st luex) (e.g. E(ue =l70 cm I uex=180 cm) )
under a spec:ified set of conditions of observation. 'The error fun~tion denotes the
probability that tbe subject will estimate an object"s attribute value as being
e•; t when the exact val,ue of the attribute is u ex . Th ese errors give
.
equal to u'
rise to a rounding-off of the ste plike threshold curves in uex due to the combined
· u e st an d t h e errors o f estimation.
.
.
The resu 1 t
effect of t1e
non f uzzy thresholds 1n
l
being the well-known Sand bell-shaped functions of uex used in fuzzy set theory .
Finally the fuzzy set grade of membership concept is introduced through the
already men1:ioned assumption of euqivalence of def. 8.3 between YN or LB experiments
on the one hand nad MU experiments on the othe r.

I believe that the TEE model describes the most important factors in the
construction of the subjective grade of membership curve. However. the curves may
ce rtainly be modified by other cons1deraLions. E. g., suppose that a middle-aged
person X engages in conversation with

a

very young person Y; and that the latter

desc ribes somebody as being old_ If Xis intelligent , he will realize that Y's
subjective grade of membership curve is displaced towards small age values as
compared with his own; and he will make corresponding adjustments in his own
grade of membership curve when he tries to estimate

the age of the person

described by Y. Such an adjusted curve will then come nearer to that found by
the Gaines type of experiment.
If these ideas are correct, then we have three different experimental procedures
to determine? the grade of membership curves, all of which should be equally valid.
1) the YN or labeling experiments described above. These corre spond to the everyday
use of fuzzy concepts in which we never specify a numerical value for the grade
of membership but describe an object as being e.g. 'tall' or 'very tall'. 2) The MU
exper iment in which the numerical value of the grade of membership of a given object
is specified directly by the subject. 3) An experiment in which the error curve of a
subject and his threshold values for

:X

are elicited directly., the grade of member-

ship curve being computed from these measured values .

1.4

The exp,eriments of Thole et al. ( 1979) and of Zimmerman and Zysno ( 1980)
are of a pur,e ly MU type. Norwich and Turksen ( l 982) have performed both a YN and
a MU experiment. Hersh and Caramazza's ( 1976 ) experiments are of a 1J1ixed type
because t hey r equire both YN answers and confidence ratings between O and t. Their
experiment no. 1 uses on ly YN answers and a computation of relative frequencies by
the exi,erimenter. It is therefore the same as our YN experiment averaged over many
subjects. The Hersh Caramazza experiments demonstrate that fuzzy concepts can have
an ambiguous meaning. To avoid the ambiguities we suggest here that the label set
to which the experiment refers must be specified in advance.
A person will gradually learn to estimate the average probability of errors
which he makes, under the conditions of everyday life. in estimating exact u (e.g .
height) values. The combined effect of the probability of error curve and the
exact threshold values results in the person's grade of membership curve. It is
suggested that this curve finally assumes an autonomous identity in its own right
in the person's mind. And the person associates the ordinate values of the combined
curve with the grade of membership (or possibility or likelihood) of the corresponding element u of the univer se for the given label.
There is a certain, though far from complete , analogy between this suggested
process and Hofstadter's 'roles'; the latter being substructures which are exportable from their native context to alien contexts (Hofstadter , 1981). ln our case,
Lhe probability of assigning a label ~

to u becomes a property of the u-value; the

original ex;'l.ct threshold values and the intermediate error curve becoming parts of a
black box wh(JSe details are unimportant in the context of a

MU

experiment.

The mathematical treatment of the combined effect of the threshold values
and the probability of error curve is given in sect. 5.

Naturally a person

does not perform this mathematical treatment exactly in his head. In addition,
the memory (Jf human beings is not at all suited to storing an exact numerical
grade of membership value for every value of u. It is therefore improbable that
there will be an exa ct

agreement between the curves measured

by the MU m,athod and the labeling or YN method respectively. However, the

~eneral agr1~ement between the grade of membe rship curves obtained in Hersh and
type although averaged
YN
Caramazza's experiment 1, which is mainly of the
over many pe·rsons, and their experiment 2, which is mainly of the subjective
type (Hersh

MU

experiment indeed refer to the same internal concept.

&

Caramazza, fig . 14) , shows that the

YN

MU

and the

We ca:n thus identify several stages in the learning process of t he growing-up
human concerning t he meaning of fuzzy adjectives. He/she must learn to what
attribute t lhe adject ive refers. E.g. to the attribute •height' in the case of 'tall'.
He must learn furthermore that other adjectives, e.g. 'sin.all', may refer to the

l

same attribute. He must decide on threshol ds for the interval of the universe to
which the meianing of the adjective refers. Although the person has constructed
a nonfuzzy n~eaning of an adjective at this stage, a labeling experiment for the

elicitation of the likelihood curves can already be performed with him. The above
stages of the leaning process are common to nonfuzzy concepts such as 'female'~
'male', and to fuzzy concepts such as 'tal 1 •, ' small'. They are in general agreement
with the experimental results concerning the learning of language by children
(Moskowitz, 1978).
For fu,:zy concepts like 'tall 1 , the growing-up person will gradually realize

that neither his own, nor others', estimates of attribute values u, under
everyday conditions of observation, are completely r eliable. This results in the
approximate construction of the person's subjective PO luex) likelihood or grade
of membership curve which finally assumes a separate identity in his mind; and the
numerical v;3lues of its ordinates can be elicited by a MU experiment. At this stage

of the persQn's development, both the labeling or YN and the MU type of experiment
can be performed with him. The following definition sunnnarizes the situation.
Definiit ion 1. 1 of the TEE model for grades of membership (TEE stands for
Threshold, ,Error of Estimation, assumption of Equivalence). The TEE model consists
of the Ioll,owing parts. 1) The assumption of the intermediate information processing
step, def. 1 .2 below. 2) The error model which assumes errors of estimation of
attribute values (sect. 5). 3) The assumption of nonfuzzy thresholds in the universe

of estimated attribute values for assigning a label~ (e . g. \= tall) to an object
(defs. 5.2, 5.3).

4) The LB,YN-Mll assumption of equivalence, def. 8.3.

The first item of def. 1.1 is defined as follol.ls.
Definition 1.2 of the assumpt·i.on of the i nterrnediata in f'ormation. n.r>oeessing step .
Whenever a subject perforn1s an 1~ experiment (labeling or yes-no or g rade of membership experiment) upon an object under nonexact conditions of observation, then he
carries out an intermediate step in his information processing. This step consists
in estimating the attribute value (e .g. height value) of the object. The subject's
st
classification of the object is then based upon this estimated attribute value, ue •
The assumption of def. 1.2 sh.ould be considered only as a 0-th approximation

to the TEE model . In a more elaborate TEE model it can be replaced by a mor~
sophisticated assumption concerning an estimated probability distribution over
uex (see end of sect. 5.1).

1.6

Two possible procedures which a subject may use for the pur pose of estimating
the attr ibute value of the object are discussed in sect. 5 .4. defs . 5 .l l, 5.12.
The assumption of this paper that a subject who

ls

acquainted with uex , the

exact attribute values (e.g . height values) of the objects of a set will use nonfuzzythresholds for purposes of classification of the objects as belonging or not
be l onging to a fuzzy set A , and that these thresholds are also applied to the case

of estimated u-values, will probably meet with opposi tion from some fuzzy set people.
However , let me r emind the reader that nonfuzzy thresholds are used extensively in
fuzzy set theory through the device of a-level sets (Zadeh. 1971). To me, level sets
have always seemed like a step backwards. After first allowing an object to have a
fuzzy grade of membership, the fuzzification is removed again by introducing
thre shold values for the grades of membership. ls it not more natural and satisfactory to start out with the assumption of nonfuzzy thresholds in the case of an exact
exper iment? And to ascribe fuzzification to errors of estimation?
The TE,E model allows us 1) to interrelate and expla in several previous postulates of fuzzy set theory. 2) To resolve some previous difficulties. 3) To derive
some new result s by giving exact operational definitions for the meaning of distributions wit h respect to u of e.g. talllvery tall, tall l tall, call lmedium,

tall AND medium, tall OR medium. Fig 1.1 lists most of these items,
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Former Postulate or Pr i nciple
ln TFE Model

or Paradox

The formula is derived
(eqns (4.9),(4 . 19)
and sect. 9.2).

a. Postulated one-minus formula
for negation (Zadeh 1973 eqn
(2.26) ).

2

b . The complementation paradox:
The un i on of a f u zzy set and
its complement is not always
equal to the universe (Zadeh
1973t eqns (2.26),(2.27) for
definition of complement and
union).

See point 2 below.
When applied to nonfuzzy
sets of labeled objects,
the union is equal to
the universe of labeled
objects (sect. 9.3).

Union and intersection of
'fuzzy sets' ( Zadeh, 1973
eqns (2 . 27),(2.29) ).

These two operations are
not meaningful for
d1.'stribut i.0>2s over the
attribute universe~Traditional union and
intersection can be
applied to sets of labeled objects (sects, 1.3,
9,3, 12).

3

Valid 1n several nontrivial cases , but not generally (theorem 10.3. 1
on p . 10. 14 ; fig. 10. 4 on

Postulated max and min operationsfo·r OR and AND resp.
(z°adeh, 1973 eqns (2.28), 3 .

( 2. 30) ) .

p.10.13.1),

b. The paradox of the depression of the OR curve (sect,
1().1~-.!j":... th paragraph on p,
10. 2; fig. IO. 3 ( c 1) , p.
10,11.1).

I The

l

depression d isappears

(fig, 10.3 (c2) on p.
10.11.1; fig. 10.7 (c2)
1
l•ll i ' •
0 . 16 . I ) •

The paradox of 'The Man
fro;the Company' (example
1.4.2, pp. 1.15-1.17, case
(a) versus case (b).

Resolution in TEE model
which yields new numerical answers (pp. 1.17 ,

d. Di scontinuity phenomena of
fuzzy set theory (p . 10,2).

Discontinuities disappear
(compare left versus righ
column fig. 10.3 , p.10.11.1J

<.:.

1. 18).

Conl inued on next P1!-~e ! _

Fig. 1.1 . List of former postulates of fuzzy set theory which are derived or
i n terpreted in the TEE model. Or of former difficulties which are resolved.
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For mer Postulate or Principle
or Paradox

In TEE Model

- ---------------- - - -- - - ------------1
4

5

a. The difficulty of the
meaning of a subnormal fuzzy
set X foranatom1.cX (p. 5.6).

Suc b a ' set' is due to bad
average conditons of observation (pp. 5.6-5.8).

b. Meaning of the subnormal
fuzzy- se-t'""'1or), "" tall AND
medium (sect . 10, 1 ;·p . 10.2
4-th paragraph: p . 3. 6;
top of p . 7. 4)

The difficulty is r esolved.
For SIM experiments , the
'fuzzy set' for :\ is reduced to the ' zero distribution (f i g . 10 . 3 on p.
10. 11. 1, (bl) versus (b2)) .
For RR experiments the
subnormal fuzzy set is
explained (bot t om p.1 0 .16p . 1CJ 17 ; f ig . 10 • 7 , p .
10. I • I, (b1) , (b2)).

a. Are grades of membership
~tall(u) distributions of

TI,~ two distributions are

EalJ:J.~. or

inct. (fig. 4. 1 on p . 4.5 ;
def . 4 . 6 on p.4 . 4 expresse s P(u l tall) in terms of
P(talllu) and of P( ul ) .

of u [ tall? (fig.

Ij and

1. 2 ; 'The Only Man on Earth'

I

'No Man on Earth ', exampl~ 1.4.1 , p.1 . 14; bottom p.

J

l I. 17).

I
1

I
1

- b

recognized as being dist-

b. Possibility-Certainty
diff i culty . We do not know
...:h ether ui is a certainty
or only a possibility when
..i ta 11 tu i) = 1 ( p . 1 . 9 ; e qn

u.l occurs . with certainty
f or an obJect labeled
' ta 11 ' if and only if
P(ui l tall ) =l .

a . Postulated 'S' and ' bell'
shapes of grade of membership
curves (Zadeh , 1977 eqns
<1
1 1> ) .

TI,e shapes are de rived
(eq n (5.5) ; fig . 5 . 2
on p. 5 . 7) .

b . Crossover point s

Are shown l o occ ur in general at the threshold
val ue s for A (fig. 5.2 on
p . S. 7 ; fig. 5.3(b) p.5,9)

I (-1.-24)- - -) .------ --- -- ------+-- - - - - - - - - - --~-----t
f

or~<

(Zadeh 1973 , p.30):

7

Postu l ated formula for the
probability of a fuzzy event
(Zadeh, 1968 eqn (5) ).

The fo rmula is derived
(eqns (4 . 12) - (4 . 16) ) .

18

a. Postulated formula for the
possib/prob cons ist~ncy principle (Zadeh 1978a p.8).

is d erived and i nterpreted (theorem 12.2) .

b . Heuristic connection between
possibilities & probabilities
(Zadeh, 1978a p.8).

is proved (p . 4 . 6).

continued on next page!
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fig. 1.1 contnd .

Former Postulate or Principle
ln TEE Model

or Paradox
9

Summing up to 1 of ~rades of
membe rship in different fuzzy
label s Al for each u.
(Tacitly assumed by Eshrag &
Mamdani (1979) ; Postulated by
investigators in fuzzy clusteri ng procedures (Ruspini , 1969
fig. 2), (Be zdec et al. , 1981
eqns ( 1b) , ( 1a) I ) .

The formula 1S derived
(sec t. 8.2).

10

Aristotle's Law of the Excluded
Midd le versus the Grade of
Membership concept
(Gaines , 1978).

These two are r econciled
through the LB,YN-MU
assumption of equivalence
(def. 8.3 on p. 8. 3) .

11

is derived from traditional
Postulated subset formula of
fuzzy set theory, IJ} (u) < lJ}. '(u) subset relation between sets
for all u (Zadeh, 1965, eqn(2)). of labeled objects or between
threshold intervals (theorem 4. 3. 1 on page 4.7 wbicb
fol lows from def. 3. 6 or 5.2 1)

12

Definition of a possibility
measure (Zadeh 1 1978a eqn(2.16);
1978b, eqn (2 . 9) ) . Or of the
truth value of an implication
with fuzzy antecedent and
consequent ( Diffe r ent nonequivalent formu la s are given ].fl
Sandler & Kohout, 1980).

Interpreted as an " autological probability" , such as
P ( ta1 l Imed) (Definitions
and formulas in sect .
Examp l es in figs. 11,1, 11,2
on pages 11.19, 11.20).

Russell's paradox.

Resolved without recourse
to Godel ' s theorem
(sect. 13).

Postulated MU-square fo rmula
for VERY ).. (Zadeh, 1973
eqn (3.3) ) .

v)..

Hans the Egg Eater.
Intuitive diffe rence between
the shape of probability and
possibility distributions
(Zadeh, 1978a, p . 8).

The likelihood (possib ility)
and probability distribution, and the relation be tween them are derived
ma thematically , using a
frequency interpretation
of probabilities (example
12. 1 , pages 12 . 5-12.8).

13

-"

14

15

,,.

2 (u) is proved to repre-

sent the grade of member
ship function of 1 ).. AND;..•
for RR experiments (theorem
12. 1 , page 12.4).

(end fig. 1 • 1)

page 1.8
fig . 1,2

t)

1-\

(u) = grade of membership of u in ) (Zadeh, 1973 p.30).

2) \.IR(X)(u) is the grade of membership of u in the
fuzzy restriction R(X).
' Xis tall' implies that ' tall' acts as a fuzzy restriction
R(X) on X (Zadeh , 1978a p .6; 1977 p.29)
3) IJR(X) =- degree of ease with which u may. be assigned to X
(Zadeh 1977, p . 29).
The poss/prob (A\u) interpretation
4) 11NO ,u) = fuzzy naming relation.
E.g. \,l(young,23) = degree to which 'young' applies to 23
(Zadeh, 1973. p.33).
The poss/prob (u lA) interpretation
5) rrX(u) :cdegree of possibility of u
is defined to be equal to µ).(u).
E.g. nX. (28) = degree of possibility that John is 28
given
that 'Johp is young' (Zadeh 1978a, p.6) .
6)

µ). (u)

= compatibility function.

E.g. µ
(28) -= degree to which u = 28 years is compatible young with the concept 'young ' (Zadeh, 1975a p.3;
1978a p.6).
Fig. 1. 2. Different names and interpretations suggested by Zadeh for the grade
of membership funct i.on u,. (u) where ). is a linguistic label (e.g.

11.

=tall), and

u is an exact attribute value (e.g. u=uex= 175 cm). Accor ding to Zadeh. all
the concepts mentioned in the figure represent, for a given A, the same mapping
or function ii,_ (u): U ➔ [O, 1]. In the present paper we distinguish between the
likelihood function P(Aluex) , and the A- qualified probability dist r ibution
ex I
P(u>..).
The l atter is the normalized product of the likelihood (or grade of
membersh ip) function and the unqualified probability distribution P(uex) (see
fig. 4.1 and eqn (4.15) ).
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1.2 Possibilities, Likelihoods. Probabilities and Fuzzy Propositions
The Norwegian proverb ' Kjrere ba rn har mange navn' (The beloved child has many names)
certainly applies to the concept of grade of membership. Since its introduction
in 1965, it: has been renamed and rerenamed many times , as is illustrated in fig. 1.2 .

All (:hese excellent conceptual definitions are represented, according to Zadeh ,
by the sam~! function from U to [O, 1]. In this section we use the name ' possibility'
for all of these concepts.
An important question, which 1s never touched upon explicitly, is whether
possibilities are distributions of'~ given u' or o[ 'u given

A'. According to

Zadeh (pr ivate communication), they are both. As is also illustrated by the
definitions, in fig. 1. 2. Such an indefiniteness in meaning may be justified in
connection with the pliable word 'possibility'. But there is also a fine to pay
for such flexibility. E.g. when we say that the possibility of ui is equal to 1
~

for a fuzzy. set

= tall, then we do not know whether u.l is

a

ce rtainty for an

objec t which is characterized by 'tall ' . This possibility-certainty difficulty
is easily resolved by the use of probabilities of ' u. given , , because a
1.

probability of 1 imp1 ies a certainty.
The

labeling experiments susgested in this paper measure unambiguously the
1

subjective probabilty of

A

given u', i.e. the probability that the subject S

will assign the label~ to an object whose exact attribute value is u .. If we also
l.
know P(u.), the unqualified probability ditribution over u. of the population
1

1

which S labels, then we can compute P(u . l) ) from P(A lu.) (eqn (4 .1 5) and fig. 4.1) ;
l

l

e .g. the probability distribution over exact height values of the subset of tall
people of a population.
The distributions measured in the
are

exoeriments

1

HCNTZ

given u ' ones because the subject is asked t o what

11

degree the label\ applies to a given object. E . g. in the Zimmermann Zysno
experiment, the subjects are asked for a judgement concerning 'ideal tile' when
they are presented with a tile object. This judgement is given as a rating between
0 and 100% (Zimmermann & Zysno , 1980, p. 42).
1

The

A

given u 1 distribucions give rise to the typical Sand bell shaped

curves of fuzzy set theory. In

a

previous paper

(Hisdal 1982c) we have therefore

used t he name 'possibility' for the P(A :u.) distribution which was then also denoted by
l

11,(u.) =P(11lu.).
I\

l

(1.1)

l

In contrast, P(u,lh) was called the probabil ty distt" ibution over u. for the concept A,
1

1

We shall here keep the latter definition of the probability distribution over u.,
1.

Although I would have liked to keep the word possibility distribution over u.

1.

for P(~lu.), this seems to give rise to a lot of confusion. It means a change of
l

tenninolog,y as compared with the traditional one in fuzzy set theory in which

l. lU

1) Distributions of l. I u. and of u. I~ are characterized by the same function of u ..
l

l

l

2) The+ • operations of the theory of probability are replaced (in the default case)
by the max rnin operations respectively. In our interpretation , P(:\ lu.) and P(u. P,)
l

1

are genuine probabilities referring to a well defined experiment; their values
differ in general (see fig. 4.1).
In order to avoid such confusion 1.n terminology between 'traditional possibilities', with the mixed interpretation of.\ lu. and u.P, distributions, and the new
1

1

possibilities defined by eqn. (l.t), we shall, from now on, use the term 'likelihood distribution over u.' for P(l. lu.). This term is well established in statistical
l
1.
literature for P(~ lu.) , considered as a function of u. (Fisher, 1978. p . 70);
1

l

although the proposal of defining distributions over u. for fuzzy linguistic
1

concepts like 'tall' is entirely due to Zadeh (1965) who, however, does not interpret
their

The name 'n~(ui)

ordinaL~s as probabilities of A

=

possibility distri-

bution over u. for). ' will be reserved for the traditional, mixed use of\ lu. and
l

l

u . lA distributions in fuzzy set theory; together with the use of the max-min
'l

operations to represent the OR and AND connectives respectively.
We may now ask whether we should use the likelihood ditribution P (~ lu.), or
1

the probability distribution P(u. I') in connection with a given problem. The answer
1.
depends, of course , on the problem. In the following problems I - IV we shal 1 use
the distributions of fig . 4.1 as illustrations. They are based on

a

iinite

universe of discrete height intervals ,
U

=

( 1. 2)

{(145±5, 155±5, . .. ,215!5)cm )

The exact definitions of the experiments in the problems are given in the subsequent
sections. We note that all u. symbols in this subsection should be replaced by u:x.
l

'l

Problem I. Suppose that we are given 1) the P(~ 1..ii)
A=

tall, for a subject S; and 2)

An

likelihood distribuLion,

object 'John' whose exact height value is

known to bE' u. = 175 cm. We can then predict tbat the probability that S wilJ
1

assign the label 'tall I to John is (under everyday
conditions of observation, see def. 5.14),
P(~lu.)-= P(ta1ll175 cm)= 0.75,

( 1. 3)

1

and the prc,bability that S will assign the label 'NOT tall' to John is (see eqn(4.9)),

P(NOT talll175 cm)= 1 - P(talll 175 cm)= 0.25

( 1. 4)

Problem II. The given quantities are the same as in problem I. An automatic
classificaition system is to use a maximum likelihood rule to determine whether John
belongs either to the (nonfuzzy) set 'tall' or to the set 'NOT tall'. Since the
probabilit'y of

>.

and of NOT>. always add up to 1 for a given u value,

\<Je

infer

tbe following maximum likelihood rule:

tall

for P(talllu.) > 0.5 or u. > 175 cm
1.
1

NOT tall

for P(talllu .) < 0,5 or u. < 165 cm

John's height-=

l.

(1.5)

l

Probl~m III. We are given a set OB of objects and either 1) uex, the exact
u value (h«~ight) of each object and S's PO. lu) likelihood curve; or 2) the grade

t. 11
of membership which S has assigned to each object in a MU experiment, and which is
identif ied with the object's likelihood P(Alu.) of being assigned the label
l

A,

using the a:ssumption of equival ence (sect . 8.1, def. 8.3 ) . The problem is to
partition the set OB into two disjoint sets labelled 'tall' and 'NOT tall ' respectivel~
Us ing a maximum likelihood Tule as in the previous problem, we find that the

0.5 l ikelihood value represents a threshold value for the classification of the
objects. This problem has previously been treated by Bouchon (1982). Our result
agrees nice ly with Bouchon's original suggestion (Bouchon, 1980) to use a threshold
of

a

0.5 po6sibility value for such a partition.
Probl,em lV. We are again given the P(A lui) distribution for S . In addition

we assume tltlat 2) S utters the statement
( 1. 6)
.John is tall •
3) We are given P(u.), the unqualified probability distribution (i.e. unqualified
l

by the adje,c tive 'tall') over u of the population to which John belongs.

The fuzzy proposition (1.6) will then be said to induce the likelihood
distribution P(A jui) and the probability distribution P(u i I>,) for John . P(ui I).)

is computed from eqn (4.15).

In an automatic system, all these distributions

will now be available to the data base as properties of the entity 'John'.
If the question

(1 . 7)

How tall is John?

is now direct ed at the system, then it should answer: "The probability that
John is u. cm tall 1s P(u. IA), using the stored probability cu rve. 1:..g. ''The pro1

l

bability that John is 185 cm tall is 0.21 " according to fig. 4 . 1 ·
Altetnatively, we can direct the question
( 1 • 8)

Is John call?
at the system. The answer to this question 1s not unique, it depends on the

c onditions and persons ~ho assign the label to John. Based on the assumed prior
informatiou of eqn ( 1.6), we can interpret ( 1.8) in the following
probability that Jchn will be labeletl

1

tall 1 by S (or by a pl"rson

way:

\.h 0 t1e

"What is the

subje1.. l i ve

Likelihood curve for A= tall :is the same as that of S) at a later point of time
such that ReRandomizing of conditions of observation (def. 5.15) has taken place
after the assignment of the first 'tall' labe l of eqn (1 .6) and before the answer
to (1 . 8) is given?". Using eqn (11.124) with a=b = tall and the curves of fig. 4.l,
we

find that this "P(talljta11) autolog1cal probability for RR experiments"

is equal to 0.73.
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1.3 The Max Min Operators
The pointwise max and min operators to represent the union and intersection,
or the OR iind AND connectives respectively, have been the subject of much discussion
in the hisl:ory of the theory of fuzzy sets. Lately Lindley (1982) has investigated
this question from the standpoint of scoring rules. He concludes that only probabi•
lities,

i..e. the + and · operations , are admissible.

In ccmtras t, Bellman and Giertz (l973)showed that UT\der certain, seemingly
reasonable requirements, the max min operations are the only possible ones for the
union and intersection of fuzzy sets . The crucial requirement which determines this
conclusion is that of idempotency for union and intersection. I.e., the fuzzy set
induced by either of the sentences
X

is

X l.S

.

>-

OR

X

A

AND

X

( 1.9)

is " ,
is >. ,

(1. 10)

must be x : : ,.
However, the necessity of idempo tency is not so self eviden t as it might seem
at first s,ight. In the first place, we must decide whether we wish t o require idempotency in connection with distributions o f Alu or of

ulA .

Cons:ider the former case of likelihood distributions applied to the example
in wh ich e,ach per son in a population i s labeled either A = tall or NOT A= NOT tall.
The idempcitency requirement then says that a person who is labeled 'tall' in one
experiment must also be labeled 'tall ' in another experiment performed by the same
subject. It must hold when the two experiments are performed under exact condit ions
of observc1tion; and also when they are performed SIMultaneously under nonexact
condit ions. Under these circumstan ces , the TEE model indeed y ields exact idempotency
(see defs. 12.2, 12.3). More generally, the max, min operations hold for SIM
experiments when the OR or AND connective is between sublabels; such as between
'tall' and 'VERY tall'; or between ' tall' and 'tall' (theorem 10.3.1 and defs.
3.6, 5.21), When ReRandomizing of conditions of observation takes place between
two experiments performed under nonexact conditions, then idempotency need hold
on l y appre>ximately. This point has already been discussed in sect. 1.2, problen IV,
A second consideralion

which affects the necessity of the r equirement of

idempotency is the meaning of the notion of a set. Strangely enough, ic turns out
that this notion is ambiguous not only in the fuz zy case, but also in the traditional
case of crisp sets. A set is usually defined as a collection of objects, implying an
AND connection between these objects, a11 of which belong to the set simultaneous1y.
But in the theory of probability, an event is also defined as a set or subset of
the universe of discourse . An event implies , however, an ORE connection between the
elements of this subset because only one element may occur for a given occurrence
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of the event (ORE stands for the exclusive OR). This AND-OR difficulty can only be
resolved by using a two-dimensional set concept called chain- set
(Hisdal, 1902 a, b).

A

collection of objects and an event are two diametrically

opposite, special cases of chain-sets . The former is a 1C chain-set, i.e. a chain-set
consisting c,f a single chain. In contrast, a probability distribution is an Xl cha inset~ this being a chain- set with exactly one 1-entry in each chain.The above menti•
oned idempoltency for likelihood distributions referred to collections of labeled
objects , i.e. to 1C chain-sets in the crisp case.
In contrast , t he concept of a poss ib ility distribution (Zadeh, 1978a), refers
to the ORE interpretation of a set . When John is tall, and 'tall' is considered as
a fuzzy sub.set of a universe of he ight values, then John ' s exact height can be only
one of thes1e values. The distributions which Zadeh considers in connection with the
possibility concept are unambiguously u!A ones (see fig. 1.2).

In the

same paper, he also introduces the concept of conditional possibilities.
It was then shown by Hisdal ( 1979, 1980a, 1980b) that the requirement of
idempotency for AND is not necessary , provided that we define and use consistent l y
the concepts of joint, conditional and marginal possibilities . The reason ls, that
when an AND+ connective connects two dependent attributes, then this dependency
must be taken into account. Applied to ul\
distributions, sentence (1.10) can now be restated in the form,
The possibility that xis u.

AND that (xis u. given that xis u.)

l

l

1

= The possibility that xis u . ,
i

(1.11)

where a ll three distributions 1n (1.11) should be conditioned on A= tall when
applied to the sentence 'John is tall'.
The second distribution on the left hand side of (1.11) is a conditiona l one,
namely n((u. lu.)I ~). It represents the dependency of John's exact height value on
i

i

John ' s exac:t height value and is therefore represented by a unity matrix in a u~u
space , independent of A. There is thus no requirement of idempotency because the
distributions (i.e. the ~uzzy subset~ induced by each component of the sentence
on the left hand side of (1.11) are not identical.
Thus~ when a fuzzy set is considered as a ulA distribution, we must satisfy
sentence ('l,11) , but the requirement of idempotency i s unnecessary. (1. 11) is also
satisfied when we replace the word possibility by probability.
Zadeh himself considers the max min operations for OR and AND onl y as default
rules and suggests that some sort of modified addition and multiplication operators
may be more appropriate under certain circumstances (Zadeh, 1975a p . 34. Zadeh 1973,
footnote p . 31). Zimmermann and Zysno (1980 , pp. 47. 49) use, in their experimental
work, the add i tion and multiplicat ion operators to represent the union and intersection respectively. While Yager (1978) suggests a whole family of operators which
can replac:e

the max min operators if one drops the requirement of idempotency. This

uncertainty about the max min versus+· or other operations is resolved provided
that we 1) distinguish between the AND and the ORE interpretation of a set ;
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Zl Distingu;i..sh between ).,lu and u I>,. distributions. 3) Use the TEE model interpretation

of fuzzy cc>ncepts. 4) Use exact operational definitions of experiments and exact
descriptions of the situation to which the sentence containing the connectives
app lies. lt is important

to realize that the to tal effect of these points cannot

always be i,unnned up mathematically by merely replacing the max and min operations
of fuzzy

Sl?t

theory by the+ and • operations respectively. As a matter of fact,

a statement t o the effect that the AND connective

1s

represented by a given point-

wise opera1;ion between the sets which it connects is much too simple. We must know

the situation and the sentence in which the connectives are used before we can
decide on a representation of the composite concept . To illustrate this point ,
consider the AND connective. In traditional set theory and logic it is accepted
that the AND connective is represented by the intersection of the sets which it
connect s ; which holds for a case such as the set of all apples that are green

AND sweet. However, in the sentence

11

The drawer con tains knives AND forks", the

contents fo the drawer are not represented by the intersection of a set of knives
and forks but by their union (see Risdal (1982a 1

1982b, 1983)). In the case of

connectives between adjectives r eferring l o "the same variable (see def. 11.8),
there exis~: nontrivia l cases in which it fol lows ft:om the TEE model the the pure
max, min operationsholdfor OR and AND respectively; e.g. for 'tall AND VERY tal l'
in a SIMultaneous experiment. But not for 'tall AND medium' (see eqns (10 . 27) , (10.28)
versus (10,.20),(10.21)). The results for the idempot ency c a searesummedupinsect. 12 .
1.4 Example·s

At the· end of sect. 1. 2 we mentioned some problems which illustrate the
distinct use of distributions of

,,u

versus distributions of ul~- Here

we

sha11

carry out s10me more detailed cal culations of examples which illustrate some
previous difficu lties and their reso lution in the TEE model.

Example 1.4.1. The only man on earth.
Case (a). Consider the sentence
( 1 • 12)

John's height is 225 cm,
where uex = 22Scm is John's exac t height value (quantized within an interval
of ±Scro) as measured with a meter stick. We now ask the question
J[s

( 1 • 13)

John ta11'!

The answer to the question is to be given in the form of a number which
represents either the probability that John will be assigned the answer valu~ ' yes'
in a YN experiment under everyday condit tons of observation when S does not know
John's exact height value (sect. 4.3). Or the answeT can be understood in the
sense of the grade of membership which S assigns to John

in

the fuzzy concept

'tall' und1:~r good conditions of observation (sect. 4 .4). These two answering
procedures illustrate the dual interpretation of th e grade of membership concept.

1. 15

By the YN-HU assumption of equivalence, def. 8 .3,

the numbers which S returns

in the two cases are approximately equal.
Using the P( t all luex) likelihood curve of fig. 4. 1, we find that the probability that the label 'tall' will be found applicable to John is equal to 1.
Case (b). Consider the sentence
John is ta11.

(1. 14,

The question is
What is the poss /pr ob that John is 225 cm tall?

(1. 15)

According to traditional fuzzy set theory, which does not distinguish
distributions of >-lu from distribution of u l>-, the answer to (1.15) is the same
as in case (a), namel y 1.
Now suppose for the sake of the argument, that there exists only one man on
earth (among the approximately l billion grown-up men on earth) whose height is 225cm.
rhe possibility value 1 as the answer to (1.15) seems meaningless in this case . If
we operate at all with possibility values between O and 1, then certainly this is
a case in which such a value should apply.

The answer in the TEE model is the value of P(µex Itall) for uex :c 225cm . This
function ie; computed from P(tallluex) and P (ueX). Assume that the only information
we have about John, in addition to (1.1 4), is that he is any grown -up man on earth.
ThenP(uex) is the probability distribution over height of all grown-up men on earth .•
Assuming that P(tal1 luex) and P(uex) are g iven by the curves of fig. 4.1, we find
from eqn (L1. 15) the P(uex l tall) curve which is drawn in the same figure. We see
that the 'paradox of the only man on earth ' is resolved, P(225cm!tall) is very
near to O.
Example 1.4. 2. The Man from the Company. This example concerns the choice of
one man from a set of men. The only available p r ior information about the man is
that he is tall. We precede the example by the conclusions which can be drawn
from the analysis below.
1) Decisions concerning the choice of the tall man from a set of men based

on the rela1tive values of the µtall grades of membership or possibilities of
fuzzy set theory are correct in a particular situation referring to a given object
set of men OB. 2) Absolute possibi lity values do not , in general, give a correct
representat:ion when we compare two situat ions with two different object sets.
3) Answer values to questions of type Q2, eqn (1.21) below, are not always correct
when the fu,zzy set max operation is used for OR. It may even happen that a certain
event

has

a possibility va1ue that is smaller than 1. 4) The TEE model gives

satisfactory answers in all cases.

The first of the above points can be stated in the form o f theorem
1.4,1 belo~,. The mnemonic notation 1n the theorem refers co the detailed

example

in the sequ1el: mco = man from company. S = the subject who observes the object set

and carries: out t he decisions. obm or ob0 = one of the elements of the object set
ClB=f o bm}

m= 1, •.• ,.M,

(1.16)

1. 16

which S ob!;erves. In the example below it is one of the M men who de scend from
the plane. DIR = director of the company.
Theorem 1.4.1 of normalized likelihoods or grades of membership. "A subj ect S

is given the following information about an object mco . I) rnco belongs to
set of objects OB, eqn (1.16). II) mco
From these two items of information,

s

given

a

X (e.g., The man from the company is ta11) ,

1S

is to determine the probability t hat the

sought afteir mco (the tall man from the company) is ob0

,

where ob0 is an a rbitrary

e lement of OB. We shall assume tha t S has a means of measuring the exact attribute
value (e . g .. exact height value) ui of each object obrn.
Then the probability that mco is ob0 is given by,
P(mco:: ob )
0

I

= P(>. (uex=u ) )
0

/ norm I •

Here u 0 is the exact attribute value o f ob 0
1s

( 1.17).
~

and the normalization divisor norm 1

given by

M
ex
ex
(1. 18)
norm1 = r P(~i(u =u )) = E card.XP(A I (u =u.)) ,
i
1
1
m=l
m
where card,. is the number of objects in OB with the exact attribute value u .•
J

l

I

r. card.= M,
(1. 19 )
i=l
l
u. is a quantised attribute value, in our exampl e below it is a height value
l

Within an interval of 10 cm.

P(A luj[X) is the likelihood or grade of membership curve for the concept A (e.g.
A= tall man). We shall assume that it is the same curve for DIR and for S, DIR

being the person who informed S about mco being~- the first sum in (1.18) has one
term for each e lement of Lhe object set OB. Observe that norm1 is independent of the

particular object ob0

."

(end theorem 1.1). The theorem is proved in conne c tion

with the TEE model answer to question Qt below.
The man from the company example
expecting mco,

a

10

detail: Let S be a professor who is

man from a company. S does not know the man but is to ld by DIR,

the director of the company, that mco is tall. S goes to meet him a t the airport
and waits at the exit of the plane , after first having ascertained that mco is
a passenger on this plane . The grown-up men alighting from the plane are denoted
by ob , ••• ,obm,···obM. Sis interested in the answe~ to the following two questions.
1

Ql. What is the poss/prob that mco is ob 0 ?

( 1 . 20)

ob 0 being a particular one of the men alighting grom the plane .

Q2. What is the poss/prob that mco is obml OR •.. OR obmJ?

( 1 .21)

where {obml' "''obmJ} is a subset of the set of men alighting from the plane .
Consider the following two cases,
Case (a). 750 men alight from the plane. Of these, there are 100 to whom S
assigns the grade of membership µtall= 1Ttall = 1; either by direct observation;
or by meas1L1ring uex, the exact height value of each man, and using S's µ
(u:x)
ta 11 1

1. 17

curve. We choose ob 0 to be ooe of these 100 men.
Case (b). Only three men, ob ,ob ,ob
2

1

3

alight from the plane. S assigns to them

the grades of membership µtall of 0.25, 0.25, 0.75 respectively.
1n the following, the answers to questions QI, Q2 in case (a) and case (b),
as given by present day fuzzy set theory, are compared with the answers found from
the TEE mod◄? 1 •
According to ordinary fuzzy set theory, S's answer to Ql is in case (a),
possib(mco=ob0 ) = -rrtall(ob0 ) = I.

(1.22)

ln cas1:? (b), let ob0 = ob 3 be the person to whom S has assigned µtall= 0. 75,

S's answer to

Ql is
(1 .23}

Thus, although the possibility that ob0 is the correct man is very small in
case (a) (since ob0 is only one of 100 men with IJtal 1 = 1) and quite big tn case (b),
traditional fuzzy set theory yields a bigger numerical value {actually 1 !) in case
(a). These two values are therefore not a satisfactory description of the two
situations.
Suppose now, that we ask question Q2 in c ase (b), the 'subset' being the
complete set of men alighting from the plane. Present day fuzzy set theory gives
us the answ,er,
possib{mco= (ob

OR ob

1

2

OR ob ))
3

= max

(1.24)

(0. 25 , 0.25, 0.75) = 0.75 •

Since mco must be one of the three men, we have thu5 the very unsatisfactory result
that a certainty has

a

possibility value that is smaller than 1 1 a flagrant

example of the certainty-possibility difficulty of fuzzy sel theory.
The answers to the questions in the 1'EE model depend somewhat on the type of

observation which S makes.
ex
Type
1. S measure s u • the exact height value of each man ob . Let u be the
ID
0
exact height value of the particular man ob 0 E OB. The ans\,.'€' r to Ql is
ex
ex
P (me o =• ob ) = P (( me o = ob ) I (u
=
u O ) ) P ( ( u = u 0 ) Ita 11 )
O
O
where
P( (mco = ob ) I (uex = u ) ) = 1 / card ,
0

card

0

( 1 . 25)

(1.26)

0

( 1.27)

P(uex""U )xM
0

0

card0 is the total number of men from the plane whose height is equal to u 0

,

the height of the object ob 0 ,
P(uexltall) is the tall-qualified probability distribution over uex (clefs. 4.6,
4.8). In sec t s. 4.2, 4.3 it is proved that it is equal to the normalized product

of the likelihood or grade of membership function P(ta11\uex) and of P(uex), the
unqualified probability distribution over height of the men from the plane,

I

. ex tall) = P(u.ex ) P(tall Iu.ex ) / norm2 ,
P(u.
l.

1.

{ 1 • 28)

1.

( 1 . 29)

where
U-= {u.}
l

( 1 • 30)
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Eqn (1 .29) for nor m2 (see eqn (4.11)

ls the univ•e rse 0£ height values.
or (4.22)) shows that it is independent of u ..
1.

Substituting from eqns . (1.26)-(1.28) into (1.25), we find that P(uex)
c ancels out, and
P(mco = ob )
0

=

P(tall I (uex=u ) ) / (M norm2) .

(1.31)

0

Finally we substitute for norm2, eqn (1.29). into (1.31). The denominator of (1.3 1)
is now found to be equal to norml of eqn (1.18) because M P(u~x)
is equal to card.,
l
l
the number of people with height u .• This completes the proof of theorem 1. 1 of
1

the normal ized likelihoods. And it shows that a decision based on maximum likelihood
or grade of membership values has a straightforward probabilistic interpretation;
in the sense of choosing the object which has the greatest probability of being
the sought after object described by ' mco is A' ~
Suppose that the height of ob0 is 185 cm, and that the curves of fig. 4.1
hold for the men on the plane in case (a) in whi ch 750 men descend from the plane.
(These curves are consistent with the previous assumption of JOO men to which S
assigns ~tall= 1.) Substituting the values of P(tall lu) and P(u) from the curves
of the figure, we find from eqn (1.31) that P(mco=ob 0 ) = 0.003.

In case (b) we had only three men with heights 165cm, 165cm, 175cm respectively

descending from the plane. Using the P(tall luex) curve of fig. 4.1, S finds their
P(tallluex) = µtall values to be 0.25, 0.25, 0.75 respectively. Normalizing these
likelihoods values, he finds from theorem 1.1 that P(mco = ob 3 ) = 0, 6.
this resolves the difficulty of present day fuzzy set theory in which the
-possibility that mco = ob0 ~as found to be equal to 1 in case (a) and to be smaller,
namely 0.75, in case (b). The corresponding probability values of the TEE model
are 0.003 1n case (a) and 0,6 in case (b).
Type 2 . The second type of observation which Scan make 1s to estimate the
height of each man. Eqn (1.25) must now be replaced by
P(mco'=ob 0 ) = P((ue st =u )!tall)/ card =J P((ue s t =u )lu:'X) P(u~xltall) /card
o

card

1.=l

o

O

1

1

(1. 32 )

o

being nere the total number of objects whose attribute value is estimated
by S to be equal to u , the estimated height value of ob 0 • P(ue st lueX) is equal to
0
S's error curve (denoted by E(ue st lueX) in sect. 5).
0

Type

~I.

Finally we have the case in which S assigns to each man a label Al

such as 'tatll' or 'medium' or 'small' (see sectc. 3.2, 4.2). The TEE model answer
is now,
P(mco= ob )
0

>.

10

=

tI P0 Iu.ex ) P(u.ex l tall)
10 1
i= 1
l.

/

card 1 ,

( 1 • 33)

O

being t.he label which S has assigned to ob. card
0

10

i.s the number of people

vhich have been assigned this label.
To find the answer to Q2, eqn (1.21), in the TEE mode l v e need only replace
ob

and u
0

0

byob. and u. ineqn {1.13) (or (J.32)or(1.33), depending on the type
IDJ
ffiJ

of observation which S makes) and add up the resulting probabilities for obmi•···•obmr

Assuming that the 'subset' in Q2, eqn (1.21), is the whol e set OB, we get t he
probability that mco is one of the men from the plane . This turns out to be
equal to 1 always because all three formulas (1.31)-(1.33) are such t hat
IM

r

m=1

P(mco= ob ) =

(1 . 34)

m

when the subscript m runs over all men from the plane. Thus the probability that
mco is

onie of the men from the plane is always equal to one in the TEE model,

in accordance with the prior information that mco is a passenger on the plane.
This disposes of the previous certainty-possibility difficulty in connection with
question Q2 for which the max operation gave
is ob

1

OR ,ob

2

OR ob

3

a

possibility value of 0.75 t hat mco

in ca se (b).

(Rema;rk: Eqn (1.34) holds exactly for observations of type 1. This is the
case which comes nearest to the representation of OR in ordinary fuzzy set theory
as the maximum of Utall(u) over all objects , u being the exact attribute value
of each object. For observations of type 2 or type 3 eqn (1 . 34) holds also exactly,
st
provided that P(ue Juex) in eqn ( 1.32) and P()ljuex) io eqn (1.33) are those of
the observc~d object set. Likewise P(uex), which is needed to compute P(uex I A) ,
must refer to the observed se t. When the above distributions refer t o

a

population

from which the observed object set (men on the plane) were drawn, then eqn (1.34)
holds exactly for observation of type 2 and 3 if the object set is so big that
• t1ca
• ."L fl uctuat1ons
.
( concern1ng
.
,
P( uex) , Pu
( est Iu ex) ) are
stat1s
the d'1str1'but1ons
negligible .. Since S does not measure the exact height values of the objects in
observations of type 2 and 3, he must make use of the population distributions
also io the case of small object sets. The right hand sides of equations (1 .32) ,

(1.33) must tben be multiplied by a constant factor, independent of the object,
so that eqn (1.34) is sa tisfied . ln this way S makes rhe best p~ssible use of all
the prior information that is available to him, as well

as

of his own estimated

attribute values . A simpler , though slightly less we ll-founded method, is to use
.
eqos (1 . 17)1, (1.18) replacing
u ex by u est for observations of type 2; and P(A Iu ex )
by the grade of membership value assigned to the object for observations of type 3,
The answer values to Ql and Q2 in this approximation approach the rigorously
correct onE!S as the errors of estimation approach 0. Note that the terminology
of 'observations of type 1, 2, 3' ia the present example is not in accord with the
terminology of sect 2 . 2 of type O and type 1 labels and values of variables .)

2. 1

2, Label Sets
2. 1 Fuzzy versus Exact Concepts and Classification
It is our belief, that any theory of fuzzy sets must be based on a precise
operationa l de f init ion of fuzzy concepts. Without su ch a definition we wi11
always be left with ambiguitieS" and inconsistencies both in the theoretical
strucure amd in the experimental results. In the following we shall therefore
assume that the subjective meaning which a subject S assigns to a fuzzy concept~
such as 'tall' or 'young' can be elicited by performing an LB (labeling) or a YN
(yes-no) or a MU (grade of membership) experiment with this subject. In all cases
the subject is presented with a set of objects to each of which he must assign a
label or a YN value or a number respective1~. Comparison of the theory of these
experiments with actual experimental re sults will be found in sect. 4.4

p. 4.9 1

sect . 5 . 3 p. 5.4, and especially in sect. 7.
Our functioning as human beings depends, to a great degree, on our ability
to classify concrete a nd abstract objects of our world; both the external world,
and the world of our thoughts and imagination. Tbe partitioning of t he set of
objects of the world into classes is, of course, not unique. It 1s performed
by choosing one or more attributes of the objects , and classifying them according
to values of these attributes. E. g ., we can divide the set of all objects into
a class of concrete objects, which can be perceived by one of our senses; all other
objects being classified as abstract. The class of concrete objects can again be
divided into a class of mortal and a class of nonmortal ones. The former can be
redivid~d iLnto classes according to their species. Alternatively, we can divide
all concrete objects into red ones, and those wh ich are not red; this classification
being much more uncertain or fuzzy than the first one.
Definition 2.1 . The qua l ity of an object whose values are used for purposes
of classification is ca1 led an attribute A. Examples of attributes are: 1) A-= colour,
for c lassification of objects into a red and a nonred c lass; or i nto rPd, yel low,
green, blue classes respectively. 2) A= height, for classification into a tall
and a small class. We may also have to use more than one attribute for classification.
E. g. A= he:t.ght ,weigh t for classification of persons into an obese and a nonobese
class. We 1;hall then say that the attribute universe is multidimensional.
Wheth(?r a particular partitioning of a set of objects is potentially fuzzy
or not depi~nds on the

objects, on the attributes chosen for the partitoning, and

on the precision with which these attributes are measured. E.g., the set of all
mortal obji?cts can be divided into a class of those objects which are alive, and
those which are dead. Usua11y the adj ectives alive, dead, are consider ed to be
nonfuzzy. lBut there may be limiting cases of objects for which the classification
is doubtful due to the fact that we may use va l ues of several attribu t es for the
class ification. E.g. strength of heartbeat and strength of respiration ; assuming
taci tly th,:1.t the classification according to both attributes gives the same result.

2 .2
When we 1:ind objects for which this does not hold, then we can circumvent the
ambiguity of the classification by requiring certain combinations of values of
the two attributes if an object is to be c las sified as alive. We are then back
to the nonfuzzy case.
ln c>tber cases, such as classification into a tall and a nontall class, the
subject who performs the classification will usually only estimate the height
values of the objects. Such a classification is inherently fuzzy due to errors
of estima1tion. The same type of fuzziness is inherent in every physical experiment
to a certain degree because errors of measurement can never be completely eliminated.
Good phys:icists are aware of this fuzziness and r eport the results of measurements
always within an interval of ±o around the mean value. When o is very small
compared with the difference between successive elemnts u. of the universe, then
i

the error of measurement can be neglected.
Definition 2 . 2 of the possibiZity of an. ea:act expel'iment. Let A be an attribute
such as height. We will say that the attribute A of an object can be measured
exactly if we can define experimental conditions such that any subject who performs
a measurement of A on a given object, and who adheres to the above conditions,
will obtain the same attribute value for the object. The experiment performed
under the prescribed conditions will be called an exact experiment, The measured
( e • g . u ex
value of the attribute of the object will be denoted by u ex
.
. = 180 cm ) .
l

1

Because all subjects find the same value of u:x for the object,the subject S
1

can always be replaced by the experimenter

1n an exact experiment.

In this paper we deal only with attributes for which an exact measurement
experimen.t can be carried out in principle so that every object has a given value
ex
of u . . lllowever . in a particular experiment, the exact measurement may not be
1

performed by the subject. The subject will then only estimate the attribute value.
st
The estimated value will be denoted by u~ .
1

A partitioning of a set 0£ objects into classes and subclasses and subsubclasses
etc., can be represented in the form of a tree. Every node in the tree whose
descendants represent a fuzzy classification will interfere with the exact tree
structure . In a good classification scheme, the nodes of the upper levels of the
tre-e should therefore represent as nonfuzzy a classification as possible.
Human language provides us with important aids for the classification of
objects, These aids recognize the above mentioned considerations concerning the
tree structure to a certain degree. The first , coarse, nonfuzzy classes are
mostly (but not always) denoted by nouns; e .g. plant, animal, insect, dog, humanbeing, house, book. The fuzzy subdivisions are mostly denoted by adjectives such
as tall, small> old, young, etc .. In the following we shall assume that classification is performed with the aid of a labeling experiment, using a complete,
nonredundant label set (see sects. 3,2 and 5.6 for the exact definitions of these
terms).

2.3
Definhion 2.3 of a fuzzy cfoss andafuzzy concept."Let 'Class A' be a class
labeled >. ; E!,g,, 'Class A= Class tall girl'. We will say that 'Class>-' is a fuzzy
class whenever there exist objects which are labeled A in one labeling experiment,
and which are not labeled A in another such experiment. Assuming that the assumption
of equivalence holds for labeling and MU experiments (seep . 1.4 and def. 8.3) ,
a fuzzy class can also be defined by the requirement that there exist objects to
which a grade of membership is assigned in a MU experiment which is neither O nor 1.
The concept A with whose aid the classification is performed is called a fuzzy
concept when it leads to a fuzzy 'Class "'· (To simplify the notation, we use in
this paper the same symbol for a concept and its label.)
The C()ncept "is an internal representation in the human mind of the procedure
by which the classification into Class~ is performed. The procedure consists of
two parts. The first is common to all concepts

referring to the same attribute A

such as height. It consists of instructions for the measurement of e.g. height values .
The instructions in the second part of the procedure for Class~ refer io the
particular label~ , e . g. tall . In the case of a labeling experiment they contain
stored thri?shold values of u for the concept A (see def. 5 .1 ). In the case of a MU
e){})eriment? they contain stored grade of membership values for each u. A given
concept will usually have different labels in different languages, e.g. ' small '
and 'petit 1 "(end def. 2.3).
Fuzzi1ness or uncertainty in classification may be due to several caues .
1) Interpe-rsonal fuzziness, due mainly to different persons choosing different

classtfication threshold values; e.g . different threshold height values for the
classification of an object as

1

tall '• 2) Con t ext dependent fuzziness (see sect. 2.5),

3) Dependence of the classificalion on the reference label set used
by the subject (see def. 3 .4 et seq.).

4) A multidimensional attribute

universe a:nd a lack of a clear rule as to how the values of the different attributes
should be combined for purposes of classification (see def . 2 . 1 et seq). Or representation in an underdimensioned universe, see example 11 . 4.3.

5) Uncertainty in

the estimate of the exact attribute value of the object (def. 2.2 et seq. and def . 5 . 7).
Fuzziness due to causes 1), 2) and 3) can be eliminated by careful definitions
and design of the experiments

(see sect. 3).

l _e . , we ~an talk about the subjec-

tive concept 'tall' which is valid for a single subject S. 2) We can define the
context to which the fuzzy concept applies in a given case; e.g. the class of
'grownup women' for 'tall'. 3) We can specify The LB label set to which any LB or YN
or MU expe-riment refers in advance (def. 3.4). This is what we shall do here.
Furthermore we shall consider in this paper almost exclusively classifications
using a unary attribute universe.
We are then left with fuzziness duE! to cause 5) • namely errors

1.0

the ·esti-

mation of the attribute value py the subject. This is just the type of error that
one tries to eliminate in traditional physical measurements. However , since we are

interested here in the meaning of fuzzy linguistic concepts as they are used by
a given person in everyday life, it is important that we do not eliminate this
error . On tbe contrary, we must design the experiment i n s uch a way tha t we simulate
the conditions of everyday life as far as possible.
Observe that fuzziness due to c auses 1) - 4) can be, and is of ten eliminated
in everyday discourse by careful and intelligent persons. We have alread y seen that
such a person will adjust bis own grade of membership curve for e . g. 'old' when
engaging in discou rse with a ver y young person. Elimination of context dependent
fuzziness is so cormnon in the most important cases that it will not even be referred
to as fuzziness. Thus almost everybody will assign a complete l y different age to
an old dog, as compared with an old man. An example of the elimination of a more
sophistica.ted type of context dependent fuzziness is the second quotation ar: the head
of sect. 2'. . 5. Fuzziness due to an unspecified l abel set is often eliminated by the
use of an expression such as 'tall BUT NOT VERY tall' . The speaker then indicates
that 'VERY tall ' belongs to his label set in addition t o 'tall'.
The 9uestion of the use of a mu1tiattribute versus unary universe is more complica ted because it may happen the a subject unconsciously uses a multiattribute
universe when he should use a unary one . E.g. , let lob , lob be two objects (per1
2
sons) with the same exact height value of 175 cm, lob is a very self assured per 1
son, while lob is unsure of himself. Many subjects will t hen have a tendency to
2
assign the label tall to lob but not to lob . We can interpret such a behaviour
2
1
either as the use of a two dimensional attribute universe for 'tall', namely height
and degree of self assurance. Or we can interpret it in the sense that the e rror
curve of the subject for the estimation of height values (see def , 5,7)

depends

not onl y c,n the height value and the conditions of observation, but also on values
of attribu.tes of the objecL other than height~ Again a very careful and objective
person can eliminate this type of error . But the same person cannot, under the
conditions of everyday life, eliminate errors of estimation of the true attribute
values. We therefore believe that the estimation e rrors are the f irst and most
basic ones to be considered in connection with fuzzy concepts.

2.2 Type O and Type 1 Attr.i.bute Value Sets or Label Sets
Let

1~

be an attribute , such as e.g. height, and let LOB be a set of objects

each of which is to be labeled with a value of A. This labeling is performed by a
subject Sand will be called a labeling experiment (see sect. 3 . 2) .
If the labe l ing experiment is to give consiste nt results, then the subject
must choose the l abel from a label or a t tribute value se t which is specified by
the subject or the experimenter before the labeling operation starts. This point
is discussed in more detail i n def . 3.4 e t seq.,
We assume in this paper, that the re exists an exact attribute value for
each object ( see def. 2.2). This value belongs to a unive rse or domain U. If
U is continuous, then we have

*see also e!xample 11.4.3 wh ich introduces the concept of an underdimensioned universe.

2.5
(2. 1)

where u , 1uu are the lower and upper bound of u respectively. In the discrete
1

case, the ,e lements of U will be denoted by ui1
'U

=

i=1 1

{u.}
1

•••

(2.2)

,I .

Sometimes we will use the notation of e qn (2.2) even if the attribute values
belong to cl continuous universe. When a value u. is ascribed to the at tribute of
l

an·object in this case, it is to be understood in the sense t hat the value lies
in the inte·rval
\JI€

[(u. - u.
l

(2.3)

)/2, (u.+l - u.)/2)

J- 1

l

l

Defini.tion 2.4. The attribute value set or Zabe'l set for short of an experiment
referring t.o an attribute A is the set of allowed values or labels chosen by the
subjec t Sor the experimenter E for that experiment, Label sets can be of type 0, 1, . . .
tn
and are deooted by A , n = 0,1, ...
t0
Oefini.tion 2.5. A , the t;ype O Zabel- set, is defined to be equal to the
universe of the attribute A in the the given context (see sect. 2.5),
AtO = U •

(2.4)

lt consists of all the exact values which the attribute of an object can assume;

e.g. AtQ = (0 cm, 200 cm).
r- 1

Definition 2. 6. A t~p~ 1 labe l set, .~- , consists of type 1 labels , usually
linguistic ones; such as 'tall' or 'VERY tall' or ' small' or 'NOT tall ' . The el ements
of a type 1 attribute value set will be denoted by A , ••• , ;. , , .. ,,,Loi-bya,b,c, . •. ,
1

,\
~

t 'I

t1

= {>-1 }
:

L ~ 2

1=1, ••• , L

ta,b,c , ..• )

where a=>-

1

,

1

or

(2. 5)

(2.6)

b=>-2,

Examples of type 1 label sets are,
A. t1 = {tall , medium, small}
I\ t 1 = {tall , small}

L

=

3

L

=

2

(2.7)
(end d.,f. 2.6)

(2 . 8)

Definition 2. 7 of type O and type 1 1Jalues of variables ; and of crisp and fuz;&y

Likelihood curves and type 1 va7..ues . "The traditional value of a variable is an
element of a specified universe U. Such a value will be called a type O value of the
variable. A variable can also assume a value in the form of a likelihood and/or
probability distribution over U. Such values will be called type 1 likelihood
va l ues and type 1 probability values respectively (see defs . 4.4 , 4.6). When we talk
simply about a type 1 value,
we shall always mean a 1 ikelihood value. Most linguis,
tic labels in the form of adjectives in natural language have type 1 values. As an
illustratio:n, if x denotes Margy's height, then it can assume the type O value
'180 cm '; D'r the type 1 value 'tall'.

When the conditions of the experiment are such that all the ordinates of the
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likelihood curve are either O or 1. then it is called a crisp likelihood curve.
representing a crisp, type 1 value of~- Otherwise it is a fuzzy likelihood curve,
reµt:esenting a fuzzy value of i. . 11 (end def. 2.7.)
Zadeh (t975b) and Nahmias (1976) have used the concept of a fuzzy variable.
ln contrast:, we shall here not distinguish between fuzzy and nonfuzzy variables .
Instead, we: allow variables to assume type O or type 1 values. Type 1 values may
be crisp or fuzzy.
The t.O, t1 notation is taken over from the concept of tO and tl fuzzy sets

(Hisdal. 1981. sect. 3.1 , def, 1) . We have found it very useful in a computer
sys tem in 1.rhich at:tribute values are assigned to entities in a man-machine dialogue ..
If the entity 'Margy' is assigned the height value 180 cm, then we have the descrip-

tion ((type(O))(value(180))(unit(cm))) under Margy's height. lf the machine is told
that Margy is ta ll, then it stores Margy's height as ((type(l))(value(tall))) . When
the machine is asked a question concerning Margy's height, it uses an answering
procedure which depends on the 1 or O value of the variable 'type' (Haug and
Johansen , 1983).
2.3 Affirmed and Negated Labels and AN Label Sets
The elaborate definitions of sections 2.3 and 2.4 may seem cumbersome to the
reader. However without such definitions, which will be used later on to define th~
various experim~nts , there ~ill occur cases of not only quantitative, but of
qualita t ive intersubject inconsistencies in the experimental results. This has been
demonstrated in the experiments of Hersh and Caramazza and is discussed in section
7 here .
Definition 2.8

of

affimed and negated teJ"711s or Zab~Zs A ani of A1 ,A 0 ,

-the affirmed and negated components resrectively of a label,
or type

T

A.

Let 'a' be a type o

atomic or composite term which is not of the form NOT(b), and which

cannot be transformed to this form without changing its meaning. And let~ be a
label or term of the form
A

=

NOT (a)

(2 .)3)

or a term wlnich can be transformed to this form without changing its meaning (see
def. 2.9).

Then A will be called a negated term whose negated component AO

is equal to itself~

>,. O =A.

'a' is cal l ed the affirmed component of the negated

t A1=a.
ter m A and is denoted by A•

When A does not have the form of the right hand side of (2.t3), then it is
cal l ed an aJEfirmed term whose affi~med component Al is equal to A, and whose negated
component is AO = NOT(>,). (end def. 2.8 . )

2.7
E.g., if). is one of the terms

1 NOT

tall' or ' NOT (VERY tal l) ' , t hen it is a

negated term. Its affirmed component is 'tall' and ' VERY tall' respectivel y , and
its negated! component is equal to itself , AO

c

A. If A is one of the terms 'tall',

'VERY tall', '(NOT VERY) tall', then it is a n affirmed term whose affirmed component
1
is equal tc, itself, >. =). 1 and whose negated component is AO=NOT (A) .
The fc,I l owing definition 2.9 illustrates the possibilit y of a type of meaning•
preserving transformation mentioned in def. 2.8.
Defini tion 2.9 of the NOT- OR-AND meaning presel"ving tra-nsfomation. Let
, •.• ,A , } be a set of affirmed labels referring to a given attribute . Then the
11
11
following three expressions have the same meaning,
{>.

L'
OR >.lL') = NOT (19!1).ll' )
11
L'
NOT ). l l AND NO'I' ... AND NOT ).lL' = AND (NOT ).1 L')
NOT ()

(2.14)

OR

(2.15)

1 I =-1

NEITHER ;.

11

NOR

NOR

"ll'

L'
NEITHER
(NOR
).11 ')
=
1 '=1

(2. 16)

Expressions (2 . 15), (2.16) are negated ones according to def. 2.8 because they
have the sa,me meaning as expression (2.14).The following is an example of
definition 2.9,
NOT (s:mall OR tall)

=

NOT small AND riOT tall; NEITHER small NOR tall.

(2. 17)

The following defs . 2.10-2 . 13 are required as a foundation for the definitions
1n sect. 3.2 of "legal label sets" which are expected to give consistent results, def . 7.. 3.
Definition 2.10 of a simple affirmed Zabel. A simple affirmed label is an
affirmed label, def. 2.8, that does not contain sny connectives; except that the
connective 'BUT ' followed by 'NOT' is allowed.
As an example, 'VERY tall' and ' tall BUT NOT (VERY tall)• are both simple

affirmed labels. 'tall OR medium' and 'tall AND medium' are not simple affir med
labels.
Definition 2.11 of

l.

a simple aff:'r·r.ed labe7, set or an A Zabel set. A label

set is a simple affirmed one iff all of its elements are simple affirmed labels.
The foil lowing are examples of A label sets,

l sma 11 , tall)

( 2. 18)

{small, med i um, tall }

(2. 19)

{VERY small, small BUT NOT VERY small , medium,
tall BUT NOT VERY tall, VERY tall}

(2 . 20)

Definition 2.12 of AAN, a simple affirmed negated or an

AN Zabel set and of

l=

0 , ..• , >- } be any simple affirmed label set , and let
1
1
A'
A be a nonempty, proper subset of ~A.

its negated te'I'!TI AN. Let

0

<

L'

<

L .

(2 . 2 1)

Then the label set
(2.22)

2.8
where

AN= NOT (All OR ••• OR XlL') ,

(2.23)

is called a simpl e AN label set. AN i-s called the negated term of this set.
Thus an

AN label set contains one and only one negated term.

The following is an example of an AN label set.
AN
A

= {tall, medium, NOT (tall OR medium)}
(2.24)
1 0
Definition 2. 13 of a binary AN Label set. A binary AN label set, {A,>.),
1 0
is a special case of an AN label set, def. 2.12. It contains two labels, x , A .
The first one is called the affirmed label Al. Al may b~ any element of a simple
0

affirmed label set, def. 2.11. A , the second label, is the negated term of the

AN label set. It is the negated component of the first label,
AO= AN= NOT Xt •

{2 . 25)

The following two label sets are examples of binary AN label sets,
1

{A ,>.0) = {tall, NOT tall} ,
1
{>. , XO}= (VERY tall, NOT (VCRY tall))

(2.26)
(2.27)

2.4 The Twin Label Set

We have previously maintained that the binary type of information processing
lies at the basis of buman logic. And thal affirmation and negation play completely
symmetric roles when the affirmed or negat ed concept is an exact one (Hisdal, 1982a,
1982b, 1983,). Examples of such binary type of :information are the sentence s

Margy is at home ,

(2.28)

Margy 1s NOT at home •

(2.29)

Howevt:,r, this primitive binary system which is probably the fir st one that
a human child learns

is soon recognized as being insufficient in two ways. In the

first place, the binary classification may be considered to be too rough in those
cases in which the universe of exact attribute values consists of more than two
elements. We may then wish to divide the universe into finer intervals. In the
second place we may recognize that our information concerning the attribute value
of an object is fuzzy or nonexact. This gives rise to the concept of unce rtainty.
These two insufficiencies of the binary system are interconnected. The finer
the intervals into which we divide the universe of exact attribute values, the morE
pronounced are the ef fects of errors in the estimate of the attribute value. Concepts
for which these insufficiencies occur most strongly are , in most cases, expressed
by adjectives in natural language.

The a:ssumption of a basic binary information process ing system is in accord
with the observation that there probably exist 1n all languages two main atomic
linguistic labels for almost every attribute; Such as 'small','tall' for

height,

' light',' he.avy ' for weight, 'good','evil' for goodness. It is reasonable to assume
that these two labels, which are usually adjectives, stem from the primitive
binary system. The labels are, in general, completely different words for different
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attributes, (E.g. ' tall ' ,'small' for height, 'fast' ,'slow' for velocity, Some
ambiguities do occur for related attributes. E.g. ' small man' versus 'small parcel ' ,
where 'small' refers to a 1-dimensional size in the first case and t o a 3-dimens i onal
size in the second. Even more conspicuously, we have 'big house ' versus

1

big mistake'.

In the case of 'big mistake' , the size att ribute of whic h 'big' is a value refers

to a difference between two patterns; the actually occurring pattern and the one
that should have been there.
The modification of the primitive binary system to allow for more than
two intervals in the universe is usually achieved linguistically by means which
are conm1on to all or many adjectives . In the first place, the concept 'medium'
can be added so that we can label objects as being of medium height or we ight.

At the same time, the former intervals for, e.g. 'small', 'tall' are restric ted
to smaller ones. In the second place the atomic adjective label may be converted
t o an adjective phrase by using an adverb modifier s u ch as 'VERY' o r 'EXT~EMELY'.
Affirmation and negation play no longer symmetric roles when we allow for more
than two intervals in the universe and for inexact information. In the se cases it
may therefore no longer be expedient to consider the negation of an adjective,
' NOT tall ' , to be an atomi c concept.

e . g.

The purpose of this subsec t:ion is to provide definitions for the two attributespecific atomic labels of the primitive binary system because they play such an
important linguistic role; and therefore also an important role in the ~nformation
provided by a sentence in natural language .
Definition 2.14. An adjective consisting of a single word is called an atomic

adjective tePm or an atorna label.
Definition 2 . 15 or the twin label set of an attribute, of the pri.mai'y t1~in and
the secondary twin, and of opposite labels. ".A given attribute has two main values,
both of which have atomic linguistic labels. The set Atw consisting of these two
values is called the 'twin label set' or the 'twin set' of the attribute. The two
elements of the twin set are called the secondary twin and the primary twin
and are denoted by As, AP respectively,

(2 . 30)
We

shall say that the label Asistheoppositeorantonymof thelabel >land viceversa.
When the universe o( t he attribute i s ordered and 1-dimensional, then the two

twin values refer to the upper and lower part of the universe respectively. Usually
the primary twin refers to the part of the universe associated with high numerical
values .
The primary twin is the one that is used in natural language for questions
concernin g the value of the attribute . e.g.,
How

tall is Margy?

(We sel dom say ' How small is Margy?'.)

(2.31)

2. 10

In some cases the primary twin, and only the primary t wi n, can be used for
statements specifying a type 0 value of the attribute, e.g.,
(2.32)

Margy is 160 cm tall.
(We cannot say 'Margy is 160 cm smal l', )
When 1:he members of the twin set are essentially nonfuzzy, such as e.g.

' female ','male', then we cannot dete rmine which twin is primary and which is secondary.
The t,~o twin values are usually expressed by different words for different
attributes" Furthermore, the primary and secondary twin value belonging to the
same twin Bet are usually expressed by linguistically unrelated labels (such as
'fast' versus 'slow'); though in some cases the label of one of the values is
obtained by attaching the prefix

1

un' (or sometimes ' in' or 'dis') to the label

of the other value (e.g. 'pleasant','unpleasant'). lt seems that in these cases
it is more difficult to determine which of the two labels plays the role of the
primary and which one plays the role of the secondary twin." (end def. 2. l 5).
Examples of twin sets are: {small,tall } {small ,big } (short ,long } {young,old}
(new ,old} {ligbt,heavy} {s low?fast } {easy,difficult) {cheap,expensive) flight,dark)
lweak , strong) [low,high} {soft ,hard ) {stupid,clever} {narrow,wide } {narrow- minded,
broad-minded} {loose,tight} (healthy ,ill J (bl unt,sharp } {cold ,warm} (c lean,dirty }
{wet,dry} (quiet,noisy} {empty,full } {hard-workiog,lazy} (scarce,abundant } {quiet,
talkative) {quiet,windy} {early,lac e} {passive.active) {sour,sweet} {slim,fat}
{bad,good} {evi l.good} {ugly ,beautiful } {masculine,feminine} lmodern ,old-fashioned J
{obscure,,;mll-known } (sta tic,dynamic} {graceful ,awkward} {closed,open} {secretive,
open} {complex,simple } {soothing,disturbing } {well-adjusted,neu r otic} {salt ed ,
unsalted} Uortunate,unfortunate} {pleasant,unpleasanc} {happy ,unhappy } {punctual,
unpunctual){consistent,inconsistent} {hones t,dishonest } {satis[sctory ,unsatisfac tory }
lsensitive,,insensitive} {secure ,insecure } ffalse,true} fma l e ,female } {alive ,dead }
In these e>tamples the secondary twin is listed first whenever there is a clear
distinction between the role of secondary and primary twin.
When the sifnificance of the existence of twin sets first occurred to me, I
wrote theSE! sixty sets down in the course of an hour without t he aid of any dictionary or liBt of antonyms. Surely the abundance of twin sets in natural language
points in the direction of a basic binary logical system.
It is also interesting to observe that only the last three of the above sixty
sets are essentially nonfuzzy.
The attribute 'colour' is an exception to the twin set system , having more
than two attribute-specific atomic values (red, yellow, green, blue, .•• ). This
indicates ~:hat the physical basis of the sensation of colour is such that there
does not e>:ist any 1-dimensional colour scale or direction, a fact tha t is wellknown to colorimetrists.
This clear exception to the rule indicates vice versa that all the many attri-
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buces which. have twin set labels refer, in the main, to a 1- dimensional scale
or to a certain direction in a multidimensional space. E.g., the concepts slim,
obese may be taken to refer to the 2- dimensional universe weightxheight . If weight
is set off along the abcissa and height along the or dinate axis then, for a given
height, the concept 'obese' lies in the direction of big weight values.
Definition 2.16 of the triple and of the quintuple label set. The following
two sets will be called the triple and the quintuple label set respectively of the
attribute A whose primary and secondary labels are AP, As,
(2.33)
(2. 34)

They are probably the most commonly used ones for assigning labels to objects
in natural language.
Elements of these two sets are called triplets and quintuplets respectively .
A single , attribute-specific atomic label such as ' young' can be a twin or a
triplet or a quintuplet depending on the label set to which the particular experiment refers (see def. 3.4) .
The meaning of a label as defined by its grade of membership curve depends on
whether the label is considered to be a twin or a triplet or a quintuplet by the
subject who uses the label.
Although only the primary twin can be used for questions of the type of eqn
(2.31), both the primary and the secondary twin can assume the comparative and
superlative forms (such as 'smaller',smalles t ' ; 'mor e beautiful', 'most beautiful').
These forms allow a comparison between a t tribute values, independent of the context
in which the attribute is used (see sect, 2.5). E. g., we can say
(2.35)

Women are, on the average, smal ler than men ,
although the adjective 'small' refers to somewhat different height intervals
when applied to women versus men.

Adjective phrases wh ich are not twin values csn , in general, not assume comparative and superlative forms (expressions such as 'mediumer' 01: 'VERY taller' are
unacceptable. This is reasonable. When we already have the expression 'taller' to
compare two absolute height values, then we do not need the expression

'VERY taller'.)

Instead of converting a modified adjective, such as 'VERY tall', to a comparative
form, it is however permissible to modify the comparative form itself. E.g., we
can say 'MUCH tal l er'. 'MUCH' has the effect of intensifying the difference between
the height values. We can also say 'VERY MUCH taller', ~here the intensifier 'VERY'
intensifies the intensifier 'MUCH'.
It is thus seen that natural language recognizes both absolute attribute values
through the device of comparative and superlative f orms of adjectives; and the very
usual context dependent attribute values described in the next subsection.

2. 12
2.5 Context Dependence

S'he was ra;t'her taU ...
I mean she was tall
for a woman.

She is an older woman - 1 oh I 1d say somewhere in the
forties. Of course, that 's not old at aii, you understand.
It 's just that she is older than some of the baby sitters

(Gardner, 1956)

they have these days.
(Gardner, 1961)

The meaning of fuzzy concepts is almost always context dependent on the noun phrase
to which they are attached. E.g., the concept ' tall' has different grade of member-

ship curve!S, depending on whether it is attached to 'human being' or to 'giraffe

1
•

ln the former case it is again different for 'female human being' versus 'male human

being', and for grown-up female human being' versus

1

6 year old female human being'.

In contrast to these type 1 attribute values, the meaning of type O attribute
tO
values is not context dependent; but the bounds of the label set A = U are context
dependent. E. g., we would use a different universe of length values to describe the
size of a microbe versus the size of a human bein&.
Definition 2.17 of the context nr of an attr·ib1,i.te A and of the universe Unp of
the c:ontaxt depende nr at.tr>ibute values. 'np' stands for 'noun phrase'. The imp licit

or ~xpl icit noun phrase to which an attribute A refers in a given context is ca lled
the c;ontext np of A, ln the above examp 1es, the attribute A= height refers to the

follow ing contexts: 1) human being; 2) giraffe ; 3) female human being; 4) male human
being; 5) 6 year old female human being; 6) microbe. The universe to which the exact
attribute values of a context dependent attribute may belong wil be denoted by
u
). E.g •• for op;;hurnan bein~ and A=length, we might have
np,l' np,u
U = (Ocm,220cm); and for np= microbe, U
= (Ocm,0.001cm). The subscript 'np' can
np
np
be left out when it is clear to which context the attribute values refer.
Definition 2. 18 of the ob,irat :~tJ I, ,":iJ and the 7.nc-€'1.edobjecr; ser. LOB."Let A be
U

np

=(u

the attribute t o which a particular experiment reters, and let np be the context
of A. The experiment will then be said to refer to the object set OB np
consists
of all objects to which op applies. E.g., for A= height, we

This set
can have

= set of al1 grown-up female human be ings.
(2.36)
np
For a par1:icular experiment, a samp l e is drawn from the object set. The sample,

OB

which is a subset of OB

, will be called LOB , t.he set of labeled objects,
np
np
irrespective of whether the objects have already been labeled or not,
LOB

np

SOB

np

(2.37)

This nota,:ion wi 11 be used both for LB and for YN and MU experiments. Again the
subscript

1

np, c an be left out when the context is clearly implied.

Eleme!nts of OB and LOB will be deno't ed by ob and lob respectively. When LOB is
a random sample from OB, then it will be called a random Bet of Labeled objects."
(end def. 2.18.)

3. 1

3. Different Types of lu Experiments

J.t Introduction
We shall here define three main types of experiment whose purpose it is to
elicit the subjective likelihood or grade of membership c~rve of a subject S
for a fuzzy term A. These are LB (labeling), YN (yes-no). and MU (grade of membership) experiments respectively. The first two yield likelihood curves, the last
one yields the grade of membership curve. The curves from the different experiments
are connected up in sect, 8 . 1

by assumptions of equivalence. The

mathematical analysis of the experiments is given io section 4.
Definition 3.1 of exact and of estimation

iu experiments. We shall refer to

any of the LB, YN or MU experiments described in ~ection 3 as an 1~ experiment .
'lµ' stands for 'likelihood, grade of membership'. An l µ experiment can be either
an exact one in which the assignment of a label or answer value to an object is
based on an exact measurement (def. 2.2) by the subJect S of the attribute value,
which will then be denoted by uex. Or it can be an estimation 1µ experiment in which

the value of u is on1y etimated by S. The variable representing this value will
est
.
.
then be denoted by u
. u ex and u est assume values in
the same universe U. The labels
used in both exact and estimation 1µ experiments can be of type O (e.g. 170 cm) .

or of type 1 (e.g. medium. See clefs. 2.5- 2.7).
The work of Hersh and Caramazza (see sect. 7)
shows that some experiments yield inconsistent results. One of the purposes of our
careful definitions of experiments is to try to avoid the possibility of such
inconsistencies by taking care that the subject 1s not put into a logically
unclear or contradictory situation.
The second purpose of our exact definitions 1s to try to provide a linguistic
situation fo,r the subject which comes as near as possib l e to a real life situation.
This is achieved by requiring that the questions which are put to the subject are
phrased in common, natural language sentences as used in everyday discourse.
It is g.eneral ly assumed that natural language is ambiguous. 1 t may therefore

seem that the two above-mentioned purposes in defining exact experiments are contradictory. However, this is not necessarily true. Every good textbook in a mathematical
subject demonstrates that it is possible t o use natural language for exact definitions and fo,rmulations. Careful persons will also qualify their statements in everyday life and language so as to avoid ambiguous interpretations. Less careful persons
do not take such trouble with the result that misunderstandings do occur.

Actually it turns out that the most common ways of phrasing questions in natural
language are also the most useful ones for the purpose of classifying experiments
into LB vers.us YN and MU ex.per iments; in the sense that the two types of experiment
require different types of natural language questions (see defs. J.2, 3.3). In contrast, if thte questions are phrased in a more artificial way, which at first sight
may seem more 'scientific', then it may happen that the subject will be confused

3.2
because he does not know whether he is supposed to perform an LB or a YN experiment.
This may reisult in qualitative intersubject inconsistencies as regards the shape
of the likelihood c urve s.

1n thE! following we define three types of question in natural language. The
first two are used in connection with LB experiments, the last one in connection
"1ith YN ancl MU experiments.
Definition 3.2 of the two types of l,B or labe7, ·in(J questions. The symbol AP
stands for the primary pair value of the attribute A, def. 2.15,
Type

11 •

What

1S

the A of this lob?

(What is the height of this woman?)
Type 2.

.

(3.1)

How ), p is this lob?
(How tall is this woman?)

(3.2)

These two types of question are called labeling questions because the answer
requires the choice of a label from a set of labels. E.g., the answer to both
questions may be a t1 label such as 'VERY small' or 'medium'. or it may be a tO
label such as '160 cm'.
For some attributes there exist other possibilities of phrasing labeling
questions. E.g., there exist attributes which nave specific verbs associated
with them, such as the verb

1

cost' for the attribute 'price'. We can thus ask,

How much does this object cost?

(3.3)

However. it seems that in English, questions of type 1 and 2 are generally
applicab le to all attributes whose twin labels denote fuzzy concepts . In contrast,
I have been told that in Chinese , a construction with an attribute-specific verb
is the common one.
In many cases of a natural language dialogue, a subject will voluntarily make
a statemen1: which has the form of an answer to an LB question, although no question

has been put to him. He then assumes that his partner in the dialogue is interested
1n

the infclrmation which he supplies. The information content in a statement such

as

1

Margy is tall' is independent of whether it was made voluntarily or as an

answer to an explicit question.
Definition 3.3 of a YN question. Let X
be some specified label. Then a
spec
YN question has the form ,
ls this lob Xspec ?
(ls this woman VERY small?)

(3 . 4)

Such a question indicates that the interrogator expects either a Y or a N answer.
lt may the1;1. happen that the subject gives a YN answer but wishes, in addition, to

supply more~ detailed information. E.g., he may say, ''No, as a matter of fact she
is of medium height. 1' In our terminology S then performs an LB experiment in addition
to a YN experiment.
ln thi~ subsequent definitions YN questions will be used for YN experiments
as well as for MU experiments.

3.3
The questions used in the YN and MU experiments of Norwich and Turksen (1982)
and in the experiments of Thole, Zinunermann and Zysno ( 1979) are essentially of
the natural language type of question suggested here. Hersh and Caramazza ( 1976),
and Zimmermann and Zysno (1980) use a more indirect type of question. The former
ask about the appropriateness of the phrase to the object (HC, experiment 1) or of
the object to the phrase (HC, experiment 2); while ZZ ask about the grade of fitting
of the object to the standard. The 'standard' being an expression such as
'ideal tile' or ' good solidity'.
Besides the phrasing of the question, the main devices used in the definitions
of this paper for the purpose of avoiding inconsistencies are to spec ify the label
set A to which the experiment refers in advance; atld t o put some restrictions on
the label sets and labels which may be used in the experiment . The reasons for these
prespecifications and restrictions are explained in connection with the pertinent
definitions.
Definition 3.4 of /\LE, the £B label set of an lu experiment. In every lu experiment, the LB label set from which the subject chooses the label to be attached
to an objeict (or from which the experimenter chooses the >.

label of a YN or MU
spec
question, def. 3.3) must be specified in advance by the subject or by the experimenter to the subject. The LB label set consists of a collection of type O or type 1
labels pertaini.ng to the attribute A fo the experiment. Eqns (2.18)-(2 .20) show
examples of possible LB label sets for A=height. Restrictions on LB label sets
are given in definitions 3.13, 3.14.
The reason for requiring the prespecification of ALB is the following . Suppose
that the subject performs a labeling experiment in which he h?s to assign a label
to each object. Ris assignment of the label 'tall' to objects will, for some objects ,
depend on whether he refers 'tall' to the twin set, eqn (2.18), or to the triple
or quintuple label sets, eqns (2.19), (2.20). Similarly in a YN experiment in which
he is required to answer Y or N to the question ' Is this object tall?', his answer
will depend on the ALB to which he refers. If he refers to the twin set {small , tall}.

then he will assign Y answer to obiecls in the upper medium range of height values
co which he would assign N answers when referring to the triple set {small,medium,tall
All l~ experiments refer to some attribute A, to context dependent object sets,
to certain conditions of observation etc .. To facilitate the definitions, we collect

all these items togethter in a set called the reference set R of the experiment.
Defiruition 3.5 of the basie reference set of an Z.u experiment . "This set is

defined as:,
d /\LB}
Rbasic = (A ,np,U, OB,LOB, Con,

(3.5)

A is the alttribute to which the experiment refers (def. 2.1). np is the context
to

which the type 1 actribut~ values refer (sect. 2.5). U is the universe of exact

type O attribute values in the context np (def . 2. 17). OB and LOB are the context
dependent object set and labeled object set respectively (def . 2.18). Cond is the
set of couditions of observation (def . 5. 14). /\LB is the label set of the expe riment
(def. 3.4).

3.4

In addition to the elements of the basic reference set, we shall need some
extra elements in the reference set R, These elements depend on the type of lµ
experiment (end def. 3.5).
Def. 3.6 below of sublabels 1n terms of subset relations between crisp sets LOB

of labeled! objects l eads directly to the fuzzy set subset relation between likelihood
or grade 01f membership curves (see

theorem 4.3, 1 ) , The most well-known example

of the subilabel relationship between two labels is
'VERY A' sub label of

(3.6)

'A'

Sublarbels and disjoint labels are very easy to deflne

10

the

TEE

model in terms

of subset and disjointness relationships between threshold intervals (sect. 5.6) .
However. in the present section we give purely operational definitions of a11
experiment. s and concepts which will then be in terprei;ed in the

TEE

model. Since

sublabels and disjoint labels are important for all three types of experiment, we
define the•m in the present introductory subsection although their definition
requires a preliminary definition of a YN experiment.
Definition 3.6 of sublabels and of disjoint labels . Let A and A1 be two labels
referring to the same attribute A (e.g. height or age). A subject performs two
simultaneous YN experiments. He is presented with objects lob from the context
dependent object set OB. For each object he is required to answerY or N, first to the
question "ls this lob A?" , and then to the question "ls this lob

A1 ? 11 • The set of

objects to which he assigns the answer value Y will be denoted by LOBYA and
LOBY\' respectively. Iff
LOBYA 1 ~ LOBY>.

(3. 7)

for all pe>ssible labe l ed sets of objects LOB'= OB , then >,' is said to be a sublabel
of L

If£

(3.8)

for all p(>ssible LOB':=OB, then the labels>.,' ' are said to be disjoint.
3.2 LB or Labeling Experiments .
Labeling experiments exemplify the situation which is probably the most common
one in evE?tyday discourse . Namely thal

in

which a subject supplies information

about the attribute value of an object by choosing a label from a set of type 1 labels.
Unfortuna1tely, none of the HCNTZZ experiments are of the LB type. In all of these
experimenlts a single label wa s specified by the experimenter to the subject. The
lack of labeling experiments may be due to the difficulty of specifying conditions
and label sets for such an experiment. Indeed the present subsection went through
many reincarnations before it assumed its final. and hopefully satisfactory form.
Definition 3 . 7 of an LB

01'

labeling e:r:per>imerl.t. Every labeling experiment is

designed by an experimenter E, performed by a subject S, and refers to a reference
set RLB (clefs. 3.5, 3.17), E informs S about the attribute A and the context np (def .

2.17) of the experiment, Furthermore he informs him what the LB label set, ALB (def.
3.4) is; or he lets S choose and specify his own LB label set in advance, E presents

3.5
S with the labeled object set LOB (more precisely with the set LOB of objects to
be labeled,, def . 2.18) under the conditions Cond, and supplies S with a concrete
set of labe:ls . This consists of a number I or L of sets of concrete labels in the
case of a type 0 or type 1 experiment respectively. Each set of labels consists of
LB
copies of one element of the label set A . E.g.' if this set is { tall, small},
then the ccmcrete label set consists of a concrete set of 'tall' labels and a
concrete SE!t of 'small' labels. If the LB label set is of type O, ALB= U' then

s

is supplied with I sets of labels, each set consisting of copie s of the label of
one element: of the uoiverse, e.g. '180 cm'. For each object 1ob E LOB, S is required

by E to an!;wer one or the other of the two labeling questions of def. 3.2. His
answer must be an element of ALB. S chooses the correspondi ng concrete label which
is then attached by E to the object.
Definition 3.8 of redundant and nonredundant label sets and LB experiments .
A subject ilnterprets a label set as redundant in the context of an LB experiment

iff there E~xist objects to which he a ssigns two different labels in the same experiment. We wil1 then say that the LB experiment is redundant. When the subject
assigns onE~ and only one labe l from ALB to every object, then the LB label set
and experi ment are cal led nonredundant.

LB
In th'i.s paper we shall always assume that the A
sets used in the reference sets
R of all three types of experiment are nonredundant or effectively so (defs . 3.9,
3 . 10). Furthermore we shal 1 assume that the elements of a labe 1 set may not contain
conne ctives between adjectives referring to the same attribut e (defs . 3.12, 3.14).
The only exceptions to this rule are the 'BUT NOT' connective mentioned in def. 2. 10;
and the negated term of an AN label set , def. 2.12. These limitations on permitted
label sets are based on the consideration tha t the purpose of assigning a type 1
value to the attribute of an object in an LB experiment or in a natural language
situation is 1) to classify the object and 2) to chose such wide margins for each
class described by a type 1 label that a classification into a single class is
possible even under uncertain conditions of observation.
The a.bove two reasons are, however, definite ' hindsight' . The real reason for
excluding redundant label sets is that I did not succeed in constructing a consistent
theory with such sets. However, the device of composite experiments (sect. 6) allows
the treata1ent of overlapping labels and of labels with connectives in the TEE model
(see sects:. 11. 4 and 10).
The grade of membership concept embodies the recognition that we make errors
of observaltion. In a grade of membership experiment, def. 3.20, we may therefore
assign a e:rade of membership between O and 1 to an object in a given class A because
we realize: that we may make different estimates of the attribute value of the object
under different conditions of observation. This can result in an object having
nonzero grades of membership in two different classes such as 'tall' and 'medium' resp,

3.6
It is just by distinguishing clearly between nonredundant LB experiments on
the one hand. which characterize the situation

1n

primitive everyday discourse

LO which we almost never use a numerical grade of membership specification, and

between MU experiments on the other hand, that we are able to achieve a clear
picture of the meaning of the grade of membership concept through the YN-MU or
If we allow for overlapping classes
LB-MU assumption of equivalence, def. 8.3.
LO an LB experiment, then the situation becomes very unclear•and the desired
definition of the grade of membership concept fades away .
The exclusion of connectives from allowed

labels

is supported by the obser-

vation chat it is very rare to use an AND or OR connective in the label describing
a single attribute of a single object during a single observation . E.g., very few
people would say "This man is ta 11 AND medium" or

11

Tbis man is tall OR medium".

The assumption that such usage of an OR connective is very rare is confirmed by
those experiments of Hersh and Caramazza in which they used the label 'either large
OR small' (experiments 1 and 2, figures 13 and 20 -io HC). They find that the grade
of membership curve for Lhis label is depressed in relation to the fuzzy set prediction and remark (p. 266) that

11

the discrepancy is probably due to the difficulty

that some subjects reported in evaluating this concept " . Although Hersh and Caramazza
use many different types of label, they do not use any with AND connectives. Probably
they feel as. we do Lbat an expression such as 'This object is large AND medium' is
unacceptable: •
There dlo, however, exist situations in whic:h phrases such as 'tall OR mediun'
or 'tall AND medium' are meaningful. In these cases tbe two components of the conposite adjecti.ve phrase must either refer to different objects (the set of all people
who are tall OR medium); or they must be assigned to the same object in different
experiments . This subject is discussed in section 10.
We may and do often use an expression such as 'John's height is somewhere I\
BETWEEN tall AND medium'. However, this type of expression effectively creates a
new element of a nonredundant label set and, at the same time, narrows down the
domain of the components 'tall' and 'medium' respectively; just as the addition of
the label 'medium' to the twin set { small,medium) did. It does not open the door
for the classification of a single object -into two classes.

We believe that the following assumption is a correct statement concerning t he use
of modifien1 such as 'VERY' which create a sublabel relationship. It also explains
the results of He rsh and Caramazza in connection with the VERY modifier (see sect. 7.4
here).
Definition 3. 9 of the asswnption of effective nonredundanay of ;_9 experiments
~n the presence of sublabels. Consider an

LB experiirent whose label set ALB contain~

both the labe 1 ). and the label ). 1 , A' being a sub label of L And let lob be an
object co which S would assign a Y answer value both in a YN experiment with
= ). and in a YN experiment with ).
= ).. ' ( see def. 3. 6. It is assumed that
spec
spec
the two YN E!xperiments are perfor med simultaneously so that lob is observed under

11

the same conditions). Then the assumption of effective nonredundancy says that the
subject wil ll assign the label ). ', not the label ). , to lob when he performs the LB
experiment. The reason being that the label ). 1 confers more information than the
label A, As a result, the meaning of the label>. in this LB experiment is actually

A BUT NOT A1 ,
tall

e.g .

BUT NOT (VERY

tall) ,

(3.9a)
(3.9b)

On the basis of all the considerations in this subsection we for~ulate
the following assumption which applies to a11 LB e.xpel'.'iments.
De fin it: ion 3. 10 of the assumption of nonl"edundancu of LB label 2~ts as used in LB

exper>iments. "The LB labe 1 set chosen by a subject in an LB experimer.t is interpreted
by him as nonredundant (def, 3.8) . If the set is chosen by the experi:c1enter, then

it must be such that the subject is able to interpret it as nonreduntant. This
results 1n a nonredundant experiment in which the subject chooses onE and only one
label from /\LB for each object, In the case of the presence of sublabels in ALB/
the nonredundancy of the LB label set is automatically achieved by the subject
through the use of the device of def. 3.9. This device is not used ir. YN and MU
experiments referring to a label set ALB with sublabe1s. For such experiments no
effective conversion of the original labe l set occurs.
It is believed that most subjects will interpret twin, triple and quintuple
label sets 1(defs. 2.15,

2.16) as nonredundant . Furthermore they will interpret

any AN set constructed from the above (def. 2.12) as nonredundant." (end def. 3.10.)
Definii:ion 3.11 of a complete labe! set. A label set ALB is com~lete with
respect ot

a

subject S iff the subject is able to find an element of ._LB in

response to question (3 .1) or (3.2) for any object in the context dependent object
set OB (deL 2. 18). As an example , the set fme dium,tall } is not comp lete.
Definition 3.12 of the assumption of a complete type 1 Zabel ser. • A type
label set ALB is believed to be complete according to def. 3.11 iff it belongs co
one of the following two categories.
Category 1. The set contains both e lements of the twin label set, def. 2.1 5 .
In addition it may also contain other simple affirmed elements, def. (2.10). Eqns
(2.18)-(2.20) and (2.33) ,(2.34) are examples of complete labe l sets of c ategory 1.

I

3.8
Categc,ry 2. The set is any AN label set, def. (2.12), constructed from a
set of cat Etgory 1. Eqns (2,24),(2.26),(2.27) are examples of complete label sets
of ca t egory 2." (end def. 3.\2,)
Definition 3.13 of a legal LB label set ALB. An LB label set is considered
to be legal when used in the
consistent results.

1

R

reference set of an

1 JJ

experiment iff it gives

Consistent results' are defined below (def. 7.3).

Definition 3.14 of the asswnption of a legal LB label set. An LB label set
ALB used in the R reference set of an lJJ experiment is legal if£ it is a complete

nonredundant label set (with the exception that sublabels are allowed) belonging
to one of the two categories of definition 3.12.
Definition 3.15 of Aref, the reference labeZ set. When the LB label set of an
lJJ experimemt is of category 2, definition 3.12, then the label set of category
from which it was constructed will be called the reference label set, Aref, to
, h ALB refers.
wh 1c

Definition 3. 16 of the assumption of the necess-ity of a 1•efer>ence Zabel set.
When an lJJ experiment uses a ALB set of category 2 , definition 3.12, then Aref, the
reference label set, must be specified by the subject or to the subject before
the experiment starts. This assumption holds only for LB label sets whose labels
are of typE!

,. When they are of type

the assumption of definition 3. 16

l. s

0 ( such as '180 cm' or 'NOT 180 cm ') Lhen

unnecessary.

The reason for def. 3.1 6 is the following. Suppose Lhat the subject performs
an LB experiment with /\LR= {smal1, NOT small}. Then the choice of a label from
this set for objects whose height value lies in the medium range will depend on
whether thE! meaning which the subject a scribes to ' small I is the same as the
meaning of this word in /Ire(= {small,tall f or in /\ ref= {small,med ium,tall }. Similarly
in a YN or MU experiment in which the specified label is one of the two elements
LB

of t he above A

• the answer value may depend on the reference label set which

determines the meaning of 'small'.
We surn up these de-finiLions by defining a l egal LB experiment.
Definition 3 .1 7 of

a

legal LB expe1•iment. and its R reference set . An LB

experiment is legal iff /\LB• i ts LB label set, is a legal LB label sec, defs. 3.13,3.14.
ln addition we require that its R reference set, def . 3,5 , is

RLB
RLB
3.3

YN

;:

Rbasic

= Rbasic u {Aref}

def. 3.5 ,

when 11

LB

def. 3. 15, when /\LB

is of category
l.S

I,

def. 3. 12, (3. 10)

of type l and category 2 . (3. 11)

and MU Experiments

Definition 3.18 of the R reference set8 (def. .3 . ;-,) of f.,egal YN and MU expel'•i-

ments. The reference sets RYN• RMlJof legal YN anu MU experiments respecLively are
identical. They are given by

).
where the additional element).

spec

E ALB

(3.12)

is the label that is specified 1.n the YN question,
spec
de f. 3. 3. RLB is the R reference set of an LB experiment as given 10 defs. 3. 5 and

3.9
.

3 . 17, Since

.LB .

n

LB

1s an element of R

,

.

1t

follows that the labe l set of a legal

LB experiment is contained in the R r efe r ence set of a legal YN or MU experiment.
The purpose of incl.J.iding ALB in this reference set has already been explained in
connection with definition 3.4.
Definition 3. 19 of a YN €xperiiment. A YN experiment is similar to an LB
experiment with the following two exceptions. l ) Its R reference set contains the
additional element A
, eqn (3.12), 2) For each object, the subject is required
spec
to give a Y or N answer to the YN question of def. 3.3 . The Y or N answer will be
called the 'answer value' for the given object lob.
Definition 3.20 of a MU experiment. A MU ex~eriment is similar to a YN experiment with the following exception . The subject is required to give his answer
to the quei,tion of def. 3.3 in the form of a numberµ, µ E [O,t); this number
or answer value should signify the degree to which he considers the objec t lob
to be A
spec:
We co1~clude section 3 by remarking that the cumbersome operational definitions
given here of completeness, nonredundancy, sublabels, l esal label sets and experiments etc., ate , to a large degree, based on an intuitive feeling for the use of
language; i:md on Hersh and Caramazza 's findings of intersubject inconsistencies
and their ·report concerning the OR connective. It will however be seen in sect. 5.6
that these definitions have very simple and lucid interpretations in the TEE model,
based solely on the traditional crisp theory of sets.

4. 1

4. Likelihoods, Grades of Membership and Probabilities from 1~ Experiments
4.1 The Exact E Experiment and the Unqualified Probability Distribution

The formulas of this section for the different distributions derived from lµ
experiments and from the E experiment defined below hold for the experiments
defined in section 3, irrespective of whether the experiments are legal and have
a legal LB reference set and a reference label set. The only requirement for the
validity of the formulas for LB experiments is that one and only one label from
the LB l abEtl set is assigned by the subject to each object. The sum of the proba· .
l
f rom 1\• LB 1s
. ass1gne
.
d to an o b Ject
.
h
be
b 1· 1 1t1es
t t1at one o f t h e l a b es
must ten
equal to one. Similarly for a YN experiment, the sum of the probability that an
object is assigned an answer value Y, and the probablity that it is assigned an
answer value

N

must be equal to one because the subject must assign one of the

two values ..

However, when the experiment is not a l egal one then it may happen

that the likelihood curves computed according to the formulas of this section from
experimentH with different subjects have qualitatively different shapes . This has
been demoni;trated in the experiments of Hersh and Caramazza and is discussed in
sect ion 7 here . E.g., the likelihood curve for 'large',
instead of reaching a constant maximum value as it did

for most subjects who

interpreted the experiment as a YN one, decreased again for some subjects for
big values of u. Such inconsistencies are _e xpected to occur when it is not clear
for the subject whethe r the question is a YN or an LB question; and whether the
LB label SEtt to which the experiment refers contains the label 'VERY 1 arge '

in addition to ' large'.
The quantitative values of the LB and YN likelihoods obtained from legal
experiments a ccording to the formulas of sects. 4.2, 4.3 respectively are connected
up in sect. 8. I

through assumptions of equivalence. In the same section they

are also connected up with the values of the grades of membership as computed
according to sect, 4.4, assuming a legal MU experiment .
Definition 4.1 of the E experiment or the exact expePimente~ experiment
associated with a given lµ experiment. ' 1Whenever an lµ experiment is performed by a
subject S ~,ith a labeled object set LOB, we shall assume that the experimenter himself perfot·ms in addition an exact labeling experim~nt with this set, using the
type O label set U. I.e., he measures the exact attribute value of each object.
The results: of this E experiment must be unknown to the subject while he performs
the labeling operations .
In addlition the experimenter may or may not perform an exact E experiment with
another raTitdom sample LOB' from OB. The unqualified probability distribution (def.
4.3 below) may refer either to that estimated from the sample LOB or to that estimated from LOB'. When nothing else is mentioned, the term 'E experiment' always
refers to the first of the two experiments defined here." (end def• 4 • 1 •)

1♦ .2

Definiition 4.2 of the I subsets LOB . . When an llJ experiment is finished, the
'J,

experimente1r uses the results of the exact E experiment, def. 4.1, to divide the
labeled object set LOB into I disjoint subsets, LOBi,
l
LOB : U LOB . ,
i•= 1
1.

LOB l.

n LOB.,=~
1

for i/i ' ,

i,i' = 1, ... ,1

( 4. 1)

Each subset LOBi consists of those objects whose exact attribute value is ui.
The cardinality of (number of elements in) LOB. will be denoted by card.,
l.

l.

and the cardinality of LOB by card,
I
!: card. =card.

i=1

( 4. 2)

l

To simplify the notation we shall, in the following, put an equal sign between

probabilitiE!S and relative frequencies. Such an equali t y holds exactly when all

the distributions refer to the single labeled object set LOR.
When the distributions are meant to refer to the complete object ser

OB

from which the random sample was drawn, then the equations should be understood 1.n
the sense that the sign P( ·) stands only for estimates of the probabilities. In this
case , the random sample LOB' used to estimate the unquali..fied probability distribution (defs. 4.1, 4.3) may be different from the random sample LOB used in the particular 1~ eixperiment for the purpose of partitioning LOB into the subsets LOB ..
1

Definition 4 . 3 of P(uex), the unqualified probal•iUty distribur,·:m c:er U.
Let OB be the object set, def. 2.. 18, to which an

1 ity thal

a

lll

experimen t refers. The probabi-

randomly chosen element of OB will have the exact attribute value u.

l.

will be called the unqualified probability of u~x; this distribution being unquali1.

fied by a type 1 label such as 'tall' . It is found from the E experiment, defs. 4.1,

4.2, using the formula
i-=1, ... , 1 .

(4. J)

Here and in the sequal we use the abbreviated no t ation u.ex to mean 'u ex :-u.';
1
l
' wor d s: " Te
h var1a
• bl e uex , denoting
.
.
d to an ob Ject 1n
. an
or 1n
t b e va l ue ass1gne
exact experiment, assumes the value

u:.
1

The unqualified probabilty distribution is independent of the subject S. All
the other distributions defined in sect. 4 are subjective for S . They can,
of course, be averaged over many subjects.

4.3
4.2 Analysis of LB or Labeling Experiments
Consider an LB or labeling experiment , de f. 3 . 7 1 the LB label set being t he
type 1 se t of def, 2.6,
1

= 1, ..• , L

(4 .4)

According to def . 4. 2, LOB . 1s that subset of the labeled object set LOB whose
1

exact attribute values are u:x . Let LOB.
l

l.

1

be t he s ubset of LOB. consist ing of t hose
1

object s which have been labe l ed ). l by t he subject . We then have for every i = 1, . . . , I ,
L

U LOB. l
1=1

= LOB . ,

l

LOBil n LOBil' = 0 for 111 ' .

(4 . 5)

l.

The cardina lity of LOBil will be deno t ed by card

11

,

L.

t card. 1
l

1 =1

(4.6)

= card . .
1

LB
ex
• .ex
Definition 4.4. P (\ lu ) , the f.,iJ,;1~ labeling 1..fkeZ i hood fu nction ove1' 1u
1 1
LB
J ot' the fu:z ay concept. >. 2 (e . g. tal l ) r e f erring to t he label sat A , eqn (4.4),
is defined by the the equation,

i= , , . .. , 1 ,

card. /card . ,
l

1

1

(4,7)

(4.8)

= 1

fo r a binary AN l a bel set, de f. 2. 13 (such as the set { \ , ). \. \./here
NO'r t a ll, >. = '

2

1

1

=tall ) , we hav e t ha t

1
P1 8(>-° lu~x) = 1 - PL 8P. lu7x ) ,
l

L

2

~,= >- 0 =

L = 2. It then follows from eqn (4. 8 ) that
1

= 1, ... ,1

(4.9)

This equation, which is almost a tautol ogy in our roodel, is our first encounter
wi t h a proof of the fuzzy set 'one -minus ' f ormula for the ne gation. We return to
to this subject in sect . 9.

The drawing of an obj e ct lob f r om OB and its labeling both with a u~x and
l.

a Al value can be considered as a sta t is t ical exper iment in a 2-dimensional universe
U~ALB_ The joint probability that lob will be assigned the label u~x by E , and
l

the label A1 by Sis given by
PLB(u1\ Al) = P(u~x) PLBO l lu~x) = PLB(Al) PLB(u~xl ~l) •

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4 . 12)

The m.a.rginal probability FLB(A ), eqn(4.11), is the -probability that an
1
object will be labeled Al by Sin a labeling experiment. no matter what its uex
valt1e is. E:.g. for >. =tall, it is the probability that S wtl1 assign the label ' tall'
1
1
to a randon1 object drawn from OB . P B(~ ) depends on the R reference set of the
1
labeling e}(:periment, def. 3 . 17 1 and on the unqualified probability distribution
P(u.ex ). As an illustration, the marginal probability of 1 ta11' for the curves
1

offig.4.lis
(4.13)
Using the terminology of fuzzy sets, let

be a fuzzy subset of Uex defined
1
by the gradle of membership function lJXl (uex), And let P(uex) be a probability
function over Uex • Zadeh (1968 , eqn (5)) has defined the probability of the fuzzy
event ,;.

1

it11

>.

the probability space P(uex) as the expectation value of µAl,

IJ
I
l:' (.>-) =,1:

1

1=1

ex

P(u . )
1

~1,
I\

ex

(ui.).

1

(4.14)

Comparing ( 4. 14) and ( 4, 11) , we see that the probab i1 i ty of the fuzzy event AI ,
as defined by Zadeh , is equal to the marginal probability of >. 1 as found in a
18
labeling e")l:periment; provided that the labeling likelihood function P (>, 1 lu~x)
is equal tc, A 1 s grade of membership function. The straigtforward derivation of

1

eqn (4 . 11) is therefore a proof of Zadeh's formula, eqn (4,14), under this assumption .
A different proof of Zadeh's (ormula, based on several axioms, has been given
by Smets (1982) .
Defini.tion 4.5. PLB ( ). ), eqn (4.11), is called the mmyn'nai Zd.·v17Jng probabiiUy

of the fuzci:y concept ,\

z.

1

1£ we accept the equality between the labeling likelihood

function and the grade of membership function (where the former refers to everyday
conditions of observation and the latter to good conditions of observation. see

LB (A ) to P1..1 (1 ) , eqn (4.14), and
1
1
call it the- probabiZity of the .fuzzy ev,;nt, ).7, in the probability space P(t/X) .
def. 8.3),

then we can equate P

From eqn (4.10) it follows that
PLB(u~'.xl).l) = P(u/x) PLB(,\ llu/x) / PLBOl) •

(4. 15)

where p18 (,\ ) is given by eqn (4.11) or by the normalization condition
1
I LB . ex
(4. 16)
EP (.u.1), ) = 1 .
1
1
i=l
18
Definition 4.6. P <u!xl >- ), eqn (4 . 15), is called the >. 7_- qualified
1
probability disti•ibution ovel" r.fX; or the probabiiity distri"bution ove1• Vex of

the set of A2-Zabeled objects.
1

likelLhood function P B(>. 1u/x), def. 4.4. denotes the probability that
1
. contrast, PLB(ueix l A\ l ).,
e ~A ; 1n
an object ~1ith exact attribute value u . will be label d
1
The

1

I. . .

1.or

0,\

I

I

•

P(tall I uex)
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Fig. 4.1. Example of t) P(tall luex), a subjective likelihood distribution for 'tall' over exact height values, def. 4.4.
2) P(uex) , an assumed unqualified probability distribution (i.e. unqualified by a label such as ' tall') over exact height
values of the set of objects that is being labeled , def . 4.3. 3) P(uexltall), the probability distribution over uex
of the set of objects labeled I tall'. It is proved to be equa1 to the normalized product of distributions l), 2),
see eqns (4.15),(4.16) and def. 4.6. Observe that the paradox of 11 The Only Man on Earth", example 1.4.1 , is resolved.
A man labeled ' tall' has a negligibl e probability of having a he ight of 225 cm. Observe also, that if the subject has
HI
mea sured the exact height value of e a ch object , then the P(uex[ tall) probability curve would be t he same as the un~•
00
qual ified P(uex) curve, cut-off to U from 170 cm and downrards tand normalized)- Thus the TEE model yields a ' fuzzy
c::
'1
theory' in spite of the use of nonfuzzy thresholds in ues • The assumed P(talljuex) curve is identical with that of
en
fig. 5.3b. In the TEE model it can thu s either be elicited directly from a labeling or YN exper iment, defs. 4.4 , 4.7.
.t,,.
Or it can be computed from the subject's error curve and his threshold for ' tall'. Finally it can be el ici t ed from a
MU experime n t . sect 4.4 and def 8.3. The better these three curves agree with each other. the more consistent is the
sub jects's information processing for f uzzy concept~.

i:,
Ill

00
~

~

""

4.6
the probability distribution of " lover Ue~ denotes the probability that an
object which is labeled 11

1

will have an exact attribute value u 1. . Eqn ( 4. 10)

shows that these two functions of uex have usually quite different values. Thus
we have a clear differentiation between distributions of Alu versus distributions
of u lA; bo1th as regards their meanings and as regards the values of t he functions.

Fig . •~. 1 shows PLB(u~xl11 ) , the probability distribution of 11 :tall, as
1
1
computed firom eqns (4 . 15), (4.11). using assumed curves for the unqualified
1
probability distribution P(u~x) and the likelihood distribution P B(11 1u1x).
1
Eqn (•~.15) is a proof of Zadeh's "heuristic connection between possibilities
and probabilities" (Zadeh, 1978a, p. 8), namely; 1) A high possibility does not

imply a high probability, 2) A low probability does not imp ly a low possibility.

3)

A

possibility O implies a probability 0 .
If we identify possibilities with grades of membership, which are again iden-

tified with likelihoods, then 1) and 2) follow from eqn (4.15) because P(u~x)
may
l
assumea9M1llvalue

while PLB(A ) is independent of uex • .3) also follows from
1

eqn (4 .1 5), assuming that P(A )
1

# O;

i.e. that there exist objects which are

labeled II l.
The differentiation between distributions of ult. versus ~lu also solves
the possibility-certai.nty difficulty of fuzzy set theory. Namely the fact that
a possibility value~~ (u~x)=l does not tell us whether the exact attribute value
I\ 1
1
ui for an object labeled Al is a certainty or only a possibility. We see now that

in order to answer this question, we must use the probability function for Al'
eqn ( 4. 15) • If this function is

for a given uex= ui,
ex .

eqn (4 .16) that it is 0 for al 1 other u.l ) then u.1

1s

(implying , according to
a

•
certainty for A • From (4 .1 0)

1

and (4.11) it [allows that this case occurs iff P(A 1uex) is different from 0
1
ex
for the single value u =u. of a11 those uexvalues for which P(uex) fO.
l-

4.3 Analysis of YN or YES-NO Experiments
We now turn to the analysis of a YN experiment referring to a specified
, def. '.3. lq.
spec
Let LIDBiY, LOBiN be the subsets of LOBi, def. 4.2, consisting of those objects

label A:),

which the subject has marked with either Y or N respectively in response to the

YN question of def. 3 . 3 ,
i=l, ... ,1.

(4.17)

The cardinalit i es of LOBiY' LOBiN will be denoted by cardiY• cardiN respectively.
Definition 4.7. The following functions ofuex are cal led the YA (yes-lambda)
a nd NA (no·-lambda) likelihood distributions over Uex respectively ,

PY~N(Y lueix)

=-

d
card 1· y / car.
1

PYN(NI
d
,
u.ex)
= card l.N / car.
l
l
~

i= 1, •.. , I , (4 .18)

where
P~
A

(Y lueix) + PYN(Nl
.>,
Uiex) ;

1

'

(4 .19)

i=l, ... ,I
(end def. 4. 7).

Eqn (4.19) can again be looked upon as a proof of the fuzzy set formula

4.7
µNOT >:. (u) =- l - \J~ (u) provided the equivalence between grades of membership and
likelihoods, def. 8.3 , holds.
Theorem 4.3 . 1. A traditional subset relation between nonfuzzy sets of labeled
objects implies the fuzzy set subset relation. The following theorem follows from
eqn (4.18) a.nd from def. 3.6 of sublabels. ''When>.' is a sublahel of
PO.']uex) f P(>-luex)

>. , then

for all uex

(4.19a)

If we e.quate the likelihoods of (4.19a) to grades of membership of >.'

and of>. res,pectively, using the YN-MU assumption of equivalence of def. 8.3,
then we get,
11,_ , (u
Eqn (4.19)

ex

) < u),(uex)

for all u

ex

( 4. 19b)

is the definition, in fuzzy set theory, of the "fuz.zy set A I

being a suse t of the "fuzzy set .),

..

• We see

11

that the fuzzy set subset relation

follows in the TEE model from the assumption of a traditional subset relation
between the sets of labeled objects, eqn (3.7).
Vice versa, assume that eqn (~.t9h) holds for all possible context dependent
sets of objects to which grades of membership have been assigned in an exact MU

experiment. Then (4. 19a) follows from (4 . l9b) and the assumption of equivalence
of def. 8.3. From ( 4.19a) and def . 3 . 6 of sublabels, it then follow that A' is
a sublabel of}.." (end theorem 4.3.1).

4.8

The YN experiment can be looked upon as a statistical experiment with two
attribu tEis; namely the u.ex label assigned to each lob E LOB by the experimenter E,
1
And the YN value assigned to lob by s. We then have ,

=

ex Y)
PYN(,
~
,Ui
,

(4 , 20)
(4.21)

and

(4.22)
(4.23)
PYN(Y) + PYN(N) = 1 •

/I

(4.24)

>.

From e qn (4.20) it follows

that
( 4. 25)

P!N(u~xlN)

= P(u:x) PIN(Nlu~x) / P~N(N)

(4.26)

Definition 4.8. P~N(u~xlY) and P~N(u~xlN), eqns (4.25), (4.26), are called

NO- qualififd r1 oi>(1i)flit::, aj"'tribut-ions
respectively
over Uex f: or the fuzzy concept >.; or t he rrobab-ility Jf.,;t,1 1'. butic•ns over Uex for
the YES- qtuz'li.fied and

1

1

for YA and NA respectively,

YN

YN

Definition 4 .9. P11 (Y), ~A (N), eqns (4.22), (4 . 23), are called the margina1

probaln·iities for-

n

A of Y and N respectively. Or the margina7, probabilities of

and N>...
The meaning of the different terms defined in this subsection is the following.

The marginal probabilities of Y and N, def. 4 . 9, denote the probability that

a

randomly chosen object will be assigned the value Y or N respectively by the subject.
The likelihood distributions, def. 4 . 7, denote the probability that an object
with exact attribute value u. will be assigned the answer value Y or N by Sin
1

response to the question "Is this object).?" (e.g . "Is this object tall?).
Finally, the 'x'ES or NO qualified probability distributions, def. 4.8, de note the
probability that an object which has been assigned the value Y or N respectively
by Swill have the exact attribute value u ..
1

As an example, if the attribute A of the R r eference set of the experiment

is 'height ', then the object set OB cou1d be a population of grownup women . And the

A could be

1tall'

or 'NOT tall' or 'medium' or 'VERY tall', etc.
If the experiment is a legal one (def. 3. 18), then it must refer to a ALB label set;
specified label

such as one of the sets of eqns (2. 18)-(2,20) or (2.24).(2.26) ,(2.27 ) or (2 . 33),(2 . 34
with 11s=srnall , >l=tall. When ALB is one of the AN sets of eqns (2.24) , (2.26),(2.27),
ref
then the E~xperiment must also have a A
reference label set , def . 3.15. E.g., the
set of eqn (2.34) can be the reference label set of an experiment using the LB
label set of eqn (2.26) or (2.27).

4.9
4.4 Analysis of the MU or Grade of Membership Experiment
Finally we analyse the MU experiment, def. 3.20. To simplify the presentation,
we shall ass·ume that S chooses the grade of membership values which he assigns to
objects from a prespecified, finite universe M,

M=

=

{µm}

where
µ

and

1

=

(4.27)

{u,,µ2,····UM)

0

1.1

M

(4.28)

= 1

(4.29)

for m = 1, 2 ~ ..• ,M-1 •

Where does the particularµ value which S assigns to an object come from?
S must have some internally stored procedure for choosing this value. It 1s

natural to assume that theµ value is a function of ue

st

, 1.e. of S's estimate

of the attribute value of the object (see def. 1.2). This .assumption is expressed
by def. 4.10 below. The origin of the numerical values of this function

LS

explained by the YN-MU assumption of equivalence, def. 8.3.
Definition 4. 10 of the a$SWrrption of the existence of the internal. grade of

membership function. "Theµ or grade of membership value which a subject S assigns
to an ohjecl in a fuzzy concept A is a function

(4.30)
of ue st

the subject's estimate of the object's u value. This function, which i s

subjective for S, is the same 1for experiments performed by him under difft:irent
conditions of observation. It is stored in the subject's brain in connection with
the context dependent fuzzy concept >. (e.g. A= ta! 1, context np =woman).
p!nt, eqn (4.30), is called S's internal grade of membership function of u
for the fuzzy concept L

est

(end def. 4 . 10)

Suppose that a MU experiment, def. 3.20, has been carried out with a subject.
And let LOB.

lID

be the subset of LOB., def. 4.2, consisting of those objects lob
l

to which the subject has ass1gned the grad e of membership value -µm in the fuzzy
concept >.

= Aspec • We then have,

M

U LOB.

m= 1

LOB.

LOB.

=

l!TI

1.m

l

The cardinality of LOB.

1m

n LOB.1m , = 0

for

rnf m'

and m,m' = 1, .•• ,M. (4.31)

is denoted by card , .
im

Definition 4.11. The following function of the exact attribute value u:x will
l

be called the µ

m

7.ikeUhood distribution

01.'Pr>

uex for the fuzzr 1 oon~ert "

=

A

spec"

P, ( i.t I u.ex) = card. / card. ,
A
m l
Im
l
M
ex
E P,(µ lu.) = 1.
m=I A m 1

where

(4.32)

(4.33)

An impc>rtant special case of a MU experiment occurs when it is performed
under exact conditions. In this case the estimated attribute value of all objects
in LOB, is E:iqual to the single exact attribute value uex = u. of all obJ·ects in
1

l

th is set. Ac:cording to the assumption of def. 4. 10 , all these objects will be

4. 10

assigned the same grade of membership value, namely the value

ii,..int ( ueS t

-- lJex)
i .

. £unction
•
. then defined to be equal to the grade of membership function
Th 1s
o f u ex is
ex
in ).. in the case of an exact MU experiment,
µA (ui ) of u~x
l
ex

1-l;.. (ui

µ

m

int( est

) =

u

µ)..

ex)

= ui

(4. 34)

= µrn'

being the ordinate of the internal grade of membership function for ue

st

= u:x,
l

Thus there is only one 'subset' of the M subsets of LOB., eqn (4 . 30), which is not
l.

empty, namely the set LOB. =LOB .• As a result. M-1 of the M likelihoods of eqn
1m

l

(4.32) are equal to 0, while P, (µ lu:x) = 1.
m

I\

l

Under general conditions of observation, S's estimate of an object ' s attribu te
value may differ from the true u-value. The likelihoods of eqn (4.32) may then
assume values which differ from O or 1 . Tbus Smay assign different values of ue

st

to two objects with the same exact attribute value uex. Because of the assumption

of def. 4.10 he will then also assign different u values to the two objects .
Definition 4.12 of the gr>ade of membership funotion . "The expectation value
ofµ

m

for a given u~x is call ed the value of S's grade of membership function of
1.

u~x for the fuzzy concept>.,
l

M
=

Since u

m

r

m=l

(
PA~

ex

Iu.
m

).µ

l.

m

(4.35)

.

is always nonnegative and smaller than or equa1 to 1, il follows from

(4.35) that
ex ) _< 1 •
0 <
- i.t ;.. ( ui

( 4. 36)

1'his i.1;.. (u~x) function is identified with the grade of membe-rship function of
fuzzy set theory." (end def. 4.12)
A subject ' s grade of membership curve will thus depend on the conditions of

observation (defs. 5.14, 5.15). For exact conditions of observation it coincides
with his internal grade of membership curve according to eqn (4 .34). As the conditions
of observation depart more and more from exact ones, the grade of membership function

will be an increasingly washed out version of the subject's internally defined
grade of membership function, def. 4.10.
To formulate this statement more precisely. we must anticipate def. S. 7 of
the error function E(u~ st !u:x). This is the probability that Swill estimate the
J

l

attribute value of an object as being equal to u . when its exact value is u .. The
J

1

error function refers to a given set of conditions of observation, def. 5. 14.
From the error function and the internal grade of membership function, def. 4 . 10,
we can now find theµ likelihood function, def. 4. 11 , as follows. Of al 1 objects
m

whose exact attribute value is u., and who thus belong to the set LOB. , a fraction
1
1
E(u~ st ju:x) will be estimated to have the attribute value u . . Swill therefore
J
1.
•
J st
0
assign to this fraction the grade of membership value u~ t(uj ). We have therefore
fo r the likelihood function of eqn (4.32),
ex =E(u.estl u ex
P,(u Iu.)
.) ,
11ml
J
1.

(4.37)

4. 11

where

(4.38)

um

·
1e u eS t va 1ue correspond s to a given
·
However• eqn (4 , 37) 110 ld s on l y 1· f a sing
J
est
value of the internal grade of membership curve. When several u
values have

the same µm value (which will usually happen for

P\(u lu~x) = t E(u~
11ml

J

•

J

st

1J

m

= 0 and lJ = 1), then we obtain

m

!u~x) •

(4.39)

l

est
the sum on the right hand side of (4.39) being taken over all values of u.
for
J

which the in.terna1 grade of membership function, eqn {4.38), has the single value

um' Eqn (4.319) is thus the final equation for theµ likelihood function from which
the grade of membership function 1s derived, using eqn (4.35).
We have thus derived the value of the grade of membership function µA(uex)

of a subject under a given set of conditions of observation from his error curve
.
•
.
f uoct1on
.
and hts
internal
grade o f membersh1.p
µ:\int ( u est) • S.ince t h e va l ue o f t h e

internal grade of membership function is independent of the conditions of observation, it can be found from a MU experiment performed under exact conditions. Accorint
ding to the YN-MU assumtion of equivalence, def. 8.3~
µA
is equal to the YN
likelihood [unct1on for~. def. 4.7, measured under everyday conditions. The latter
function is a

1

"'1ashed-out' version of the step fonct ion obtAined for the YN

likelihood curve when a YN experiment is performed under exact conditions.
When a MU experiment is performed under everyday conditions, then the grade of
membership function should be a 'washed-out' version of this 'washed-out' version.
The formula for this doubly 'washed-ouL' version

tif

the original step threshold

function is given by eqn (4.35), PA being given by (4.39).
Suppose that both a YN and a MU experiment are performed under the same,
almost exact conditions of observation. The likelihood curve for the YN experiment
will then be almost a step function while the grade of membership curve will be
a

flattened or washed-out version of this step function. This conclusion from the

TEE model is in agreement with the experiment of Norwich and Turksen (l982) , in
which they m1easU1:ed the YN likelihood curve (fig. 1 in NT) and the grade of membership curve (fig. 2 in NT), both under the same, constant and good conditions of
observation. They found a very steep S curve for the YN experiment, and a much flatter

= tall,
spec
Finally we would like to acknowledge that the clear differentiation between

S curve for the MU experiment. Both experiments used the label A

the variable, stochastic~

m

value assigned to objects of a given uex versus the

value of ~A (uex), and their connection through eqn (4.35) has previously been very
lucidly analysed by Norwich and Turksen (1982). They use the notation a for our u,
m
~~(x) for our ~A(uex ) and PvA(x) for our PA(Um Iuex ) . The latter function is associ1

ated with Norwich and Turksen's stochastic fuzzy set model, µA(uex) corresponding
to their deterministic fuzzy set model. Thus NT ' s formula for the grade of membership function is also a purely probabilistic one.

4. 12

The difference between NT's treatment and ours is that we also have a model
for the orig;in of the 'stochastic fuzzy set'~

m

values through the introduction of

the estimatetd u value (def. I .2), the assumption of a nonfuzzy threshold for ). in
st
the ue
uni.verse (def. 5.3 ) and the YN-MU assumption of equivalence (def. 8.3 ) •
While NT do not interpret the fact that a given subject assigns different v values
.
ex
to obJects with the same u
values as due to errors of observation; but rather as
an 1 'impreciE:ion (vagueness) in the definition in the subject's mind of the subjective
attribute beting scaled and as being therefore inherent to fuzziness'(sect. 4 in NT
according tc1 my 'wor king paper' edition of their paper).
In orde:r to derive the distribution of YN answers (PP or pure probability
model in the! terminology of NT) from their stochastic fuzzy set model, NT introduce
their axiom 1 which says that the subject will answer Y when
µ

m

µ

m

?. 0.5 and N when

< 0. 5. This axiom agrees with our model in the case of a MU experiment under

exact conditions and a YN experiment under conditions with a symmetric error curve.
lt is then poroved in section 5 that the uex value for which
threshold vaLlue for >.,. (Actually NT say that

tJ

m

µ(uex) = 0.5 is the

is on an interval scale which need

not be [0,1}. In this paper we assume that this scale has been transformed to (0, l].)
Finally we would like to remark that we consider the effect of errors of
estimation o,f height values in the case of a concept such as 'tal 1 1 as the main
contribution. to fuzziness. but that we also believe in additional effects. This
subject is dliscussed in theorem 11.4 .2 and in example 11.4.3,
1
4.5 The R ~ Reference Sets of Likelihoods and Grades of Membership

Suppose: that the formulas for likelihoods or grades of membership derived in
sections 4.2:-4.4 are applied t~ legal experiments with specified R-reference sets
(defs. 3.5, 3.17, 3.18). The set LOB of labeled objects is an element of the R- reference set of an experiment. If LOB is a large random sample from OB, and if the
conditions c1f observation of the experiment are randomized (def. 5.15),
numerical va,lues of the likelihoods are

independent

of the

then the

particular sample LOB ;

except for e.rrors of estimation due to statistical fluctuations, which are again due
to the finite size of the sample. We therefore set up the following definition.
De fin it ions 4 . 13 of the

Rl,lJ -reference

set of a iikeUhood or graade

of membershi,p ju.nation.

Let R be the R- reference set of the legal experiment
1
from which this function was derived. Then R U is defined by the equation
Rl µ = R - {LOB } .

(4.40)

Li~elihood curves obtained from different experiments with the same subject and
1
the same R µ are identical except for errors of estimation due to the finite size of
che sample LOB used in the paricular e~periment _ An analogous statement holds for
grade of membership curves. (end def. 4. 13. Observe that t he par t of the def i nit ion
after eqn (4.40) is actually a theorem,)

5. 1

5. The TE Threshold Error Model
5.1 Introduction
The letters 'TE' of the TEE model refer to the ''I11reshold Error' model
presented in this section. The model offers an explanation for the variability
in the assignment of labels or YN answer values to objects with a given exact
attribute value. Together with the assumption of equivalence between YN,LB and
MU experiments, def. 8.3~

the complete TEE model also offers an explanatio~

for the meaning of the grade of membership concept. Furthermore it explains the
typical Sand bell shapes of likelihood and grade of membership curves.
To simplify the presentation, we discuss the TE

model in this subsection

only in connection with a binary AN labeling experiment, def. 2.13, referring to
8
the label set ALB=Oo,11 1 }, where ,_l =;>.., ).O=NOT >.; e . g. AL ={NOT tall , tall} .
In subsection 5.5, the treatment is extended to general LB experiments and to
YN experiments. We assume here that all the experiments are legal ones (defs.
3.5, 3.17~ 3.18). Their R reference sets must therefore be defined in advance.
The TE model is based on the following considerations.

5.2

Suppose first that a subject performs an experiment under exact conditions of
observation. E.g., he is presented with a set lob of people, and a means of measutirtg
the exact height value of each person 1n the set. On the basis of these measurements
he is required to attach either a A

1

c

A= tall or a ).O = NOT tall label to each person .

The only cboice of a classification rule which S has under such exact conditions is to choose threshold values for A, and the rule
<
for
classify object as ). 1
u). 1

c lassify object as ).0

-u

<

u).u

'

f or all other values of u

,

(5. 1)

where u is the object 's measured attribute value. The subscripts 1, u stand
for 'lower bound' and 'upper bound' respectively for the concept A.
Definition 5. 1. u), , uAu' eqn (5.1), are called S's subjective thPeshold
va'l.,,er- for

~

= \

1

1
• The interval

tiu~ = [u.H,u;>.u]

is cal led S's subjective /.hreshol,d ·t'nt,'rval for ),

(s.2)

=A

1

,

When ). is a lower extremal concept such as 'small' (see def. 5.5), then
uA = u • When it is an upper extrema 1 concept such as 'Lall ', then u >.u = u • (u , uu
0
1
1
1
are the lower and upper bounds of the universe respectively, see cqn (2.l)).

Definition 5.2 of The ffrst assUJ"":ion ur.der>7.ying the

TE

r;odeZ-. The

assumption of a nonfuzzy threshold interval for>., eqns (5. 1), (5.2), in tbe case
of exact condiLions of observation is called the first assumption underlying the
error mode 1.
Actua1ly we consider the t erm 'assumption 1 to be too modest, because it seems

that this 'assumption' is the only choice for a classification rule which the
subject has in the case of exact conditions of observation.
We now consider the case in which the label ing experiment i s performed under
less rigid conditions of observation such that S has no means of measuring or
knowing the exact attribute value of each object. In this case we invoke the
second assumption.
Definition 5.3 of The second assumption underlying the

TE

modei. When a

subject S performs a labeling experiment under nonexact conditions of observation~
then he performs an intermediate step io his information processing. This step
consists in estimating the object's exact attribute (e.g . height) value (see
de f. 2.1). He then

5.3
1
· ·
·
h rue
1 o f eqn ( 5.1 ) • However, u
classifies
t he obJect
as~ or AO accord'1ng tote
est
ex
1s now the estimated attribute value, u
, instead of the exact one, u

Of course, the subject need not assign a numerical attribute (height) value
to the object. His estimate can be based on a mental comparison of the u values of

the object with the u value of one or more ~ellknown objects whose attribute values
he considers to be near the threshold values {or A (see def. 5.1).
The second assumption is probably not as self evident as the first. We could
e.g. assume that the intermediate step in the information processing consists in
the assignment by the subject of an estimated probability distribution over uex
st
to the object; i.e. the subject assigns a type 1 probability value, Pe (uex).
to the particular object. He then labels the obj ect a s At or Ao, depending on
whether the integral of thi~ probabil i ty distr ibution over the threshold interval
is bigger than 0.5 or smaller than 0 .5 respectively. The treatment of this paper
can be extended to this c ase. Here we shall however treat only the simplest case
in which the estimate of the attribute value of a g iven object consists of a type 0
·
··
3
approx1mat11on
to u ex , d e f . 5 ••
5.2 Extremal Concepts and Threshold Functions.
The following definitions ar e needed in the sequel.
Definition 5.4. A concept referring t o a single attribute is called a 1- dimen-

cional

aoncept. or a one- dimensiorial

va1,ue of the attribute A. Tall,

small, old, young are examplt!s of such concepts r eferring to thE? attribute height or
age respectively. A concept like 's lim' is a 2-dirnensional

concept because

it refers to the two attributes weight and height.
1n thi s paper we deal vith 1-dimensional concepts unless something else 1s

specified.
One dimensional type 1
De finition 5.5.
values such as tall. old or small, young, referring

V

to the upper and lower r egions r especti vely of the U-doma in , are ca1 led l{pper> extr>e-

mal or 701.,:,ter e xtremal. type 1 valcar, respectively.

Values

such as 'medium',

referring to an intermediate region of the U-domain are called none:nrerr1aZ type 1 val,ua:.
Definition 5.6. Let AuA= [u).l ' uAuJ be the threshold interval f or the concept 1.
(see def. 5.1). The function
1

t (uest) =
).
0

f or u

est ,...
c..

A

ou,
(5 . 3)

11

elsewhere

is ca lled S's subjective thrieslzoZ.d function or r.hreshold curve for L

It is illus-

trated in fig . 5 .1 for an upper extremal and a nonextremal concept respectively.
5.3 Mathen~tical Treatment of the

TE

Model and the Norwich Turksen Experiment

When a labeling or YN expe riment is performed under nonexact and random
conditions of observation, we shall assume the existence of an error function E
as defined! below. The different assumptions underlying this definition, as well as
the variouis definitions concerning conditions of obse rvation are discussed in
sects. 5.4 and 5 .7.
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Fig. 5 . 1. Full lines - thresh~ld curves for {a) an upper extremal concept such as X=ta11; (b) for a nonextremal concept
such as X =medium. uex, ue st are the exact and estimated attribute (height) value respectively of an object. The subject
is assumed to use nonfuzzy threshold values for A in the universe of estimated attribute values. Broken curve - assumed
st
error curve of subject (see fig. 5.Ja) ce ntered on the point ue
= uex. From these, the likelihood curve P(Xjuex) is
computed. For each value of uex, its ordinate is equal to the area which the threshold interval for ~ cuts off from the
error curve. For X=tall, the resulting likelihood curve is shown in fig. 5.3b. It is seen to have the typical s-shape
of the grade of membership function for 'tall' in fuzzy set theory.
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5.5
Definition 5.7 of the error funatioti . Let E(ue

st

luex) be S's error function
est ex .
or error curve under given, random conditions of observation. E(u
[u ) 1.s the
probability (or probability density when U is continuous) that S estimates an
,
est
ex
objects attribute value as being equal to u
when the exact attribute value is u •
In the following we shall assume that the error function is unimodal.
The notation for the subscripts of u becomes quite cumbersome· in the discrete
case . To save space we shall therefore, from now on, write down mostly the
equations for the continuous case.
Since Eis a probability density over ue st , it must satisfy
for all u ex

EU.

(5.4)

Using the second assumption, definition 5.3 1 we now find that the probability
st
that Swill label an object as A is equal to the probab ility that ue
will fall
into S's threshold interval for X. Mak i ng use of the threshold f unction, eqn (5 ,J),
we thus obtain for S's likelihood function for A,
u

:

f u u1

E(
• ues t

1\1

ex) t u
( est) d u est

A

(5.5)

The resulting situntion is depicted in fig. 5.1.
We see that the problem can be divided into two parts. The error function
.
d.
ex
. . d
which is displaced along the uest axis
accor 1ng to the value of u . It 1.s 1.n ependent of tlhe label ), and determines the probability space over ue st for S's estimate
of the u value of an object whose true attribute value is uex. In addition we have
st
the threslhold interval t.u>t whose position is fixed with respect to the ue
axis.
It determines the limits between which the error function must be inte.grated _to

obtain P( Aluex) , the value of the likelihood function for A at uex
The shape of the error curve depends on the set of conditions of observation
and on th,e subject. In the special case of exact conditions we have that
E(uestluex) = c(uest _ 0 ex) •

( s. 6)

where 6(x) is Dirac's delta function. It then follows from eqn (5.5) that
P(Aluex)

= tA(uex); we thus come back to the first assumption underlying the error

model , definition 5.2.
Consider now a slight deterioration of the set of conditions of observation.
E.g. the conditionsoftheYNexperimentofNorwich and Turksen (1982, fig. 1), in
which the subject classifies objects as to tallness. All objects are observed
agai.nst a nearby wall, and the distance from the subject to the wall is kept constant.
S does not measure the objects with a meterstick nowt but his error curve will be
very narrow, though not a delta function. As a result, the P(Aluex) will be a steep
S curve , i.e. a slightly rounded version of the threshold curve. This is just the
result obtained by Norwich and Turksen (from now on referred to as NT). According
to our model, the steep likelihood curve obtained in the NT experiment is therefore

5.6
to be expected. To obtain likelihood curves which agree approximately with the
grade of membership curves obtained in a MU experiment (NT fig. 2), we believe
that the conditions of observation in the LB or YN experiment must be nearer to
those of everyday conditions. This point has already been discussed at the end of
sect. 4 . 4. It is expressed by the LB 1 YN-MU assumption of equivalence, def. 8.3 .
As the set of conditions of observation deteriorates further, the width of the
error curve increases, and the transition of the values of the likelihood function
from Oto 1 becomes more gradual.
From the standpoint of statistical communication theory, we can l ook upon the
P(Aluex) likelihood curve as th~ tA(uex ) threshold curve which has gone through a

low-pass JEilter in the 1/u frequency domain. The filter being the Fourier transform
of the error curve. From this point of view, the width of the error curve determines
the resolution with which Scan discriminate between u-values of objects.
ex
Definition 5,8 of WE , the. width of the erl"OY' c:u'l7Ve. For a given u
uEl• uEu \,>et h e 1 owest un d h.tgh est u

eS t

let

. 1y for which
·
va 1ues respective
the ordinate

of the er,~or curve is nonzero. Then
wE

= uEu

( 5. 7)

- uEl

1.s ca lled the width of tbe en:or curve.
When tbe error curve has very flat tails, or even tails which stretch to infinity, then we can define e.g . a 95% width, wE S%' 2 . 5% of the area under the curve
9
and 2.57. must lie below 0 El ' Theorems 1n t he sequel which
must then 1 ie above 0
Eu'
make use of wE. wi 11 then be valid within a margin of approximately SL
Definition
·
given
u ex i· ff

s. 9.

The error function E (ue st I uex) is said to be s:.,..,rmia t;ria for a

for all x .

(5 .8)

f:ig. 5.2 shows the uex values at whit;,h the likelihood function assumes the
values 1, 0.5, 0 respectively according to eqn (S.5), assuming a symmetric er r or
function for all u ex . We see that the likelihood curves have the typical S shape
which fuzzy set theory postulates for the grade of membership curves of upper
and lower extremal concepts. for a nonextrernal concept the likelihood curve has
the typic:al bell shape. According to eqn (5.5). these curves are simply cumulative
probability densities in the case of a constant shape error function, def. 5 . 10.
lf the width wE of the error curve is too big, then it may happen that the
uex region specified in the second column falls ootside the universe U, eqn
(2. 1). The values of wE for which this happens are listed in the last co lumn .
The figure shows, that for all three types of concept it may happen, that the
1 ikelihoo,d curve never reaches tbe value 1 or the value 0. A fuzzy set whose gt:ade

of member•ship curve never assumes the value 1 is call ed subnormal in fuzzy set
theory. F'ig. 5.2 shows that a subnormal fuzzy set is caused by an error curve which
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figure 5.2

value of
P( Al uex)
).

I

for u

ex

value of 1st column
nonexistent when

values

= upper extrema1 concept, e . g. tall
ex >
u
wE/2 > u u - uu
U),1 + wE/2

0. 5

u

ex

:

ex <
u

0

UH
U),l

- w /2
E

wE/2

> Un - ul

A = nonextremal concept, e.g. medium
uex
+ wE/2 ~
1
WE> UAU - u >. I
S u AU - wE/ 2

{°:u

0.5

U)-l

0.5

u).u

{ t:.u·>J2

{as long as
wE/2 ~ /iuA

0

uex <

0

uex <

-

f

E(x) dx

< 0. S

- t:.u:x/2

+ w /2
UAU
E

w8 /2 > uu - u )..u

UH - wE /2

wE/2 > uu - Ill

A : lower extremal conce,t, e.g. small
uex ~ u
1
wE/2 > u AU - ul
AU - WF_/2
uex =
0.5
UAU

0

uex >

-

UAU

+

wE/2

wE/2 > u u - u AU

E'ig. 5.2. Values of uex (column 2) for which the likelihood curves
a.ssume the values 1, 0.5, 0 respectively ~column 1), assuming that
the error curve Eis symmetric for all ue . uex is the exact value
c1f the attribute of the labeled object. The crossover points (at
which the likelihoods have a value of 0.5) are seen to occur generally at the threshold values for the label :>. . When "'E' the width
of the error curve, def, 5.8, is too big, then the regions of uex
s1pecified in the second column fall outside the bounds of the universe . Consequently tli'!Z" likel ihood values in column 1 do not exist
for the concept).. The values of wE for this case are listed in
t.he last column. For the likelihooo = 1 rows, this implies a
s1ubnormal fuzzy set whose greatest grade of membership is smaller
than 1. u , u are the upper and lower bounds of the universe,
1
eqn (2.1)~ u)., u). 1 are the upper and lower bounds of the threshold
interval for~. def. 5.1. t:.u). = u). - u • Subnormality of a fuzzy
1
s1et is thus seen to be due to bad gondi€1.ons of observation with
an abnormally wide error curve in relation t o the various dif feren c:es between the threshold values for ~ and/or the bounds of the
universe.

is too widle; i.e. when the conditions of observation are bad on the average.
ex
In fuzzy set theory, a value of u
whose grade of membership is 0.5 is called
a crossove:r point,

Fig. 5,2 shows that the threshold values uU ,u~u for the fuzzy

concept A are crossover points of the likelihood curves when the error curve is
symmetric. This holds for upper and lower extremal concepts. It holds also for
nonextrem21l concepts as long as wE is not too big. When wE is bigger than twice
the threshold interval for a nonextrernal concept A,

then its likelihood value

is smaller than 0,5 at the threshold values for>..

The threshold values, the error function and the likelihood curve

all refer

to the same subject S. In addition, the error function and the likelihood curve
refer to a given set of conditions of observation.
Definition 5 . 10 of a cons-r;ant-shape error furzciion.

An

error function for which

the equation

( 5. 9)
holds over a given region of the ue st xuex domain will be called a constant-shape
error function over this region, lts value depends only on the difference
est
ex
-x = u

-

u

est

When equat:ion (5.9) holds for the complete U

xU

ex

( 5. 10)
.
domain, then the error function

will simply be called a constant-shap e error function, To simplify the notation,
we shall from now on denote E'(x) by E(x).
constant-shape error function is a useful approximation although it cannot
st
hold for the lowest and highest values of uex because it would lead to ue
values
A

which lie outside the U domain. E.g., in the case 0£ A= age , and ue'X=O, it would
lead to the possibility of the assignment of a negative estimated age value to an
object. However, for the purpose of compu Ling the likel ihood curves, we can formally
st
assume th,:llt the constant-shape approximation holds over the whole of the Ue iiUex
domain by the device of lettin8 ueSL assume values in (-~,=); and changing the upper
bound of l1uA to

00

for an upper extremal concept such as 'tall'. Similarly the lower

bound of L\UA must be changed to-~ when A is a lower extremal concept. In the following we use the constant-shape approximation togeth~r with the just mentioned device .
Substituting from eqns ( S. 9), (S. 10) into (5.5), we obtain the following formula
for the likelihood curve in the case of a constant-shape approximation to E,
u -uex
f AU ex E(x) dx.
( 5. 11)
u>.1-u
For an upper extremal concept, e.g. A=old, it follows from eqn (5.11) that the
likelihood! curve is equal to the area under the error curve between x = u

n -uex

and

x =co, For a lower extremal concept such as 1,=young. the value of the likelihood curve

ex
-u
AU
Fig. 5.3(a) illustrates the following simple example of a constant-shape error

is equal to the area under the curve between -.,, and x = u

curve for the estimation of height values, assuming a discrete universe,
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Fig . 5 . 3. The step function in fig. (b) is the assumed subjective threshold curve of a subject S for the label ~=tall.

It is equal to the subject ' s ~(tallluex) likelihood curve as obtained from a YN experiment under exact conditions in
which he measures the exact attribute value of each object, Fig. (a) is an assumed error curve of the subject under
everyday conditions of observation . From these two, his P(tallluex) likelihood curve under everyday condtions is computed according to the method illustrated in fig. S. 1. This likelihood curve, or rounded-off threshold curve, is
assumed to be equal to the subject ' s grade of membership curve, see def . 8.3. The assumption of a nonfuzzy threshold
curve for a YN experiment under exact conditions is supported by an experiment of Norwich and Tur ksen (1982 , fig. 1)
. h was per f ormed un d er cond'1.t1.ons
.
. t h e error o f estimation
.
.
.
wh 1c
approac h'1.ng E;>xact ones. ( x =: uest - u ex 1s
of the attribute value. E(x) is the probability of this error for a given uex.)
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5. 10

0.5 for J
st
E(u_e ju.ex) = E(x) = 0.25 for J = i l
J

(5. 12)

l

0 elsewhere
The P(talllu~x) curve of fig. 5,3(b) is computed from this error function and
1.

the following discrete version of eqn (5.5),
E( u.est 1uex)
.

ex

P ( talllu. ) =
l

est
u.
E t.u ll
J
ta

J

l

'

using the universe U"" {155,165 , •.. ,215 } cm and the threshold interval t.utall

=

[170,220] cm.

For a synnnetric, constant-shape error curve. the S-shaped likelihood curves
for extretoal concepts are symmetric about the point on the likelihood curve corresponding to the crossover point; and the bell-shaped likelihood curves for nonextremal
concepts are symmetric about the vertical line uex

=

(u u -u,_ 1 ) / 2.
11

5.4 Conditions of Observation
Our ~irror model will not be complete un1ess we can justify the existence of
and explain the meaning of the error function, def. 5,7. The first question that
we must ask ourselves in this connection is: How does a subject estimate the a ttribute valuE! u of an object? This is certainly a very complicated process which
depends on the type of attribute. In the following we define two possible such
processes.
Definition 5, 11.

Estimadon by corrrpar~aon of identical- anributes . Let A be

an attribute of an object whose value is to be estimated by a subject S. The subject
compares the sought after attribute value of the object with the values of the same
attribute A of objects which are better known to him. E.g., to estimate the height
of a perse>n, the subject may compare it with the height of his marriage partner or
with his own height. The method of comparison of identical attributes can a lways
be used when the attribute A is such thal it is possible in princip1e to perform
an exact 1neasurement of its values.
Estialates of age are essentially of a different type. The exact value of the
age of an object can , in most cases , not be measured . We may know what the age of
a person is because we have information concern ing his date of birth. In which case
the subject's 'estimate' wi 11 be equal to the objec t' s exact age value. When no such
information is available, then the subject cannot estimate the object ' s age by comparing it directly with the age of a person

~ho

1s known to him in the same way

in which he compares height values. He must use some attributes of the object which
he believeis to be correla ted with age values and which can be estimated by the
method of comparison of identical attributes, d~f. 5.Tl . Examples of such attributes
which are correlated with age are colour of hair , amount of hair, smoothness of skin,
springineE;s of step. The values of these correlated attributes are then compared
with the values of the same attributes in an object whose age value is known to S.

5. 11
Definition 5. 12. Estimation by compar ·ison of correlated attributes. Let A be
an attribute of an object whose value is to be estimated by a subje ct S. For this
purpose, S uses attributes other than A, but correlated with A. He estimates the
values of these correlated attributes by the method of comparison of identical
attributes, deL 5.11.
The estimated values of both identical and correlated attributes are subject
to errors of measurement or observation. The error in the estimate of an identical
attribute is equal to the final error of estjmation of the attribute . the error of
estimation in the case of comparison of corre lated attributes

is a compound one.

It consists of Lhe errors of measurement or observation of the correlated attributes
and of the error of estimation of the value

of A when the values of the correlate d

attributes are given. The latter can be expressed .as a conditional probability
st
distribution of ue
for given values of the correlated attributes.
Everyday life does not provide us with wel1-defined, constant conditions of
observatiaon which are identical for all observed objects. E.g., I may know the
exact age of my husband because I know his date of birth. In contrast, I can only
estimate very roughly the age of a person whom I meet at a party. Both observations
of age are part of my store of knowledge in everyday life.
Definition 5.13. When a subject performs an experiment under the same condit ions

of observation for al 1 objects, then we shall say that t he .condition,, of' observation
tiJ'"

constant. Errors in the estimate ot attribute values under constant conditions

are ca lled

e n'Ol"8

ofmeasurem(nr .

For example, the subject may estimate type O or type 1 height values of objects,
a ll of whom he observes at a fixed distance, under fixed lighting conditions; and
possibly with standards of comparison at a fixed distance. We shall tben say that
he performs the experiment under constanL conditions. If we use other distances
and/or lighting conditions in a different experiment, then the latter experiment is
again performed under cons tant condi Lions which differ from the constant c onditions
of the first experiment.
Definition 5.14. /1 set of conditions of obseroation and everyday aonditi'.ons of

observation. "Consider a coll~ction or set of different constant conditions of
observalion. Each point in the set refers to constant conditions of observation,
def. 5. 13, and has a probability value associated with it. The sum of the probabilities over all conditions of observation (all points of the set) is equal tot.
This probability space will be called a set of cond it ions of observation.
Constant conditions of observation refer to the case wben one point of the set
of condit ions of observation has probability 1, all other points or conditions of
observation having probability O, Exact conditions of observation refer to the case
rn which the point with probability 1 is that of exact conditions.
Everyday conditions of observation refer to the set of conditions met in
everyday life. E.g., an experiment for the estimation of height or age values of

5. 12

persons under everyday conditions would consist in the subject S being required to
assign a h,eight or age label (type O or type 1) to each person whom he sees in the
course of

,a

predetermined period of time, such as one week. In addition, the subject

may prespe,::ify conditions under which he refuses to estimate the attribute values.

Such as wh1en the distance is too big, or the light level too low, or when there are

no standards of comparison nearby." (end. def. 5.14.)
Finally we come to the definition of random conditions of observation which
is pertinent to all the

LB & YN experiments described in this paper.

Definition 5. 15 of an experiment pei'formed under 11andom conditions of observation;
of t'andomi;iing of conditions of observai~on; and of c'!'ror>s of obsel'Vation. An expe-

riment in which the elements of the object set OB (def. 2. 18) are assigned at random
to the set of conditions of observation according to the given probability distribution over this set (def. 5.14) wi11 be said to be performed under random conditions
of observation. The random assignment of objects to the set of conditions will be
called randomizing of conditions of observation. Errors of estimation under
random conditions wil 1 be called errors of observation. Their conditional probability
distribution is given by the error function, def. 5. 7. This function is a compound
probability distribution due to errors of measurement under given constant conditions,
combined with the probability distribution over different constant

def. 5. 13,

conditions, def. 5.14. It can however be measured directly in an experiment under
random conditions. combined with an exact experiment.
5.5 Extension of the TE Model to General LB and to YN Experiments

The di~finitions of sect. 5.1 r eferred only to labeling experiments with binary
AN label s,ets, def. 2. 13. To complete the treatment of the TE model we must extend
defs. 5.1-5.3 to general LB and to YN experiments.
Definition 5.16 of the firsr. assumr-ion unde:r>1ying the TL model r.n the case
of a general. LB expe11 :f"le~,t

LB

I\.

(def. 3. 7) with the label set

= ( X1 l "" ( ~ 1 , ••• ~ ). L )

1 = 1 , ••• , 1.

( 5 • 14 )

LB = {small ,medium , tall}) and of the threshold values and inte1>Val fo~ A7,·

(e.g. A

''Consider the following rule,
Classify object as Aliff

1=1 •••• ,L

(5. 15)

TI,e first assumption says that when the LB experiment is an exact one, then the
subject uses the classification of eqn (5.15) , u being the exact attribute value,
ex
u
of the object.
uA

and u,
are called S ' s suhj~ctive threshold values for Al in the given
l• 1
"1 ,u
context. The interval 6uA is called S's subjective threshold interval for Al in
1

the context of the given LB experiment." (end def. 5 . 16) (Concerning the choice of
the threshold interval. see end of subsect. 5. 7 . Concerning the uniqueness of the
classification rule, see defs. 5.19, 5.20 . )
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Definition 5 .17 of the firs t assumption underlying the TE model in the case

of a YN experiment (def. 3.19) with the specified label ,\ = 11

(e.g. >.=VERY tall.).
spec
.And of the threshoZd values and interval for YA and N>. respectively . Consider the

foll owing rule,
Assign answer value Y to object iff

u E auY), = [uY),, 1 ,uY>, , ) ,
Assign answer .value N t o object in all other cases.

(5. 16)

the first assumption says that when the YN experime nt is an exact one, then the
subject u ses the c l assifica tion of eqn (5 .1 6), u being the exact attribute value ,
uex

of the object.
llyA,U and uY~,l are called S ' s subjective upper and lower threshold values for

YA (yes- A) respectively. The interval ~uY,\' eqn (5.16), is called S's subjective
threshold interval for YA in the context of the YN experiment with the given R
reference set.
Let tlle interval

(5. 17)
be the traditional complement of 6uy

11

with r espect t o U, U being the unLverse of

the attribute A in the given contex t. 6uN,\ is ca lled S's subjective threshold
interval for NA. (end def. 5.17)
Observe that in some c ases 6uYA or 6uN~ may consist of the un ion of two
unconnected intervals. E.g. for>.

= NOT medium. This can also happen in the
spec
c ase of LB experiments with an AN label set. Eqn (5, 1) must then be modified
accordingly.

When the LB or YN experiment is not an exact one, we invoke the second
assumption underlying the TE model
Definition 5.1~ of the necond asswrrption underlying the TE model i n the case

of general LB and of YN experiments. When a subject performs a general LB or a YN
experiment under nonexact conditions, then he us es the classification rule of
eqn (5.15) or of eqn (5 . 16) respectively , u being th e estimated attribute value,
u est , o f t h e o b.J ec t.
5.6 The TE :Model Interpretation of Legal Label Sets and of Sublabels
In sect. 3 we gave operational definitions of 1) complete and 2) nonredundant
label sets based on the subject's ability to 1) find a label from the label set
for every object from the context dependent object set OB; 2) assign one and only
LB
one label from A
to each object; or, in the case of a YN experiment, to assign
either a Y ,or a N value to each object (clefs. 3.11, 3 .12, 3.8-3. 10).
Based on these definitions, we defined lega l label sets; i.e. label sets which
are expected t o give consistent results when used in the R reference sets of lµ
experiments . Legal label sets were def i ned as being complete and nonredundant
(for the ex.ac t fo rmulations, see defs. 3.13-3. 16). Only experiments using legal
l abel sets 1;.rere conside r ed to be legal experiments (defs . 3 ,17, 3. 18).

5. 14
Furthe:rmore we defined sublabels such as 'VERY tall' sublabel of 'tall' ( def .

3.6). All tlhese definitions were operational ones, the 'opera t ion ' referring to
the label ~hich the subj ect attaches t o the object; and to certain relations between
the sets of labeled objects. In the TE model these operational definitions have
very simple interpretations.
Definition 5.19 of the TE model interpretation of a aomp1,ete label set , def. 3 .1 T.
Assuming the val idity of the TE model, a l abel set ALB , eqn (5.14), is define d to
be complete for a subject S

iff the union of S's threshold intervals for

A (def, 5. 16) in the con t ext of an LB experiment is equal to the u niverse U of
1
the attribute A in the given con text.
L

l=-1

(5. l 8)

= U

U tiu,_

1

Definition 5.20 of tbe TE model interpr>etation of a nonredundant Zabel. set ,
LB
defs. 3.7, 3.8 . Assuming the validity of the TE model, a label set A , eqn (5 .1 4),
is defined to be nonredundant for a subject S iff S ' s threshold intervals for all
the labels A , in the context 0£ an LB experiment, are disjoint> i . e. iff
1
for 1 ; 1 f

I

1,1'

=

1, ... ,L

(5. 19)

Observe that definitions 5.19, 5,20 are pertinent also for Y~ and MU experiments
because the R reference sets of these experiments (defs. 3.5, 3. 17) include a labe l
s,tt /\ LB _
lt follows from clefs. 5.16, 5 . 18-5.20

that if eqn (5.19) does not hold, then

there eiist objects to which the subject assigns more t han one label in an LB
experiment; and if eqn (5.18) does not hold, then there exist objects for which the
subject has no label. In either case , the experiment is then no longer a legal one
according to de(s. 3 .17,3.18. Vice versa, when eqns (5 . 18) , (5.19) hold, then the

lµ experime nt is

a

legal one.

Definition 5. 21 of the TE model int~rp1•etation of sublabeZs and Qf disjoint

labe ls
The

(def. 3.6). Consider two YN experiments performed simultaneously by a subject .

experiments have the same R reference set, except that ),

experiment and"

=),

= "' in the first
spec
in the second one. The LB label set of both experiments

spec
con tains both A and X'. Assuming the validity of the TE model, we shall say that

A' is a sublabel of>., for the subject S iff S 's threshold interval for YX ' in the
fi r st experiment 1s a subset of his t hreshold interval for YA in the secondexperiment,
(5.20)
l>, uY'),, , C 6uYA
When this equation holds, it fol lows from the TE model that A' is a sublabel of~
according to def. 3.6 .
As an example, the threshold i nterval for 'VERY tall' must be a subset of the
threshold interval f or 'tall' in YN experiments. This does not hold for LB experiments
because of the e ffective nonredundancy of such experiments in the presence of sublabels (def . 3 .9).

5. 15

5.7 Origin of the Procedures for Assigning Fuzzy Labels
The definitions of section 3 gave us no indication concerning the procedure
which a sulbject uses for assigning labels or YN answer values to objects. We could
not even b,~ sure whether such procedures exist and specifically whether legal labe l
sets and fo.gal experiment s exist (defs. 3. 14 , 3.17). The TE model has now filled
chis gap. We have a detailed model of th e procedures which the subject uses. Furthet'more, subs,~ction 5.6 shows us that the definitions of sect. 3 of complete and nonredundant label sets and of sublabels have a straightforward interpretation in
terms of t1raditional operations and relations between the nonfuzzy sets representing
a subject 's threshold intervals,
The subject's context dependent threshold intervals for concepts~ are assumed
to be stored in his brain. The original choice of these intervals is the result of
the assumed inductive learning process described in sect. 1, 1. This process being
performed by the subject while he grows up. The exact threshold values may be
ID.Odified in later life, but the relative location of the threshold intervals with
respect to the universe U remains unchanged.
S.8 'fhe Assumptions Underlying the TEE ~1odel and the Implications of this Model
for thE! Measurement of Grade of Membership Curves
We sh.itll here summarize the assumptions underlying the TEE model. The first
two Assumptions are given in d~fs. 5 . 2, 5.3. They concern Lhe existen~e of a nonfuzzy
threshold i.nterval for a concept A in t he universe of estimated attributf! values .
The third assumption concerns the existence of an error function. def. 5.7, for
the estimation of attribute values. This assumption is again based on the assumption
of the exiE~tence of a set of conditions of observation, de f. 5.14, and of an experiment performed under random conditions of observation, def, 5.15.
Finally we have the assumptions of equivalence discussed in section 8. The
most important of these is the assumption of equivalence between lik~lihoods and
grades of membership.
We have previously emphasized the fact that the theory based on our model is
consistent in the sense that it requires none of the postulates required in fuzzy
set theory; such as those of the max and min operations for OR and AND respectively.
the 1-u formula for the negation, or the formula for the probability of a fuzzy
event. Some readers will maybe c laim that the assumptions enumerated 1n this subsection are postulat~s. However, these assumptions are not mathematical axioms but
hypotheses about the functioning of logical reasoning with fuzzy concepts in the
human brain. Only experiment can confirm or refute these hypotheses concerning
the origin of the concepts used in fuzzy set theory. Such assumptions have not been
necessary previously for the simple reason that no model has been put forth for the
origin of the numerical values of the grades of membership µ~(uex).

5. 16

If

we

accept the TEE model interpretation of grades of membership, then we

have an alternative method for determining the approximate grade of membership curve
of a subject for a concept A. This method is probably simpler to carry out experimentally than the LB or MU experiments. It consists of estimating the subject's
error curve by letting him compare the attribute values of
different objects with the attrtbute values of objects which are well- known
to him. In addition we ask him to specify thresholds for the concept A in question.
E.g., if A=tall,

then we ask him to specify persons whose height he considers to

be just on cbe limit of being tall. From the error curve and the threshold values,
the likelihood curve for A is computed according to eqn (5.5) or (5.11).
On the other hand, if we want to perform an experiment to check the assumption
of equivalence between likelihoods and grades of membership, then we must perform

a labeling or YN experiment under everyday conditions, def. 5.14. The requirement

of everyday conditions admittedly complicates the experimental design as compared
with the design of the experiments performed up to now; such as the pure YN experiments no. 1 and 4 of Hersh and Caramazza (1975), and that of Norwich and Turksen
(1982, fig . l').

I have heard the difficulty of performing an experiment under everyday conditions used as an argument against the TEE model. However, if the meaning of the
grade of membership values stored in our brains is connected with labeling or YN
likelihoods under everyday conditions, then -we can certainly not reject the TEE model
on the ground that experiments for checking it are more complicated than present day
experiments.

0. I

6. SIM (SIMultaneous) and RR (Re Randomizing) Composite Experiments
The cc>mposi te experiments defined in this section are important for sever al
reasons. in the first place we need the SIMultaneous experiments for defining the
assumptio ns of equivalence of sect . 8.1. In the second place we need SIM and RR
experiments for deriving likelihoods of labels with AND and OR connectives in sect,
10, e . g.• .P(tall OR medium ju ex). We also need them for defining and deriving the
values of 'autological probabilities' , such as P(talljmedium) or

P(VERY

talljtall),

in sect. 11. Both in sect. 10 and in sect. 11, composite experiments are especially
important 1,ihen the two component labels have partially overlapping threshold intervals, e.g. 'adult ' and ' teenager'. One might think that the treatment of such
cases would be easier by using a single experiment with a redundant label set;
i.e. with labels whose threshold intervalsmaypartially overlap. However, I have not

succeeded in constructing consistent formulations and definitions for experiments
with such label sets. The device of simultaneous experiments with a complete,
nonredundanL label set in each of the component experiments (defs. 3.10- 3.14 and
5 .1 9, 5.20), but with possible overlapping of the threshold intervals of labels
belonging t:o the label

sets of different component experimen ts, r esults in a much

neater formulation . Thus, in spite of the fact that

e use only nonredundant label

1,..

sets in a sing1e experiment, we can compute probabilities such as P(·al"b) , where
the threshol<l intervals of the labels 'a' Ab overlap (see sects. 11.~, 11.5).
Finally we mention that the definition of SIMultaneous and RR experiments
is also important in connection with experiments in which more than cne attribute
is involved. Such experiments were mentioned in a previous paper (Hisdal 1982c)
in which SLmultaneous experiments were cal l ed NR (No Repeated Randomi zing) experiments .
Defini.tion 6.1 of a SIMultaneou.s c-:»:_ n1ite ,!xperiment performed by a subjec t S,
and consisting of two or more simultaneously performed component

experiments.

"Let e.xpl and exp2 be two experiments ._,,.ith the same object set OB anc the same
labeled object set LOB (def. 2 .18) . Th('y may however be of different types, e.g.
a labeling and a YN experiment respectiYely . Or they may be of th e sa11e type, but
refer to different label sets, or even to different attributes . Sis presented
with each Blement of LOB once , and responds with the requir ed attach~2nt of a label,
or with a YN or MU answer value for each of the two experiments . We shall then say
that S performs exp1 and exp 2 simultaneously , and that these two experiments are
components of a single composite experiment .
We shall assume that when two experiments are performed simultaneously , then
the resultant labeling

referring to each component experiment is the

same as if this experiment had been performed singly". (end def. 6.1)
Consider a simultaneous experiment whose components refer to the same attribute
A. According to t he second assumption underlying the TE model, def. 5 . 3 , a subject
assigns an estimated u value to an object before assigning a label to it. Since the
subject observes the given object under the same conditions in the dif ferent components of a simultaneous experiment, the f ol l owing assumption wil 1 always be made
in connection with such experiments.

•
f est .
. l
Definition 6.2 of the assumpt~on cf constancy o u
~n a s~mu
taneous

e:t:pe l'•i me nt . When a subj e ct S pe-c:forms a composite simultaneous experiment whose
st
components refer to the same attribute A, then ue , the estimated attribute values
which he assigns to a given object in the different component experiments, are equal.
The importance of a simultaneous experiment performed by a single subject
lies thus in the fact that it allows us to compare different experiments in which
the estimated attribute value of a given object is kept constant in addition t o uex .
Theorem 6.1 concerning t he general validity of forrrrulas connecting likelihoods

and/or grades of membership, the formulas being derived by considering simultaneous
experiments •. "Consider a simultaneous experiment with the two legal components,
ex
ex
expl and exp2 ( see defs. 6.1, 3.17, 3.18 ) . And let f (u ), f (u ) be likelihood
2
1
or grade of membership curves obtained from expl or exp2 respectlvely. Furthermore, l et
( 6. 1)

be a pointwise functional relationship which has been proved to hold for the two
ex
experiments (e.g. the relationship f (uex) = 1 - f (u ) for the negation, see sect.
2
1
lu
lu
9.5, theorems 9.5.t, 9.5.2) . Let R • R2 be the Rlµ_reference sets (sect 4 . 5,
1
def. 4.13) of the two experimen ts. Then the functional relationship (6.1) is generally

1
valid for likelihoods or grades of membership with the particlular R µ reference
sets . In parti cular it is also valid when the experiments are not performed simultaneously ; e x.cept for errors of estimatio:1 due t o the finite size of the samples."

(end theorem 6 . I.)
Theore m 6 . 1 follows from the theorem of def. 4. 13 because the functions £ (uex),
1
ex
f (u ) themselves are independent of the particular experiment according to the
2
latter theorem.
Definition 6.3 of a compos i t e HR ~~72r i ment performed by a subject S , and
consisting of two ot more component experiments.

RR stands for Re-Randomizing of

c onditions. Let expl and exp2 be two ex?eriments with the same object set OB. Exp1
LS

pe rform1:·d first. The conditions are then rerandomized (see def. 5.15) before exp2

is performe,d. The two experiments considered jointly are called a composite RR
•
The u e st va 1ue wh.1ch t he suoJect
. .
.
. the
expe riment.
assigns to a given
o b'Ject in
different c:omponents of an RR experiment are not necessarily equal because the
object i s i.n general observed under different condlt ions in the different component
experiment~,.

I , I

7. Corisistent and Inconsistent

Results Found by Hersh and Caramazza

7.1 Definition of lntersubject Inconsistencies
Some of the assumptions of equivalence vbich we set up in sect. 8, and of the
theorems which follow from these assumptions, e.g. some of the theorems in sect. 9
concerning, the negation, may seem so self evident that they do not warrant special
formulaticm. However , the HC experimenc.s (Hersh and Caramazza, 19 76) have shown thl!t
thi s 'self evidency' may be deceptive. The grade of membership curves of a minority

of their subjects differed qualitatively from those of the majority. The purpose
of our ca·reful definitions and formulations of legal experiments (defs. 3.17, 3. 18)
is to avoid such intersubject inconsistencies. Or at least to be able to say that
i[

such ic:Lconsistencie.s still occur for some subjects, even when they perform legal

experiments, then the logical information processing of these subjects is more
inconsiste:nt than that of the majority. The remarkably good agreement of HC's experimental r,esults with the 'one-minus ' formula for the negation is discussed in sect. 9.6.
In order to be able to have a more meaningful discussion of the inconsistencies
between the answers of different subjects, we start by defining what we mean by
in consistent results.
Defirtition

7 .1 of Sand bell-shcred curve:; . Let f(u) be a real function of u

whose values lie in the range
f .

min

~ f(u)

whe re

5 £max

1£ f(u) goes towards f

.

m~n

f .

nun

> 0,

or has the value f .

min

f

max

~ I ,

( 7. 1)

for small values of u; and if f(u)

or has the value f
for large values of u; and if f(u) is
max
max
monotonicc1lly nondecreasing in the who le U domain, then it is called an S- shaped
goes towards f

curve or function of u . The image of an S-shaped curve (in a vertical or horizontal
line) is c:alled a (1-S) - shaped curve. A unimodal curve with a maximum

10

a

medium interval of u-values, which is mono tonically nonincreasing for increasing
distances from the maximum is called a - bell-shaped curve .
Definition 7.2 o ( cUY'ves with the same shape . Two functions of u will be said
to have the same shape when both are either S-shaped or (1-S) -shaped of bell-shaped.
Definition 7. 3 of an ex periment W;'. foh yields qualitatively c.onsistent resu lts ,

oj' qualitatively aonsistent likelihood and grade of member1ship cu1~es and of qualitat1.'.1Jf• im;ersubjecr; consistency . (To simplify the terminology, we will often leave
out t.hc wc,rd 'qualitatively '.) Consider a given l µ experiment which is performed
by differlint subjects.

lff the 1 ikelihood or grade of membership curves for a

given concept have the same shape (def. 7.2 ) for all subjec t s. then the experiment
is said to yield qualitatively consistent intersubject results, and the curves
of the different subjects are said to be qualitativel y consistent. When the curves
of two or more subjects have different shapes, then the experiment will be said to
reveal a qualitative intersubject inconsistency.
7. 2 The Inconsistencies Found by Hersh and Caramazza
We enumerate here some of the inconsistencies found in

the HC experiments.

Plausible reasons for the inconsistencies are given in sect. 7.3 .

7.2

Definhion 7 . 4 of lrwonsistency 1 or the ·inconsistency concerning t.1,1in Labels
(def. 2. TS).

In HC's experiments, the pertinent inconsistency was found in the

grade of mEimbership curve for 'large'. For their minority subject 4 in experiment 2
this curve has an asynimetric bell-shape, decreasing for high values of u (HC, fig . 22).
For the majority group, the grade of membership curve for 'large• is of the typical
S-shape assumed in fuzzy set theory (HC, fig. 10. This figure refers to experiment 1.
But they say on p. 268 that the results of the majority group in experiment 2
resemble those of experiment 1). An analogous inconsistency exists for tsmall' (HC,
fig. 24) VE?rsus the (1-S)-shaped curve for small found for the majority (HC, fig. 9).
Defini.tion 7. 5 of JnoonsisUmcy 2 or the inconsistency concerning a negated

twin Zabel. An example is the HC intersubject inconsistency for 'NOT sma ll ' (HC,
figs. 23 and~). For their minority subject 4, the grade of membership curve for
this label is asymmetrically bell-shaped around the medium r egion of u-values. As
contrasted with the typical S- shaped curve of the majority group . An analogous
inconsisteucy exists for 'NOT large' (HC figs. 24, 3).
Definition 7 . 6 of Inconsistency 3 or the OR inoonsisteney. An example is the
grade of mE?mbership curve for 'EtTHER large OR small ' (HC, fig. 13). This is not an
intersubject inconsistency , def. 7.3 , but an inconsistency between the experimental
results , averaged over many subjects, and the prediction of [uzzy set theory. HC
found that the grade of membership curve for 'EITHER large OR small' had smaller
ordinates, over the whole U domain, than the pointwise max of the grades of membership of 'large' and 'small' respectively.
Definition 7. 7 of Inconsistency 4
' NOT VERY'.

C~'

the ·intersubjecn inconsil';teney for>

(HC figs. 25, 26 versus 16, 17). For the majority of subjects, the

grade of m~?mbership curve for 'NOT VERY large ' was ( 1-S)-shaped. For the minority
subject 4, the curve ~as radically different. resembling more the bell-shaped
grade of mE:mbership c;urve for 'large' of subject 4, n1odified by an extra steep
descenl (or higb values of u. In addition, the whole curve was displaced slightly
to the left:. An analogous curve was found for 'NOT VERY small '.
7 .3 Reasons for the Inconsistencies
We believe that the inconsistencies uncovered by Hersh and Caramazza have
two main retasons. One reason may be that some people think more logically than
others, just as some people have aptitude for a given subject and others do not.
However. HC do not consider the interpretation of the phrases by sub ject 4
as being random and unreasonable. They call this interpretation 'linguistic', a s
opposed to the 'logical' interpretation of t he majority group (HC, p. 272). We
shal] not use. the name 'linguistic' versus 'logical• here.
If the: interpretations of the phrases by subject 4 are not completely unreasonable, then it should be possible to explain them. We believe that the basic

7.3
explanation

1s

that the HC experiments are not legal ones according t o our defs.

3. 17, 3.18; and the inconsistencies may b~ the result of the logically unclear
situation into ....,hicb the subjects were put. I would therefore not 'brand' HC's
subject 4 as being 'illogical' before legal experiments have been performed with him.
Let rn~ emphasize that this hindsight of the need of legal experiments is , t o~
great degree, the result of a careful analysis of the HC experiments. Without the
beautifully unbiased report of their experiments the definitions of legal expe riments of the present paper might not have come into being.
the unclarities in the experimental situation in the HC experiments were of
two main types. In the first place, it was not clear whether the HC questions,
"Is the phrase appropriate to the object?" or "Is the object appropriate to the
phrase?" (HC, pp. 264, 267) are of the YN or of the LB type of natura l language
ques tion suggested in our defs. 3.2, 3 . 3. Since HC's subjects had to answer Y or N
(and in nddition give a confidence rating in some of the experiments), most of them
interpreted the experiment as a YN or Mt' one. However, the question ~:uld also be
interpreted in the sense of t he labeling question, "Would you choose the given
specified label from an (unspecified) set of labels as the most appropriate one to
characterize the object?", The asymmetric bell-shape in subject 4 1 s grade of membership curve for 'large' can easily be explained if he interpreted the question as
such an LB question. And if he included 'VERY large' in his label set (see defs.

3.9. 3.1 0).
The uncertainty concerning the inclusion or noninclusion of the label 'VERY
large' in the subject's label set leads us to the second requirement for a legal
experiment which was not fulfilled in HC' s setup. Namely the require;:ent of the
prespecification of a legal iB label set to which the LB or YN or Mr experiment
refers (defs. 3.17, 3.19, 3 . 20). When this set is not prespecified by the experimenter
or the subject, then the subject will construct his own LB label set; his likelihood
or grade of membership curve will then depend on the label set which he happens to
choose, and which is unknown to the experimenter. This will lead to qualitative
intersubject inconsistencies . E. g., suppose that we wish to elicit t he likelihood
curve for 'large' in an LB experiment, and that one subject includes 'VERY large'
in his label set, and the other does not. The LB likelihood curve for ' large' of the
former will then decrease for high values of u (see def. 3.9)~ in contrast to the
likelihood curve of the latter subject. Furthermore even the YN likelihood curve
for 'large' will depend quatitatively in whether the subject refers this label to
the twin set {small,large} , or to the triple set {small,medium,large : .
Thus both the unclarity concerning the type of question (LB or Y~) , and the
unclarity due to the lack of a prespeci(ied label set . contribute to inconsistency 1.
def. 7 .4.

Inconsistency 2, def. 7 . 5, is explained

in

sect. 9.6.

The OR inconsistency 3, def. 7.6, is, in our opinion, due to the fact that a
subject will, in general, not use a composite label to describe a single object;
such as the label 'tall OR small' or the label 'tall AND medium' . Again the subject
is put into an unnatural situation wben he is asked to give a YN answer concerning
a:he applica'b ility of such a label to the different objects. Si.nee he would not use

such a label himself, it is not surprising that his experimental grades of member-

ship are too low. For this reason we have, on the whole, excluded labels with connectives from legal label sets.

This question is resolved in section 10 by the introduction of the concepts of
E (experimenter)-labels versus S (subject)-labels in def. 10.3. The set of all

objec.ts whi,ch are 'call OR small' is then not defined as the set of objects which
have been assigned the label \tall OR small' by the s ubject. But rather as the union
of the set of objects which have been assigned the label 'tall' by Sand the set of
objects to which he has assigned the label 'small'; resulting in the E-label
1

tall ORA s1mall I assigned by the experimenter.
lnconsistency 4, def. 7.7, is discussed at the end of subsection 7.4. In all

these discussions of experimental results, we always make the following assumption.
Definition 7 .8 of r;he assumption of the construction of a f..LB (and a /\ref)

Label se t by a subjeet 1'.n the case of an i Hegai expe riment. According to defs . 3.17,

J.18, the ALB label set (and the f,,ref set when necessary, def. 3. fS) to which a
legal experiment refers must be explicitly specified to the subject or by the subject
before he s,tarts the labeling operation. When the experiment is an illegal one
without the· prespecification of the 1abel set(s), then we shall assume that the
subject constructs his own ALB (and Aref) set without explicitly specifying this
set to the experimeoter.

7.4 The VERY Modifier
We include a discussion of the VERY modifier in this section partly because of
the intersubject inconsistency 4, def. 7.7, concerning 'NOT VERY'. But mainly because
of the intersubject consistency of HC's results for 'VERY A1 when A is an affirmed
extremal concept, e .g. 'large '. And because of the disagreement of this result with
the 'MU-square' formula on the one hand, and its agreement with the TEE model

sublabel assumption, def. 7.9 below. on the other.
In the majority of his papers, Zadeh suggests that the grade of membership
£0

r

I

VERY A' i s connected with the grade of membership for 'A I by the simple equation
ex)

~VERY A(u

= µA

2( ex

u

) '

(7 .2)

(see e.g. Zadeh 1973, eqns (3.2),(3.3)). Although he does remark sometimes that
the 'MU-square' formula of eqn (7.2) should be considered only as an approximation
(Zadeh, 1975c, p. 415),
As has been pointed out by several authors (e.g. Lakoff, 1972 pp. 211, 212),

7 .5

the right hand side of (7.2) is not a good representation of

1

VERY A' because it

implies that the lowest uex value for which the grade of membership of an upper
extremal concept A is equal to 1, coincides with the lowest uexval ue for which the
grade of membership of

VERY X is equal to 1. This seems intuitively wrong. In

one of his ear ly papers, Zadeh also depi cts a modification by VERY corresponding
to a displacement to the right of the highest uex value for which µ = 0 and of the

lowest uex value for whichµ= 1 in the case of an upper extremal concept (Zadeh,
1971b, p. 164).

Hersh and Caramazza (1976, figs. 9-11 and text on p. 265) find that the
squaring operation of eqn (7,2) does not give a satisfactory fit with the experimental curves. And that the experimental grade of membership curve for 'VERY A'
simply a displacement of the curve for

' X'

is

along the abcissa. This result is

explained in the TEE model by the following simple and reasonable assumption.
Definition 7. 9 of the asswnption for• the VERT modifie1• and its interpretation.

-in the TEE model. "Let A and ). ' be an upper and a lower extremal concept respectively
(def. S.5). Then VERY). and VERY X' are also upper and lower extremal concepts
respectively. The likelihood or grade of membership curve of VERY). is obtained by
a displacement of the). curve to the right, And that of VERY >, 1 by a displacement
of the).' ciurve to the left.
The TEE model interpretation of this eff ect is the following. If
and

(7. ·n

flu J, , = (-=, u). , u J

are the thTeshold intervals for A and).' respectively~ def. 5,1, Lhen the thresho l d
intervals for VERY). and VERY).' are traditional crisp subsets of those for A and
\'respectively.such that
where

(7.4)

and

(7.5)
From eqn (5.5) it then follows that the likelihood curve (and therefore also Lhe
grade of mc~mbership curve according to def 8.3) [or VERY A is a displacement of
the grade of membership curve for II by an amount equal to uVERY >..,l - u).l for an
upper extrc~mal concept; and correspondingly for a lower extremal

one .

This

statement holds exactly under the assumption of a constant-shape error curve,
def. 5.10. When the error curve does not have a constant shape, then we have ,
in addition to the displacement, a change in the slope of the VERY~ curve as
compared with that of the). curve." (end def. 7.9)
Curve1s for ' tall' and for 'VERY tall' resulting from eqns (7.3),(7 . 4) are
shown by the full lines in

fig ►

10.4, assuming the constant-shape err or curve of

f ig . 5 • 3a, p . 5 . 9 .

Observe that def. 7 . 9 applies, as far as the label). is concerned , onl y to YN
and MU expE!riments, not to LB experiments whose label set includes VERY A, due to
the effective nonredundancy of LB experiments with sublabels , see def, 3.8, 3.9.

7.6
inconsistency 4, def. 7.7, connected with the NOT VERY modification, will be
discussed only briefly because 'NOT VERY' can be interpreted in so many different
ways that it may become a very unclear and ambiguous concept for some subjects.
The majority of HC's subjects interpreted 'NOT VERY l ' unequivocally as

'NOT (VERY A)'; i.e . as a straightforward negation (see sect. 9) of 'VERY A1 , This
is demonstrated by HC 1 s figures 4, 5.
One could also tllink of 'NOT VERY A' , with the emphasis on 'VERY', as an
abbreviation for the right hand side of eqn (7.6) ,

NOT VERY 1 =ABUT NOT (VERY X) .

(7 . 6)

A third interpretation is that of '(NOT VERY) A 1 ; i.e., as a negation of
lhe VERY modifier itself, resulting in a displacement of the grade of membership
curve of an upper extremal concept to the left instead of to the right. In the

TEE model Lbis is then interpreted as an exlension of the threshold interval for
l towards the medium region of uex values. This interprelation agrees with curves

25, 26 of subject 4 in HC,
A fourth interpretation. which I believe to be in accord with a rather common
use of NOY VERY, is chc following distortion due to politeness. Consider the statement
Xis not a very nice person

(7. 7)

made by a subject Y. What Y really wou1d like t o say is
X is a very unpleasant person •

( 7. 8)

But, being polite, Y does not wish to make such a statement, Instead , he makes
a statement which unequivocally excludes the uex regjon for ' VERY nice' , without
necessarily branding X as 'unpleasant.
We see that the majority of HC's subjects avoided all these different vague
interpre~ations and chose the simple and clear first interpretation of
NOT (VERY >,).

8. t
8. The LB-YN-MU Assumptions of Equivalence
and Suuunation Theorems for Grades of Membership
8. l

The LB·-YN-MU Assumptions of Equivalence
In th.i.s section

,-,e

state the a ssumptions of equ ivalence between LB, YN and

Ml)

•

experimenti;. The theorems of equivalence concerning the negation are stat ed in sect. 9.
ftom the impo rtant LB,YN-MU assumption of equivalence, def. 8.3, follow the two

summation t:heorems for grades of membership stated in sect. 8.2.
In contrast to the theorems of equivalence conce rning the negation which have

been experJLmentally investigated and, on the whole, very nicely confirmed by Hersh
and Carama,:za, the only direct experimental evidence wh ich is available for the
assumptions of this section is the Norwich Turksen experiment which relates to the
YN-MU assumption of equivalence, def. 8 . 3. There exists no experimental material

concerning LB experiment s although such experiments probably come nearest to the
most frequE!nt use of fuzzy labels in natural language . However, the everyday use
and underst:anding of natural language can be considered as rough experimental material.

The fctllowi.ng definit:ion of equivalent experiments 1.s very useful for the
formulation of the assumptions of equivalence .
Defin:i.tion 8. l of equivalent experiments. "Let ·exp t

and exp2 be two legal

experiments; which may be of a different type; e . g. a labeling and a YN experiment.

And let R1 and R2 be the R reference sets of expl and exp2 r espectively (defs. 3. 5,
3.J7, 3.18), When corresponding elements of R1 and R2 have t he same values, then
\.1e

will say that exp 1 and exp2 are equivalent.

E.g., let expl and exp2 be a labeling and a YN experiment respectively. According
to the pres,ent definition and eqns (3,5), (3 . 10)-(3 , 12), the two experiments are
equivalent iff they refer to the same attribute (e.g. height), t be same context

( e .g. women), tne same universe U of attribute values (e.g. 0 to 220 cm) , the same
object set OB (set of all women), the same label set ALB (e.g. {small, medium,tall})
( and the same Are f re f erence 1 abe 1 set 1. f ALB 1.s
• an AN set, see d e f s. 3 • 15 , 3 . 16 ,

3.12). Furthermore the experiments must be performed on the same sample LOB of OB
under the same set of conditions. Rl, the R reference set of t he LB experiment 1,
does not contain a specified label. There is therefore no restriction on A
of
LB
spec
exp2 , except that it must belong to the common A sec of both experiments according
to def. 3. 18 if exp2 is to be a legal one.
When all corresponding elements of the two R reference sets are equal except
for the elements of a certain subset of the R sets, then we will say that expl and
exp2 are equivalent except for the elements of that subset. E.g . , if only the l abel

set ALB is different in the R refere nce sets of the two experiments, then we will
say that expl and exp2 are e quivalent except for ALB. " (end def. 8.t.)
The following assumption of equivalence between LB and YN experiments, def. 8 . 2,
is probably the only way in which we can interpret the use of the same f uzzy label
i.n a YN question, def . 3.3, on the one hand , and as an answer ot a labeling question,
def. 3,2, on the other.

..

8.2
Definition 8.2 of the LB-YN assumption of Equi1>alence. ••consider a simultaneous
t:omposite experiment, def. b.1, whose components, expl and exp2, are equivalent
legal experiments (de(s. 8.1, 3.17 , 3.18). Expl is an LB (labeling) experiment,
and exp2 a YN experiment. Let flLB:0 , ... ,),L} be the common LB label set of the
1

..

two experiments. lt is assumed to be complete and nonredundant.

Let

Aspec = A1 = A

(8 . 1)

be the specified label of exp2. \ must be an element of ALB according to def . 3 . 18.
.
ref
When ALB 1s
of the AN type, then A , the common reference label set of the two
experiments, must also be specified in advance (defs. 3.15-3.18).
Then the assumption of equivalence says that those and only those objects
which are assigned the label A by the subject in the LB exp l, are assigned the
answer value Y by him in the YN exp2.
Let LOBL:

be the set of objects which are assigned the label A

1n

exp1, And

let LOBi~ be the set of objects which are assigned the answer values Yin exp2 .
The assump~ion of equivalence can be expressed by the equation
(8.2)

It then follows from defs 4.4, 4.7 that the likelihood curve for A obtained from
exp1 • and the

n.

likelihood curve obtained from exp2 are identical functions of uex,
ex

for all u

.

(8.3)

The TE model interpretation of the LB-YN assumption of equivalence is that lluX,

the subject's threshold interval for A in expl, is equal to 6uYA, bis threshold

..

interval for YA in exp2 (see defs. 5.1, 5.16, 5.17 of threshold intervals),
LB

AUX

YN

:a,

lmn •

(8.4)

Suppose that we use eqn (8.4) as the primary definition of the LB-YN assumption

of equivalence. Then eqns (8.2), (8 .3) follow from eqn (8.4) and the assumption
of constancy of ue

st

in a simultaneous experiment, def. 6.2." (end def. 8.2).

As an illustration, let ALB= {small,medium, tall}, and let .>.=small be the
specified label of exp2. Then the assumption of equivalence says that those, and only
those objects which are labeled 'small' in expl are assigned the answer value Yin

exp2 to the question "Is this object small? ... And consequently PLB(smallluex) and
(Yluex), the LB and yes-small likelihood curves, are identical functions of uex
sma 11
And the LB threshold interval for 'small' in expl is equal to the threshold interval
PYN

for yes-small in exp2. Both threshold intervals refer co thresholds of the estimated

height values according to the second assumption underlying theTEmodel , def. 5.3.
The next definition concerns the very important LB,YN-MU assumption of equivalence which is the main cornerstone of the TEE model . It provides a bridge from the
concept of 'membership versus nonmembership' in LB and YN experiments to the concept
of partia l 1membership in a class.

8.3
Definition 8.3 of the [,H,YN-MU ar.rnv-~f1:..,,n. of Equivalenae. ''Let expl and exp2
be a legal YN and a legal M1J experiment respectively with the specified label
spec :)- (see defs . 3.18-3 . 20). The two experiments are assumed to be equivalent,
def. 8.1, except that the conditions of observation are everyday ones in expl.
),

and exact ones in exp2. Furthe.t:more 10B1, 10B2, the samples of labeled objects,
need not be the same in the two experiments. Then the YN-MU assumption of equivale~Ca
says that the Y>- likelihood curve computed from the everyday YN exp1 (according to
def. 4.4) and the grade of membership curve computed from the exact MU exp2 (according
to def . 4. 12) are approximately identical functions of uex. (The reason for the
expression 'appi•oximately identical' is discussed below . )
Because of the LB-YN assumption of equivalence, def. 8.2, the approximate
equality must also hold between the likelihood function for A obtained from an LB
experimen~, and the grade of membership function for A obtained from an equivalent
MU experiment;

assuming that both experiments use the same, nonredundant ALB labe 1 set.

In summary , the LH,YN-MU ~ssumption of equivalence can be written in the form
PLB ( A Iu l!X)

:

Pyt(Y uex) = IJ,_(u ex )

for all u

where the membership function 1,). ( u ex) is measur~d

ex

(8.5)

1n

an exact experiment and lS
therefore ,equa 1 tu Lhe subject 1 s internal grade of membership function for uest =uex ,

def. 4.10. The LB and YN likelihoods are computed from experiments performed under
everyday c,ond iL .iuns according to definitions 4.4 and 4.7. 11 (end def. 8. "L)
The LB,YN-Mll assumption of equivalence is, as far as I know, the first and only
attempt to explain where the subjective grade of membership value which a subject
assigns to an object comes from, The assumption has already been discussed in some
detai1 in sections 1.1 and 4,4. In the latter section we also discussed th~ results
of the No~~ich Turksen experiments 1 and 2. The discussion showed that the relative
widths of the two curves in the Norwich Turksen experiment are in agreement with the
expectatio1~s from the YN-MU assumption of equivalence. There exists no material on
experiment:s performed under everyday conditions. We have therefore no exact quantitative check of the assumption. However, if we are willing to admit that every human
being who is able to operate with the grade of membership concept must have constructed,

aL

some Lime of her or his process of growing up, a procedure for assigning

grade of m,embershlp values to objects, then I personally can see no ot her possibl e
interpretation for this concept .
The reason for the expression 'approximately identical functions' in the
formulatio10 of def. 8.3 is the following.

A

function, such as lJ,_{uex), is made up

of pairs of numbers, one pair for each value of uex. In contrast to a computer,
human memo:ry is not suited to remember exactly such arrays of pairs of numbers,
one array for each context dependent fuzzy concept. She or he may therefore use
slightly e1rroneous and time-varying values of~,_. However, if we have a computer

8.4
system which operates with grade of membership func t ions, then the easies t, and
.
. to use µX int( u est) an d µAu
( ex) f unct~ons
.
a 1 soth e most consistent
proce d ure is
vhich do not vary with time. Although the latter function varies with conditions of
observation. Thus the assumption of def. 8.3 must hold exactly for such systems

•

unless the computer uses direct estimates of the \J.). values of objects by human subjects.
Finally we state an assumption of equival ence concerning two simultaneously
performed LB experiments• one with an A (simple affirmed label set) and one with
an AN (simple affirmed negated) label set respectively.

assumption of equivalence between [,B experiments using
on affirored label set and an AN label set 1'espective"'ly. "Consider a composite,
Definition 8.4 of the

simultaneous experimcnl, def, 6.1, whose components, exp!, exp2 are both legal LB
experiments . The two components are equivalent experiments , def. 8. 1, except for their
LB label sets. AlLB,, the label set of exp1, is a simple affirmed one , def. 2.10,e,g.
A1LB

c

hA

O

(8.6)

{small, medium, tall) •

A2LB • the label set of exp2~ is a simple affirmed negated one constructed from
f,. I LB accord.ing to def. 2 . 12?

(8 . 7)
where
fl.

A'

= (Alt, ••. ,AlL.} c

A' = {small ,medium}

A

c

(\

A

(8.8)

A

(8 .9 )

A

(8. 10)

~.2LB = {small,medium,NOT(small OR medium)} .

Or

A'
A
A
= {small} c A ,
LB
t12
= {small ,NOT(small)} •
ref
as$umed to be the A
set of exp2 (defs. 3.15-3 . 17).

A'

Let All' be an arbitrary element of A

(8. 11)
(8. 12)
(8. 13)

• Then the assumption of equival e nce

says that t:he sets of objects which are assigned the label

"u • in exp1

and in

exp2 respec:tively are identical,
(8 . 14)
).11'
It thein fol lows from def. 4.4 that the likelihood curves for ,. 11 • obtained
ex
from the two experiments are identical functions of u ,
= LOB2LB

(8. 15)
In the TE model interpretation, the assumption of equivalence follows from
the assumption of equality between the threshold intervals of the t wo experiments,
LIU 1LB

:>..11 ,

= ~u2LB

(end def. 8.4)

(8.16)

:>..11 1

E.g.,. the sets of objects labeled 'small', the likelihood curves for 'small'
and the threshold intervals for 'small ' will be the same in exp! and exp2, irrespective of whe!ther the label set of exp2 is that of eqn (8.10) or of eqn (8.12) .

1

8. 5
8.2 Grades: of Membership in Different Classes Add up to I
Assuming the validity of the LB,YN-MU assumption of Equivalence, def . 8.3, we
shall here prove two theorems concerning the sum of grades of membership over the
different classes or labels of a complete~ nonreduodant label set. These theorems
were previously, implicitly or explicitly* set up as postulates by several groups
of workers in applied fuzzy systems. Thus Ruspini (1969, p.28,2$and Bezdec, Coray,
Gunderson & Watson (1981, eqns (1b},(1a)') require, for their fuzzy clustering
algorithms, that the sum of the grades of membership of a point or object over all
classes by equal to 1. While Esh rag

&

Mamdani ( 1979)

choose their grade

of membership functions for the different classes or labels in such a way that their
sum, for each value of uex, is equal to 1. This "(sum over labels)= 111 postulate
is, in itself , an indication that these workers tacitly believe in a connection
between grades of membership and probabilities, In the TEE model this postulate
becomes a theorem due to tbe probabilislic nature of the model .
Theor,em 8.2.1. Let /\LB= {>. , •• • ,>- .1 be a label set which is considered to be
1
1
complete and nonredundant by a subject S (defs. 3.8, 3.11). E.g. the set {small,
med1um.tallJ. S performs a composite simultaneous experiment consisting of L compon~nt,
legal MU e;Kperiments (defs. 6 . 1, 3.20). These L exp~riments are equivalent (def. 8.1),
except for >.

which is equal to Al E J\LB, 1: I, .•• ,L, for the 1-th component
spec LB .
experiment .
/\
1.s the common LB label set of a11 the MU experiments. Let lob
be an object which S labels. Then,
assuming that the LB,YN-t1U assumption of t!quivalence, def. 8.3, holds and that S
1s

a Logically consistent person, the sum of the grades of membership which S assigns

to th~ given object lob in the L f~zzy concepts Al is equal to I,
L

:~ u

1::, 1 \ 1

(lob) =

for all labeled objects lob.

(8.t7)

even if the experiment is performed under nonexact conditions.
Proof:: Let u 1. be the subject's estimate of the attribute value of the object.
This estimated value is the same in all the L component MU experiments because these
are performed simultaneously (see assumption of def. 6.2), According to the assumption
of uef. 5.3, the subject bases the grade of membership value which he assigns to lob
on the value of ue st . He
will therefore assign a grade of membership to lob in the 1-th fuzzy concept >.
1
which is equal to S's internal A -grade of membership function for u est = ui'
1
int( est_
) .
(8 . 18)
(
IJI ), l 1O b) = \J A1 u
-u i
(see def, 4.10.) But according to the LB,YN-MU assumption of equivalence, def, 8.3,
the internal grade of membership function (which is equal to the grade of membership
{unction elictited in an experiment under exact conditions) 1s equal to the labeling
likelihood function for A1 , this function being elicited 1n an experiment under
everyday conditions. We thus get from eqn (8.18),
= p

LB

I

(),1 u

ex

=ui) (everyday conditions)

( 8. 19)

8.6
The sum over l of the expression on the right hand side of (8.19) is equal to 1

according t:o eqn (4.12), irrespective of the conditions of the experiment provided
that they are the same for all the L labels. Therefore the sum over 1 of the left
hand side of (8. 19) must also be equal to 1. This is just what eqn (8.17) asserts.
Theonim 8. 2.2. Let µAl (uex), 1 = 1, ... ,L, be the grade of membership functions
of a subject S for the L labels ). , 1 =I, ••• ,L respectively, these being the elements
1

of a label set hLB which is considered to be complete and nonredundant by S. The

and their grade of membership functions refer to a given context, a given
1
set of conditions of observation and an attribute whose universe of type O values
labels ;.

is f u l , ••• 11 u l} . Then
for all

ls

ex

(8.20)

when the grade of membership functions refer to exact conditions of observation.
When the c<>nditions of observation, are nonexact, then eqn (8.20) holds only approximately.
Proof :: Consider a composite experiment performed by S. The experiment may be
a simul tanE~ous one or an RR one (defs. 6.1-6.3). It consists of L component legal
MU experimEmts (defs. 3.18, 3. 20).

The latter are equivalent ones, def. 8. 1, except

for ).

which is equal to ). E /\LB for the 1-th component experiment. ALB is the
spec
1
common LB Jlabel set of all the MU experiments. According to the LB-MU assumption
of equivalE?nce, def. 8.3, the grade of membership functions found in an exact
experiment are equal to the LB likelihoods as found from an experiment under everyday
conditions .• But the latter add up to 1 according to eqn (4.12). Therefore the grade
of membership functions as found from the L component exact MU experiments nrust also

add up to 1. When the component MU experiments are performed under nonexact conditions, then the grade of membership functions found from these experiments are
'washed-out:' versions of the grade of membership functions found from exact experiments (s1~e def. 4. 12 et seq). The terms on the left hand side of eqn (8. 20) are
therefore !:qual to the washed-out versions of the likelihood functions P(~ 1u~x),
1
elicited under everyday conditions. Eqn (8.20) need therefore hold only approximately.

9. 1

9. The Negation
9.1 lotroduction and Discussion of Law of Excluded Middle
Affirmation and negation or the assignment of 'True' or ' False' truth values
to propositions have, sinre the time of Aristotle's 'De lnterpretatione' (Apostle,
1980) been cunsidered as the most basic logical tool of natural language. Two-valued
logic is built upon this foundation. The different systems of many-valued l ogic,
as well as fuzzy set theory, achieve a softening of this bard core by extending the
the binary set {O, 1 l of truth values or grades of membership to a bigger set, the
biggest one? of these being the aleph-one set or real interval [0,1]. Conjunction,
disjunction and implication are then similarly extended, using operations which yield
the same results as those of binary logic in the special case of the {O,l} truth
value set.
There is a great _proliferation of such many-va lued systems of logic. The chffecent systems are discussed in Resher (1969) and in Haack (1978 , chapter 11). As
applied specifically to tbe implication, they are discussed in a paper by Bandler
and Kohout (1980).

fuzzy set logic, using the max-min operations , has been shown

by (~ottwa ldl ( 1979) to be equivalent to Lukasiewicz' s aleph-one logic.

The examples of sect. 1.4 and Table 1.1 show, however, that although the latter
system

wc,rks well in some cases, there remain ser i ous inconsistencies and unc1ari-

ties concerning the meaning of the numerical values of the possibilities or truth
val11es in c,ther cases.

We believe that these inconsistencies can be avoided if we leave the binary
system of two-valued logic intact and use it as a foundation upon which we build
a logic that makes use of probability values in [O,l]. One such higher structure
is the chain-set system which makes use of a 2-d imensional set concept consisting

Qf 1-dimensional 0,1 chains to which probability values are attached (see Hisdal 1
1982a, 1982b, 1983).

Likelihood distributions for fuzzy labels

~re a special case of such chain-sets (called Xl sets because each chain contains
C"lnlyonel).
There remains the question of the numerical values of the likelihoods and
probabilities (which are called truth values in many-valued logic without distinguishing betw~en the two; and grades of membership in fuzzy set theory). And of the
likelihoods or truth values of negated labels and of composite labels with AND and OR
connectives. In this paper we show with the aid of the TEE model that unequivocal
answers can be given to these questions in connection with the use of context
dependent adjectives based on uncertain information concerning the exact attribute
values of objects. Although these answers are based on subjective threshold intervals,
the theoretical structure, the meaning of the concepts and the operations for finding
the likelihoods of composite concepts are connnon to all subjects . This more complex
structure is also built on top of the binary YN system through the YN- MU assumption
of equ ivalence, def. 8.3 . Other cases of uncertain information, whose linguistic

9. 2

labels are not adjectives, such as 'Hans the egg eater' (see sect.

) can be

treated simila:rly although the details of the model may be somewhat different. We
must thus think through the details of each problem and construct a reasonable

model which is applicable to it.
In sec:;tions 9,2, 9.5 we shm~ that Zadeh's 'one-minus' law hold_.s for the negation
of likelihoods and grades of membership in the TEE model. Thus negation is truth

functional for likelihoods and grades of membership in the terminology of many valued
logic; or it is a pointwise operation

in

the terminology of fuzzy sets . This means

that from the single value of P(Aju~x) or of µ,(u~x), we can compute P(NOT Ajue~)
1

h

l

1

or ~NOT A(ue;). Furthermore the (NOT A)-qualified probability distribution over uex

can be derived by a pointwise operation on the \ -qualified probability distribution
over uex and the likelihood distribution of A, except for a normalization factor
(see theorem 9.2.4). Such truth functionality or pointwise operations are, in present
day fuzzy set theory. assumed to hold also for the OR and AKD connectives. In the TEE
model, pointwise operations for OR and AND (though not generally the max-min operations) bold only for composite labels elicited from RR experiments, not for labels
obtaine d from SIM experiments (see theorems 10.3.1, 10.4.1, 10.5.6).
Tbe (uzzy set 'complementatitt,n paradnx' is discussed and resolved
1n sect. 9.3. The equivalence between double negation and affirmation for fuzzy
concepts is established through the theorems of equivalence in section 9 . 5. Finally
the experimental evidence for the one-minus formulas is discussed in section 9.6.
The difference between antonyms or twin label sets (def. 2. 15) versus bimary

affirmed-ni~gated label sets (def. 2, 13) is discussed at the end of sect. 9.4. The
rest of thnt section is devoted to a dis cussion of the law of the excluded middle
(LEM) (see defs. 9.1, 9.2 be1ow) . This law 1s often cited in connection with the
negation. According to Haack (1978, p . 204) it does not hold in many-valued logic.
ln contrast, the law of the excluded middl~ does bold in the TEE model, in spite
of the use of fuzzy conepts; 1n the sense that an object can be, and is. assigned

either the label \ or the label NOT A by a subject S: in

a

labeling experiment

(provided that the experiment is a legal one so that the reference label set of the
experiment is specified, see defs . 3.15- 3.17). This does not preclude the possibility

that the same object will be assigned by S the label A in one experiment and the
label NOT>. in another one in which this object is observed under different conditions.
Neither doe-sit preclude the simultaneous assignment of a grade of membership which
is neither O nor 1 to the object . E.g., suppose that an object is assigned the
label 'tall' in a labeling experiment using the label set {NOT tall,tall1. In a
simultaneously performed MU experiment it could, e.g. be assigned t he grade of membership value 0.75 in 'tall' and 0.25 in 'NOT tall' (the t wo numbers mus t add up to 1
according t o theorem 8.2.1). Finally there is no contradiction between the LEM and
the use of a label such as 'medium'.

Loosely speaking , most of the theorems for the negation derived in sect. 9
are, actually, a result of the LEM. I n the following we give several definitions
of this law.

Definition 9. 1. Three definitions of the Z.aw of the excl.uded middle (LEM).
{a) Aristotle (Apostle, 1980 p . 110): "lt is impossible for the same to belong and

not belong to the same [object] at the same time and in the same respect."
(b) Gaines (1978, p,166):

11

A member of the population [of subjects) must give

opposite responses to a statement and its negation." (c) Haark (1978p.204) "pV-p".
Def. 9.2 below is a formulation of the LEM in the terminology of the present paper,
Definition 9 . 2 of the Zaw of the ex::-luded middir> (LEM) as for-111U 7-ated in the Tl:;'t:
tlJOde1 . " Consider a legal LB experiment (defs. 3.7, 3.17) with the binary AN label set
/\LB:. (NOT

>.,U , A being an affirmed label (def. 2.8 . E.g. X

=

tall). Then a subject

~ is able to consider the label set ALB as a complete, nonredundant one (defs. 3. 83.11). He will therefore attach to every object either the label>. or the label
NOT A. (Observe that in the case of a legal TB experiment with an AN label set,

rhe experime nt must also have a Aref set, defs . 3.15-3. 17, to which~ refers. E.g.
ref
th,: set fl
= {small ,med1um,tall}.)
Similarly, consider a legal YN experiment, d~fs. 3.18, 3,19, with the above
· d l a b e 1 o f t h e experiment
·
· eit
· h er~ or NT
0 h,
,,A LB gnd nA rc.f sets. The spec1· f ie
1s
In both cases the subject is able to give either a Y or a N answer for every object
lob concl:!rning the question "Is this l ob \

spec

? 11 (e.g . "ls John tall? '' or

"Is John (NOT tall)?")". (end def. 9.2,)
Actually the law of the excluded middle is only a special case of our more
genera l assumption that there exist label sets which a subject is able to interpret
as compl~te and nonredundant, a binary A.\ label set being a case in fact (defs. 3.8,

3.11), Bul there exist other complete nonredundant label sets, e . g . the set {small,
medium,tall}. Because of the importance attached to the law o f the excluded middle
Ln

the litE!rature, and because it is so closely connected to the basic YN processes

in human information processing, we have formuiated it separately here.
Observe that def. 9.2 refers to a noncomposite experiment . In a composite RR
~xperimenc it may happen that the same object is assigned a given label in expl and
iLs negation in exp 2 in which the object is observed under different conditions.
9 . 2 The 'One-Minus ' Theorems for the Negation

We preisent in this section three of the ' one-minus' theorems for the negation.
Two additional 'one-minus' theorems are presented in sect. 9 .5 ( t heorems9.S.1, 9,5.3).
Theore?m iJ.2.1. The '.,r,e-minus' r;heci·:E-r: .foi' LB l1.'kt?Z~·;z('ori;; o .~ negated concept;;.
8

"Consideralegal LB experiment, def. 3.17, with the binary AN label set flL ={NOT• , ~).
E.g. flLB

= {NOT young,young}. Then the following ' one-minus' formula holds for the

likelihoods which the experiment yields for ' >. ' and 'NOT ~• respectively,
for al l uex

( 9. 1)

This almost tautological equation has already been proved in sect . 4 . 2, eqn (4 .9).
It is a rei;;ult of the law of the excluded middle, def. 9 .2; i.e. of the assumption
that the btnary AN label set is complete and nonredundant. Every object lob E LOB
therefore labeled either
labeled

1

'~'

or 'NOT A I

;

and consequently, the set of objects

A I is the complement of the set of objects labeled 'NOT

LOB,_ U LOBNOT A= LOB,

lS

LOS A n LOBNOT

;i. =

0

}. I ,

(9. 2)

9.4
The TE model interpretation of the 'one-minus' theorem is that the threshold
I

interval for 'NOT 11 1 is the complement of the threshold interval for'~' in the
universe of estin~ted aLtribute values.
/J. est U b. est
u>,
LlNOT 11

,. est

u

u lt"

n

est

tiuNOT A

=

, ,_

"

V'

( 9. 3)

..

( end theorem 9. 2. 1)

The following 'one-minus' theorem for YN experiments is analogous to theorem
9.2. I for L1B experiments.
Theorem 9. 2. 2. The
"Consider

a

I

one-minut;' theor>en, f or JN l1.'.ke ·uhoods of 'NO I answer>s.

legal YN experiment, defs. 3.18, 3.19, with the binary AN label set

ALB= {NOT >. ,X}.

Since the experiment is legal, its specified label must be either

), spec ::: >. or >. spec = NOT L

In either case, the following 'one-minus' formula holds

for the YN likelihoods,
for all uex

(9.4)

This equation has already been proved in sect. 4.3, eqn (4.19). It is again a result
of the law of the excluded middle, def. 9.2, which says that the subject assigns

either a Y or a N answer value to every object lob concerning the question "Is l ob
i spec ?

11
1•

e.g. "Is John young?" or "ls John NOT young?'". Consequently, we have relations

of complemeutarity concerning the set of labeled objects and the threshold intervals
analogous ot: those of eqns (9.2), (9.3),
LOBY>.

U LOBN

spec
est

6u1YA

spec

11

=

est

\J 6 UNA

LOB,

LOBn

spec
=

spec

u,

spec

est

6 UY).

spec

=0

n LOBNA

'

spec

n

est

6 UNA

=

(/J

II

(9 .5)
(9.6)

spec
(end theorem 9.2.2)
Finally we have the fuzzy set 'one-minus' theorem for grades of membership.
Theorem 9.2.3. The 'one-minus' theoPem for the grades of membership of the

negation. Let exp1 and exp2 be two exact, legal MU experiments (defs. 2.2, 3 . 18, 3.2).
The specified label of exp 1 is the affirmed label A ( def. 2. 8. E. g. A = young or

~=VERY young). The specified label of exp2 is NOT A. The lableled object sets LOB

of the two experiments need not be identical. In all other respects the two experiments
are assumed to be equivalent (def. 8. 1). They re.fer to the binary AN label set ALB=
{NOT

A,A}, Then, for a given uex, the grade of membership for NOT A found in exp2

is equal to one minus tbe grade of membership for A found in exp 1,
ex
ex
ex
µNOT ). (u } =
- µ ). (u )
for a 11 u • .

(9.7)

Theorem 9.2.3 is a special case of the summation theorem 8.2 . 2 for grades of
membership; the latter is again derived from the LB,YN-MU assumption of equivalence.
With the ALB label set of theorem 9.2.3, the summation theorem 8.2.2 says that the
grades of me1mbership of ;\ and of NOT A,

as elicited in exact experiments, add up to 1.

The ' ome-minus' equation (9.7) for grades of membership is postulated in fuzzy
set theory (:Zadeh, 1973, eqn (2,26). Ever since then it has been used in fuzzy set
theory. We have now derived it from the TEE model. Observe that because of theorem 6. 1,
eqn (9. 7) mu.st also hold when the two experiments are not performed simultaneously.

,,...

lf we are i n ter ested in the probability distributions over uex. defs. 4.6. 4 . 8,
of negated versus affirmed label s, t hen we have the following theorem which connects
them up wi t:h the 1 ikelihoods.
Theor:erm 9.2.4 of the propol"tionaUty of the yes/no probability ratio to the

yes/no likelihood ratio.

"Consider the experiments described in theorems 9. 2. 1 1

•

9.2.2 r espeictively. Then eqn (9.8) below holds for the probabilities of the e xperim~~t
of theor em 9 .2. 1; and eqn (9.9) holds for the probabilities of the experiment of
theorem 9. 2'. • 2 ,
PL8 (uexlNOT >.)

:: C

PLB(NOT XI u ex)

PLB(uexlA)

PLB(>-luex)

p!N

Pt

(uexlN)
__s=p_e_
c____ = c ,
(uex l'i)

PiN

spec

{9.8)

(Nluex)

spec

(9.9)
(Y luex)

p~N

spec

where the c:onstants c,c ' are independent of uex
The numerators o n the right hand sides o f

(9.8), (9.9) can be expressed by the

corresponding affirmed likelihoods, using the one-minus formulas (9.1),(9.4) respectively. The (NOT A)-qual i fied probability distribution over uex can thus be derived
by a point~1ise operation from the X-qualified probability distribution over uex

and the likelihood distribution for ;\ • except for a normalization factor which
is, howe ver, independent of uex; and similarly for the YN distributions'.'(end theorem

9.2.4).
Eqns (9 .8) , (9. 9) are easily derived from the connection between probabilities
and likelihoods, eqns (4.15),(4.25),(4.26).

9 .3 The Resolution of the Complementation Paradox of Fuzzy Set Theory

•

In fU2:zy set theory, the ' fuzzy sets' (or fuzzy subsets of U) labeled 'A' and
'NOT >. ' respectively are identified with their respective lJ(Uex) grade of membership

curves; The:se curves being related by the 'one-minus' e qn (9.7). The fuzzy set
'NOT>.' is said to be the complement, with respect to U, of the fuzzy set 'X'.
furthermore1, one can take the union of two fuzzy subsets of U. This union being the
fuzzy subse!t of U whose grades of membership are the pointwise max of the grades
of membership of the two fuzzy subsets (Zadeh, l973 eqn (2 .27)). It then follows
that, in gemeral, the union of a fuzzy subset and its complement are not equal to
the univers:e,

(AU NOT A)~ U,
because
uiax [ )JA ( u

This paradox of

ex

), ( 1 - \JA(u

(9. 10)
ex

<

(9.11)

))] _ 1 •

why the union of a fuzzy set and its compl ement is, 1.n general,

not equal to the univers is now resol ved~
The utuion of the sets of objects labled A, and those labeled NOT A

in

the LB

experiment of theorem 9.2.1 is equal to the c omplete set of objects LOB according to

'

9.6
eqn

(9.2). And similarly in the case of YN experiments, eqn (9.5). Furthermore, the

union of the threshold intervals for A and NOT ~ respectively is equal to the universe
U accordi'ng to eqns (9. 3), and (9.6). Finally, the pointwise sum (not the max) of
the likelihoods or grades of membership for

A

and NOT X respec tively is equal to

according to the 'one-minus ' formulas (9.1),(9.4),(9.7). Ther e i s no requirement
concerning the pointwise max of the grades of membership. {In this connection it
is 1ntere:strng to note that Zadeh has always advocated the no tation 'A +B' for the
union of the two fuzzy sets A and B (Zadeh, 1973 eqn (2.27)); in spite of the fact
that he defines the grades of membership of the fuzzy set C =A+ B to be equal to
the pointwise max of the grades of membership of A and B respectively.)
We ccin thus s[ate the somewhat loosely formulated theorem which summarizes the
' one-minu s' theorems 9.2. 1-9.2.3.
Theorem 9 . 3.1 of the po!.ntwise sum of Lit~ -aff-h'"1ar.Jo .. w1d the negation. The
pointwise sum (for each uex) of the likelihood or grade of membership distributions
of an affirmed and the corresponding negated label is equal to th e unity likelihood
or grade of membership distribution over uex . The unity distribution being detined
.
.
.
. equal to I f or ev~ry uex
as a d 1str1but1on
wh ose v~ l ue 1s

We believe now that the union of likelihood curves or oi grade of membership
curves or of possibility distribut1ons is not a meaningful operation; not only because
of the max operation but, more importantly, because the operation of union applies
on1y to IC subsets of a uni.verse, not to Xl ones (see Hisdal, 1982a. 1982b. 1983).
I.e., Lhe 1,mion applies only to subsets, all of whose e lements are connected by AND
connectives. lt does not apply to 'subsets' whi ch are distributions over the universe
U, implying that the 'elements of the subset' are connected by ORE (exclusive OR)
connectives (because when John is tall then his he:ight is (180cm ORE 190cm

ORE ... ).

It is not ( 180cm AND 190cm AND ..• ) . ) Thus we can apply the operations of union and

of complementation t o the c risp sets of labeled objects and of threshold intervals,
these being sets representing AND connections between their e lements. These operations
then establish a connection between negation and complementation in the case of LB
and YN experiments. And also in the case of MU experiments 1f we apply the operations
to the sets of labeled objects or of threshold intervals in the equivalent LB or YN
experiment as defined in the LB,YN-MU assumption of equivalence, def . 8.3 . We
cannot apply the operations of union , intersection and complementation to distributions over U, We return to this subject in se ct. 12.

9.7
9 .. 4 Peaceful Coexistence of Law of Excluded Middle and Fuzziness.
and of Binary Affirmed Negated Label Sets and Twin Sets (Antonyms).
Gaines (1978, p. 168) has shown that fuzzy logic (or Lukasiewicz aleph-one
logic, in t:he sense of the use of the max-min operations) and probability logic
have a common set of definitions. If one adds the LEM (Law of Excluded Middle, see
defs.

9.1.

9.2

here) to this common set, then one obtains Rescher's probabilit y

logic. If one adds the requirement of strong truth functionality, then one obtains
Lukasiewic2: aleph-one logic;.
Gaines conclusions concerning the probability logic hold also for our probabilistic theory of fuzzy concepts. The LEM (which has already been discussed in sect.
9 . 1) is bas:ic to our theory which assumes that a subject is able to give a Y or N

answer to a. fuzzy question (prov1ded that the experiment is a legal one with prespecified label set, def. 3.18).
Thus the Law of the Excluded M1ddle and the grade of membership concept do not
tontradicc each other in the TEE model but coexist peacefully side by side, being
linked toge ther by the LB,YN-MU assumption of Equivalence, def. 8.3, and thus
actually co,mplementi.ng each other. They are two different ways of interpreting
and treating the same phenomenon; namely the estimated versus the exact attribute
value of an object; combined wtth the threshold intervals for context dependent
concepts expressed by adjectives in natural language.
However, the LEM so to say close s its eyes to the existence 0 f errors of observation and pretends that the es timated attribute values are exact ones. With the
result that the same object may, in a rare and particularly unfavourable case,
be assigned an affirmed label in one experiment and the negation of that label in
another experiment by the same subject; if it is observed under very different
conditions in the two experiments (see end of sect. 9.1).
The more complex grade of membership concept recognizes, on the one hand, the
LEM and exact thresholds 1n the case of exact observations. Its existence is therefore
dependent on the LEM. On the other hand, the grade of membership concept recognizes
the existence of errors of observation whose order of magnitude the individual has
acquired in an inductive learning process (see sect . 1 .1). Resulting in the possible
assignment to an obJect of intermediate grades of membership in both the affirmed
and the negated concepl.
furthermore, there 1s no contradiction between the LEM and the assignment of a
label such as 'medium'. Thus a subject will answer NO to the YN question "Is John
tall?" when 'tall ' refers to the LB label set /\LB= (small ,mediurn,tallJ, and when
she estimat,es his height value to fall into her subjective interval for 'medium'.
So that her answer to the LB question "How tall is John?" would be "medium".
The last example also illustrates the difference between the negation of a
primary or secondary twin label (def. .1 . 15) and the antonym of this label. An object
which is assigned the answer value N concerning his being tall need not be labeled

9.8
1

small 1 in an LB experiment

even if he is observed under the same condition s.

He may be medium. (rrhis i.s a correct ion to a remark in our short preliminary paper
on the TEE model, Hisdal (1982c)). This conclusion concerning antonyms such as
fsmall,tall} versus binary AN label sets such as {NOT tall,tall) agrees nicely

•

with Quirk. & Greenbaums (1979, p. 43 1) differentiation between 'un' and ' non ' .
The prefix 1 un 1 , which is used to form antonyms, expresses, according to them,
"The opposite end of a scale". While the negation prefix ' non ' "expresses non-gradable
binary contrast. E.g. non-scientific versus unscientific".
The TEE model prediction concerning the difference between the negation and
the antonym of a primary label is confirmed by toe experiments of Hersh and
Caramazza (see sect. 9.6 her~) .
9.5 Double Negation is Equivalent to Affirmation
The purpose of this section is twofold, In the first place, we wish to give a
precise formulation and proof of the often-heard loose statemen t,
(9.12)

"Double Negation is Equivalent to Affirmation. n

This can be done by considering simultaneous experiments. Such as an LB experiment
with the label set {NOT tall, tall} performed simultaneously with a YN experiment
with A
•~ NOT tall. Or a YN experiment with ). spec = tall performed simultaneously
spec
with a YN experiment with ),
= NOT tall. Theorems 9.5.2, 9,5~3 refer to these two
spec
cases respectively. Statement (9. 12) is then shown to be true also for the negation
of fuzzy concepts provided that we use the precise operational formulations of

theorems 9.5.2, 9.5.3.
There is another important reason for setting up special theorems for composite
experiments in connection with the negation. Theorems 9.2.t, 9 .2 .2 are two instances
of the ~one-minus' theorem for the negation. They refer to likelihoods elicited in
a single, n.on-composite LB or YN experiment respectively. The experiments of Hersh and

•

Ca-ramazza a.re, in part. YN experiments. To analyse those of their experiments which
concern the n~gation we must. however, compare YN experiments having an affirmed
specified label with YN experiments having the corresponding negated specified label.
This is just the case treated in theorem 9.5.4 which is a 'one-minus' theorem for
0
Y). 1-Ylo likelihoods (and for N). 1-N). likelihoods). In contrast, theorem 9.2.2 in
0
0
1
1
sect. 9.2 is a 'one-minus' theorem for YX -Nx likelihoods and for YX -Nx likelihoods
(in the special case when the YN experiment refers to

a

•

binary AN LB-label set).

Theorem 9. 5. 1. The £8- YN theorem of equivalence for the negation. "Consider a
simultaneous experiment, def. 6. 1, whose components, expl and exp2, ar~ equivalent
legal experiments (defs. 8. 1, 3.17. 3.18) . Exp1 is an LB experiment and exp2 is a
LB

YN experiment. Let A

= 0, , ... ,).L} be the common LB label set of the two experiments.

1
It is complete and nonredundant because the experiments are assumed to be legal. Let
,l

spec.

:: ,l

l

= ).

(9. 13)

be the specified label of the YN exp2. It must be an element of ALB according to def.
3. t8. If ALB is of the AN type (which means that it conta ins a negated label• see

I

9.9
def. 2. 12) then Aref, the common reference label set of the two experiments, must
also be specified in advance (clefs. 3.15-3.18).
Then t heorem 9.5.1 says that those and only those objects which are not assigned

the label A in the LB exp1 are assigned the answer value Nin exp2.
Let LOB~~T \ be the traditional complement with respect t.o LOB of the set of
objects

LOB~ • whose elements have been labeled~. Le., LOB~~T A is the set of

all object s which are assigned by Sa label different from A in expl. Then the
theorem can be expressed by the equation
(9.14)

the right hand side of (9.14) being the set of objects which are assigned the answer
value N in. the YN exp2.
Because of egn (4.8), the fo l lowing equation must therefore hold between the
likelihood curves for NA in the YN exp2 and for A in the LB exp 1,
for al 1 u

ex

(9.15)

LB
The TE model interpretation of the theorem i~ that ti.uNOT )_ • the traditional
complement with respect to U of the threshold interval for A in expl, is equal to
the threshold interval for
LB

tiuNOT

>. =

\' N

tiuN11 '

N).

in exp2,

11

(end theorem 9 . 5.1)

( 9. 16)

Theorem 9.5.1 follows from the LB-YN assumption of equivalence, def. 8. 1,
and the requirement of completeness and nonredundancy of the label set of a legal
experiment (see sects. J.2, 3.3) . It relates to the complements of the sets to which
def. 8.1 relates.
As an illustration, suppose that the common label set of exp1 and exp2 is

= tall for exp2. Then the theorem says that
spec
those and only those objects which are not assigned the label 'tall' in exp! (and
A.LB= { small ,medium, tal 1}, and that A

are therefore assigned either the label 'medium' or the label 'sma11') are assigned
t he answer value N in exp2 concerning the question "ls this object tall?".
It then follows that
(9. 17)

The following theorem represents two applications of theorem 9.5. 1, both of
which refer to the case in which t he common LB label set of the t wo component experi0
1
ments is a binary AN one , {A , A }.
Theorem 9.5.2 . The £8-YN double negation and ' one-minus theorems . Consider the
composite LB- YN experiment of def. 9.5 . 1. And let the co!fITTlon LB label set of its
LB
o 1
two component experiments be a binary AN set (def. 2. 13) , /\ = { A , ). } , where
.
•
. •
Ao = NOT ). 1 • ( The. two experiments
must then have 1n
add1t1on
a common /\ ref set
accor ding t o clefs. 3 . 15-3 .1 8.) Because ALB is required to be comp l ete and nonredundant ,
1
it follows t hat the set of objects which is not assigned the label ), in the LB exp I

9. 10
equal to the set of objects which is assigned the label ).
0
1
and similarly when we exchange >. and ).. •
J.S

0

in this experiment.

By applying theorem 9.5.1 to the two cases, (a) the specified label of the
1

YN

0

= ). = ). = NOT ). 1 , we
(b) the specified label of exp2 LS ).
= ~ =).
spec
Spl:?C
'
get lhe fol lowing pairs of equations which represent theorem 9.5.2,
exp2

is

A

LOBLB
,_o =

(9. 18a)

LDBLB

(9. 18b)

).1

..

(9. \9a)
(9.19b)

(9.20a)
LB

(9.20b)

ti1t1" 1

The (b) equations of each of the above three pairs are exact formulations of
the statement (9.12) concerning double negation, in the case of LB-YN experiments.
And eqns (9.19a),(9.19b) are 'one-minus' theorems for the negation in the same case.
1
1
As an illustration, consider the case ). = tall (we could have used A = VERY tall
1
or >. 1 = medfom or >. : small). Tben eqn (9. 18a) says that if the object John is labeled

'NOT tall' in the LB exp1, then he is assigned the answer value 'N' in the YN exp2
concerning the question "Is John tall?". Eqn (9. 18b) says that if the object: Bill
is assigned the label 'tall' in the LB expl> then he is assigned the answer value 'N'
concerning the question ''Is Bill (NOT tall)?". Sqn (9. 19a) says that the 'N-tall'
YN likeliho1::id is equal to one

minus the LB likelihood for 'tall'. And the

'N-(NOT tall)' YN likelihood is equal to one minus the LB likelihood for 'NOT tall'
according t,o eqn (9.19b). Finally eqns (9.20a},(9.20b) say that the LB threshold
interval fo:r 'NOT tall' is equal to the YN threshold interval for 'NO' answers
concerning 'tall'. And the LB threshold interval for 'tall' is equal to the YN
threshold i1nterval for 'NO' answers concerning 'NOT tall'.
Theorem 9.5.3. The YN-YN -theorem of equivalenee concerning th~ nega't,ion.
11

Consider a simultaneous composite experiment whose components, exp1 and exp2, are
1

= A • Exp2
both legal "lN experiments. Exp1 has an affirmed specified label >.
spec
0
1
has the negated specified label A
== >. = NOT ). • In all other respects the two
spec
LB
=
experiments are equivalent. Their common LB label set is the binary AN one /1.
o 1
.
ref {
{.X ,>. }, re.ferr1-ng to the common reference label set fl
= >. 1 , ... ,). 1 } (see defs.
6. 1,8.1,3, 1.S,3. 19,3.15 , 3.16). Then theorem 9.5.3 says that the set of objects which
are assigned the answer value 'N' in exp I is equal to the set of objects which are
assigned th,e answer value 'Y' in exp2. and the set of objects which are assigned the
answer valu,e ' Y' in expl is equal to the set of objects which are assigned the
answer valu,e ' N' in exp2,

,.

9. 11

YN

YN

= LOBn.o

(9.21a)

YN
YN
LOBn 1 = LOBN>-0

(9.21b)

I.OBN,.1

and consequentlyt
PYN (Nluex)
.>, 1

pr~

O.' Iu ex)

(9.22a)

PYN (Yluex)
). l

p~~(Nluex)

(9.22b)

'Che TE model interpretations of these equations 1s ~xpressed by the fol lowing
equations between the threshold intervals of the two experiments,
(9.23a)
(9.23b)
In all these six equations, the left hand sides refer to expl and the right
hand sides to exp2. The three (b) equations can again be loosely formulated in the
form of statement (9.12) concerning double negation (end theorem 9. 5 . 3).
To pro,ve the equations of theorem 9. 5. 3, we add an exp3 to the s imu 1 taneous
composite experiment. Namely a Legal LB experiment which is which is equival ent to
exp 1 and ex:p2 (def. 8. 1). We can then apply the LB- YN assumption of equivalence,
def. 8.2t t.o expl and exp3; and the LB-YN theorem 9.5.2 to exp2 and exp3 . This
results in eqns (9.2 1a)-(9.23b).

As an example of theorem 9.5.3, consider two simultaneous YN experiments with
hLB={NOT

t:all,tall} and, e.g., the reference l abel set Aref-={small,medium,tall}.
1

Then the theorem says that if the object John is assigned by S the answet value
to the question "Is John tall?", then he is assigned by S the answer value 'Y
the question

41

1s

John (NOT tall) ?

I

1

N

to

11
•

FurthEirmore, if an object Bill is assigned the answer 1 Y

1

to the question

"Is Bill tall?", then he is assigned the answer 1 N' to the question "Is Bill (NOT tall)?" ..
According to the 'one-minus' theorem 9.2 . 2, each of the terms in eqns (9.22a),
(9.22b) can be replaced by one minus that term if we change a 'Y' in the bracket to

'N' and a ' N' to 'Y 1 • By performing this replacement on the right hand sides of the
two equations we obtain,
(9.24a)
(9.24b)
where again the left hand sides refer to expl and the right hand sider to exp2.
The last two equations can be expressed by the following theorem.
0
1
0
Theoni.m 9 . 5. 4 . The I one-minus ' r;heor>em for i'A 1-Y,\ Zike i ihoods and for N>. -N).
1
1
Zikelihoodi~ in YN- YN experiments. Let P1~<Yluex), P~~(Nluex) be the YA and N>.
likel ihood:s respectivel y found from a l egal YN experiment with the affirmed specified
.
.
label A
= A1. And let P,YN0 (Y Iuex) , P,YN0 (N Iuex ) be the n. o and N.:\ o hkeli.boods
spec

"

"

9. 12

respect ively found from an equivalent l ega l YN experiment with the negated specified
o

I

= ). = NOT ), . Then equations (9.24a),(9 . 24b) ho ld for these likelihoods,
spec
l w reference set , def. 4 . 13. (end theorem 9.5.3)
provided that they refer to the same R

1 abe 1 :\

Observe that because of theorem 6 . 1, all the relations be tween likelihoods
derived ir:1 sections 8 and 9 hold generally, even if the experiments to which the
left hand side and the right hand side of the equacions refer are not performed
simultaneously.
The theorem for MU experiments which is equivalent to theorem 9.5.4 for YN
experiments has already been derived. This is the

1

one-minus' theorem 9.2.1, sect. 9.2.

9.6 Experimental Evidence from Hersh and Caramazza (HC)

Zadeh's 'one-minus' postulate for the negation, which has become the 'one-minus'
theorems in the TEE model (theorems 9.2.1-9.2.3, 9.5.2, 9.5.4) is remarkable well
confirmed by 23 out of 24 subjects in the experiments of Hersh and Caramaz~a (1976) .
HC performed four experiments, the first three of which contain negated phrases.
Expl 1s of the pure YN type, experiments 2 and 3 being mixed YN and MU experiments ,
the subjects being required to give a confidence rating in additions to the YN
answers. From the YN answers and the confidence ratings, HC computed the grades
o f membership (or likelihoods, which they also call grades of membership). In connection with the negati on , they compare the grades of membership found from answers to
the question "Is the phrase 'large' appropr iate to the obje c t ?" (or "Is the object
appropriate to the phrase 'large'?'', see HC pp. 264, 269) with the grades of membership found from the answers to "ls the phrase 'NOT large' appropriate to the object?"
(or "ls the obj ect appropriate to the phrase ' NOT large'?"). And similarly when
the word 'Large' is replaced by ' small' or by 'VERY large' or 'VERY small'.
The good agreement beLween the HC experiments and the 'one-minus' law,

in

spite

of the fact: that the experiments were not legal ones, shows that th!! 23 subjects
interpreted the experiments as legal ones, constructing their own complete, nonLB
ref
redundant A and A
sets as part of the R-reference sets of the experiments (see
LB

sect. 3.2, 3.3). In the A
=NOT large example, /I
mustbethe set { NOT large,large}.
spec
ln addition to the 'one-minus' law, HC's experiments also confirm the difference
between the antonym of a twin label and its negation , discussed at the end of sect

9.4 here. 1n their figure 8, HC compare the experimentally found curves for 'small'
and for 'NOT large' respectively. HC say about this figure: "Although the two functions are monotonically decreasing , they do aot represent the same concept. 'NOT
large' appears to extend the concept 'small' to include the midrange of the continnuum." This is just what the TEE model predicts 1f we assume that the subjects refer
1

small' and ' large' to the triple reference labe 1 set /I.ref= {small ,medium, large} ( see

defs. 3.15, 3. 16, 3. 18, 2.16). [t thus seems that a division of the continuum into
three parts is the most frequently used ones when human beings. In addition, the
t wo extremal parts are subdivided thr ough the use of the 'VERY' modifier.

9. 13
We ha\le already mentioned (sect. 7.2, def. 7.5) that the grade of membership
curve for negated phrases of one of HC's 24 subjects was inconsistent witb that of
the other £rnbjec ts and with the 'one-minus' law. The general reason for the
i nconsisten cies shown by subject 4 in connection witl1 negated and other phrases
was attributed in sect. 7.3 to two main causes. 1) l:IC's questions were phrased in
such a way that the subject could have interpreted them as LB questions (instead of
YN ones, sEie defs. 3.2, 3.3), i.n t:he sense: ''If you had to choose a label from a
label set, is this the label you would choose?". 2) The LB label set was not
prespecif iE!d in the experiments.
What we believe probably happened with subject 4 in connection with the negation

is the folllowing. A label such as 'NOT large' does not belong to the label set which
it is natural for him to construct . If he had been free co choose his own label set,
he would use the triple set ALB= {small,1t1edium,large} or the equivalent AN set
(see defs. 2. 12, 8.4) ALB={small, NOT large AND NOT small,large}. The second
element of the last set seems to subject 4 to be nearest to the phrase 'NOT large'
with which he was presented by the e xperimenter. He therefore identifies 'NOT large'

with 'NOT large AND NOT small' because 'NOT large' does not belong to his vocabulary
of labels. Resulting in the experimentally found bell-shaped grade of membership
curve for ' NOT large' found for subject 4. The asymmetry of the bell-shaped curve
can be explained if we assume that the subject also partially recognized the YN
interpreta1:ion of the ques tion put to him by the experimenter; resulting in a grade
of membership curve which is some weighted average of the bell-shape and the

'one-minus' shape. The curve for 'NOT small' for subject 4 can be interpreted analogously (UC figs. 23, 24). In summary, the experimental situation was unclear to
subject 4 because of the lack of prespecification of the ALB label set (and Aref
set) to which the label specified by the experimenter referred. If the experiment

. h prespeci' f 1e
' d ALB and JI,ref sets, th en 1t
. ~s
. to be h ope d
had been a legal one, wit

that subjec:t 4 would have responded in accordance with the 'one-minus' law. However, if his responses should be unchanged in the latter case, then we would have
to say that the information processing of subject 4 is not a logically consistent one.

•

10. 1

10,

AND and OR Connecting Fuzzy Labels

10.1 AND ,OR in Present Day Fuzzy Set Theory
The connectives are given a prominent place both in mathematical logic and in
fuzzy set theory. We shall therefore treat them in detail here also, but we shall

limit ourselves to composite labels whose components refer to the same attribute;
such as 'tall AND medium' where 'tall' and 'medium' both refer to the attribute
height. Li!lbels such as 'tall AND heavy' , in which tbe components refer to different
attributes, have also been treated in fuzzy set theory (Zadeh, 1978a p,12; 1978b
p.425) , (Hisdal 1978, 1979, 1980a.b). These treatments must be somewhat modified in

the TEE m()del because we must, just as for noncomposite labels, distinguish between

distributjons of Alu.,v., distributions of u. ,v. j A etc ..
1
J
1
J

In ~!-valued mathematical logic, there is no difficulty about the meaning of
the AND and OR connectives. This 'meaning' being the truth value of the composite
expression as a function of the truth values of the components .
When it comes to composite labels with fuzzy components, then we have

a

situa-

tion whict1 reminds in many ways of the situation in connection with the grade of
membership concept. What do we mean by labels such as 'call AND medium' or 'tall OR
medium'? We have already seen (def . 7.6) that Hersh and Caramazza's subjects had
difficulties in evaluating labels with OR connectives . This is not surprising. To
assign the label 'large OR small' to an object which one considers to be 'small'
"contravenies one of Grice' s principles of conversational candour: that one should
not make a weake r when entitled to make a stronger assertion 11 (Haack, 1978 p. 36).
Labels such as 'tall AND medium' are even more difficult to evaluate, and H&C hav~
not used such labels in their experiments. In the years in which I have been
teaching a course on fuzzy set theory, ~y students and I have always wondered about
the meaning of an expression such as 'tall

AND

med£um'. And we agreed that we would

never use such an expression to describe the height of a single object with which
we are presented.
We see that Without an operational definition of the meaning of the composite
expressions we will always be left hovering in the fuzzy regions of the upper stratosphere and will be sentenced to use concepts whose meaning we do not understand.
Consider a label or 'fuzzy set' such as

>. = a OR b •
11 = a AND b,

( 10. 1)

( 10. 2)

where 'a ' ,and 'b' are labels or fuzzy subsets of the same universe U (e.g. universe
of height 'lfalues for a = tall, b =medium) . According to present day fuzzy set theory,

"is then 1again a fuzzy subset of U (Zadeh 1973, p. 32). Namely the union of ' a'
and ' b' in the case of the OR connective, eqn (10 .1 ), and the intersection in the case
of the AND connective, eqn (10.2). The operations of union and intersection are

JO .L

preferably represented by the pointwisc max and min operations respectively although
other, user supplied, poincwise operations can, according to Zadeh, also be used in
cases in which the max-min operations lead to unsatis.factory results (Zadeh 1978b
footnote p.425, 1975a p.34 eqns (A49),(A50)).
Th.i.s in itself shows that the theory is an unfinished state. Th!! word 'theory'
should be reserved for explana tions and rules which 1) are as few as possible and
2) can predict new results without having to modify the theory because its prediction
does not agree with the experimental evidence .
In natural language the "experimental evidence" is, in most cases, much more
easily accessible than in the physical sciences because most human beings have an
intuidve knowledge of, and agree on

the meaning of -words and phrases. The cases

ln which thi.s statement does not hold are 1) ambiguous words and phrases which,
however, cam always be further specified so as to remove the ambiguity. 2) words
and phrases with fuzzy or uncertain information. When fuzzy concepts are used as
components of a composite phrase, then the analysis of the meaning of tbe phrase
is often too complicated to be performed in t:he head 1.n the course of a dialogue.
The only consistent way in which it can be performed at all is to start with the
nonfuzzy ca.ses and extend their meaning step by step to the fuzzy ones ; taking care
that each step can be given a nonfuzzy interpretation wh ich agrees with the meaning
of 2-valued logic , This is just what we do in the subsequent subsections.
Consider the max curve of fig. 10.3 (cl). What is the explanation of the sharp
depression in this curve for 'tall OR medium'? lf a subject uses a label such as
'tall OR medium' at all to characterize the height of a single object. then it will
be

1n

the case in which he cannot make up his mind which of the two component labels

is the most appropriate. Tbis implies that objects whose height is estimated to lie
near the border of 'tall ' and 'medium' will be most likely to be labeled 'tall OR
medium'. IL is therefore not clear why the grade of membership curve for this label
should decn~ase near the border. Again, what is the explanation of the pointed,
s ubnormal f uzzy set for 'tall AND medium' rn fig. 10 -3 (bl)? (A subnormal fuzzy set
1s

one whosl? greatest grade of membership value is smaller tnan 1.)
Final.Ly, where do the discontinuous derivatives of these two curves at the

bordn of the threshold intervals for

1

tall' and ' medium' come from't An operation on

two continuc:>us functions with continuous derivatives, resulting in a function with
a discontinuous derivative , goes against the grain of many centuries of maLhematics.
I certainly do nol say that this is a sufficient rea~0n for rejecting it. But one

should have a very good reason for breaking the oltl tradition, and should be conscious
of what one is doing. Think of how the physicists, at the beginning of this century,
struggled with the new quantization effects which went against the accepted tradition
of continuous transitions. In the end th ey had to give up the traditional representation. But tk1ey certainly did not do so lightly and without commenting on it.
If you must - then you must. In physics there was no ocher -way out. However,
in (uzzy set theory, there is no such 'must' whatsoever. On the contrary, the dis continuous max-min curves are difficult to interpret.

,.

T0.3

10.2 The Interpretation of the Connectives 1n the TEE Model and tb e

S- E (Subjec t-Exper i menter ) Relativi ty of Composite Labels
We saw in sect. 10. 1 that the assignment by a subject of a composite labe l to
an observed object seems unnatural .and forced to most subjects; at least in those
cases i n which t he c omponents are disjoint labels (de fs. 3.6, 5.21). Thus we cannot
define the likelihood of a composite label i n the same way as that of a noncomposit~
one; namel~r as the proportion of objects of a given exact attribute value to whom a
subject assigns this label.
We therefore need an alternative way of interpreting composite labels. The
interpretation which we suggest here is that the subject performs two l egal experiments
(for a labEil with two components) in each of which he assigns a noncomposite label
to each objject. The experimenter then r einterpre ts these two labels assigned to each
object by S. Such that if the experimenter is, e.g., interested in the label
a AND b,

then he will assign a YA

~

spec
value to eve r y object which has been assigned

spec
by S the label 'a' in one component experiment , and the lab e l 'b' in t h e other. Such

an assignmemt of different labels to the same object can

occur .in three cases.

1) The case i n which the two component experiments r efer t o different LB label

sets, E.g. the triple and femt uple sets, eqns (2. 19) , (2.20) respectively. It may
then happen that the subject assigns to a given objec t the labe l a: t all in the fir~t
experiment (whose label set does no t contain 'VERY tall') and th e label b

= VERY

tall

in the secC>nd experiment. The experimenter will then r einterpret these t¼o labels
and assign t he 'E-label' (see def. 10.3) \ :tall AND VERY tall to the object .
2) The rei nte rpreted E-label ' a AND b '

(e . g . 'tall AND medium') may also occ:ur

1,1hen both 'a' and 'b ' belong to the same linguistic label se t which every subject

interprets as nonredundant (clefs. 3 .8 , 5 . 20). However, the first component experiment
is performe'.d by sub ject 1, and the second component experiment by a different subject 2

whose thres1hold i ntervals for the same linguisti c label differ slightly from those
of subjec t I; such that there is a region of overlap betw~en the th reshold interval

Aua for 'a ' of subjec t I and the threshold interval ~uh for ' b' of subject 2.
3) Finally the assignment of different labels t o the same object mav occur

even in the• case when botb experiments use the same label set and are performed by
the

same su.bjec t ,

but when there is a r erandomizing of conditions of observation

between the two experiments (clefs . 5.15, 6 .3); such that it may happen that uest,
the subjec t's estimate of the attribute value of the object falls , e.g . , into the
t hreshold interval for a

:c

tall in the first exper iment and into the. threshold interval

for b =medium in the second. The experimenter then re interprets the two labels
assigned to1 the object as the E-label A= tall AND medium. This 'RR case' is treated
in section 10.4.
In all the above three cases we can then talk about the "set of objects which
"(where).
1s e.g. 'tall AND medium' or 'tallORmedium'). The meaning
spec
spec
be ing the set consisting of all objects to which the experimenter has assigne d the

are).

answer value Y).

spec

, A

spec

bein& the reinterpreted composit e E-label.

TO .ti

In gi?neral it is not immediately clear how the reinterpretation by the
experimenter E of the labe l s assigned by S is t o be carried out. E.g. , consider the
case of

a

c omposite RR experiment (def. 6.3) in whi ch a certain object is assigned

by S the label ' medium'

in

expl and the label ' small ' in exp2. Should the experimenter

assign a Y answer value to this object concerning its being~

=tall OR medium?
spec
We shall answer this question by a stepwise adaptation of the meaning of the

connectives in 2-valued logic to the fuzzy case . As in all c ases of the TEE model,
and also of chain sets (Hisdal , 1982a, 1982b, 1983)., this 'adapt at ion' is not a
fuzzification of 2-valued logic . But rather a probabilistic description built on top
of the nonfuzzy , traditional ca se. In this way we shall always have a clear picture
of the meaning of the composite f uzzy label, this meaning being based on a composite
experiment having one component experiment for each noncomposite component of the
composite label. It then tur ns out that a composite label can have t~o, and in some
cases even three, somewhat different meanings, resu l ting i n somewhat different
likelihood curves fo r this label. These meanings depending on whether the composite
experiment is a SIMultaneous or an RR one (sect. 6) . These cwo cases are t r eated

in sects. 10,3 , 10.4 respectively . In the lIB case, the meaning depends furthermore
onwhe t herthe experimenter can or cannot distinguish between the 1abels assigned in
expl and ex:p2 respectively. When both component experiments of a composite RR experiment refer to the same label set , then the case of indistinguishable components,
treated in sect. 10.S, is probably the one that comes nearest to the use of the
connec t ives in natural language. (see figs. 10.3-10.6).
ln summary, the interpretation of composite labels 1s based on composite experiments (sect . 6) whose components use noncompos:ite labels. A given COJT:?Osite lab~l
can have somewhat differlilnt likelihood curves depending on th~ type of composite
experiment to which it refers.
There exists one important special case 1n wh ich the interpretation of th~
likelihood of a composite label in terms of a composite experiment can be shown Lo
be equivalent to a simpler intetpretaLion in terms of a single . noncor.iposite labeling
experiment, This case occurs when the two component experimen t s are performed simul taneous l y and use the same legal label set . It is probably natural to deEine this case
as the default definition of likelihoods of composite labels whose components belong
to the same, nonredundant label set. (See sec t . 10.5, def 10 . 11 and theorem 10.5,5 .
Also (b2) , (c2) in fig. 10.3 , page 10.11.1.)

In order to avoid too many indices in connection with the analysis of composite
experiments, we s tart with a s l ight modification of the previous notation . This
modified notation will again be s l igh tly modified in sect. 10.5.
Definition 10 . 1 of the notation fo'l' composi-te experiments . ''Let AtLB, A2LB
be two legal LB label sets referring to the same attribute (e .g . height. Eqns. (2.18)
-(2.20) are exampl es of such sets). The two label sets are used in expl and exp2
respectively, these experiments being the two compon,e nts of a composite experiment
( sect. 6). Arbitrary e lements of these label sets

will be denoted by ' a' and ' b'

10.5

( 10 . 3a)
(10.3h)

The symbol ). 1 will be used for a variable which ass1).llles values in /\ 1LB, and which
stands for the label assigned ~o the object by Sin expl; and s imilar ly f or A2 and
ex-p2.

A composite label will be denoted by

).

spec

= >. =

a conn b ,

( 10. 4)

where 'conn, stands for one of the connectives AND, ORA or ORE.

ORA is the AND/OR

or inclusive OR connective . ORE is the exclusive OR connective. OR can be u sed in

those casei; in which ORA and ORE give the same result .
In eqn (10.4)

'a' is the label ass igned by the subject in exp 1 and 'b' is

the label i1ssigned by him to the same object in exp2 . This stat ement will be modifie d
J.n connect:ton with composite experiment s with indistinguishable components (sect . 10.S)!'
In a11 cases of fuzzy se t t heory , it is probably more important to take great
care with our definitions than in a theory with nonfuzzy information. A given expression is more often amb iguous in the fuzzy case . One such ambiguity occurs for
the expres1sion 'equal labe ls'. The following defini t ion distinguishes between thre e
k inds of equality, even for noncomposite labels r efer ring to the same subjec t and

the same condit ions of observation.
Definition 10.2 of t he ,;J.qHal i tb m• identity of Z.abels . " Let a, b be two labels
use d

10

a 1::.omposite experiment as defined in def. 10 .1 . They refe-r to the same

attribute (e .g. height). We distinguish between three types of equality, a:b. The

Lhird of these is used as the default definition.
1) Tiwo labels are linguistically equal iff they are expressed by the same
-word(s). E.g • • if
istically ,e qual. If
2)

1 ,a'

a=VERY small
a= large

and

and

b-:VERY small

b=big

then 'a ' and ' b' are lingu-

then they are not linguistically equal .

and ' b ' are qualitatively equal iff they give consistent results when

used i n lµ experiments (def. 7,3) . Thus the label 'small' used in the experiments of
Hersh and Caramazza (sect. 7.2 here) by subject 4 is not qualitatively equal to the
label 'small' a s used by the majc;>rity group of subjects . However, the label 'small'
as used by one of the subjects of the majorit y group is qualitatively equal to the
label ' small' as used by any of the other subjects of this group.
3) 'a' and 'b' are quantitatively equal, or equal for short, iff their

threshold intervals are equal,
a= b

if£

6u a : 6ub.

(10, 5)

It fo llows from the last definition that when 'a ' and 'b' are different
elements of the same legal label set, then a I- b .
When two labels are linguistically but not quantitatively equal. then it is
convenient to distinguish between them linguistically also. In the following we shall

10.6

always assume that this has been done by concatenating the linguistic label and a
nonnegative integer. E.g., suppose that 'tall I is an element of both the twin and
the triple and the quintuple label set of defs. 2.15 , 2.16.

It wil l then have
three different quantitative meanings in these three label set . Furthermore, its

meaning in connection with LB experiments in the twin and the triple sets \o1ill be
qualitatively different from its meaning in the femtuple set. We will then rewrite
these three label sets, e.g. in the form
LE'

i\ 1 '= {small1,tall f},

(10.6)

A2LD;

( l O. 7)

A3LE:

=

{

•
}
small2,med1um,tall2

{VERY

small,small3,medium,tall3,VERY tall }.

"

( 10. 8)
(end def. 10. 2)

The purpose of the following definition is to make a clear distinction between
the sequenice or set of labe ls assigned by the subject to a g1.ven object (one label
for each component experiment) and the composite label which the experimenter E
considers to be applicable to certain objects on the basis of the labels attached
by the subject S.
Definition 10.3 of the S- E re'lativity of composite labels; and of the
super>exper1imenter> who assigns composite labels whose components are composite J abel s. "Th e

l abels assigned by a subject to an object in a composiLe experiment are called
$-labels. If a composite LB experiment has C components, then each labeled object
has CS-labels. The experimenter can reinterpret a composite experiwent as a single

YN experiment referring to a specified compos ite label ~=\

consisting of one
spec
component from each of the C label sets of the component experiments; these C noncomposite labels being connected by AND or OR connectives. The rules of reinterpretation are given in figs. 10 . l and 10.8 below. The single composite label , concerning \o1hich the experimenter attaches a n

or NA answer value ro every object on th~

basis of t lhe CS-labels is called an E-label. The difference between the point of
view of the subject, who simply assigns a sequence of C noncomposite labels to
each object, and the point of view of the experimenter for whom Lhe experiment is
of the YN type with a single c0mposite specified label ~ is called the phenomenon
of the S-E (Subject- Experimenter) relativity

of composite labels,

The i~xperimenter may, of course , construct two or more different >.

spec
composi te .labels for a given composite experiment performed by the subject. The
experiment then becomes a composi te YN experiment from the experimenter's point of
view , one ~iN experiment f or each composite label ). = >-

From this composite YN
spec.
exper iment a s uperexperimenter (for whom our previous experimenter is now a subjecL)
can again construct a composite label whose component s are now composite labels.
In this paper we do not analyse such supercomposite labels." (end def. l0.3.)
As an example, consider a composi t e experiment with two components. The complete
nonredundant label set of expl is given by eqn (10.6) and that of exp2 by eqn (10 . 7).
The C'.Otltpl1sit~specified E-label)., can now, e.g., be 'talll AND medium' or 'tall t ORA
medium' or 'small1 ORE small2 ' etc.

(also fig. 10.1)

page 10.7

Definition 10.4 of the connectives ~eferring to composite experiments ~ith

distinguis:hable c:omponents. ''Consider a composite experiment consisting of two legal
component LB experiments, expl and exp2, whose LB label sets A1LB, A2LB are given
by eqns (10.3a), (10.3b) respectively. And consider the composite E-label (def . 10.3)
of eqn ( 1Ct.4), ).=a conn b, where 'a ' is the label assigned in exp l,and ' b ' is the
label assi.gned in exp2 . Then t.he experimenter will assign E-labels A according to
the table of fig. 10.1 which specifies those combinations of ).1,).2 (labels assigned
by subject to object in expl, exp2 respectively) which an object must have in ord~r

to be assigned Y"A by the experimenter.

E-label
>. = /\ spec

S-labels
).2
>. 1

a AND b

a

b

a ORA b

a

anything

NOT a
a ORE b

a

NOT b

NOT a
Events

Fig. 10.1.

.

10

or

b

b

or

Al LB • AZ LB for the assignment of YA , where >. is the E-label

= 11

= a conn b, 'conn' being one of the connectives. The composite experiment
spec
is assumed to be of the type with distinguishable components. This means that the
>.

experimenter can distinguish the label Al, assigned by the subject in expe riment 1,
from A2, the label which the subject assigned to the same object in experiment 2.
(for the case of experiments with indistinguishable components, see fig. 10 .8 . )
ORA = AND/OR or inclusive OR. ORE= exclusive OR .

This assignment of E-labels conforms to the meaning of the connectives in 2-valued
logic. E.g. ).=a ORA b

is interpreted in the sense that (O, 1=a) ORA O 2=b)) =TRUE .

For the meaning of the connectives in the case of composite experiments with
indistinguishable components. see sect. 10.5.'r

(end def. 10.4 )

The left half of the table of fig. 10 .2 illustrates the definition of the
connectives for composite experiments with distinguishable components. The subject
is assumed. to use the same label set in both component experiments,
A1LB

= A2LB

= {small,medium,tall }

(10.9 )

The left n~rgin of the table shows the label assigned to the object by Sin e xp1
and exp2 r 'espectively. The E-label is assumed to be
(10.10)
=>.=tall conn -medium
spec
'conn' sta.nding for the connective specified at the head of the column. E.g.,

>.

the seconol row of the table of fig. 10. 2 tells us that when the subject assigns the.

(also fig. 10~2) page 10.8
label 'tall' to an object in exp1 and th e label 'medium' in expZ, then the experiment er urust a .s sign Y answers to this object both for the label ). = tall AND medium
and for ). =: tall ORA medium. For >.~tall ORE medium he must assign a N answer.

YX answers for E-label >.=tall conn medium
S-label

>. 1

>-2

t:all

tall

t:all

medium

tall

small

distinguishable
components

indistinguishable
components

conn=

conn =
AND
ORA

AND

y

I

ORA

ORE

y

y

y
y

y

y

y

y

medium small
small

tall

small

medium

small

5mall

y

y

y

y

y

y

medium tall
medium medium

y

ORE

y

y

I

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

I
I

I

Fig. 10.2 .. Illustration of Y). answers according to the tables of figures 10. t .
1
== tall conn medium, 1 conn being the connective specified
spec
at the head of the column. Open entries stand for N>. . Composite experiment with

i0.8

t\lLB

for E-label >.

== A2LB

= >.

= {small,medium,tall}. Lef t half of table: experimenter can distinguish

be tween the label >.1~ assigned by the subject in experiment 1 1 and the label A2,
assigned by the subject to the same object in experiment 2. Right half og table:
Experimenter cannot tell which label was assign ed in which experiment .

Definition 10 . 5 of the theoretical. basis f or· Uk eZihoods and ~!'obabilities of

E- labels uJ·ith connectives. This definition is actually only a statement of the
problem in the terminology of the theory of probability. We call it 'definition'
1n order t,o be able to refer t o it by a number.
"The case of a noncomposite experiment for the determination of the likelihood
of a nonco1mposite fuzzy concepts, which was analysed in sect. 4, can be considered
as a statistical experiment with three highly dependent characteristics: uex, the
est
exact attribute value of an object, def . 4~1; u
, the estimate of the attribute
value of t~e object by the subject, def, 5,2; and A , the label attached to the
1
st
object by the subject. This label being at the same time an event in ue
(def. 5.3).
Similarly, a composite RR experiment consisting of two component experiments
can be considered as a statistical experiment with five characteristics: uex, the
.
,
exact attri.bute va l ue o f t h e ob.Ject; u1 est , u Zest , the estimated
attribute
value of
the object in exp1 and exp2 respectively; and a E: J\1LB, b E J\2LB, the labels attached

1O. 1i
Defi1oition 10.6 of the assumption of component Lega1 LB expe~iments. If one
or both of the component experiments of def. 10.1 are of the YN type, then they can
be converti?d to LB experiments with binary AN labe 1 sets (def. 2. 13), using the LB-YN
assumption of equivalence, def 1 8 . 2 . Thus a YN experiment wit'h ).

=). can be conspecLB
verted to 13.n equivalent LB experiment with the legal AN label set A -= {). ,NOT U

(see defs .. 3.12-3.14). To simplify the presentation and terminology we shall therefore assumi:! in sects. 10 and 11 that the component experiments performed by S
are legal lLB ones .
10.J Likelihoods of Composite Labels from SIMultaneous Experiments

In this subsection we assume that the two component experiments, on the basis
o.f which the experimenter assigns to objects a Y or N answer value concerning thecomposite Labe 1
a E fl tLB,

>- ;:::. a conn b ,

(10.14)

(def. 10.3) are performed simultaneously by the subject (defs. 6.1 , 6.2).
When the label sets of the two component experiments are identical,
then we mus:t also differentiate between experiments with distinguishable and with
i.ndistingui.sbable components (sect. 10.5, def. 10.10), However, for SIM experiments
(in contras1t to RR ones) there is no difference between the I ikelihoods obtained
from experiments with distinguishable versus indistinguishable componeo~s. The reason
for this i s. explained in sect. 10,5. We can therefore use the table of fig. 10.1 ,
which appl i.es to distinguishable components , tbe results being valid for SIM expedments with indistinguishable components as well.
Accor·ding to the table of fig. 10 .1 , an E-labe1 1-s an event in '. lLBicA2lb.
est
, the estimated attribute value of an object,
However, in1 a SIM experiment, u
is the same in both components of the composite experiment (see def. 6 .2), According
st
to the TEE-·model, an E-label is therefore also an event in ue
when the composite
experiment is a SIMultaneous one. For a given uex, the probability of this event is,
according to eqn (5.5), given by

f

P(>.luex) =
\.1

E(uestluex) duest '

( 10. 15 )

est E 6

UA

~here 6uA, rhe threshold i nterval for the composite label A, eqn ( 10.14 ), is given
by the following formulas according to fig . 10.1,
;,._

= a AND b

>..

= a

ORA b

>.. = a ORE b

Au>6u,_

:::
.:::

tiu>.. =

n h°b
Au u A°b
a
Au u A°b
a
Au

(10.H,)

a

(10.17)

Au

a n Aub.

( 10 . 18)

E(uest luex) is the error function, def. 5.7. I. e ., it is the probability density
est
£or the assignment by the subject of the estimated attribute value u
to an obj eat
whose exact attribute value is uex. The analogous summation equation holds in the
case of a discrete universe U for the attribute values; in which case the error
function is a probability distribution over ue st .

Fig. T0.3, page 10.11, 1
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Fig, 10.3. Likelihood or grade o[ membership curves for a composite label whose compon~nts'tc1ll ' and 'medium' respectively have disjoint, adjacent Lhreshold intervals
in the TEE model. (bl),(c1) - grade of membership curves according to max-min fuz zv
set theory; (b2) , (c2) - according to TEE model for SIM experiments. (c2) is valid
for both the inclusive and the exclusive OR. The TEE model curves are va1 id for SlM
experiments with both distinguishable and indistinguishable labels, see theorem
10.5.3 . ThE!Y are also the default likelihood curves as determined from a single
noncompo sit:e experiment, see def. 10. 11. Notice that the strange rr:- 1. -roin, di~continuous .. ,1,nivative elevation and depression respectively, figs. (bl) ,(c1), disappear
in the TEE model. The pointwise sum operation for OR, fig. (c2), holds onl y in the
special case of disjoint threshold intervals of the componenl labels and SIM experiments. When one of the threshold intervals i s a subset of the other, then we have
the pointwise max and min operations for ORA and AND respectively. In the inLermediate case of partially overlapping threshold intervals, the operations are not
pointwise for SIM experiments, see eqns (10.15)-(10.18). For RR experiments they
are always pointwise, see eqns (10 .38)- (10,40) and (10 . 60)-(10.62).
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Consider now first. the case 1n which a and b are disjoint labels, defs. 3.6,
5.21,

n

tnia

A~

=0 •

(10.19)

It then follows from eqns (10.15), (10.16) that
P(a AND bluex)

=

0

for all uex.

(10.20)

For tthe OR connective between disjoint labels, it follows from (10 . 17), (10 . 18)

that the integral on the right hand side of (10.15) can be written as the sum of two
st
integrals, the first integral going over ue Elma and the second over u85t E flub.
We thus ob1:ain

for all uex

(10.21)

for 'a' and 'b' disjoint. OR in eqn (10 . 21) can stand both for ORA and for ORE.
Thus the OR connective is represented by the pointwise sum in the case of disjoint
labels and SIM experiments.
A case of disjoint, adjacent labels, a=tall, b=medium, is illustrated in

fig. 10~3 for which the label sets of the two component experiments are assumed to
be equal,
Al

ALB being

~1

LB

=

A2

LB

LB

= A

•

= {small, med1um,tall) ,

(10.22)

compl ete , nonredundant label set. The assumed threshold intervals for

the disjoint lables ' tall' and 'medium' are shown in the (a) row. The likelihood
curves for 'ta11' and 'medium' are computed from these intervals and the constant

error function of figs. 5. 1, 5.3, using eqn (5.5) o~ (5.11).
Fig. 10. 3 (b2) shows the likelihood curve for ~= tall AND medium

according

to eqn (10 .. 20). It 1s simply the cons tant 'O'. 'I'his agrees with our observation
in sect. 10. 1 tbat we would never assign the label 'tall AND medium' to a given
object in a single observation . We see that the unsatisfactory discontinuous-derivative point of the min curve (b1) has disappeared.
For

)1 =

tall OR medium

we obtain from eqn (10.21) the smooth curve of fig . 10.3

(c2), again without the discontinuous derivative point of the curve (cl) for this
label as computed from the max-min fuzzy set model. Furthermore, the unexplained
depression at the boundary between 'tall' and 'medium' has also disappeared. The
value of 1 for the likelihood of 'tall OR medium ' in the boundary region can be
explained by the theorems of sect 8.2 which say that the likelihoods or grades of
membership for the different labels of a complete, nonredundant label set add up to 1;
and by the fact that in our example , the threshold interval for 'medium' is bigger
than the width of the error curve. An object. whose exact attribute value falls into
tutal] can therefore be labeled either 'tall' or 'medium', but never 'small'.
Let us now consider the opposite special case to that of disjoint labels .
Namely the case in which 'b' is a sublabel of 'a' (defs . 3 .6 and 5.21),
flu,

c: llu

o -

a

•

( 10 .23)

Since we assume that both component experiments are legal LB ones (see def. 10.6),
their label sets are necessarily nonredundant or effectively nonredundant (defs.

10. t3

3 .8-3.1 4}. Therefore AlLB does not contain the label b. (E.g., we could have
that h1LB = {small ,medium,tall}. and that 112

18

contains the additional elements

'VERY small', 'VERY tall'. (These elements convert the meaning of 'tall' 1n A2LB
to ' tall BUT NOT VERY tall' according to defs. 3.9, 3.10. And similarly for 'small'.)
For 'a' and 'b' labels which satisfy the sublabel relationship (10.23), we could
choose

a= small,

b-= VERY srnal 1.)

We then get from eqns ( 10.16)-( 10.18),

..

>. = a AND b
).

= a

-...

ORA b

>. = a ORE b

6u>. = 6°1,
6u). = tiu a
6u). = 6ua - 6ub

(10.24)
(l0.25)

.

(10.26)

From these equations and eqn (10 .1 5) it follows that the following relations hold
for the likelihoods of Lhe composite labels in the sublabel case (10.23),

=

P(a AND b

uex)

P(b luex) = min[P(a luex),P(b l uex)J

( 10.27)

P(a ORA b

uex) = P(a!uex) = max[P(a juex),P(b !uex)]

(10.28)

P(a ORE b

I uex) = P(a BUT NOT b I uex) = P(a ORA b I uex)

- P(a AND b

I uex)

.

( 10.29)

'BUT' in eqn (10.29) has the same meaning as 'Al\D'.

The min and max expressions

i.n

eqns (10.27), (10.28} follow from the fact that
for all u ex

( 10. 30)

when 'b' is a sublabel of 'a' (see theorem 4 . 3 . 1).
The SIM case of sublabels is illustrated by the full curves 1n fig. 10.4.

For the

ORE

The following three definiti ons ar~ useful for a concise formu:ation of the
r e sults for composite l abels.
Definition 10. 7 of the zer>o opet•a~ ·c. t. Let x and

y

be two real numbe rs.

The values of the function
f(x,y) = 0

for all

X

, .\ '

( 10. 31)

will be called Lhe results of the zero operation on x and y. The zero operation
1s a pointwise one (see def. 10.9) because it is ~qual t o

( 10.32)
f(x,y) = O•x + 0 -y = 0 .
Definition 10.8 of the cri sp and r-;.ze semi - crisp case . Let>."' a conn b , where
ex
'conn' is AND or ORA or ORE, be a composite label. When for a given c
the likelihoods of both 'a' and 'b' are O or 1, then we shall say that we hav~ the crisp case
ex
for that u • When only one of the above two likelihoods is O or 1, then we shall
say that we have the semi-crisp case for that uex.
Definition 10.9 of pointz,n'.st:: operatio n.sand ,J tro ng tru t h funci1- nali.t-y . Let 'a'
and 'b' be two labels referring to the same attribute A whose universe is U (e.g.
universe of beight values). And let fa(uex),fb(uex) be two functions of uex which
depend on 'a' and 'b' respectively (e.g. the likelihood functions of 'a ' and 'b'
respectively, def. 4.4; or the a-qualified and b-qualified probability functions
over uex, def. 4.6). And let fA(uex) be a function of uex whose value, for a given
.
.
u ex , is obtained by a mathematical
operation
on the values of fa(u ex ) and fb { u ex) .
(E.g., fA(uex) may be the sum or the product or the max or the min etc. of f (uex)
3
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coincide in this case exactly w~th the TEE model curves for SIM experiments, eqns (10.24) - (10 . 28). For RR experiments
(objects are ReRandomized with respect to condit1ons of ubservation between the assignment of the two labels) we get the
broken curves which deviate only slightly, and in a limited region, from the max-min or TEE model SIM curves. The figure
refers either to a composite YN experiment referring to the labels sets J\ I LB= A2 1 B = {VERY small,small,mediumi:all,
VERY tall}. Or to a composite LB experiment in which expl refers to A1 18 ={small , rnediurn,tall} and exp2 to J\2 8 =
{VERY small,small, medium, tall, VERY tall} (see def. 3.9) . The experiment is thus of the type with distinguishable components, and we must use the formulas of sect 10.4 (not of sect. 10.5) for RR experiments.
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10 . 14
fb(ucx) respectively.) Then f~(uex) is said to be obtained by the specific
~x
ex
ex
ex)
'pointwise ' operation on fa(u ) and fb(u ) (or that u • lf fA(11
1s ohtai nC'd
ex
ex
ex
by the same pointwisc operation on fa(u ) and (b(u ) for nll vtllucs of u , then
we shall simply say that that fA(ucx) is obtained by that poinLwisc operation on
fb and fa (e.g. the summation operaLion or the operation of eqn (10.39) below).
Suppose thal such a pointwise operation holds for the likelihood function of
A~ a conn b, where 'conn' is a connective. In many-valued mathematical logic one
t:hen says that strong truth functionality holds for that connective (Gaines, 1978
p. 164).

We summarize the resulls of th1s subsection by the following theorem.
Theorem 10.3 . 1 conaerni'ng th& Zikcl1)zoodsofcomposite labels elieited from SIM
.
LB
LB
i:rpe1•1,me nta·. "Let a E /\ 1 , b E /\2
be two labels referring to Lh ~ same at tribu te.
And

let

X = a conn b

be a composite E-label

whose

likelihood 1s

determined from a composite SIMultaneous experiment consisting of expl with t he
LB

label set /\ I
1)

and exp2 with the label set l\2

LB

. Then the fol lowing results hold:

For 'b sublabel of a' or for 'a sublabel of b' (defs. 3.6, 5.2 1) the pointwise
max and min operations for ORA and AND respectively hold (for all uex).

2) For 'a' and 'b' disjoint labels (clefs. 3.6, 5.21) the pointwise summation operation holds for OR and the zero operation, def. 10.7, for AND. (Observe that when 'a '
and 'b' are disjoint labels, then the sum of their likelihoods cannot exceed I.)
3) General case: In general the operations for AND and OR in the case of
SIM experiments arc not pointwise. They are given by the generally valid equations

(10.15)-(10. 18). The likelihoods for X obtained f~om these equations are always
bounded by the likelihood values in the limiting cases 1), 2):
max{P(al~ex),P(bluex)) < P(a ORA b luex) < P(aluex) + P(bjuex)

(10.33)

0 ~ P(a AND bluex) < min[P(aluex),P(bluex)]

( 10. 34)

4) When the crisp or semi-crisp case holds for a given uex (def. 10,8), then the
' traditional' fuzzy set pointwise max and min operations for ORA and AND respectively hold for that u

ex

.

, irrespective of whether 'a' and 'b 1 are disjoint or not,"
(end theorem 10.3. 1.)

The proof of point 4) in theorem 10.3.1 is the following. Suppose first that
the likelihood of 'a' or 'b' is O for a given uex. Then the summation and max operations give the same result for that uex. So do the zero and min operations. Consequently , the upper and lower bounds of eqn (10.33) conincide; as well as those of
eqn (10.34). This proves thl' validity of the max and min operations when one of Lhe
component likelihoods is 0. Suppose now, that e . g. P(aluex) = 1. Then the upper bound
in (10.33) (valid for disjoinL labels so that P(bjuex): 0) is 1. This is also the
result of the max operation, representing the low~r bound of eqn (10.33). The proof
that the min operation for t'\ND holds always when P(a luex) = 1 is slightly more complicated. The best way is probably to draw a figure with an error curve centered at
uex , analogous to fig. 5.1. Since P(a juex) = 1, the whole error curve musr, for thal

<a1 so fig. 10.6)

page. 10.15

ex

lie i1:iside Liu • The port ion of the error curve cut off by the intersect ion of
a
llua and llub is then equal to the portion of the error curve cut off by 6 ub. Conse-

u

quently, the likelihood of 'a AND b' is equal to the likelihood of 'b' ,
10,4 Likelihoods of Composite Labels from RR Experiments with Distinguishable

Compo1t1ents
When lthe composite E-label (def. 10 .3) is assigned by the experimenter on the
basis o( a composite RR experiment (objects are reassigned al random to conditions
of observaition between the two component experiments performed by the subject, clefs.
est
6.3~ 5. 15), then u
, the subject's estimate of the attribute value of the object,
will, in gi,meral, not be the same 1.n the component exp1 and in exp2. We will now

look upon the E-label directly as ao event in AILB • A2LB (see def. 10.5). This space
is most easily visualized as a 2-dimensional table, each entry of the table being
a point o r outcome in the space . Fig. 10.6 shows such a table for the case rn which
AlLB and A:ZLB consist of 3 elements each , and A1LBxA2LB consists therefore of 9
elements or points. For a given uex, the joint probability of each poinl of this
space is given by
P( (al 1lbl2) [uex)

according

1to

=

I

I

P(al 1 uex) P(bl2 (al 1 ,uex.)) •

11=1, ... ,Ll

12=1, ... ,L2

(10 . 35)

the law of compound probabilities, eqn (10.11). However, since we have

a random assignment of objects to conditions of observation in each component expeLB
ex
depends only on u , not on the
riment. Lhe probability of a given element of A2
outcom~ i, 1,
ex
(
I ex) •
P(b12 l (all 'u )) = p b12 u
Substitutiin.g from (10.36) into (10 .35) we obtain,
( 1 Iu ex). p ( bl2 Iuex)
l?((al l'bl2) juex) ==pal

( 10. 36)

(10.37)

>.2
bI
>. 1

b2

b3

1 2

b*

a1b3*

al

a b*
1 1

a2

a2bl

a2b2*

a2b3

a3

a3bl

a3b2*

a3b3

a

Fig. 10.6. Universe for outcomes of a composite experiment (see sect. 6) consist ing
of expl wjth label sec AlLB = {a ,a , a } and exp2 with label set A2LB = {b 1,b 2 ,b 3 } .
1 2 3
The points marked by a star * are those belonging to the event or E-label
>. = a

ORA b for an experiment with distinguishable components according to fig. 10.1.
1
2
As an example, we could have that exp1 and exp2 are performed by two different
subjects (on the same set of labeled objects) ana that A1LB = {small1 ,me dium1,tall1},
~2LB = {sma ll2,medium2,tall2}, where the threshold intervals for small and medium
and tall for the two subjects need not be identical. The composite label could , e . g. ,
be'>.= smal ll conn medium2 1 where conn is one of the three connectives AND or ORA
or ORE.

From the table of fig. 10 . 1 and e qn (10.37) we now obtain for composite l abels
assigned

01:1

the basis of RR experiments with distinguishable components ,

P(a AND b
P(a ORA b
P(a ORE b

uex) = P(aluex),P(bluex)
•
uex) = P(a !u ex ) + P(b Iu ex ) - P(a iuex).P(b luex) ,
uex)
P(a lue~) + P(b luex) - 2•P(a Iu ex )•P(b \ uex )

(10.38)
(10.39)
(10.40)

Eqn (10.38) is obtained directly from (10.37). The other two equations are
obtained by

adding

the probabilities of the two disjoint events listed in fig .

10.1 as making up the complete event in A1LBxA2LB defining the composite E-label;
each event being described by one row of the table. E.g.,
P(a ORA b

I uex)

= P(aluex) + (1 -

= P(a!uex)

P(a luex))·P(b luex )

(10.41)

+ P(bluex) - P(ajuex)·P(bluex)

lt is interesting to note that eqns (10.38),(10.39) have been suggested by

Zadeh as user-defined a lternat ives to the min and max definitions of AND and OR
respectively (Zadeh , 1975a, p. 34 , eqns (A49),(ASO)). They are also mentioned by
Dubois and Prade (1980, p. 16) as alternative definitions o( the intersection
and union :respectively of fuzzy sets. Our derivation proves that these ope rations
for AND and ORA are generally valid for RR experimenLs but not for SIM experiments.
lt is easjly shown that in the crisp and the semi-crisp case. def. 10.8. eqn

(10.38) for AND gives the same result as the min operation . And likewise for ORA.
eqn (10.39), and the max operation.
The following theorem sums up the situation.
Theorem 10.4.1 concerning the likf:-f;ioods if composUt;.; tabcfr ~Uc.·ted from

RR r::xperiments wt'.th distinguishable com;:::r.ents. "For RR experiments with distinguishable
components,, the likelihoods of • ~ =a conn b ' , where conn stands for AND or ORA or
ORE , can al.ways be obtained by a pointwise operation on the likelihoods of the components. Fe>r the AND connective, this operation is multiplication . For the ORA and
ORE connectives (inclusive and exclusive OR respectively) the operation is given
by eqns (10.39),(10.40) respectively. The following, generally valid bounds are

easily derived from eqns (10.38)-(10.41),

P(aluex)•P(bluex) = P(a A..~D b
max[P(a juex) ,P(b luex)] ~ P(a ORA b

uex) ~ min[P(a luex),P(b]uex)J

(10.42)

uex) ~ P(a luex) + P(b 1uex)

(10.43)

When the crisp or the semi-crisp case holds for a given uex (def . 10 .8) , then
the 'traditional' fuzzy set max and min operations are valid for that uex for ORA
and AND respectively. RR experiments with distinguishable compon1.rnts then give the same
result as SIM experiments (see theoremt0.3 . 1,point4)." (end theorem 10.4.1)
The curves for ;\.=a conn b, a=tall, b=medium, obtained from eqns (10.38)(10.40), are shown in the left half of fig. 10 .7. For purposes of comparison, the
max-min curves are also shown (broken curves). We note that the TEE model curves
are

smooth, without any point of discontinuous derivative. There is a slight

elevation above the zero-line in the curve for 'tall AND medium'. We have however
now an explanation for this elevation . It is due to the fact that the height of an

Fig. 10.7,
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Fig . 10.7 . Composite labels whose components, 'tall' and 'medium' respectively,
have disjoint, adjacent threshold intervals; TEE model RR experiments (randomizing
of conditions of observation, def. 5.15, between the assignment of the first and
the second label). (b1)-(d1): Experimenter can distinguish between the label
assigned by the subject in exp1 and exp2 respectively . (b2)-(d2) : Experimenter
does not kniow which label was assigned in expl and which in exp2. Broken curves
are the fuzzy set max-min ones where they deviate from the full curves. All operations for AND , ORA (inclusive OR) and ORE (exclusive OR) are pointwise for TEE
model RR experiments, see eqns (10.38)-(10 .40) and (10.60)-(10.63),
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object, wba,se exact height value lies near 170 cm, can, in the> case of RR experiments, be estimated by S to lie in the threshold interval for 'tall' in expl, and
in the thee shold interval for 'medium' in exp2. The curve (c 1) for ORA has now a

•

slight depression in this region because objects with >.1 =medium, >,2 = tall, are

e-xcluded from the E-label

I

tall ORA medjum' in the case of experiments with discin-

guishable components. However, fig . (c2) shows that this depression disappears
for experim1ents with indistinguishable components, treated in subsection 10.5 . Such
experiments probably come nearer to representing the everyday meaning of ORA in the
case in which the components of ),, are dis joint; e.g . the set of objects which are
' tall OR medium' (see sect. 10.5).

The broken curves in fig. 10,I+ represent RR likelihoods in the sublabel case .
They dev iate only slightly from the TEE-model SIM curves (which are identical with
the max-m1n curves ). The deviations occurring in the region in which the condition
of crispness or semi-crispness, def. 10.8, does nol hold. The full RR curve in
fig. 10.5 illustrates the ORE connective, eqn (10.40) , in the sublabel case.
10 . 5 Composite Experiments with Identical Labe l Sets and Indistinguishable Components

We t'.reat in this subsect i on the case in which composite E-labels ~a conn b '
are assigned by the experimenter on the basis of a composite experimen t with indist ~
inguishahle components (def. 10 .10 below). We shall show that such experiments give
the same re1sult as those with distinguishable components when the E-label is of the
type

'a.

conn a';

i.e., t.'hen the two components of the compos i te label, eqn (10.45),

are identical. Furthermore, we shall see that there is no difference between SIM
experiments with distinguishable versus indistinguishable components, even when b
In contrast , the resu l ts for RR experiments depend, when

I a.

bi a, on whether the expe-

riment is oJE the type with distinguishable versus indistinguishable component s.
The 1~esults of experiments with indistinguishable components are, probably,
those which come nearest to our understanding of the connectives in natural language
in the case of RR experiments with A1LB:J\2LB; provided that the con text in which
tbe label ii~ used in natural language corresponds to RR experiments. The fo llowing
example illustrates both this point and, more generally, the meaning of labels wi th
connectives e licited from SIM and RR experiments.
Ex amp le 10. 5. I • The su.b·e t o j' persons, from a given set of persons , u)ho are

' young ORA middZe-aged '. Consider an employment agency 'which is interested in 'young
or middle-aged' employees . The employees are to be chosen from a given group of
people, e.g .. those living in a certain refugee camp, The agency sends out two persons
(subjectl and subject2 who perform expl and exp2 in our terminology). Each of the
two subjects is required to label every person (object) in the camp by a label
from the set {young,middle-aged ,old}. We shall assume that the Lwo subjects have the
same grade of membership or likelihood curves for these l abels. There is no oppo r tunity to have the objects come into the office of the subjects. Instead, the subjects

L
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stand on a given spot in the camp and observe the object s as they go about their
daily business. Whenever a subject has observed an object. he sends a messenger to
attach the chosen label to the object. If the two subjects stand in the same place,
and label a given object at the same time, then we have a composit e SIM experiment.

If subjectl and subject2 stand at two different, randomly chosen, spots in the camp,
then we have a composite RR experiment. Another c lerk belonging to the company
(the experimenter) then analyses the labels attached by the two subjects to a given
object (person in the camp), and attaches a Y or N value to that object concerning
his being 'young or middle-aged 1 • If the experimenter is not given special instructions, and has not taken a course on traditional mathematical logic, then it is almost
certain th,3.t he will attach Y values to objects labeled 'young' by subject 1 and
fuiddle-aged'by subject2; as well as to objects labeled 'middl e -aged' by subject

I

and 'young' by subject2. This corresponds to our case of an experiment with indistinguishable c<>mponents . ln contrast, if the experimenter had attached N labels to the
latter group of persons, then we would have an exper-iment with distinguishable
components"

The two subjects

10

this example can, of course, be replaced by a single

subject wh,> performs the experiment twice, first standing in one spot, and then in
another , in the case of an RR experiment. (end example T0 . 5.1.)
Consider a composite experiment in which the label sets AILB, ·2LB of expl
and exp2 respectively are identical,
Condition

AlLB = ~2LB =~LB,

And let

A = a c onn b,

a E I.LB '

( 10 . 44)
b € ALB

be a composite E- lab el. The definition of the connectives

in

fig~ 10. 1

(10.45)
then referred

to the case! in which the experimenter distinguishes between the label assigned by the
subject in exp1 (which was called a

), and the label assigned by him to the same
11
object in e:xp2 (this label being denoted by b ). Such distinguishability can, e.g.,
12
be achieved! by writing the labels of exp 1 on white paper, and those of exp2 on green
paper. In the present subsection we c onsider a composite experiment in which the
experimenter cannot or does not make such a distinction.
Condition 2

The composite experiment is of the type with
indistinguishable components, see def. 10.10.

( 10.46)

We must therefore also define a slight change of notation as compared with the case
of experiments with distinguishable components.
Definition 10.10 of experiments with induis tinguishabie components and of the

notation for such experiments. "Consider a composite experiment with the label sets
and composi t e 1abel of eqns (10.44) 9 (10.45). Both component experiments are assumed
to be legal LB experiments. The experimenter does not distinguish between the S-label
assigned in exp 1 and the S-label assigned in exp2. (The S-label is the noncomposite
label assigned by the subject in each component experiment, see def . 10.3.) We will
then say that we have a composite experiment with indistinguishable components.
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A pair of labels {a,b} assigned by the subject (or possibly by two subjects if expl
and exp2 are carried out by different subjects) will then be assumed to correspond
•
•
to the following
event in
nA 1 LB x /\2LB ,

{a,b}

= {).l=a,:U::b}Uf;\1=b,>..2=al

( 10.47)

Observe that we now no longer use the previous notation that the label 'a' is the
one assigned in exp1 and the label 'b' in exp2.
A

connective for an experiment with indistinguishable components is defined

in terms of the definition of that connective in the context of an experiment with
distinguishable components,
(a c.onn b)i

nd st

i

= [ (). 1 = a)conn(X2 = b) ]diS t

ORA [

0, 1 = b) conn 02 = a)] di st ( 10.48)

where 'conn I stands for the same connec tive (AND or ORA or ORE) on both sides of the
equation, but the left hand side stands for the event belonging to the E-label
with that connec t ive in the context of an experiment with indistinguishable components.
While the first term on the right hand side stands for the E-label Y(a conn b) that
would be attached to the object by an experimenter who can distinguish between the
two component experiments. Similarly , the second term stands for the £-label Y(b conn a)
that would ·be attached by such an experimenter. If we wish. we can imagine this
latter experimenter as an intermediate one who attaches to each object two YN values
concerning the two E-labels according to the rules of fi g. 10. I. One YN value con-

cerning the E-label 'a conn b', and another YN value concerning the labe1 ' b conn a'.
'I'he present superexperimenter then attaches super F.-1abels on the basis of the

intermediat,c> E-labels; such that those, and only those objects which have been
assigned (Y ,N) or (N,Y) or (Y,Y) answer values by the jntermediate experimenter
are assigned Y answer values by the superexper imenter concerning the E-labe I ' a conn b 1

elicited in the context of an experiment with indistinguishable components. Summa
summarum, this super E-label is again an event in A1LBx/\2LB, as specified in Fig. 10.8
below". (end def . 10,10.)
0bse1:.-ve that we must distinguish between the components of the composite label
and the components of the composite experiment. In the present subsection~ we treat

only the cai,e in which the composite experiment performed by the subject(s) consists
of two component experiments with the same label set in both components. Such as the
set {small ,tnedium, tall } . The distinguishability or indistinguishability refers to
wbether or not the exp erimenter identifies which of the two labels assigned to a
given object belongs to which experiment. The components a,b of the composite label~,
eqn ( 10 .45)

1,

are elements of tbis set. They may be different or identical elements.

We start by considering the b = a case of identical components of the composite label.
E.g., ). = tall AND tall. The two components of the ORA composite sentence on the right

hand side of eqn (10.48) are then equal , and we get,
(a conn a)

indist

= (a conn a ) dist •

We hatve thus the following theorem.

(10.49)

Th1-·orem 10.5. I conct:'rntng t he ittll•'f't'/1 i<·nr.·r of c·ompocit,e labr•li ; 1Jft.lt i'.dr-n t,-t'.c:a7

1.1omr1on,... 1.:

of

t. }1('

di,•1,ingur·,,1 ,/J1 it,y 0 1 i 11dlntinrJui:.l1(tl11'lily o j" the 1•:i:pc•1· ·m, 1LI, .
1

' 'The saml' suhst'L of th L• sl'l 11! 1,11,l'lL·<l objects is nssigrit·<l Y n1Hiwer

0

v.1llh!S

t·onC'l'l"ninP.

nn E-lab1.> l >.=aconna in an \':-I P" riml)nl with ittdistinguis hablc components anJ in an
expc.- r inwn( with di st ingu i shabll• l'oniponcnts. 1l1t• likelihoods o f such labels arc

there fore identical in Lhe contl'XL of the two types of e xpe riment. This result holds
for S IM an<l for RR experiments. Sin ce AU ~Au , all the pr ev i o us for mulas for the
a
a
sub label case hold for the b = a cas~ with indis t ingu i shable component exper iments.
from eqns (10.27) - (10.29) we thus obtain tor SlM experiments with distinguishable o r indistinguishable compone nts.
P(a i<\ND a

P(a l ul'X)

(10 .50)

P(a ORA a

P(a !uex)

(10.5 1)

l' ( a ORE a

0 .

( 10.52)

For )RR experiments with distinguishable or indistinguishab l e components,
we have f rom eqns (10.38) -( 10.40),
P(a AND a

uex) = P2(a l uex)

P(a ORA a

uex)

5

P(a luex)

(10.53)

P(a!uex).(2-P(aiuex)) ~ P(aluex)

( 10. 54)

uex) = 2•P(a!uex)·(I -P(a l uex)) •
ex
These six equations hold for all u . '' (end theorem 10.5.1 ,)
P(a ORE a

( 10.55)

We come back to the 'a conn a' case in sect. 12. For the rest of this subsection
we shall exe lude this case . unless something else i.s specified, and se t up the condition,
Condition 3

bfa.

And therefore 'a' and 'b' are disjoint, defs. 3.6. 5 . 21. (10.56)

That 'a' and 'b' must be disjoint when a i- b follows from the fact that the component:
experiments are legal LB ones (see def. 10.6). ALB must therefore be nonredundan t
according to def. 3.14 (and def. 3.9).
From def. 10. 10, we can now derive the table of fig. 10.8 which defines the
connectives for experiments with indistinguishable components. The right half of the
table of fig. 10.2 illustrates the definition of the connectives in the indistinguis hable case for

>.=tall conn medium .when the common ALB is {small ,medium,tall}.

We start the b-;. a case with the tre atment of SIM experiments. For such
st
•
. exp 1, t h e f "irst component o f t h e
experiments,.
the subject uses the same u e
va l ue 1.n
composite

SIM experiment. as in exp2 , the second component (see def. 6.2). Since the

label whic h a subject assigns to a given object in each component experiment 1s
st
determined ~:olely by the value of ue
(see def. 5.3), the following theorem holds.
Theorem 10.5.2. "In a composite SIM experiment with identical label sets
in the two c:omponent experiments , the only pairs of labels which S c an assign to
an object are of the (a,a) type in which both elements of the pair are identical
labels. Thus. only the diagonal entries of fig . 10.6 are possible outcomes in a SIM
experiment; all the other outcomes having the probability 0. E.g in fig. 10.2, the
only possible outcomes are (small,small), (med,med) and (tall, tall)." (endtheor.10.5 . 2)

IL

Figs. 10. 8, 10. 9;

E-label
). C: ).

page
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S-1abels

spec

a AND b

a ORA b

>. 1

),2

a

b

b

a

a

or

anything
or

NOT a

b

NOT a

a

or

b
NOT (a OR b)
______________
.. ____________

or
:

NOT
NOT (a OR b)

a ORE b

Fig, 10.8. Events

in Al

LB

experiment with /\1 LB = A2LB

I NOT

(a

OR b)

Subtract 'a AND b' from ' a ORA b'

xf\2

LB

for the assignment of Y). , assuming a composite

= ALB• and

with indist i nguishable component s, def . 10.10.

The compositie label is ). = a conn b, where

1

a' and 'b' belong to the same l egal,

and therefore nonredundant label set ALB_ Consequently, 'a' and 'b ' are disjoint

(defs. 3.6, .5.21), unle ss a=b.

a ; b
). = >,

spec

A1

a AND b
a ORA b

a ORE b

).2

none
a

a

b

b

a

a

b

b

or

or

Fig. 10.9. Events in /\1LBxA2LB wh ich belong t o the three c omposi te E-labels in the
.
. h HA 1LB = n•2LB • The tab 1 e 1s
. valid
• bot h for experiments
case o f SIM e:xper1ments
Wl.t
with disting\Jlishable components (fig. 10.1) and for ex_p eriments with indistinguishable
components (fig. 10.8). It is assumed that a

I- b, and therefore that 'a' is disjoint

from 'b' (see text following eqn ( 10.56)) . For SIM experiments it then follows that
labe.1s with >. l

t/ A2 cannot occur.

10.:.u
Wh<:n ·we l~avc> 0ul (If [ig. 10.1 all outcomes for which the >. 1 label is

different fr,om the ).2 label,
wilh identical label

fig. 10.Y [or thl'

SC'LS

1111tt:.·om~•$

LIIL sL•

outcomes having probab1ity O for SIM experiments

iJ~((o-di11g to theorem 10.5.2, wu then obtain Lhc tabl e of
lwlo11)~ing to the composi L'--' 1,-1.abt· l

111

th,· c.:.tsl' of

e,iperinwnts wilh ,listingui sllal>h.• l'l1mponents. The same l.1bl e i:,; o bl u inc<l by ll•nvin~
out such outcomL•S from fig. 10.8 whirh is valid for experimenL:.; wiLh indislinguishable compo nent s. We l1c1v,• ll1\ls tlic• following theorL"m.
Theorem 10.5.3. "Tl1t• l ik,· 1 ih~10ds of composite labels determined fro111 a SIM
experiment with ind-istinguish,1bll• C'Omponents, def. 10.ICl~ are eCJunl to the likelihoods
detl?rmincd from an equivah•nt srn cxperim<!nt with distingui shab ll' ,·ompo nent s.
Thus Lhe (b2) ,(c-2)

c:1irVL5 11[

11

fig. 10.3 are also val-ii.I in th e case of a

composite S1M expen.ment witll indistinguishable components.
However, the curves for 'tall conn VERY tall' of fig. 10.4 do not apply to
the pres ent case rn which we require that t\lLB

= /\2LB.

From defs . 3.14, 3.9 it then

follo\\1s.. that 'a' and 'b' are disjoint labels when a I b . When /\1

LB

:/- f\2

LB

, then the

labels 'a','b' of 'a conn b' need not be disjoint. This is the case to which fig.
10 . 4 refers. It uses the label set A. 1LB= {small,mediurn,tall} and t\2LB =
{VERY smal1,small,medium,tall,VERY tall}.

According to def. 3,9 and 5.21, the thre-

shold intervals for 'tall' in the two experiments are not identical. According to
def. 10.2, ~re should therefore actually have denoted 'tall' by 'tall1' in /\l LB,
and by 'tall.2' in /\2LB; and similarly for 'small'.

.

Consi.der again a composite SIM experiment, def. 6.1, with /\1

LB

=/\2

LB

. From

theorem 10,5.2 we have that the only possible pairs of labels which the subject can
assign in such SIM experiments are those with identical elements. In other words , the
l abel assigned in exp1 always implies that the same label will be assigned in exp2. We
have thus the following theorem.
Theorem 10. 5.4 concerning the replacement of a composite SIM experiment with

identical,, iabel sets by a single, noncorrrposite experiment. "A composite SIM experi18
ment with identical label sets, i\1LB= fl2LB= J\ , in expl and exp2 respectively can
be replaced by a single, noncomposite experiment with that label set ; assuming that
this noncomposite experiment is exp l, the first component of the composite SIM expe-

Timent , and that when a given object is assigned the label a 11 in expl, then that
object would be assigned by S the pair of identical labels (a 11 ,a 11 ) in the composite
SIM experimi~nt. It is therefore unnecessary to perform composite SIM experiments
with identical label sets in the two components. The result of such experiments is
unambiguously determined from the result of a nonc.ornposite experiment with th.at
label set.11 (end theorem t0.5.4.)
Because of theorem 10.5.4, it is reasonable to set up the following default
definition 1::>f labels with con nee tives determined from a noncomposite experiment. The
ae.finition

is formulated so as to include the b

=a

case, ).

=a

conn a.

I.

10.23
De Unit ion 10. 11 of the default Likelihood of ;\ = a conn b

in

the case when 'a'

and 'b' refer t o the same attribute and when (a=b) or ('a ' is disjoint from 'b')
(see defs. 10 . 2 1 3.6, 5.21.) as de t ermined in a single, noncomposite experiment.
"Th is default likelihood is defined to be equal to the likelihood which would be
found for this label by performing a SIM experiment with two components, and the same
label set .~LB in both components; such that the previously mentioned noncomposite
experiment is the first component of the composite experiment. Thus, if a given
label a

11

E

ALB is assigned to an object by Sin the noncomposite experiment, it is

assumed th.at the pair of labels (a

,a ) would be assigned by him in the composite
11 11
experiment (see theorem 10.5.4). it is immaterial ~hether the composite experiment
is assumed to be with distinguishable or with indistinguishable components since
these give the same result for SIM experiments . 11
The following theorem follows from this definition and the previous theorems.

Theorem 10.5.5. Formulas for the defau1t likelihoods of the composite label
), =aconnb

1.n the case when (a=b) or when ( ' a' is disjoint from 'b'). According

to def. 10.11, these likelihoods are given by the formulas for SIM experiments in
the two cases. The formulas for

). = a conn a have already been given, eqns ( 10.50)-

( 10. 52). F,or ( 1 a' disjoint from 'b') 1..e have from eqns (10.20),(10.21) ,
P(a AND b

uex)

0

P(a ORA b

uex)

P(a ORE b

( 10.51)

I

uex) =

( 10.58)

e·x
for all u · . 11 (end theorem 10.S.5.)

This djsposes of SIM experiments. We now go over to RR experimnets with
identical label sets and indistinguishable components.
Condition 4 .

The composite experiment is of the RR type, def. 6.3.

(10.59)

ln addition we assume that the previous conditions 1-3, eqns(10 . 44),(10.46),
( 10.56), hold. For RR experiments there is a clear difference between the likelihoods
of composite labels elici t ed in experiments with indistinguishable versus distinguishable components.
The likelihoods of the composite labels are found, just as in sect 10.4, by
making use of eqns (10.36),(10.37). However, these equations are now applied to
the table of fig, 10.8. The definition of ' a AND b' and the first definition (above
broken line) of 'a ORA b' in this table are in terms of the union of disjoint events
in A1 LBxA2LB, one event for each row. The probabilities (or likelihoods when
considered as functions of uex) of these events may therefore be added up . This
gives the following equations for the likelihoods of composite labels determined
from RR experiments with indistinguishable components,

10.24
P(a A.NO b

P (a ORA b

P(a ORE b

uex) = 2 · n · (::
uex) = sum·(2-sum) = 1 - (1- sum) 2 ~ sum
uex) = P(a ORA b I u ex ) - 2·o·8

(10.60)
(10.61)
( 10.62)

where
a

:=

P(a luex),

sum =

et +

8 ~ I •

( 10.6]1

Observe that these formulas are valid only under co nditions 1-4 . In particular ,

it follows from condition 3 that o + B ~ 1.
The right column of fig . 10.7, full curves, illustrates Likelihoods of
composite labels with indistinguishable components. We see that in the

(l

+ B =

region, around the boundary between ' tall' and 'medium', we get,
l) for 'tall ORA medium' the same result as for SIM experiments> namely 1. Thus the
depression in the max-min curve, and in the TEE model RR curve for experiments
with distiinguishable components, disappears for RR experiments with indistinguishab1e comjponents.
2)For 'tall AND medium' the elevation in the above boundary region is twice as
high as in the distinguishable RR case because objects which are labeled 'medium'
in exp 1 and 'ta 11' in exp2 belong now al so to the set of objec ts to which the experimenter assigns Y answers concern ing 'tal 1 AND medium'.
In the 1reg1on o f smaller u values, in which a-= 0 and

Lt +

l:l

< 1, the ORA and ORE

curves 1n the indistinguishable case have higher o rdinates than the corresponding
curves for SIM experiments (fig. 10.3) and for RR experiments with distinguishable
components, fig. 10.7, left sid12.
Theorem 10.5.6. Sw'lmary L1f rc2:,hs •' r> eomiJosir,, la:;r.ir in .:Jil, C'"l:?,· of
LB
__
.A::LBJ•
. e.-c;1.;.rr.1r11.,,•;T tn.:,:
. - -n
· d i·:,··ing1A1
,
•e,ur
1
l ,° CDr"J'Ot1, ':1:," .
/\]
a_
arJ l (l aomoos1t.,:
1) Composi1:e labe ls '.=aconna with identical components have the same likelihood
cu rves JEor experiments with indistinguishable components as for the corresponding
SIM or RR experiments with distinguishable components. They are given by eqns
( 10 . 50) ·- ( 10. 5 5) .

2) The likEdiboods for ' ~=a conn b' elicited from SIM experirnenrs with indistinguishable eomponents are equal t o those elicited in equivalent SIM experiments
with distinguishable components also for a j b.
.
S JM experiment
.
. h Al LB ~A LB can be replaced by a single
.
.
3 ) A composite
wit
noncompos1te
2

experiment. Both experiments result in the same Likelihoods for composite labels.
4) RR experiments with indistinguishable components, and with a 'I- b, give, in general,
differet1t results from RR experiments with distinguishable components; although
the likelihoods of the composite labels are, in poth case~, obtained by pointwise
operations on the likelihoods of the components. Seeeqns (10.38-40) , (,10.60- 63).
5) The depression in the 'tall ORA medium' curves obtained from the max operacion
disappea,rs in the TEE model for SIM experiments and for RR experiments with
with indistinguishable components.

11. 1

11. Autological Implication, Probability and Truth Value

11.1 Introduction
Consider the sentence
( 11. l)

IF Margy is VERY tall IBEN Margy 1s tall ,
or. more generally,

IF x

= a THEN

x

=b

(11.2)

'b' are elements of the same or of different label sets referring

where 'a' and

to the same attribute. E.g"' a=VERY tall, b=tall; or a=ta11, b=VERY t:all; or
a=

tal 1, b == medium.
The above two conditional statements can be converted into corresponding condi-

tional questions,
TF Margy is tall, is Margy THEN VERY tall?
1 F x = a,

(11.3)
(11.4)

is THEN x == b?

It is reasonable to give the answer to (11.4) in the form of a probability
or possibilty value P(bla) or TI(b la). This value can then be considered as the

truth value of the statement or the implication (11.2).
The concept that comes nearest to this type of conditional probability or
Zadeh' s

truth value in
(Zadeh,

1978a, eqn (2.16);

fuzzy set theory is probably the 'possibl ity measure'
1978b, eqn (~.9)).

says: ''1f 'b' is a fuzzy subset of U and
by "N 1s ' s'

">

~x

In the latter paper Zadeh

is the possibilty distribution induced

then the possibilty measure TI(b) is defined as
( 11 .5)

ln this eq~ation we have changed Zadeh 1 s A, F to b, a r espectively in order to
facilitate a comparison of bis formulation with ours.
A disadvantage with formula t 11. 5) is. I think, that it l. s symmetric in I a' ana
I b'. Thus the possibilty of 'tall 1 given 'VERY tall'
1S equal to the possibility of
'VERY tall' given 'tall' according to this formula. This is not

in accord with the

usage of VE'RY in natural l anguage. Most people -will agree that the truth value of
'VERY tall ' given 'tall' must be smaller than the truthvalue of 'tall ' gi.ven'VERYtall'.
For a=,b, e.g. Poss(tallltall), Zadeh's formula gives a value that is smaller
than l in t 1hose casses in which the "fuzzy set 'tall'

11

is subnormal, i.e. when i ts

greatest grade of membership value is smaller than 1. Intuitively it seems more
reasonable that Poss(a J a) should always be l. If it is smaller than 1, then we would
like to be able to understand the reason for this deviation.
We shall see that in the TEE model~ P(a!a) is always equal to 1 for SIM experi-

ments. For IRR experiments it is usually smaller than 1 because it may happen that
the estimat,~d attribute value of a given object may fall into the threshold interval
for 'a' (e . g. a= tall) in exp 1 and outside this interval in exp2. Furthermore,
for SIM exp,=riments P(alVERY a) is always 1 and P(VERY ala) is smaller than 1 .
Implic;9tions

a ➔b

with fuzzy antecedents and consequents 'a' and ' b ' respec-

tively have also been treated by Bandler and Kohout ( 1980) who

interpret their

~ruth value1s as 'degrees of subsetness'. This interpretation is closely related to

11. 2
the TEE model. However, 1n the l atter, the "fuzzy subsets 'a','b'"

are related

either to the two crisp subseLs (of th<.' set of labeled objects) to which the labe l

'a ' , ' b' have been att ach~d in expl and cxp2 respectively (TEE model operational
tlefinition

t::,f

sub l abel s, sed. 3.1, d!!J • .3 . 6; see also sect. 4.3, theo r em 4 . 3 .1 );

or to the threshold intervals Aua' /\ub' both of wbi clt are crisp s ubsets of the
attribute universe U (Tl.m model interpn•L.:ition of sublabels, sect . 5 . 6, d ef. 5.21).
The "degree of subsetness of 'b' in

1

;1

1

",

or P(bja)

in the TEE model notation,

1s then equ;3ted to the probability nf twC'urrence of the label 'b' (attached in exp2)

rn those objects to whit:11 Lhe label 'n' was attached in exp I. Or, equivalently,
to the probability that the: es timated !I value of an object in exp2 will fol I into tiub,
provided th,:1t th is value fo 11 i nto /\u

a

111

exp l.

Consider a genera1 If THEN statem!!nt in natural language in which the variab1es

x.y of the antecedent and consequent repsectively are, ingeneral, not .identical ,
IF x

=a

THEN y "" b •

( 11. 6)

E.g. Zadeh':; (1973, p . 36)

lF the road is slipper y THEN driving is dangerous.

( 11 . 7)

ln Hisdal ( 1981, sect. 2) we discussed the difference between the use of such
a conditionnl statement in natural language and the a ➔ b implication of mathematical
logic. The purpose of a dialogue in natural language is to convey information. In
gene r al, thE! listener assumes that the conditional statement made by the speaker
is true, and conveys information concerning the value of the attribute specified in
the consequent, when the valu~ of the attribu te specified in the antecedent is given .
Based on the assumption of Lhe truth of the statement, the listener can then use it
for inferences about the value of yin (11.6) for a given value 'p' of x (which

may be different from 'a 1 ) .
The above treatment of the lF THEN statement is a natural one when x and y are
different v~1riab les. However , in the case of an auto logical IF THEN statement such
as (11.1), (11.2), in which x and y are identical variables (see def. 11.8 below) ,
the listener can detect, on purely logical grounds, and without any information
concerning the object set to which the statement refers, whether the statement made
by the speaker is false. An example of such a fa l se c onditional statemen t is,

IF Margy is small, THEN Margy is tall .
It is therefore natural

LO

( 1 I • 8)

talk about the truth value of such an autological IF

THEN statement in analogy to the traditional use of a truth value of the implication
io math ematical logic in which an impli.cation may have the truth value FALSE. However,
in contrast to the traditional tre atment in mathematical logic , we shall assume here
that the truth value of the IF THEN slatement i s always conditioned on the assumpt i on
that the antecedent of the statement is true. This is analogous to the usual treatment of the theory of probability in which the value of a conditional probabi lity
P(y=b

I x=a)

is computed on the assumption that t h e value of x is indeed equal to 'a ' .

One does not talk about thP value of P(b l a) when the value of xis not equal to 'a'.

a.

lf.3

We can, however, construct a new autological IF THEN statement in which the former
antecedent '' x=a• is replaced by 'x= NOT a' ,

the consequent being l ef t unchanged,

and compute the autological Lruth value of the latter s t atement from purely logical

•

. considerati.<ms. And similarly "'e can replace the consequent by its negation,

Toil lustcate the difference between the present treatment of no aucological
conditional statement and that of tradit ional mathematical logic, consider the
statement of eqo (tl.8) which has the following antecedent A and consequ ent C,
A= Margy is small

C

=

Margy is tall.

( 11.9)

We then find from traditional math<!m:1ricnl l ogic that for A=TRUE and C=TRUE ,
th£! implicaltion

(A ➔ C) =

TRUE.

In the present treatment we find that the pair A=TRUE , C=TRUE cannot happen;
in

the sense thaL when Margy i s assigned the label ' small' in the first component

of a compos ite experiment, she will never be assigned the label ' tall' in the second
component. As a result, the implication A-+C of eqn (11.8) is found to have the
truth value P(tall \small) = O. It can therefore not be used for valid inferences
concerning the value of y for a given value of x. Or , if i t is used for such an
inference, then the inference will not be true. E. g ., the modus ponens infe rence
from the st.atement 'Margy i s small ' and the conditional statement ( 11 .8) yields
the result 'Margy is tall'.
In a n,onautological imp l ication or IF THEN statement, - such as ( 11. 7), the
P(bla) truth value of the conditional statement must be found from a physical or

statistical exper iment (i.e . from an inductive learning process), such as measuring

or estimati ng the number of accidents for a given coefficient of friction.
l n contrast, an autological implication or IF THEN statement is , in principle,
an unnecessary one. The listener does not need the statement and experience of the
speaker to infer the value of the consequent from the value of the antecedent. He
can check the truth of the statement with the aid of purely logical operations. An
autological IF THEN statement referring to exact measurements is thus either redundant ,
with truth value P(b!a)

= 1;

or it is l og ically inconsistent or contradictory with

truth value P(bla) = 0. If the measurements are nonexact, then the autological IF
THEN statement is also redundant or inconsistent, but. its truth value may lie
beLween O and 1. We will then define its degree of inconsistency as one minus its
truth value,
degree of inconsistency of an
autological IF THEN statement

- P(b !a).

(11.10)

Russell 1 s paradox (see subsection 11.6 below) is the case of a conditional statement
which turns out to be autological a nd l ogically inconsistent for one member of the
population of objects. It can t herefore nol be used for the purpose of inferring
they value of this object.
Philosophers and linguists make use of several k inds of truth; s uch as analytic
and synthetic truth (Qine, 1966), and logical and necessary truth. A good account of

I

11. 4

these can b1~ found in Kempson (1977, sects, 3.3, 3.4 . 2). Quine claims that ther e
is no diffen•nce between onn l y ti c and synthetic truth. While Kempson, pp. 37 , 38 ,
ignciri..>s thl' diff~rence bcLwv1m ana l y Lical and logical truth. In thi s paper we

rrnnsicr tlw distinction

between txuth

..

values to a di s tinc tion betwee n statements;

namely comp<',!1lte autological ones an<l empirical or nonautological ones. Each of
the-fa• is al h,wed to have a trnth valu<.• wh ich may di[[er from 1, A composite auto-

l ogical stallvme nt can be logically consis t ent (truth value 1) ur logically contra-

dicLory ltrutl1 value 0). ~1ile an empirical or nonautological statement is empirically (synllwtically)

t-ruc

or false. TIie extreme ly misleading t er111 'synthetic'

was apparently introduced by Kant . We hnve r eplaced it here by the term 'empirical' ,
Eq11 ( 11. 7) is a typical exampl e of an l!mpiricat or nonautological 1F THEN statement

whose tru~h value must be determined from expe r i ment . It depends, of course, on a
prtor definition of the concepts 'slippery ' and ' dangerous'.

The tr1uth value of an autolog ical composite statement can be determined without
r ecourse to experimental results only when it refers to exact experimen t s. ln the
case of estimation experiments, it may be necessary to have knowledge of the
relation between the error function pertaining to the particlular experiments and
the threshold intervals of the labels used in the statement. However , unless something
else i s stated, we shall from now on always assume that the separation between t he
thresho l d intervals of the two e lements of a twin set ( def. 2.15), such as
(tall,sma ll }, is bigger than the width of the error curve. The same object can then
never be labeled 'tall' in one component of an estimation composite experime.nt,
and ' small' in the other. As a resu 1 t, the auto logical IF THEN statment ( 11 .8) has
the truth value O; as does the autological conjunctive statement resulting from

\I 1.8 ) whea th~ IF THEN connective is replaced by the AND connective.
ln gene ral, both autologica l and empirical statements have truth values between
0 anJ 1. The likelihoods of noncompos ite labels treated in section 4 illustrate s uch

empi rical truth values.
The fol lowing definit ion establ ishes a connection between the traditional
terminology of mathematical logic and the one introduced here in connec t ion with
1 og i ca 1 tr, 1th.

Definition 11. 1 0£ aut.ologfoal. eomposite statements with truth va1.ue 1 (logi -

c:ally consi1·t,ml,) or O (logically inconsistent or contriadictory) based on traditional

terrrri.'.no7,ogy. (The fundamental def in it ions are given

10

the next subsection , defs .

11.8-11.10.) "Let's' be a composite statement with IF THEN or AND or ORJ\ or ORE

connec tives, . When the statement ' s is TRUE ' is a tautology, the n we will say that
the compos ite statement 's' is autol ogical with truth value 1. When the statement
'sis FALSE:' is a tautology, then we will say that t he composite statement

1

s' ~s

auto logical with truth value 0. An autological statement with truth va lue 1 is also
cal l ed log ically consistenL. And one with truth value O is called logically inconsistent or contradictory."

I

11.5

The next subsection aims at a formu lation of definitions which can be interpreted as procedures who se final purpose is to determine whe th er two variables are
identical, potentially identical o r different. The comple t e final procedure is
given in

definition 13. 1.

11 .2 Tau t o··referential, Tauto-atrributional and Identical Variables; and

Auto logical Composite Statements
Having myself received an education i n physics, I am over and over

again

astonished at the lack of exact and standard ized defintions for some of the most
fundamentaJl concepts used in ~he s upposedly even more exact sciences of mathematics
and mathematical logic. In connection with the present work, a definition of

variables and of identical var iables is quite i ndispensibTe . I have not been able
to find su(~h a definition in the literature. Furthe r mor e, accord ing t o Suppes
(1967, p. l16), mathematical logic does not introduce a notation for common nouns.

And according Lo our experience from a natur al language compu ter system, it does
not emphasize sufficiently the difference between Aristotle's 'universals' and
his individuals (Apostle, 1980 p. 33. Corresponding to Aristotle 's sect . 7 of
De

interpretations). Aristotle's universals correspond, in gr ammatical terminology ,

to plural ~:ommon nouns (possibly pr eceded by ' all ' but not by 'some ' ); or to singular
common nouns preceded by the indefinite article ' a' , or by ' ever y '. While his
individual!; co r respond either to proper nouns; or to specified common nouns, for
example common nouns preceded by the definite article 'the'. I .e ., individuals

arr psrcicular instances of the universal category. Al t hough the concept of universals is captured by 'universal quantification' in predicate calculus, a particular
instanc~ of a universal does not cor r espond to existent ial quantification. However,
the concept o f such particular instances is quite indispensable in a natural
language S)rstem, and special notation must be invented in such a system t o take
care of Lheim .
Finally the

'='

sign of mathematics 1.s used in extremely amb i guous ways,

sometimes denoting identity of values of variables. And sometimes connec ting a
variable and its value. From now on we shall use the sign ':-'. taken over from
the program1ming languages ALGOL and SIMULA , when we wish to emphasize the latter
meaning. TI1roughout most of the paper we u.se. however, the usual'=' sign to denote
the assignment of a value to a variable.
Definition 11. 2. 41 The notation
( 11.11)

means that the var iable on the left hand side of the ' :-' sign is assigned the
value on the righ t hand side."
In the• sequel we try to provide definitions of variables and of identical
variables. We hope that these definit ions will be useful also in a more general
context. And we incorporate the concepts of universal phrase s versus particular
instances of such phrases into the definitions .

11.6

Det ini IL ion 11 . 3 of an attribu f ional, universal, phrase- ). and of a particuZ.at>

instance \
"Let A b1..·

of :X. And of the objci.:l set reference of ). and the object reference of ).

1

0

,

attributional phrase in natural language of the form

,111

). = the attribute A of , ~ object ob,

( 11.12)

where oh is nn clement o[ an ~xpliriLly stated or of an implied object

s0t

OK. E.g.

\ =the height of a per son in a village

(11.13)

ln eqn (11.13) we have that the attribute A of eqn ( 11.12) is he ight. OB is the set
of all perso ns in the village, ln other cases it may happen, that).

does not

exp1icitly dd1ne the objec t s eL 01! to which ob belongs, only implicitly. Such

as the phra,s1:
:X: the height oi a person ob •

(11 .1 4)

OB may lhen bl! the set of all persons on earth. However, when A is considered

in the cont1~xt in which it appears , then OB may also be a more restricted set of
persons. OB is called the object set reference of>. .
Let).

be the form of the phrase :X when a particular element ob

0

0

of OB is

substituted into (11, 12). The indefinite article 'a' or 'an' on the right hand
side of ( I 1. 12 ) must then be replaced by the definite article 'the',
)..

e.g.

10

::

(11.15)

the attribute of t i,e object ob o•

the attribute of t he object John Smith
10
which can b1::! abbreviated to
).

'

(11.16)

(11.17)

), ,o = the attribute of John Smith.

>. in eq1ns ( 11.12)-(11. 1'4) wil 1 be called an attributional universal phrase.
1

0

in eqns (11.1S).(11 .16) is called a particular instance of the attributional

universal plhrase A.

And ob 0 is called the object reference of X0 . " (end def. 11.3.)

Definition 11.4 of a variable A and its attribute value- or label-set A.
"An equival,ent expression

for •the attributional universal phrase). in def . 11.3 is

The attributional variable A ,

(11 .18)

Tine variable ), •

(ll.19)

or simply
This variable has a value (or each object reference ob. The possible values of).
0

will be denoted by >. , l= l, • •. ,L, and the set of these values is the previously
1
defined attribute value set or label set A of), (see sect . 2.2),
1 =1, .•. , L

(11.20)

This set is not unique for a given phrase).. E.g ., for eqn (11.14) it may be
the type O attribute value set

A= {1,2, ... ,230) cm

(11.21)

or it may b,e a type 1 label set su ch as

A= {small, medium,tall} •

(11.22)

However, we sha~l assume in all cases that A is a legal label set. This implies
that it is a l ways a complete labe l set and, for LB experiments, a nonredundant or
an effectiv,ely nonredundant one (see clefs. 3 . 6, 3.8-3.14, 3.17, 3.18, 5.19-5 . 21).

•

ln an exact, or in a SlMultaneous estimation LB experiment (defs. 2.2, 6.1), the
variable A can then never be assigned a value such as
~ :-

). 1 AND

>. 1 I

where 1 ,; 1' . " (end def. 11 .4)

Definition 11.5 of connected objects and phl"ases oi-> varfables.
bt:

LWC

(11.23)
11

Let ),J and ).2

atu~ibute phrases or variables as defined in defs. 11.3, 11.4. The object

sets to which they refer are denoted by OB1, OB2 with elements obt and ob2 respectively. OB 'I and OB2 may, but need not, be identical.
Assume now that the formulation of the two attributional phrases Al, A2 is such,
that to evE~ry object ob 1 E OB l there corresponds one, and only one object ob2 E OB2.

In natural language the phrase A2 will then often refer to ob1 1n the form of a
genitive oJ: ob1. E.g., 'the attribute of ob1 1 s mother' or 'the attribute of ob1 1 s
house'.
Thus the two phrases ),1, U , in addition to defining attributes A1. A2 of objects

obl, ob2 respectively, also define a mapping or function from OBl to OB2. We will
then say tbat
the object ob2 is connected to the o bject obi

(11.24)

and that
the. phrase or variable A2 is connected to t:he phrase or variable: >. 1, ( 11.25)

or that
>, 1, >.2 are connected variables

(1 t .26)

for short. When the last expression is used, it

is always assumed that it is

the second element of the pair of variables which is connected to the first.

An example of connected variables is,
~ 1 = the height of

~.2

=

a person in a village ,

the weight of the

Here we have that OBJ

=

( 11.27)
( 11. 28)

person's mother

set of all persons in the village, and OB2 = set of all

111otl1ers of all the persons in the village. For a given obl EOB1 , the connected
0

object ob2 E OB2 is the mother of obl • The weight of ob2 is the variable ).2
Cl

0

which is ccinnected to the variable >, 1 = height of obl . " (end def. 11.6)
Definition 11. 6 of r;autol"eferentiaZ variables or attribuie phrases . Let >.2 be
a variable or att.ributephrasewhich is connected to Xl, def.

11.5. ). 1 and >.2 are

said to be tautoreferential variables or attribute phrases iff
for every object obi EOB1, the connected object ob2 is identical with obl. An
example of tautor:eferential variables is,

A1
>,2

=

the height of a person ob ,

(11.29)

the weight of the person ob

( 11 . 30)

Or, in connection with Zadeh's example, eqn (11.7),

Al
A2

=

slipperiness of a road,

(11.31)

danger of driving on the road.

( 11.32)

In the last example we have that OB1

= OB2 = set

of all roads.11 (end def. 11. 6)

11.8

Definition 11. 7 of r;aur;oattributi::;rial and of po-r;entiall.y tautoattri-butionai
variables and objects. uLet 112 be a variable which is connected to .A. t. The variables
A1 , U are lautoattributional iff for every ob1€0B1 and its connected ob2EOB2, the

attribute A 1 to which ). 1 refers is identical with the attribute A2 to which U refers .
Le. iff
Al = A2

for all connected objects ob1,ob2.

( 11. 33)

An ex.ample of tautoattributional variables is ,
111 = the height of a person ob ,

(11.34)

A2 = the height of the person ob's mother •

(11.35)

The v,ariables .A.1, ).2 are potentially tautoattributional iff for one or more

pair ob1 , ob2 of connected objects, the attribute Al of
attribute A2 of

).2.

).1

is identical with the

The connected object pairs for which the variables refer to

the same attribute are called the tautoattributiona1 connected object pairs with
respect to the phrases or variables A1 and ;\2." (end def. 11. 7)
Note that tautoattributional variables are a special case of potentially tautoattributional variables according to this definition. Namely the case in which the
set of all tautoattributional connected object pairs is identical with the set of
all connected object pairs . Sentences ~hich illustrate Russell's paradox provide
illustrati<>ns of potentially tautoattri~utiona1 variables with a single tautoattri bulional object pair . In addition, the two variables are taotoreferencial and

tonsequentlly the two members of the ob ject pair are identical (see sec t. 10.6).
Defin;ition 11.8 u f
1
_11

t)1,1 c;..i111,

r• ic., t~-·al ;,a"f'ial .. ei-'. andof ;,otLn t ~·.· zy the same

i_ie.,,,ricil 1).:11• ·10Zfi ,~. "Let J. 2 be a va:dable which is connected to )

l ,

and let

'1 and A2 be taucoreferential, d~f. 11. 6 . lff ) 1 and \ 2 are also tautoattributional,
d€f. 11,7, then they are said to be 'the same variable' or 'identical var iables'.

An example of identical variables is,
)11

= the height of a person o::i ,

(11.36)

J1Z

= the height of the person ob

(11.37)

A11 the composite experiments of the present paper referring to phrases with

AND, OR or IF THEN connectives (sects. 6, 10, 11) refer to identical variables Xl,112;
these being, for a given pair of value s of ).1 and 112 respectively, the values of
the same attribute of one particular object. Observe however that the values of
~1 and A2 may be elements of two different legal label sets h1 , A2, such as those of
eqns (11.21) , (11.22 )

respectively. And they may be estimated in two different

experiments!,
Iff 111 and ~2 are tautoreferential and potentiaZ Zy tautoattributional, def, f1.7,
then they a1re said to be potentially identical variables. The barber example, sect.
13, eqn (13 . .5),

illustrates a case of potentially identical variables with a single

tautoattributional object, namely ob =barber . For this object , the conunon attribute
m

of

Al and A2 is
Al= A2

= obm is or is not shaved by ob;
m

vhile for all objects which are different from ob

m

( 11. 38)

we have that Al; A2.

11. 9

Definition 11. 9 of

~ (pot.cnl,fol7.y)

auto logical. conditional.

Ol"

IF THEN state-

ment or a q-,of;entiaiJ md a logfoa! imrlication and its autoZogicai objects.
"Let 'IT' be a condi tion.11 or I F TIIEN statement ,
( 11.39)

or the

◊qulvatent

0 1

implication

:-a ) ➔

(1 1.40)

(>.2 :-b)

for which the variables Xl ,Al ar~ connected variables, def. 11,5 . The statement
i.1:-:i

is c.al led the antece denl oi the.: l'f statement, and the statement ,-2 :-b is

called its ronsequent. E~ch of Lh~se Lwo sta t ements consis t s of the assignment of
11

value to the variables ,\ 1,X2 respec-tive l y. These values are chosen from the

legal label sets (see sect . 3.2),
/\1=0111}

/\.2

=

{).212}

11 = 1, . . • ,L1

( 11.41)

12 :: I , •.. , L2

( 11.42)

-:-espectively . When Jd and A2 a ce identical variables, def. 11.8, then the IT
statement (11.39) or the implication (11.40) are called an autological IT or
conditional statement , or an aut olo.gical implication.

IF ob is VERY tall 'lllEN ob lS tall
THEN ob is VERY tall ,
IF ob lS tali

( 11.43)

IF ob

( 11.45)

lS 190

cm tall THEN ob 1S tall

1F ob is tall

THEN ob i s

190 cm tall

( 11 . 44)

( 11.46)

are four examples of autological If THEN statements. Note that although Al and A2
are identical variables, their values 'a' and 'b' nee d not be identical for a

given object for several reasons.
1) The IT statement itself may have a truth value (def. 11 . 10 below) which is

smaller than 1. Considered as a statement uttered by a speaker in a dialogue,
this statement is then an i nte ntional or an unintentional (partial) lie . However,
even if the truth of the statement is 1, there can be two additional reasons why

' a'

may

differ linguist ically from

1

b1•

2) The valu,es 'a', 'b ' may be eleme nt s of two different label sets Al, /\2 respec tive-

l y. Such as those of eqns ( 11. 2 1),(11.22) or of the following equations,
/\ 1 :: {small ,medium,tall) ,

( 11.47)

AZ= (small ,medium,tall,VERY tall}

( 11.48)

3) Finally t he values 'a

1

amd 'b' need not be identical because the statement

may refer to YN answers for a specif i ed label such as a= tall for the antecedent
and b = VERY tall

for the conse...quen.t;

instead of to the choice of one label

from the label set (see sect. 3.3 versus sect, 3.2) . (end def. t 1.9)
Definition 11.10 of the -t,v.,.t.h value or the autoZogiaal conditional probability
of

an autalogir.:al IF TREN stat,emen t

0 1•

implication; and of the r elativity of the

tr'l.tt;h value . Suppose that the IT statement , eqn ( 11. 39) 1s autological; such as the
statements of eqns ( 11 ,43)-( 11.46). Then the truth value of the IT statement or
implication wil l be denoted by P(bls) , also called an autological conditional

a

11.10

probability. The value of P(bJa), which is always an element of [0 , 1], is defined

in the following way.
Assume that a composite, legal LB or YN experiment is performed with the common
object set OB of the antecedent and consequent of the autological IT statement . Exp1
t:"efers to tit.le label set /\1, and exp2 to the label set A2. ( I n the c ase of LB
experiments, the label sets are then effectively nonredundant, def. 3.9. In the
case of YN ,experiments, they may contain effective sublabels of other labels in

the label s,et, see def. 3.6, 3.14.) The truth value of the autological implication

is then defined as the probability that an object which is labeled ' a' (or yes- a)
in exp1 will be labeled 'b' (or yes-b) in exp2.
It follows from this definition that t he truth value of an autological condit.ional statiement is not an absolute one. lt is only defined relative to the. type of
composite experiment from wbicb it is determined. It therefore depends on whether
one or both or the composite experiments are exact or estimation ones. In the
latter case it depends also on the shape of the error function(s) and on whether t he
composite experiment is of the SIM or the RR type. Finally, if Al or /\2 contain
sublabels, then the truth value may depend on whether the experiments are LB (labe l i ng)
or YN ones. E.g., assume that the statement refers to two exact composite experiments
with identi,cal label sets, 1\1 = A2 = {small,medium , tall,VERY tall). Then

?(tall jVERY tall) is O for SIMultaneous LB experiments (see def. 3.9). For SIM YN
experiments it is I.
Note that Lhis definition of the truth value of the 1F THEN statement is
conditioned on the assumption, that the antecedent is true. In contrast to the
traditional implication of math~matica1 logic, we do not specify a t ruth value of the
implication when the antecedent is false (although this truth value can be computed).
This is in accord with the linguistic formulation of an IF THEN statement. Every
such statement specifies clearly that it is based on the assumption that ~1 has
been assigned the value 'a ' .
The truth value of a nonautological IT statement, such as (11. 7). depends• even
for exact e:xperiment s , on experience and laws of nature. lt can therefore not be
given a purely logical definition. It follows that the truth value of a potentially
autological IF THEN statement can be defined with the aid of purely l ogical considerations only for each of the autological objects (def. 11.9); but not for the
IF THEN statement. as a who l e!' (end def. 11. 10)
Definition 11. 11 of a logicalZy aonsisten.t and a togicaHy i ncmts·i'.stent or

contradictory autological IF THEN statement.

An autological IT statement , eqn ( 11, 39) ,

is called logically consistent iff P(bla) = 1; and logica lly incons is tent or contrad ictory iff P(b!a) =O. When t he. truth va l ue P(b!a ) refers t o a compo site exper imen t
whose components a r e exact experiments with the same nonredundant labe l set , then
P(bla)is always either 1 or 0, and consequently the tT sta t ement is eit her logica lly

'

1 1. 11
consistent or contradictory. In this case it is unnecessary to state whether the
composite E!Xperiment is a SIMultaneous or an RR one. (When it is an RR one, def. 6.3,
then we assume that the exact value of the attribute of an object does not change
with time; or that the two component experiments are perfonned during a time interv~1
in which this value does not change. They may. however. be performed by different
persons.)
When ~,ne or both of tbe two component experiments to which the truth value refers
are estimation ones, then P(bja) can have a value between O and 1. We shall then say
that the 11' statement is partially logically inconsistent. Partial logical inconsis-

tency can also occur for exact experiments with different label sets in the two
components.
As an illustration, assume that the IT statements (11 .4 3)-( 11.46) refer to SIM, YN
experiments. Then (11.43) and (11.45) are logically consistent, and the other two
statements are partially logically inconsistent. While eqn(ll.8) shows an autological
CT statement which is logically inconsistent. (end d~f. 11. 11)

Theon!m 11.2.1.''Consider the autologicaJ 1T staLement
IT

=

IF Pl :- X l = a)
1

THEN

( A-2 ·- ;i.

(11 .49)

= b)

12

or the equivalent autological implication
() 1 :- ,.

11

=a) ➔ (,1.2 :- A

12

( 1 1 . so)

= b),

referring to identical, nonredundant label sets for
II 1 = 1'2

= {>. 1 J ,

= A

i

I and ),,2 respectively.
( 11 . 5 1)

l = I , ••• , L

furthermore: i l is specified that the truth values of (11.49),(11.50) for different
combinattons of values of A1,A2 are to refer

Lo

a composite experiment whose

com-

ponents. exp1 and expl, are exact experiments .
Then theorem '1 1.2.1 says that the truth value of (11.49) , (11.50) is given by
for 11
6(11,12)

=

12

=

(11.52)

0 otherwise
The theorem follows from def. 2. 2 of an exact experiment; and from the disjointness
of the thre:shold intervals ~Al (defs. 5.20, 5.21) due to the assumption of nonredundnacy of·

A. The following two statements illustrate tbe theorem,

lF

s person is tall

THEN

the person is tall,

(11.53)

lF

a person is tall

THEN

the person is medium.

( 11 . 54)

The truth values of these autological IT statements are 1 and O respectively ;
assuming that the statements refer to exact experiments (or, more generally,
to estimati.on SIM experiments, see sect 11.3).
A special case of the theorem occurs when
A1

=

t,,2 = {u.}.
l.

(11.55)

where U is the universe of possible type O attribute values. E.g. U= {1 , • •. ,230}cm.

11 • 12
·rhe theorem then refers to the conditional statement
ex
ex
IT= IF (Al=uil) TlIBN (U=ui 2)

( l 1. 56)

The theorem then says that the truth value•o f the statement 1s given by

for i 1 = i2
(11.57)

P(A2;-u~;\).1:-u:~) = o(i1 , i2) =
0 otherwise

The following two sentences,with truth values 1 and O respectively (assuming an
exact or SIM composite experiment), illustrate the theorem,

lF

a person is 180 cm tall

THEN

the person 1s 180 cm tall

lF

a person is 180 cm tall

THEN

the person is 190 cm tall

( 11 .58)

"

( 11.59)

(end theorem 11.2.1.)
Theorem 11.2.2. This theorem refers to the same conditions as theorem 11 .2 .1,
and to eqns (11.49)-(11.51), except that we lift the requirement of exact component
experiments. The theorem says: ''Replace the values of }. 1, A2 in ( 11 .49) , ( 11. 50)

by the following values respectively,
(a) >sl

ex
=uil'
l.2=uiest • where the second value is assigned in an es tii;-;ation experimellt2.
2

(b) A 1 = u~x, ).2 = >.12, where exp2 is a legal estimation experiment.
(c)

>..

l = :\

11

,

).2

=u't• where expl is a legal estunation experiment.

Then the truth value of (11.49),(11.50)

is

given by the value of the following

conditional probabilities for each of che three cases respectively,
est l u.exI)

(.:l) P (u.?

1-

(b) P(.>.12

(c) P(u~x
1

l

est =ui
= E(u
2

t u ex =ui ) where Eis the error functicn, def. 5.7 .
1

ex
= likelihood or grade· of membership value of A 12 for u i

~

11

-qualified probability of u~x.

The autological probability depends in case (a) oo the conditions of observation
in exp2 and on the error function of S2 . In case (b) it also depends on the subjective
threshold lLnterval of S2 for the label

• ln case (c) it depends on the correspon12
ding quantities for S1 and on the unqualified probability distribution over uex
A

of the set of labeled objects .'' (end theorem 11.2.2.)
Theoreim 11.2.2 follows in case (a) from def. 5.7 of the error function; in case
(b) from dE~fs. 4.4 or 4.7; and in case (c) from def. 4 . 6 or 4 . 8. Examples are;

(a) lF John's height is 200 cm, THEN his estimated height is 210 cm .
Truth value= E(ue st =2 10 cm I uex=200 cm) .

(11.60)

(b) IF John's height is 200 cm THEN John is tall.

Truth ~,a lue = P ( ta 11 [ 200 cm).

(11.61)

(c) IF John is tall THEN John's height 1s 200 cm.
Truth value = P(200 cm

I tall).

(11.62)

In surmnary, the error function, likelihoods and A-qualified probabilities
of sects. ~5 and 4 are special cases of the more general autological probabilit ies
treated in ~he next three subsections .
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11.3 General Autological lmnlication, SI Multaneou s Experiments

•

Finally we come to thl..' c:as4..• of an autological implicatio11 or IT statement
in

which the val1Jcs 'a' and 'b'

1Jf

~1 and .\2 respectively, eqns (ll.39) ,(ll.40),

an• t·lements of two gener;1J ll'g<1I label se t s ,
a

E Al

b E A2

(11.63)

J\nd in which thl..' truth valut• o( Lhl' implication refers to a nrn1('osite experiment

performed under given, buL gl..'nl.!r.llly nontc'xac.:L, conditions of obst•rvation , defs. 5.14 ,

5.15. /\1 and /\2 may, but twL·d not be idcntiul. Funtiermore, for RR experiments,
th!! s ubjects and the conditions of observation, i.v. the error functions , need not
be identical in exp! and exp2 . E<jns (11.1),(ll.8).(11.39),(11.40) are examp l es of
such IF THEN statements, assuming that they refer tu nonexact conditions of obser-

va ci on .
Just as 1n the case of the AND and OR connectives , the results for P(bla)
tlepl'nd, in general, on whether the component exp 1 and exp2 are performed simultaneously (SlM composite experi ment, see sect. 6), or with a rerandomizing of conditions

of

observation , def. 5.1.5, in between the two experiments (RR composite e x periment).

The following equation holds for both SIM and RR compos ite experiments . It is
obtained by considering .U ,>.2 as the characteristics of the composite experiment.
TL L11en fol lows from the l aw of compound probabilities that

•

1 t • 14
l'(hi:i) ""I'( /=b

I \ l =a) =

1) l1 (u
ti VI.'

I P0, 1=a) •

(11.64)

sha l 1 assume that the fo llowing quantities are given,

l·L1r $ 1 M 1•:-;p<>r i mt•n L s we

,·x

PD l =a , ~2=b )

tl1l' 1111<1unlified p ro bnh i liLy di str ibu tion o f the set of labeled objects

),

r

t' X

r

II

tit,, subj \.• cl 1 S erro r curve , def. 5. 7 . Obse rve that fo r SIM e xp e riments.

tlw subj L'~'l . ,·ond it i ons of ob-;1,rvat ion a nd error fun c tion must b e the same in
exp 1 ,rnd v~1•.:.

3) Th1.• thrl'sholil
l'L' S(ll'C' t

irHL't'V;tlo.;

flu , /,11 1 of t he s ub jec t fo r t he labe l aE /\ l LB, bE fl 2LB
,1

11

l Vl' 1 y ,

Tl\._. subj••,·1 ',;. I ikelihood funcLions for

1•:v.plii:iL!ynl'l.'J,d t,;i

he d~ ri wd fr(/111

1

'a

1

a nd

1

h

1

respec tive l y are no t

the computation of P(b l ,1)_ in t h <! SIM case . 'l'hey c an however

an<l 3) , us ing t>qn (5.5 ) .

)

1be n eat~sl way to obt ain t he fi nal e xpre ssion for P(bla) in the case of SIM
expc r im~nts is to express bo th t he numerator and the denominator of (11.64) in terms
of P{ u~

s t ) , th~ marg inal probabil ity of the e stimated attribute value. This value

being common cu the component exp l a nd e xp2 (se e d e f . 6.2). Ac cording to the assump-

Lion of def. 5.3 of the TE mode ] we have that
l'(a , b) = P(\ l=a, >-2=b)

P(a)

c

=

(11.65)

P( \ 1=a) ::

(11.66)

whe r e

P(uex, uest) =
ex
I)

E

u

P( uex ),E(uest luex ) ,

( 11.67)

ex

E bei ng the ~rr0r function , def . 5 . 7.
The fi n.11 formul.:i for t h e aut o l ogical probability in the case of SIM experi-

ment!', is obtainl-'dbysubstituting fr om (11.65 ) ,(11.66) into (11.64),

P(b

la)

(
where Pu

L'St

::c

P( 1.2=b

)

1s

,

I A1=a)

=

(11.68)

giv~n by eqn (1 1.67) i n t erms of the unqualified probability

distribution ov•·r uex and t h e e rror fu nction .

Tn che fol lowing t heorems , we con s ider seve ral special cases of the labels and
labe l sets of

l.'CJfl

(

11 . 6 3) a n d the r esu ltan t autological probability according to( 11.68).

Theorem 11 . J. 1. Assume that t he labe l s s ets of the simultaneously performed
exp! and exp2 arc i d e nti ca l,

/l l LB = l\ 2LB =/\LB ,
/_LB b eing a 1·L1mp ll' t e , nonredundanL lab1.d

(11.69)
S(!t .

The n theorem 11.3.l s ays that when
ll

'a' and ' b '

<IY\ '

d iffe r e nt eleme n ls of /\LB , then the i r autological probability is 0,

( 11 . 70)
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and when a '"' b, then
P'(bla) = P(12=b

I Al=a)

=

1 •

(11.71)

The theorem follows easily from ( 11.68) . When b 'fa, then t.ua and t.ub are
disjoint because of the assumption of nonredundancy of i\LB. Their intersection is
therefore empty, and the numerator of the right hand side of (11.68) is 0. For b = a,

we have thaLt the nurnerator is equal to the denominator.
Eqns(11.7D),(1l.71) are in

agreement with our expectations. Since the estimated

attribute value is the same in the simultaneously performed exp1 and exp2 (see def.

6.2), it must fal I into the threshold interval of the same label in both experiments .
Theorem 11.3.2. Consider a composite SIM experiment whose legal components
expl, exp2 are such that
(11.72)
The LB labe:1 sets (11.63) may, but need not be idf!ntical. When they are identical,
then expl, exp2 must be of the YN type because (11.72) cannot be reconciled in the
case of ideintical label sets with the assumpLion of effect ive nonredundancy of LB
experiment~, , def. 3.9. Then theorem 11.3.2 says that
(11.73)
The proof of the theorem follows again from the fact that the numerator of
Lhe right hand side of (tl.68) is equal lo the denominator when (1 1.72) holds.
One often finds a loose formulation ot theorem 11.3.2 in the literature . Suchas
The properties of the loghal implication are indistinguishalble
from those of set inclusion.

(11.74)

lBirkhoH atnd von Neumann, 1936 p . 828.) This formulation is more in agreement with
nur remark in sect. 11 . 1 about the use of the lF THEN sta tement in natur al language
than with the accepted use of the term 'implication' in mathematical logic. By the
term 'prope·rties of the logical implication' in (11 . 74), Birkhoff and vop Neumann
actually me,an 'properties of a logical impication with truth value l '.
A fonnulat ion which is somewhat more exact than ( 11. 74) and more general than
that of theorem 11.3.2 is the following.
Assume that for any sample .LOB used in a ecomposi te experiment~
there exists a subse t relation
LOBa c LOBb
between the set LOB

a

(1 1. 75)

of those objects which have been assigned

t.he label 'a' in expl and the set LOBb of those objects which
have been assigned the label 'b ' in exp2 (operational definition).
Or , equivalently, that there exists a subset. relation between
the threshold iocervals of ' a' and 'b' respectively,
tiu

8

( 11. 76)

c ti¾

(TE model interpretational definition). Then (1 1 .75) or (11.76)
i.s equivalent to a truth value l of the implication
0, 1 = a)

➔

(>.2 = b) •

(11.77)

t I . I0

This formuLHion can n l so be applied to the case, not: treated in this paper,

in which exp l and exp2 , and consequent l y their label sets, refer to different
~ttributes. ~u ,Aub arc Lhen 2-climens i ona l threshold i ntervals in the 2-dimcnsional
[J

attribute uni\lcr:;c. The impl ii·ation is then no longer auto logica l.
The case of theorcm11.3.2can occur for S IM LB experiments whe n /\tLB representA
~

.
d.LV1s1on
. '
h universe
'
o f le
Lh ~n ,,•2 LB·
f 1ncr

An important linguistic opplicntion of theorem 11.3.2 occurs for SIM YN experiments in which /\lLB contains nnc ore more sub labels of a lab e l, or of labels,
1'ontained in /\2Lli. E . g., consid,•r the! r",1se 'a=VERY b '. lt then follows from the

theorem that
P ( ,\2 "" h

j -' 1 = VER~ h 1

Theorem 11. 3. 3. Consider

=

t •

(11.78)

·1 ..•ompos

i te SIM experiment which may b e of the LB or

YN type. When the LB label sets, eqn ( lt.63), of the two component experiments are
identical, then the composite experimen t must be of the YN type just as in theorem
11. 3.2. And assume that t he following two cond itions are satisfied,

Condition I . The threshold interval of 'b' is properly contained in the
threshold interval of

1

a',

6ub c 6ua
st
Condition 2 . There exist one or more values of u for which P(ue ) ! 0

(11.79)

( 11.80)

Tht:! n theorem 11. 3. 3 says that the truth value of the implication a ➔ b is 'fuzzy' • i.e.
0

<

P(bla)

<

I ,

(11.81)

The theorem fo l lows from eqn (t 1,68).
Example t t.3. 1. Consider two composite SIM experiments, each of which consists

of two component YN experiments with id entical label sets . Furthermore, the two
composite exper imen t s re(er to the same label set, namely
ALB"" {small, medium ,tall,VERY tall}.

(11.82)

rhe first c.ornpo site experiment uses a=VERY tall, b=tall in expl and exp2
respectively, and thus satisfies

the conditions of theorem 11.3.2. The second

composite experiment uses a= tall, b = VERY tall, and thus satisfies condition 1

of theorem 11.3.3. We assume that condition 2 is also satisfied. It then follows
from eqns (11.73) and (11.81) respectively that
P(A2

= tall
= VERY

A 1 = VERY tall) =

<

(1 1.83)

(11.84)
Eqns (11.83),(11.84) demonstrate clearly the possibility of asymmetry of
P(A2

tall j A1 = tall)

1 •

the autolog;ical probabilities with r es pect to ). 1, >-2 which we missed in connection
with the max-min formula , eqn (11.5).

•
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The fo"llowing theoram demonstrates an extreme case of asymmetry of the
autologicel probabilities tor SLM YN experiments.
Theorem

Lhe

1 I • 3. 4. We make

assumptions

same

as in

theorem

1 1 • 3.

3; except that

condition 2t cqn (11.80), is assumed not to be sat isfied with respect to Aub. I.e.,

we assume tlrlat
( 11 . 85)

Then theorem 11,3.4 says that
P02=b

I )f:a)

(11.86)

""0

'l'he theorem fn1 lo""s f J •1m eqn

( 11.68).

Applying theorems 1 \.3.2, 1\,J.4 respectively

LC

example 11.3.1, with the

111odification o[ cqn ( 11.85), we find that
P(U"' tall

I >..\=VERY

PO I= VERY Lall

(11.87)

tall) =

I :>..2 = tall)

( 11.88)

=0

Such autological probabilities may, e.g .• occur for a subject S who belongs
to

a

very tall population (on the average), and

who

is required to label a sample

from a very small population for which there exist no persons whose height is estimated by S to fall into his subjective threshold interval for ' VERY tall'.
Consider a composite SIM experiment performed by an experi-

Example 11 .3 .2.

menter E and a subject S. The two component experiments performed by S , which may
est
ex
be LB or YN ones, are assumed to be exact experiments so that u
= u for al 1

uex . They tefer to the following two label sets:
(11.89)

A1LB = {small ,medium,call }

Composite experiment 1.

"A2LB

=

(11.90)

{5cm,15cm, .. . ,225cm}

However, the experimenter E exploits the labeling data supplied by Sin
the two component experiments twice. Once in a composite experiment with t he label
sets of eqt11s (11.89),(11.90). And once
same labeling data)

in

in

a second composite experiment (using the

which Lhe roles of the two component experiments, exp1 and

exp2, are ~eversed; so that for
Composite experiment II. /\ 1LB : f 5cm, 15c:m1

•••

(11 . 91)

,225cm}

(11.92)

{small,medium,tall}

/\2LB

We shall assume that the unqualified probability distribution over u

ex

of the set OB of objects is such that

for u

ex

= 225cm

(1t.9J)

Applying theorem 11.3.4 to composite experiment I, we find that
P(u

ex = 225cm

l

tall)

=

0

;

(11 . 94)

and applying theorem 11.3.2 to composite experiment II, we find that
P(tall

I uex

:c

225cm) = I •

(11.95)

This '' No man on earth' example 1.s a modification, suggested t o me by Prof.
Wyllis Sandler, of ' The only man on ea rth ' case of example 1.4.1, sect. 1.4.

Suppose that there exists no man on earth who is 225cm tall. Then both eqn (1 1.94)

t 1• l 8
and L'<f11 (11.95) should hold according to Bandler. We have just shown that they do
hold

ir1

the Tr..1.. model.

lkLausi:.:: one ot the labc I sets of examp le 11. l. 2 is identica l with the universe U,

equatil'OS (ll.~4).(11 .95)

can, of eoun;c, be mort> easily derived directly from

<fqns (/,, 15) anJ (5.5) for >i-qualifit.>tl probability distributions and for likelihood

distriliuL.ions lor

A

respectivd)•·

lht! Co,1 ltiwing theorem concerns Lhe gc-neral asymmetry of the auto logical probabi l itiL:s

1n1

in generul,
Even

ia

the case of sublahcls. Wt• shall see that for RR experiments, we have,
,1n

SU!'l1

asymmetry 1._•ven without a sublabel relationship between

'a' and 'b'.

the c-as,· of disjoint lab~ ls we can have pronounc.ed asymmetries of the auto-

logi cal pro,babi l1ties for RR expcrirnen-cs (see the (medi.umlsmall) versus
(smalljmedi.um) 1'l1tri.es in Fig. 11.3).
Tb~orem 11.3.5. "Consider

composite experiment whose components , expl and exp2,
8
•
·
l
1
~xperiments
re f erring
to t1e
same label set /\LB __ 1\Al LB -- 11•21. • Let 'a'
are 1cga l vN
a

and 'b' be two elements of this set such that
~1ua c

(11.96)

/\ub •

We now appty eqn (11.64) twice: I) Once to the composite experiment in which the
assignment of

YN values concerning the label 'a' is considered as the component

expl; and the assignment of YN values concerning the label 'b' 1s cons idered as the
component e:xp2. 2) And once to the composite experiment in which the roles of expt
and exp2 are reversed. Dividing the two auto l og i cal probab ilities found from eqn

(11.64),

we find that

P(:X2=a

I :Xt=b)

--''-----i----'PO 1 = b I A2 = a)

=

P02:a)
P(). 1: b)

<

( 11. 97)

1 •

111 relationship on the righ t hand side of (11.97) holds always
st
st
as long as th0re exist values of ue
E Club - t.ua for which P(ue ) 'f 0.
'l'h!! "smal1etr th;.m

Since eqn (11,64) i s valid ior bolh SIM and RR experiments, it follows tha t
eqn (I 1.97) is also valid for bolh types of composite experiments.

When the composite experiment 1s of the SIM type, we have from theorem 1 1.3.2
that the denominator of the left hand side of (11.97) is equal to 1, and consequently
P(>.2::a

I ).1=b)

'"P( >2=a) / PO1=b).

(11.98)

PL\2:a) and PO1 =b) are the marginal probabil i ties of ' Ya' and 'Yb' respect ively
(def. 4.9)," (l!nd theorem 11.3 . 5.)
As an ex;imple of theorem 11.3.5, we compute P(VERY tall) by multiplying
correspondi.ng entries of column 1 and column 2 in Fig. I 1. 1, and adding the resulting
products. And analogously for P(tall), using columns 1 and 3 . This gives,

:

0.19125
0.466 = 0.410 .

(11.99)

fh~ some retirnlt is shown in fig. 11.2 whose entries were computed directly from
eqn$ 111.6!:1),(11.67).

•

(also fig. 11.1)

3

2

I

PO Iu ex )
u

(!X

for

"

::

VERY

in cm

P(uex)

tall \medium

tall

135

0

0

145

0.067

0

155

0. 133

0

165

0.333

0

175

0. 333

18 5

o. 100

0.25
0.75

19 5

0.033

1.00

0

I
0
l
0
I
0.25
l
I 0.75

I

1.00

1.00

6

5

4

I

small

I
I

0.25

I

1.00

I

0.75

l

0.25

I 0.75
I 0.25
I0
I0
I0

I

0

I

0.75

0
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sum entries
of last
3 columns

I
1

1
1

I

0

I

0

1

1

sum=

Fig. 11.1. Data used for the derivation of che tables of figs. 11.2 .
11.3. Column 1: Assumed unqualified probability distribution over

uex. C,olums 2-5: Likelihood distributions P(>-lueX) derived from eqn
(5.5) .and the assumed error function and threshold interval s of eqns
( 11. 10:2 )-( 11.106). Column 6 illustrates the summation t heor ems of sect.
8 . 2. Golumns 2-5 are depicted in figs. 4. ! 1 10.3(a), 10.4.
The following theorem iB

c1

summary of the previous theorems for the case of

tdentical label sets.
Theorem 11.3.fi. For legal SIM LB experiments
P(bla)

w1

th AILB = 2LB we have always that

for b = a

=

(11,100)

0

for b

I- a

When the two component experiments with identical label sets are legal YN ones , then
eqn (11.100') holds in all cases except when 'a' is a sublabel of 'b' or when 'b' 1.s
a sub label of 'a'. In the former case we then have P(b
0 ~ P(b

I a)

= 1, in the latter case

I a)

~ 1.
Theorem 11.3 . 6 is illustrated in fig. 11.2 which refers Lo a composite SIM

YN experiment with
/\1LB = /\2LB

=

{VERY tall,tall,medium,small} .

( 1 1-101)

The entries can be computed directly from (11.68), (lt.67), using the error function
est
= u ex
0 . 5 f or u
(11.102)
E(uest\uex) = E(uest_uex) "'0.25 foruest=uex i 10cm.
0
otherwise
It is depicted in fig. 5.3(a). The assutned threshold intervals are,

l~uVERY tall
/~U
l~U

tall

medium

=

[180,200) cm

,

( 11. 104)

= (170.200) cm

=

[140.170] cm

(11. 103)

•

(11 ,1 05)

( 11. 106)
::- ( 130,140] cm
small
These threi,hold intervals were chosen mostly for demonstrating the most importan t
l~U

quantitative effects associated with the different formulas. They do not co i ncide in
detail with the subjective threshold intervals of the author.
P (u ex) • which is needed in connect ion with eqn ( 11. 6 7) is taken from fig. 11 • 1 •

figs. 11 . 2, 11.3

b

=

VERY
tall
a

SC

tall

VERY
tall
tall

0,41

medium

0

0

small

0

0

small

medium
0

0

0

0
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sum
last 3
entries

0
0

Fig. lt.2. P(bla) autological probabilities, or truth values of the
auto logical implication a ➔ b for SIHultaneous YN experiments in which
the YN answer value concerning the label 'a' is assigned in exp1, and
that concerning the label 'b' in the sinrultaneously performed exp2
(see dief. 6 .1, 6.2). The entries are derived from eqns (11.68)
(11 . 67 ;>, using the error function of eqn(ll.102) and the unqualified
probability distribution of column 1, fig. 11.1. A corresponding
table :for SIM LB experiments (instead of SIM YN) is simply the 4x4
unity 1natrix (see defs. 3.9, 3.10, 3.14). The heading of the last
column must then be replaced by 'sum last 4 entries'.

b =
VERY
a

tall

q:1 11

medium

ta ll

0 .575

0.891

0. 109

0

ta 11

0 .366

0. 732

0.268

0

medium

0.040

0. 2 42

0. 734

0.024

0

0

0.75

0.25

sma ll

sum
last J
entries

VERY

smal 1

Fig. 11 .3. P(b la) autological probabilities or truth values of the
autolog:i.cal implication a ➔ b for RR, YN experiments in \vhich objects
are ReR,:mdomized with r e spec t to conditions of observation bet\veen
exp1 in which the label 'a' is assigned and exp2 in which the label
'b' is assigned to the same object (see defs. 6 . 3, 5 .1 5) . The entries
are computed from eqns(11.123),(1l.120), using the data of fig. 11.1.
When thE~ component experiments are LB (instead of YN) ones , then the
entries of the 'tall' column must be replaced by the difference betw~en
this column and the 'VERY tall' column, (see def. 3 . 9); and the
heading of the last column ITll.lSt be replaced by ' sum last 4 entries '.
The rea:sons for entries whose values seem strange at first sight, such
as the :small value of P(small l small), are explained at the end of
sect. 11.5.
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11.4 SIM Experiments with Partially Overlapping Threshold Intervals
and Fuzziness of Types 1, 2 , and).
We devote a special subsection to the. autological implication for SIM experiments with partially overlapping thresho1d intervals for the labels

1

a ' and 'b'?

not because of any special difficulty with the mathematical treatment which is simply
given by eqn ( 11 .68); but rather to emphasize two important applications of this
case and to discuss three different types of fuzziness.
In the first place, when the component experiments are exact ones, then we have
the important case of two different nonfuzzy partitions of the same universe for
purposes of classification, We can then find the autological probabilty that a given
object belongs to an element 'b' of the second partition /\2 when it is known to belong to an element 'a' of t'he first partition Al. Such as prob(ob lives in US

I

ob lives

2000 m abov'e sea level) where ob is a person living on the Ameri, an continent (see
example 11.4.1 below). Only a very slight modification of the formulas is needed
to adapt this case to estimation SlM experiments.
ln the second place, composite experiments witb partially overlapping labels
can be used to treat "fuzziness of type 2" in a mathematically
consistent way. The "fuzzine ss of type 1" that we bave treated up to now is due to
errors of estimation of the attribute va:ues. This most important type of fuzziness
gives rise to likelihoods or grades of membership with "fuzzy values" between O and 1.
At the same time , LB 1 ikelihoods in the different classes or labels belonging to a given
leBal LB label set add up to 1 for every value of u

ex

(see sect. 8.2) .

Fuzziness of type 2 can be present even for exact experiments ([or which the
likelihoods of a given label are always either O or 1 for every uex). It is due to
a slight overlap of the threshold intervals of two labels used for purposes of

c:lassificat ion.
For example, suppose that the subjective threshold intervals of a subject for
the age labels 'teenager', 'adult' respectively overlap for u=19 years. Then an
object whose exact age is known to S to be 19 years will be assigned by him a
likelihood value 1 both [or the label 'teenager' and for the label 'adult'. This
simultanne01us belongingness to two classes, with grades of membership in each class
which may a.dd up to more than T, may be taken as a sign of fuzziness of type 2.
1-iowever • it is "fuzziness' 1 only if we consider the two classes or labels to belong
to the same label set ALB. This set is then no longer a legal one according to
our termino,logy (defs. 3.10, 3.13) because it is redundant; the threshold intervals
of two labels belonging to ALB overlap. Ihavenot been able to find a consistent
mathematical treatment of such nonlegal, redundant label sets.
Howeve·r, we can use the device of letting 'teenager' and ' adult ' belong to
two different label sets, each of which is nonredundant . Such as
A1LB

=

{teenager, NOT teenager}

(11 .107)

A2LB

=

{adult, NOT adult}

(11.108)
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\4e con then pt'rforrn a composiLt• l:xperiment whose two components , expl and exp2,

11st• these nm lubel sets resp1.•t lively. This device enables us to carry through a
1 onsisLL•tlt 1matht•matical tn•:1t1111 •1 1t of labels with overlappi ng threshold intervals

o1nd to comp1ute llUtological pn1l,;1hilities such as P(adult
1hel'L

I teenager).

In principle

is Lh,en no diffcrt'nc·1• bl'Lwl'en the mathematical treatment of the case of slight

PVl'rlap between the threshold inLcrvals and that of two completely different part

ii ic>O!• of the universe,
If the co1nponent expL·rimi·nls are e£timation ones (e.g., the age value of the

11hjcc:1 wollld be estimalctl in our t:Xample), then bolh fuzziness of type 1 and of
typL•

2 arc present at thL· saml' tjrne. There is no difficulty of the mathematical

treatment of this case . SIM tind RR experiments will now give different results.
Theorem 11.4.1. "Consider

,'.l

composite SIM, YN experiment with the two exact

or estimation component experiments , expl and exp2. These refer to the label sets
1 1L8 ,112LB respectively ~nd to lhc specified labels aEfllLB. bE/\2LB_ There is a

partial overlap between the subject's threshold intervals tiua,6ub. Furthermore
st
Wt.? assume that there exists at least one value of ue
in each of the inter vals
st
.•,u a , tiub, tiua n 6L1b for which P (ue ) IO. It then follows from eqn ( 11 . 68) that

0 < P(bla) < l,

< P(alb) < l.

0

(11.109)

rh~ exact meaning of the autological probabilities in (11.73) is
P(bla) = P(U==b

I >-t=a).

P(a\b)

= P()d=a I ~2=b).

(11.1 10)

"

(end theorem 11.4.1.)
When the component experiments are exact ones, then u

est

= u

ex

and

eqn (11.68) becomes,

r.
uex

E 6uar\6ub

P(uex) /

t

P(uex)

(11.11 1)

uex E llua

This equaLion Ls generally valid in the case when only fuzziness of type 2 is present;
1.e., when we have two different partitions of the same universe, but when the
1•xperiments are exact ones . lt ts simply the 'classical' equation of the conditional
~robability of the event 'a ' under condition ' b 1 with respect to the probability
ex
distribution P(u ) over U. It holds without any restriction on the threshold
intervals of 'a' and 'b'; and without specifying whether the composite experiment
is a SIMultaneous or an RR on0 because there is no difference between exact SIM
.ind exact RR experiments.

Vice versa, suppose that w~ start with the 'classical ' equation(ll. lll) which
is val id for exact component l'xperiments. Then eqn ( f 1. 68)

shows that we can adapt
st
(11,111) to the case of estimation SIM experiments simply by replacing uex by ue
We h11ve then the equation for a t'onditional probabilHy with respect to the probab i st
lity distribution P(ue ) over ll. We shall see in the next subsection that the
rorrespondi ng equation for autolngical probabilities in the case of estimation RR

•
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c>xpcr-imPnli;,, al though simple in itself, cannot be obtained by such a s imple replacement.
Tiu • following example illustrates eqn(lt.1 11 )

in the case of a 2-dimensional

u n i v e r st' U ·= V,c. W.

Example 11 ,4 . 1. 11 Let the• object se t OB be the populat i on o f Lhe American continen t;
t:he nllribu1te being the position of each person ob E OB at a certain point of Greenwich

m~an Lime . This position u is measured by the l ati tude v and the longitude w,
u1 = (v,w)

E

U

= VxW.

(1 1.112)

We now cons ider two different p3rti Lions of Lhe universe U. The f irst parti tion
1s a political one according LO countries,

( 11.113)

Al= (Canada, Mexico. US, ••• }
Thi.! s~• con<l parl it ion is .:i.r· cording to height above se::i level,

n2 = {-SOOm, Om, SOOm, 1000m, . .. }
where each element h

1

of A2 actually should h a ve been written as h

( 11.114)
1

± 2500\,

Many commercially ob t ainab l e globes have both of these partit ions.
P(lJS

I 2000m)

is now the probability that a rand omly chosen person on the

American continent staying at a height of 2000m i s inside the US. While P(2000m

I US)

is the probabil ity that a person who stays inside the US is located at a height
of 2000m. These two probabilities nave probab ly quite different values. They can be
obta ined from eqn ( 11.111) when the 'threshold areas' for the US ( i.e. the bor ders
of the US) and for the altitude (2000 ± 250)rn are known. In addition, the exact
· ·
'
d"1.str1."but1.on
.
pos1t1on
u ex = ( v ex ,wex) o f· each o b"3ect, and t h e unqua l'f"
1 1e d prob a b 1' l 1ty

P(uex) = P(vex ,wex) must be known.

If the subject Sonly e stimates the position, then fuzziness of t ype l is
st
present, and P(uex) must b e replaced by P(ue ) i n (1 1.111). The two partitions of U,
eqns( 11.113), (1 1.114),

a r e however indepe ndentofwhether the subject performs an

exact or an estimation experiment (see def. 5.3)." (end example 11.4 . 1)
Example 11 . 4.1 can ha rdly be called an illustration of 'fuzziness' o type 2
because thei two partitions(11.113),(11.114) are so completely different. To illustrate a ca SE! which deserves the name 'fuzzin ess' of type 2, consider the fol lowing example.
Example 11.4.2. "Consider an object set OB which is the population of th e
American ce>nt inent. The at tribute universe U = VxW is also the same as that of
example 11.4. J. We use now onl y the political ' partition' of this universe into
count rie s . However, the subject considers the border between Canada and the US
to be fuzzy in the sense that there is a slight overlap be tween his threshold

areas f o r these two countries.
Instead of treating this case as a single , fuzzy partition (corresponding to
a redundant: , and therefore nonlegal label set, ~ef. 3.8) we treat it as two separate,
oonfu7.zy one$,
A l = (Canada, NOT Canada }

(1 1. 115)

h2 = {US , NOT USJ

( 11 . l16)

assuming that there is a slight over l ap between the threshold area for Al= Canada
(11.115) ond for X2=US in (11.116).

•
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We can now perform a composite. experiment in which persons are chosen at random
from the set of persons staying on the American continent. In exp1 , each person is
1abeled according to whether he/she stays inside the subject's t h reshold interval
(actually threshold area) for Canada. And similarly in exp2 for US. From these data
we then compute the autological probabilities P(USICan), P(Canjus) for randomly
chosen persons on the American continent. The values of these probabilities will
lie between O and 1 in the case of overlap of the threshold areas.
When the experiment is an exact one, then the likelihoods P(Canluex), P(US luex)
WJ'll

b e f oun d to b e equa 1 to 1 f or a 11 va1 ues o f t h e position
' .
'
h
u ex b e 1ong1og
tote

intersection of the threshold area of Canada and that of US (see however example
Tl.4.3). When the expe~iment is an estimation one (where the position u= (v , w) is
the estimated quantity), then the above likelihoods may be smaller than 1." (end
example 1 1 • ,4. 2.)
From this discussion we infer the following theorem concerning fuzziness of
type 1 and of type 2.
Theore1m 11.4.2. ''The presence of fuzziness of type
of u) gives rise to likelihood values between

T

only (errors of estimation

O and 1; while the autological

pro-

babilities P(a jb) , P(bla) are always either O or 1 when the threshold intervals of
'a' and 'b' are disjoint, and when the experiment is of the SIM type. For a given
ex
u , the sum of the likelihoods of the various labels belonging to a single., nonredundant lab,e 1 set must add up to 1 •
The presence of fuzziness of type 2 only (overlap of the threshold intervals
of 'a' and 'b') gives rise to likelihoods for 'a' and 'b' respectively which are
either O or 1 fo r all uex Their sum, for a given u ex , may add up to 2. The autological prolbabilities P(b la), P(alb) have now, in general~ values between O and 1
even for SIJ\1 experiments. 11 (end theorem 11.4.2.)
Exampl,? 11.4.3."Weconsider the same case as in example 11.4.2, except that
the subject's subjective political boundary between Canada and the OS is assumed
to be nonfuzzy; i.e., there is no overlap between bis threshold areas for these two
countries. Furthermore we assume an exact experiment so that the posit i on (v,w)
of each per:son is known exactly to the subject.
Some pt?ople will maybe claim there still should exist likelihood values between
0 and 1 for US or for Canada; for example., because a person whose uex value falls
inside the ithreshold area for the US has a Canadian parent.
This p1roblem concerns fuzziness of type 3.

It can be

solved in one of two ways.
The co1:wenl ional way to attack this problem 1s to expand the dimensionality
of the univ1?rse to 3, where the attribute of the third dimension concerns the

nationality of the parents of t he object ob. Nonfuzzy thresh old ' volumes ' are then
chosen by the subject in this 3-dimensional universe concern ing the labeling of
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objects as Can, US, •... These threshold volumes being a nonfuzzy partition
of the 3-dimensional universe. for an exact experiment with respect to all three
dimensions, we will then still get likelihoods of either O or 1 for each point
of the ]-dimensional universe. The autological probabilities are also nonfuzzy,
P(aja)=1 and P(bla)=O for b#<!, because 'b' and 'a', each of whichisthclabelof
a

country on the American cont inent , belong to the same, nonredundant label set.

A given object cannot be assigned both labels. Thus no fuzzines s exists from the

point of view of the 3-dimensional universe in the case of an exact experiment.
However, what human b~ings probably often do in connection with such problems
is Lo use an underdimcnsion(:d universe; for example in our case t.he location universe
VxW ( latiludexlongitude-), projecting the 1ikel ihood distribution over the 3-dimen-

sional. '-lniver-se cm these two dimerndons. A person whose exact location 1.s in the US
1-1ill then have a certain probability of being label ed Canadian because he has

Canadian parents; the 3-d i_meosional. t.hresbold interval thus giving rise to
marginal 1 ikelihoods P(Can \ (v,w)) • F(US I (v ,w)) which are between O and 1.
From the point of view of the underdimensioned universe, such fuzziness of type
type 3 has certain properties which are similar to those of fuzziness of type 1,
even though the experiment is an exact one. Some objects with a given exact
attribute value (vex ,wex) in the underdimensioned universe will be labeled a= Can ;
while others with tbe same exact attribute value will be labeled b = US . This is
quite analogous to the case of errors of estimation or fuzziness of type 1, giving
rise to likelihoods between O and 1.
There is no similarity between the properties of fuzziness of type 3 and that
of type 2. A given person is assigned a single label from the label set of countries,

and therefore the autological probabilities are O for b I a and 1 for b = a.
·
·
• µav
( ex ,wex) , µb ( vex ,wex)
However, a su bJect
may assign
grad es o f memb ersh ip
between O and

for given values of (vex ,wex) , by an assumption of equivalence

analogous to that of the YN-MU assumption of equivalence, def. 8.3. By such an
assumption h e then takes account of the fact that another attribute value than that
nf position may also influence the labeling of an object as Can or US or Mex or •. . •
Even though he does not know Lh~ value of the third attribute of a particular object,
he estimates the probability of, e.g ., Canadian parents for a given location in
the US." (end example 11.4.3.)
In contrast to fuzziness of type land 2, the mathematical details of the
treatment of fuzziness of type 3 are not worked out in this paper.

•
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11. 5 Genen1l Autological Implication, RR Experiments

Here we consider the case of autological probabilities P(U=b

I >. !=a)

found

from compo~1ite RR experiments in which the objects are reassigned at random to
conditions of observation after the component experiment 1 and before the component
st
experiment 2 is performed (clefs. 6.3 b 5.15) . The ue
values of a given object
in the two component experiments are therefore randomly chosen elements of U
st
according to the probability distribution of the error function, E(ue
uex).
where u

ex

is the exact attribute value of the object. In contrast to the case of

SIM experiments, the value of u

est

for a given object in exp2 will, in general,

be differettt from that in exp l. Furthermore , the subjects Si, S2 who perform exp 1

and exp2 re,spectively need not be identical. They may even have different err or
curves and/or different threshold intervals

for

given linguistic labels; and the

random conditions of observation io expl aud exp2 need not be the same.
To compute the P(bla) autological probabilities in the RR case, we need to know
only the likelihood functions of 'a' and 'b' respectively, and the unqualified
probabil ity distribution over uex. An explicit. knowledge of the threshold intervals
and t he error function(s) is not needed . However, if we know the latter quantities,
then we caTit use eqn (5 . 5) to compute the 1 ike 1ihood functions from them.
In sec.t. 10 . 5 we saw that the likelihood curves of compos ite expressions with
AND and OR connectives may depend, for RR e xperiments , on the distinguishability of

the component experiments; 1.e. on whether the experimenter can distinguish the
label assigned to a given object in the component e:,p1 from the label assigned

to

the same object in the component exp2. For the treatment of the autological probabili-

ties, we

mu.st

assume that the composit e experiment is always of the type with

dis t inguishable components because the asymmetri c P02.:b

I\ l==a)

probability is

conditioned on the assignment of the label 'a' in expl. For an experimental detertnination of this probability we urust be able to identify all those objects whi ch
were assigned the label 'a' in expt. The proportion of these objects which were
assigned the label 'b' in exp2 is then our estimate of P(bla).
We thu.s put down the following conditions for composite RR experiments from
which the F'(bla) autological probabilities are to be determined .
Condition 1

The composite experiment is of the RR type
with distinguishable components.

Condition 2

P(uex), the unqualified probability distribution of the set
.
. known.
o f o b Jects
over u ex is

Condition 3

The likelihood functions P(a luex) in expl and
P(bluex) in exp2 are known.

Considering the outcome of the composite RR experiment to have the three
ex
characteristics A1, A2 and u , we have f r om eqn (10.37) ,
(11.117)
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The marginal probability oi the event (a ,b) is found by multiplying ( 11 .1 17)
by P(uex). and summing over uex
P(>, l=a • ).2=b) =

r. P(ul.!X) •P(n luex) ·P(b juex)

•

(11.118)

u"x
~onsidering ).1 and ucx as Lhe characteristics of the experiment, we hav~ from
Lhe law of compound probabilities that
P(a,uex) = P(uex)·P{aluex)

=

P(a)·P(uexja) •

(1 1.119)

P(ueXja) in (11.119) is the ).l:a qualified probability distribution over uex
def. 4.6. P(aluex) is Si's likelihood distribution for the label ' a ', and P(a)
is the marginal probability for Lhe assignment of the label ).l=a , or Zadeh's

prob ab 1 li ty of the fuzzy event

I

a 1 , def. 4 . 5. It is given by

P(a) = E P(a,uex) = I P(uex)·P(aluex) .
0

ex

0

Substituting (11.119) into (11.118)
P(Al=a, U=b)

(11 . 120)

ex

= P(a) •

we obtain

I: P(uexla) · P(bluex)
uex

(11.121)

(11 .11 8) or (11.121) can now be substituted into the generally valid eqn (11.64)

for the autological probability, giving
P().2=b

P(X2=b

).l=a) = (1 / P(a)) E P(uex)·P(aluex)·P(bjuex)
uex
Xl=a} = t P(uexla)·P(bluex) •

uex

(1 1.123)

( 11.124)

Eqns (11.123),(11.124) are the two alternative, equivalent final expressions
for the autological probability found from a composite RR experiment. Eqn (11.124)
LS

also reasonable apriori.
The table of fig,

I

11. 3 shows the P(b a) autological probabilities for a compos ite

RR experLment in which the two components are YN ones. Both experiments refer to t he
LB
LB
LB
•
label set Al =A2 =A , given in eqn(l l . \Ol); and to the data of fig . 11.1,

assuming the same error curve. in both component experiments.
Generally speaking, we can say that fig. 11.3 is a strong l y fuzzified version
of the analogous fig, 11.2 for SIM experiments. The fuzzification is, of course,
due to the fact that the conditions of observation are rerandomized (def . 5.15)
'
.
. au 2e st va l ue 1n
' exp 2 wh'1ch 1s ,
resu l ting
1n
b e.tween t h e two component experiments;
st
Ln general, different from the ule
value assigned to the same object in exp1.
The following points are worth noting in connection with fig. 11.3 .

i VERY

tall) > P(VERY tall

I VERY

(11.125)
est
because we assume that the component experiments are YN ones. An object whose u1

P( tall

tall)

value in expl falls into the thresho1d interval for Y-(VERY ta11) will, in most cases,
.
.
f or Y-ta 11 ( a1th oug h t h ere
t h et h resh o ld 1nterval
h ave au 2es t va 1ue wh.1ch f a 11 s into
is a small probabili ty that it will fall into the threshold interval for Y-med i um).

I
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Relation ( 11.125) thus follows from the fact that Llutall includes tiuVERY t ;; ll • Such
inclusion is not valid for LB experiments, see def. 3.9.
ex
est
We note furthermore that an object with u = 175 cm can have a (u1
.:185 cm) E
st
lluVERY tall in exp1 and (u2e =165 cm) E 6umedium tn exp2 (see error curve, eqn

(\1.102), f :r:om which the likelihood curves were computed). As a result ,
P(tnedium

I VERY

tall)

>

0.

Finally it may seem surprising that P(smal 1

I small)

has a value only one third

of that of P(medium small). This is due to the extremely low values of P(uex) in the
.
c: ou
•
region
u ex c.
• I t 1.s thus more probable that the ass tgnment of a= small rn
sma 11
ex
expl is dui? to an error of estimation of the attribute value of objects ~hose u
value belongs to Liu
to Liu

d'
; than that it is due to objects with a uex value belonging
me tum
. In Zadeh's terminology, we have a low degree of consistency between the

sma 11
probability and the possibility distribution of Al= a= sma11 (see theorem 12.2).
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12. ldempotency, Sets and Distributions, Union and Intersection,
and the Prob/Poss 6£ Hans the Egg Eater
We have already discussed in section 1.3 that the notion of a fuzzy set, and
even that 1:>f a

classical, nonfuzzy one, is used ambiguously, denoting two

different concepts. Sometimes it denotes a col lection of objects, implying AND
connective1s between the elements of the set; because 'object

1

AND object

2 AND •••

1

belong to the set.

At other times, and this use has been prevalent in fuzzy set theory, the
elements o.f the set are identified with the elements u. of the attribute universe
l

with respe,:t to which the grade of membership values are defined; e.g. u.=180 cm
1

for the fu;zzy set 'tall ' . The

I

traditiona 1' fuzzy set is then not really a

collection of elements but a distribution over the universe U, implying ORE
(exclusive OR) connectives between the elements of U; because a given object

can, e.g., be (180 ORE 190 ORE ..• ) cm tall . It cannot be (180 AND 190 AND .. ) cm
tall. Our \theory will be meaningful only if we distinguish between 'A.llJD sets' or
collec tions

versus

'ORE sets' or distributions; these two being two opposite,

limiting c,1ses of chain sets. Chain sets can have both AND and ORE connec t ives
rn the sam1~ set (Hisdal 1982b) .

Furth1~rrnore, when we talk about distributions, we must distinguish between
distributi(:>ns of

~lu

versus u lA (clefs. 4.4, 4.6). And for each of these distributions

we must know whether u is the exact or the estimated attribute value of the object.
For the composite lnb,?l \ such as 'ta11 AXD tall'~ we must also distinguish
between the case. in which the two component labels are assigned simultaneously,
and that i11 which conditions of observation are rerandomized between th€' two
assignments (SIM versus RR experiments. see sects. 6 and 10).
We thus see that the requirement of idempotency for the union and intersection
of fuzzy s,~ts, which resulted in the choice of the max and min operations (see
sect, I .3) , is based on an oversimplified model which is not well defined. Even
the denotation 'union' and 'intersection' of fuzzy sets is not a correct one when
the fuzzy i;;ets are defined by their grade of membership values as functions of the
attribute value u; and when the 'union' and

1

intersection 1 refer to 'subsets' of U

which are .i.n realicy d1scributions over U.
What 1:equirements we must set up to replace the 'requirement of idernpotency
for the union and intersection of fuzzy sets' follows from our operational
definitions of likelihoods and probabilities in general (sects. 3 and 4) and of
likelihoods and probabilities of composite labels in particular (defs. 10,3, 10.4),
P(uexlA), the A-qualified probability distributions over uex , can be derived
from P(A[ut?x), the likelihood or grade of membership distributions over uex

and

from P(uex), the unqualified probability distribution over uex, according to eqn
(4.15). This equation holds irrespective of whether A is a noncomposite or a
composite label. lt follows thac if the requirement of idempotency is satisfied

12.2
for the likelihood distributions, then it is also satisfied for the A- qualified
probability distributions. We therefore need to prove it only for the like lihood
dis t ribut i<,ns.
Definition 12.1 of the cond1:tions for the requirement of iderrrpotency . "Consider
a composit~! experiment (see sect. 6) using the nonredundant label sets A1, /12 in

exp\ and exp2 respectively,
where

Al= /\2 = fl.

(12.1)

Both component exper iments are performed under the same random conditions of
observation, def. 5,15,, implying that the grade of membership function for a
given elemEmt of l\ is t.he same in both components. However, in the case of an

RR composit:e experiment , a given object will, in general, not be observed under
t he same ccmd i tions in both components. Let
a E fl

( 12. 2)

be one of the labe ls belonging t o fl .

The reiquirement of idempotency concerns all those objects which are assigned
the E-labe] (see def. 10.3, sect. 10.2)

'· = a

conn

ORA (inclusive OR)

conn

AND

where

conn a

or

(12.3)

In addlition, the requirement of idempotency concerns the probability P(ala)
tha t an object which was assigned the label ' a' in exp1 will also be assigned
the label

1

a' in exp2." (end def. 12 , 1)

Definition 12 .2 o f the req,.iu•e.rn,?n;; Jf i.dempotency in r . case o.~ SINu ttaneous
L'orrlf•:;F:i tf' <3.'xper{mer.ts.

''Let ), be the E-labe 1 of eqn ( 12. 3), def. 12. 1 . Then we

require tha.t
P( Xluex) ~ P(a conn a

J

uex) = P(a juex) ;

(12.4)

and that the autological probability P(aja) of definition J 1.10 satisfies

E'( a Ia)

=

l.

( 12.5)

" (end def. 12 . 2)
To pro,ve that the requirement of def. 12.2 is satisfied , we need only set
b=a into point 1) of theorem 10.3,1 ; or into eqns (10.27) , (10 . 28). The requirement for th e autological probability, eqn (12.5), follows from eqn (11.71).
Definition 12 . 3 of the requirement of idempotency for EIM or RR composite

,i:cpe1'iments when bor;h component expe"Y'iments ar>e pe1~fol'Tned ur..:ier exact condi t-ions .
"Let A be the E-labe l of eqn (12.3), def. 12 . 1. Then we require that eqns (12.4),
{12.5) be satisfied when both componen t experiments are exact ones." (end def. 12.3)
For exact SIM experiments, the requirement of def. 12.3 has already been
proved because experiments performed under exact conditions are a special case of
experiments performed under nonexact ones. Namely the case in which
u

est

= u

ex

for all uex.

(12 . 6)

However, because of (12.6), exact RR experiments give the same resu lt as
exact SIM experiments. Which proves that the requirement of def. 12.3 holds for
exact RR experiments also.

12.3
The requirement of the following definition 12.4 concerns approximate idempotency for nonexact RR composite experiments. When the uex value of an object is

=

such that P(ajuex)
tn

1, then this object will be labeled 'a' with certainty, both

expl and in exp2. However, when P(aluex) < 1, then it may happen, in the case

of RR experiments, that an objec t which is labeled 'a' in expl, receives a diffeest
rent label in exp2 because the new u
value in exp2 falls outside the threshold
interval for 'a '. These considerations result in the following requirement.
Definition 12.4 of the requirement of approximate idempotency in the case of

RR composite experiments. " Let A of eqn (12.3) be the E-label assigned under the
conditions of def . 12.1, assuming that the composite experiment is of the RR type.
Then we require that the following three equations be satisfied.

-, <

P(a ORA a

uex)

=

P(aluex) ( 1 + e: 1)

where

0

< ""

(12.7)

P(a AND a

0

ex)

=

P(aluex) ( 1

where

0

( 12. 8)

where

0

< E2 5
-< C3 -<

P(ala)

=

1 -

c

-

E-

2

)

3

( 12.9)

" (end def. 12.4)
Io prove that the requirem~ots of def. 12.4 are satisfied, we substitute
b

=a

into eqns ( 10.'39),(J0.38 ) and (11.124) and obtain~
P(a ORA a

uex) = P(ajuex) (2 - P(a 1uex)}

(12 .10)

P(a AND a

uex) = P(ajuex) P(aluex)

( 12. 11)

P(a1a)

=

P(a!uex) P(uex 1a) •

L

(12.12)

uex
Observe that RR experiments with distinguishable and with indistinguishable
components always give the same result for a= b according to theorem 10 .

,.1.

Therefore the last three equations, which are a special case of the formulas
for RR experiments with indistinguishable components, are also va lid for RR
experiments with distinguishabl ~ components .
Comparing (12. 10) - (12.12) with (12 . 7) - (12.9) , we find
1 - P(aluex)

(12.13)
(12.14)

lt is ,easily seen that eqns (12.13),( 12.14) satisfy tbe requirements on

~e: ,c sp1ecified in (12.7)-(12.9). Furthermore we find that r: = c2 = 0
1 2 3
1
when P(a jue:K) = 1. For these values of uex. idempotency for the likelihoods
t

holds therefore exactly also for RR experiments. This i s just what we must expect
according t<:> the remark at the top of this page.
Definition 12.5 of the requirement of (approximate) idempotency for the
marginal labeling probabilities. "P(),), the marginal labeling probability for >.
of eqn ( 12. 3) (or the probability of the fuzzy event ). according to Zadeh' s
terminology, see def. 4.5), must be equal to P(a), the marginal labeling probability foir

I

a'~ -in the case of general SIM experiments and of exact RR

12.4
experiment i;;. In the case of general RR experiments we

=

P(a ORA a)

P(a) ( 1 +-

l?(a AND a) = P(a) (1

-

f:

E

1

2

must

bave

I)

where 0 < £2 I <

(12 .15)

t)

where 0 < E2 I -<
"(end def. 12.5)

(12. 16)

To prove that the requirement of def, 12,5 is satisfied for SIM exper iments,
ex
ex
we multiply eqn (12 . 4) by P(u ) and sum over u , using eqn (4.11). The latter
is valid also for composite labels A, The proof f or exact RR experiment s is analogous to the proof of the requirement of def. 12.3 for exact RR experiments .
To prove eqns (12.15),(12.16) for general RR experiments, we multiply each

of eqns (12.7 ) ,(12.8) by P(uex), sum over uex. and use eqn (4. 11 ) .
The following two theorems 12. 1, 12. 2 conc ern t he expressions on the right
hand sides of eqns (12.11).(12.12) respectively. These expressions are functions
of uex whi~:h have previously been directly defined in fuzzy set theory, without
derivation ..
Theon?m 12. I concerning the MU-squai'-3 .functio•i . Lee

>-

be the E-labe I
(12.17)

i\ = a AND a

whose likellihood function 1s elicited in an RR composite experiment. Then

I

P(a AND a

2 (a luex) .

uex)

(12.18)

= P

(end theorem 12.1)
This theorc~m is a rewritten form of the previously pr oved eqn (12 .1 1) .

I

If we identify P(a u ex) with µ ( u ex ,) , the grade of membership of u ex rn a,
a
then the dght hand side of (12.18) is the function which Zadeh originally

suggested as representing the grade of membership curve for 'VERY a ' (Zadeh , 1973
eqn (3. 3) 't ,

IJVERY a (u

ex)

2

= ua (u

ex.)

(12.19)

·

HowevEir, we have already pointed out in sect. 7.4 that the squaring operation
does not give a satisfactory representation of the VERY modifier.
. not a meaning
• 1 ess curve. I t represents
But we see nowth atµ 2 ( u ex) is
a

the likelihood or grade of membership curve of the label>- of eqn (12.17) as found
from a composite experiment with rerandomizing of conditions of observation bet\..'een
che two connponent experiments (cle fs. 6.3, 5. 15).
The right hand side of eqn ( 12. 12) is another mathematical expression which
has previously been set up by Zadeh (1978a, eqn (2.13) who defines the degree
of consistE!ncy of the probability distribution P(u . ) with the possibility distri1

but ion ll (u,)
in the following way.
].

y

= I TI(u.) P(u.) ,
i

L

L

In Zadeh ' s example, both distributions refer to the Linguistic label
a= Hans eats u. eggs for breakfast.
l.

1.n thei pr esent paper we identify the possibility or grade of member ship
function with the likelihood function P(aluex) (def . 4.4) a ccording t o the

( '12 . 20)

12.5
LB,YN-MU assumption of equivalence of def. 8.3. If we also identify Zadeh's
probability distribution P(u.) 'i.lith P(uex la), the a-qualified probability distri.1.

bution of def. 4.6, then we see that the right hand sides of (12.20) and (12 . t2)
are identical. We can thus write down the following theorem.
Theorem 12. 2. Identification of the au. to"logiaa7,. probabi"lit,y P(a la) elicited

in an RR composite e:r:periment with the degree of consistency y, Eqn (12.20), between the
probabiiity distribution P(ui) and the possibility dist1•ibution n(ui).
1'Let P(ala) be the autological probability or truth value elicited in an RR
composi te experiment. It is defined (def. fl,10) to be equal to the probability
that an object which is labeled 'a' in expl, the first component of an RR
composite experiment performed under the conditions of def . 12.1, will also be
labeled 'a' in the second component of the composite experiment (def. 6.3).
Then theorem 12.2 says that P(aia) is equal to Zadeh's degree of cons i stency y
between the probability and the possibility distributions for 'a'.'' (end theorem 12 . 2)
We see that the TEE model again provides us with a precise oper ational
interpreta tion of the previously defined concept y . Observe that this P(a!a)
interpretation of~ holds only for a composite experiment in which object s are
randomly reassigned to conditions of observation between expl and exp2 (def. 5.15).
!n a SIM composite experiment (defs.6.1,b.2) for which the conditions of def. 12.1
hold we have P(a\a)=1 always,
Zadeh (1978a, p.8) uses rHans the Egg Eater' to demonstrate the difference
between probability and possibility distributions. ~owever, the P(u) and TI(u)
distributions which he sets up in his Table 1 are purely intuitive, they are not
derived in any way from previously defined concepts~ neither are they given any
operat ional interpretation; furthermore no mathematical formula is given which
connects the two distributions.
In a TEE model adapted to the. Egg-Eater problem, the possibility and probability
functions•canbe derived from precisely defined probability distributions whose ordinates have a straightfor1-1ard frequency interpretation.
The actual situation in the Egg- Eater example is quite different from that in the
usual examp 1es of fuzzy set theory which use labels such as 'a= old'. The interpretation which we present below is a further development of Natvig's ( 1983) idea that
Zadeh ' s po!;sibility curve represents the YN probability for the. label
a' =Hansis ab'le to eat u. eggs fo r breakfast.
1

(12.21)

Example 12. 1. The interpretation of the possibitity and probability curves

of Zadeh' s ' Hans the Egg Eater ' .

"Hans owns a number of hens. Every morning his wife

collects all of the eggs which the hens have lain during the previous 24 hours, cooks
them , and lays t hem on Hans's breakfast plate.
We assume that two random processes are at work . The variable number of eggs
upr es which the hens lay ever y day and with which Hans is presented. In addition

12.6

Hans 1 s appE!tite for eggs is assumed to vary randomly from day to day.
Thus E?ach breakfast which Hans eats is considered to be the outcome of an
experiment with the following characteristics, each of which is randomly distributed,
upres = number of eggs with which Hans is presented,
uapp

(12.22)

= number of eggs which Hans would eat if he could have
(12.23)

as many as he wanted to.

The label to which Zadeh's possibility distribution is assumed to refer is
-Y-a, where

a= eats all of the eggs with which he is presented (values Y-a, N-a). (12.24)
From the distributions of upres and uapp, we can compute the probability
of 'Y-a' and of
(Y-a Jupt:es=u.)
1

= eats

all of the eggs with which he is presented on a day
on which he is presented with u . eggs,
(12.25)
l

and of

u

eats

number of eggs which Hans actually eats for breakfast.

( 12.26)

upres,uapp and ueats assume values in the set of nonnegative integers

u pres ,uapp ,u eats E { ui }

ui = 0 , 1 , 2 , •• •

(12.27)

The probability that Hans eats all of his eggs when he is presented
with a number u, of eggs is equal to the sum of the ordinates of his appetite
l

distribution for uapp

~ upres,
00

!'(Y-aiupri!s=u , ) = I: P(uap-p = u, .).
l
j=O
1+ J
Comparing ( 12. 28) with eqn ( 5. 11) and figs. 5. 1, 5 . 3 we seP.

(12.28)
that from a

matbematicat1 point of view, P(uapp) now plays the role of our previous constant-shape
error function E, defs. 5.7, 5. 10, with uapp playing the role of ue st , and upres
the role of a lower threshold. However, in the previous case, the error function
was displac:ed as a whole along the abcissa axis. For each uex, it was centered on
t
u eS = u ex , wh.1
i e t h e t h res h o ld u},l was t·
1.xed ( see t·ig. 5 . 1) . I n t he present case,
the positic1n of the 'error function' P(uapp) is fixed. Instead we have a variable
pres
pres
o r fuzzy lciwer threshold w h ich is given by the value u. of u
• Thus u
l

plays appro,x.imately the role 0£ the former uex which determined the area cut-off
from the error curve. We have thus the following approximate replacements of the
variables tilsed in connection with fuzzy labels,
uest ➔ uapp ,
E(uest luex) _. P(uapp)
uex ➔ upres
u~

1

(12.29)

(as far as the likelihood curve P(a lupres) is concerned ,

➔ upres (as far as the threshold is concerned).

(12 . 30)
(12 . 31)

The resultant likelihood of possibility curve P(Y-alupres=u.) has now the
l

shape of a likelihood or grade of membership curve of a lower extremal concept
such as 'small'. This is just the shape which Zadeh (1978a, table 1) indicates
for his possibility curve.

12.7
Fig. 112 . t(a) shows an assumed appetite function P(uapp ) . Using eqn (12.28),
we find thei P{Y-alupres=u.) curve of fig. 12.l(b). This likelihood or possibility
l.

distribution being independent of the distribution P(upres) of the number of eggs
with which Hans is presented. Just as our previous likelihood curves for A are
independen~ of the unqualified probability distribution P(uex}.
However, the two distributions
P(upres =u. IY-a) = probability that Hans is presented with u. eggs
1

l.

on a day on which he eats all of his eggs,

(12.32)

P(ueats) = probability that .Hms eats ui eggs (irrespective of
whether he eats all of his eggs or not) .

(12.33)

as well as the value of

P(Y- a) = probability that Hans eats all of his eggs (irrespective

(12.34)

of the number of eggs he is presented with)
depend on P(upres). Fig. l2. 1(a) shows an assumed such distribution which

is

symmetric aLround u . = 3.
l

For P(Y-a), we find in analogy to eqn (4.11),
E P(u pt"es=u.) P(Y-a Iu pres =u . ) = 0.44 ,
1
i=0
1the value af 0,44 being valid for the curves of fig. 12.l(a).
P(Y-a)

=

00

(12.35)

In ana.logy to eqn (4.15) , we find for the Y-a qualified probability distribution,

I

I

F'(u pres =u. Y- a) = P(u pres:u.) P(Y-a u pres.::.u.) / P(Y-a) •
l.

1

L

(12 .35)

Finally we have for the probability distribution of the actual number of
eggs

which Hans eats on a given day (this distribution having no equivalent in

the case of fuzzy concepts) ,

(12. 36}
where
A=

P(upres""u.) P(Y-alupres=u.) = probability that Hans is presented
l

l.

(12.37}

with u. eggs and eats all of them,
l

B,

=

P(uapp=u.)
1.

E P(upres=u . + k)

k=1

presented with more than

1

u.

l.

=probability that Hans 1s

eggs but eats only u . •
l.

( 12 . 38)

P(ueats) and P(u pres =u. IY-a), as computed from eqns (12.35), (12.36) are also
1

shown in fig. 12. 1{b) . They have the typical shape of probability curves, and
their ordinates add up to 1.
Thus we see that, excepting the P(ueats) distribution, the prob l em of the
Egg Eater is from a mathematical point of view equivalent to the problem of fuzzy
conepts in the TEE model. As far as the probability distribution in Zadeh's
table

is concerned, it is not clear whether this refers to our distribut i on (12 . 35)

or to (12 . 36). Theorem 12.2 concerning the prob/poss degree of consistency y
applies to the Egg Eater problem only if we identify Zadeh ' s n(u.) with
l.
P(upres=u . IY-a}.
l.

page 12.8
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Fig. 12.1. Distributions for Zadeh ' s "Egg Eater''. P(Y- a

5

6

upr es=u.) is the probabi1

lity that Hans eats all of his eggs when he is presented with u 1. egss. This distribution is identif i ed with Zadeh's distribution for the possibility t hat Hans eats
u. eggs for breakfast. It is derived from P(uapp=u.) according ton eqn (12 . 28),
1

1

where uapp (Hans' s appetite) is the number of eggs which Hans would eat on that day

i f he could have as many as he wanted to. P(upres=ui I Y-a) is the probability that
Hans is presented with u . eggs on a day on which he eats all of them. P(ueats=u.)
is the probability that 1Hans eats Ui eggs, irrespective of whether he eats all 1of
the eggs he is presented with. The last two distributions depend also on , the assumed
P(upres) distribution, the probability that Hans is present ed with Ui eggs. The ordinates of all distributions add up to 1, except for those of the P(Y-a I upres) curve.
For the latter we have that P(Y-a I upres=ui) + P(N-a I upres=ui) = 1 for all ui .

13. 1

13, Automatic Detection of Russell's and Epimenides • Paradoxes
13. 1 Russel l 's Paradox as a Potentially Logically-Inconsistent Conditional Statement

Russell's and Epimenides ' famous paradoxes (see e . g . Heijenoort ( 1967, p.124,
125), Hofstadter ( 1979, p. 17)) are nowadays connected up with Godel's incompleteness

theorem, HE?re we shall try to show that from the point of view of a systematic analysis
of a statenaent in natural language, these paradoxes are equivalent to self contradictory or logically inconsistent statements; such as "IF the object ob has the prop-

e r ty 'a' THEN it does not have the property 'a'
and such a~.

0

11

in the case of Russell' s paradox;

A true sentence is false" in the case of Epimenides'

paradox. The

definitions of 'tautoreferential', 'tautoattributional' and 'same' variables ( sect.
11.2, defs, 11.6- 11 . 8) will be used to specify a checking procedure, defs.13.1, 13.2

below, which allows u s Lo analyse whether a Russell type of paradox is present in a
given sentEince in natural language. If it is present, then the sentence or order is
logically inconsistent £or one object of the set of all objects . Or i n the terminology
of autological implication, the sentence is an autologica l conditiona l statement

with truth value O for this one object. For all other objec t s , the sentence is not
autological; i.e., the antecedent and consequent of the conditional statementororder
do not refer to 'the same variable' (de~. 11.8). Consequently, the sentence cannot

be logically inconsistent for those objects , although it may not be in agreement wtth
the laws of nature or with other external factual i nformation. Eqn ( 11. 7) and its
modlficatic,n

IF the r oad is slippery TH£~ driving 1.s NOT dangerous

(l3.1)

are examples of tautoreferential, nonautological conditional statements . The antecedenl
and consequ,ent of each of these two statements refer Lo to the same ob ject ob= road,
but to different attributes of the road . Namely A1

=

slipperiness of road, A2 =danger

of driving on road. Consequently, both s tatements are logieclly cons istent. However,
(1 1.7) is empiriaally true while

(13. 1)

is empiP,:aaHy false.

13.2
Russell's antimony (Heijenoort , 1967 p. 125) concerns
''The e:lass Cl of those classes which do not belong t:o themselves" ,

( 13 . 2)

or , formu l ated in the terminology o f predicates,
1

'Let w be the predicate:

To bE:! a predicate that cannot be pred i c ated on i t self ."
Russell concludes that win (13 . 3)
exists no ~:uch class as that de-fined by

(13.3)

is not a predicate, and that there
( 13 ,2).

That there do exist classes which are members of t hemselve s is illustrated
by Quine's example (Quine, 1966 p. 10),
"The class of all classes that have more than 5 members ."

( 13.4)

Often cited examples "Which are related to Russell's paradox are,
The ba:rber paradox: "The barber in a certain village who ~haves those
and 0111ly those men in the v-illage who do not shave thems elves. 11

(13.5)

The catalogue paradox: "A given catalogue lists those and only those
books which do not: refer to themselves ."

(13.6)

The an.timony or paradox turns up, e.g. in connection with

(13 .5), when we

1.1ish to fin.d out whether the barber, who also belongs to the men of the village ,

(13.5) it follows that if he does not: shave

should shave himself or not. From

himself , then he shaves himself. And if he shaves himself, then he does not shave
himself. Note however, that for all Lhe other men in lhe village the statemen t
of

(13.5)

does not imply a paradox .

A good presentation of Russe1l's antimony can be found in Quine ( 1966, p . 12) ,

who discusses the question of whether it should be called an antimony

or a paradox,

L,e. only a seeming antimony.

The following is a reformulation of the paradox (13 .5)

as a conditional

[TE (IF THEN ELSE) statement ,
ITE

= IF

ob shaves ob THEN barber does NOT shave ob

IF ob does NOT shave ob THEN barber shaves ob ,

The ITE statement

ELSE

(13.7)

(13.7) consi s t s of two component IT (IF THEN) statements

connected by the connective 'ELSE ' ,

= IF ob shaves ob THEN barber does NOT shave ob
1
IT = IF ob does NOT shave ob THEN barber shaves ob ,
2
the complete ITE statement being

( 13.8)

IT

(13 . 9)

lTE = 1T

ELSE IT2 .
1
Let Xl be the variable of the antecedent of rr
variable of the consequent of IT

1

(13.10)

1

and IT •

2

And let X2 be the

and IT ,
2

Xl = ob shaves ob (YN)
X2

= barber shaves ob

(13. 11 )
(YN) •

( 13. 12)

X1 and A2 are tautoreferential, def. 11.6, becauS<! they have a common object
set reference defined by the common noun 'men'

OB= {ob }= set of all men i n the vil l age

in

t he context of (13.5),
(13 .13)

13.3
The attribute of Xl is
(13.14)

Al= being or not being shaved by himself .

A1 assumes values in the set
(13.15)

Y-A1 = ob shaves ob ,

(13.16)

N-Xl = ob does not shave ob= a

(13.17)

In contrast . the attribute of l2, the variable of the two consequents
o! (13.8) , (13 . 9) is,
A2

:c

(13. 18)

being or not being shaved by barber.

A2 ass,umes values in the st.>t

A2

=

{A2 1• ~2°} = fY-A2,N-X2} ,

(13.19)

where
>-2 1

=

;;.20

Y-)..2

barber shaves ob= b

N->.2

barber does not shave ob

(13.20)

t

{13.21)

Eqns (13.14),(13.18) show that Al and A2 are not universally
tautoattributional , def. 11.7. However, they are potentially tautoattributional
because there exists one tautoattributional object, namely
(13 .22)

ob:- ob. =barber.
1

Substituting this particular instance of ob (of the common noun ' men') into
we see that the corresponding instance of the variable

( 13. 11 ) and (13 .12 ) ,

is the same for Al and A2~ namely
Al.= ~2. =A-= barber shaves b.a rber (YN) =ob.shaves ob. (YN).
l

l

l

l

l.

1'hus A1 , the variable

of the antecedents~

(13 . 23)

is potentially the same

as A2, the variable of the consequents , and each of the two IT components of
(13.7)

1s,

a potentially autological implication (defs. 11.8, 11.9) with a single

autological object ob.
l

= barber.

Substituting ob :- ob. into the ITE statement of eqn
l.

(13. 7), we obtain the

particular instance of this statement for ob:- ob. = barber,
l

ITE.

l.

IF ob. shaves ob. THEN ob.]._ does NOT shave ob.1
l.

l.

IF ob. does NOT shave ob . THEN ob. shaves ob.1.
1

l

or,

10

ELSE.

(13 . 24)

1

ternls of the variable of eqn (13.23) ~nd its values Y-A,l. , N-X.,
l

!TE. = IF A.

·-

(Y->..) THEN

IF A.1

·-

(N-L) THEN Ll

1

l

l
l

)..
1

·-

(N->..)

·-

(Y -)..)

l

ELSE

( 13. 25)

1

We see that both IT components of this ITE statement have truth values
P(b la)= 0 aLnd are consequently logically inconsistent or contradictory, defs. 11.10 ,

13,4

11.11. NotE! however, that the ELSE connective does not contribute to the logical
inconsistency, the two component IT statement s of (13.25)

do not contradict

each other,
In contrast we can have the case in which each of the component IT statements
of the ITE statement of eqn (13.10)

is nonautological . However, the complete IIE

statement is autological and may then be logically inconsistent.
when the v~1riables of the antecedents of IT

1

and IT

2

This will occur

respectively are the sameJ

and similarly for the variables of the consequents. However, tbe variable Al of the
antecedents, is not the same as the variable A2 of the consequents.

example is

An

the ITE statement
I.F the road 1.s slippery THEN driving is dangerous

IF the road

1s

slippery THEN driving 1s NOT dangerous

ELSE

,

(13.26)

which is logically inconsistent on the outer level. (See Hisdal 1981, sect. 7.)
We now return to Russell's sentence, eqn (13.2).

The antimony or paradox

in connection with this sentence turns up when we wish to ascertain whether Cl
belongs to Cl. Russell's sentence can be tephrased, just like the barber sentence ,
as an lTE s tatement. This statement now defines the class Cl, which was previously
defined by tnP. ~bbreviated statement

(13.2),

as follows,

IF ob belongs to ob THEN ob does NOT belong t o Cl
If ob does NOT belong to ob THEN ob belongs Lo Cl.

ELSE

( 13.27)

The object set reference of the antecedent and consequent of each IT
component of (13 . 27)

is now

OB: fob}: set of all classes,

ob=an arbitrary class ,

( 13. 28)

replacing tbe -set of all men in the vil1age in the barber example . Each object
ob in

(l3 . :t7), (13.28)

Thus

WE~

is an arbitrary class,

find again that the variables of the antecedent and of the consequent

of each component IT statement of (13.27)

are tautoreferential. The attributes

Al, A2 of the antecedent and consequent respectively of each component IT state-

ment are,
A 'I

belongingness or nonbelongingness of ob to ob .
( 13,29)
A'' = belongingness or nonbelongingness of ob to Cl,
(13 . 30)
the attribut:ional variables .X 1, ,\2 of the antecedents and consequents being
A11 : ob belongs to ob (YN),
(13.31)
with values
A11 Y->.1
ob belongs to ob,
(13 . 32)
:

..

). 10

And

= N-Al

= ob does NOT belong to ob.

.X2 = ob belongs to Cl (YN),

(13 . 33)
(13.34)

with values
>..21 = Y->.2
>.20 = N-A2

= ob belongs to Cl,
ob does NOT belong to Cl.

( 13.35)
(13.36)

13. 5
lt is !thus seen that

of the two IT componen,ts of (13.27)

t1;11·l1

autological. However, they ,11,
object for which Al =A2,

po tentially autological because there exists one
the a utological object

n;1111i•I,·

ob : - ob, = Cl E

is nol un iversa lly

(13.37)

1111 •

l

i11 stance of ob into (13.27)

Substi tuting this particul~11

-

we obtain again eqn

Tbis equation 1s tll, •rl•fore also a symbol-ir expression of Russell ' s sentence

( 13.25).

for the particular instanct•
Russell's

sentence

1· lement

, 11

as

(II.'),

ob. :: Cl E 013.
l

well

as

the

barber

sentence

(13.5),

are thus se1rn to be potenli;il I\' autological and contradictory. They have one
autological object, ob.= Cl

ob.= barber respectively, for which the sentences

: 111d

1

l

are cont rad i.ctory. We bel i1•v, , 111 is to be a simpl~ resolution of Russell's paradox
in

terms of the definition.<; .i t •.ect. I l. 2. This subject is discussed in more detail

1n

sect, 13.4.

13.2 Checki1ng Procedures for lhe Detection of Russe ll-Type Paradoxes

The following definition ~pecifies a semiautomatic checking procedure for
detecting u1niversal or potential autology and logical incons i stency in a conditional
statement.
Defi nition 13 . I of a r•i1, -;.• i.ng proceduY'e r;.o detecr:. universal or potenr;.iaZ.

identity of two variables>..;,

1~

and, as a consequenae, universal. o1' potential

autology (and possible logic· :~ i nconsistency) of the conditt'.onaZ statement
IT = IF

>-.

1 : - a TH I· \ • 2 : - b •

S tep 1. Che,ck whether the

v,11

( 13 • 38)

ial> l es J,1, >-2 are tautor eferent ial, def. 11.6. When

they are not tautorl·f, · r,mtial, then the conditional statement is logically
cons istent (althougl1 it may be empirically false, see sect,
Step 2. To lbe carried out wl,

11

)1.1).

, 1 and >..2 are tautoreferential, Check whether the

attribute Al, speci f i, ·d by >-. I, is the same as the attribut e A2, specified
by ),2 , for all obj HI•; llb E OB . When this is the case, then ;l. 1 and >..2 are
tautoattributional

.111d

t:herefore the same variable (clefs. 11 . 7, 11 .8. sect .

11.,2). Furthermore, tl1l conditional statement (13.38) is in this case
aut,::ilogical, all ob_11• ,

LS

ob E OB being auto logical objects (def. 1 I .9).

To ;2mphasi2e that th, ,ihove properties ·of >..l , >..2 are valid for all obE:OB,
we :shall also say th,1 t ,\ I and
un1°,!Jer>ea7,ly the snmL'

).2

are universally tautoattributional and

.1riable . And that the conditional statement ( 13.38)

is !"A.niver:;aUy autolL•g irnl. When Al a n d A2 are universally the same variable,
the1n GO TO step 4. \~11, ,n they are not, t hen continue with step 3.
Step 3. Che1ck whether ). 1 and

1

'2 are potentially tautoattributional (see d ef. 13.2

below for the detai l, •d procedure of this check). When A 1 and 112 are not
po t1~ntially tautoat Lr i hutional, then the conditioanl statement ( 13. 38) is
logically consistcnl

When they are potentially tautoattributional , then

the conditional :;Lt1I , , .,.-nl is potentially auto log ical, def. 11.9, and step 4
can be carried out.

•

13.6

Step 4. To he carried out when Al and X2 are universally or potentially t he same
variable, def. I 1.8 , for the purpose of determining whether the conditional
statement (13.38) is logically consistent or contradictory.
Find the truth value P(b!a) for the autological objects (clefs. 11 . 9, 11.10),
using the methods of sects. 11.3-11.5 in the case of estimation experiments.
When the truth value refers to exact experiments, then the simple equations

(11.52), (11,57) can be used. For each autological object,
If P(b la)= 1, then the conditional statement is logically consistent for

that object,
If P(bja) =O, then the statement

1s

logically inconsistenl for that object.

I

If O < P(b a)< 1, then the statement is parti~lly logically inconsistent.
For the nonautological objects the statement

(13.38) is logically consistent.

(encl def. 13,1).
Definition 13.2 of the procedure

Lo

be carried out under point 3 of def. 13.1

to check whe!ther the two tautoreferential, but not universally tautoattributional
variables Al, X2 are potentially tautoattributional. Let OB denote the common
object set of >1 and .\2 (defs 11.b, 11 .3) and Al~ ,2 the attributes t o which they
refer respectively (def. 11.3). Carry out the following check,
Step I, Let ob. be an arbitrarv element of the common object set reference OB of
J

the tautorefer.ential variables .\1 , ,2 (clefs. 11.3, 11 . 6). And let 'II. , )2.
be the particular instances of thost variables for ob:- ob. ( OB.

J

J

J

Check whether the linguistic formulation of the attributional phrases AL,
1

>.2 . is such that none of them mention, either explicit ly or implicitly,
J

one or more elements of OB which are differenl from ob . . When this check
J
gives a positive answer for all ob,(OB , then .\ 1 and X2 are not potentially
J

tautoattributional. When the above check gives a negative answer, then
continue with step 2.
Step 2. Let OBj,diff denote the subset of OB consisting of all those objects
which are mentioned in \1. or \2. and which are different from the common
J

J

object reference ob, of Al. and .\2 .. And let OBd'ff be the union of all
.

J

J

J

l

OB. a·ff' where ob. goes over all elements of OB. As an illustration, we
J,

l

J

have for the example of eqns (13.5),(13.7) that Ol:$diff consists of a single
object, OBdiff = [barber).
Substitute ob , the first element of OBdiff' for ob in the definitions of
1
AI and A2 and investigate whether Al = A2 for ob:- ob . Repeat this procedure
1
for each element of OEdiff'
IfAIIA2 for all obEOBdiff' then >..1 and ~2 are not potentially tauto-

attributional and therefore not potentially the same varlable.

I .) • I

If A ii = A2 for one or more ob E OB, then

~

1 and ~2 are potentially tauco-

attribut iona land therefore potentially the same variable. The objects for
which Al =A2 are the tautoattributional objects (defs . 11.7, 11.8) and
thus the autological objects (def. 11.9) of the conditional statement of
eqn (13.38). (end daf. 13.2.)
Russell'' s paradox is the case in which th~ tautoreferential phrases ). 1, ).2
have exactly one tautoattributional object, which is the autological object of
the component:s of the corresponding ITE statement, eqn (13.27). Furthermore , the
two lT components of this statement are both logically inconsistent for this object.
For all the other objects, the variables .X I, >.2 are nl>t identical, and therefore
the conditional statement is not autologicdl tor these objects. Consequently , it
cannot he logically in~onsistent for them.
13.3 Epimenides' Paradox and the Normal and Poker Modes of Human Dialogue

Epimenides' paradox is usually considered to be related to Russell's, being also
a sclf-refer1~nce paradox. ~pimenides the Cretan was a poet and prophet of Cnossos

in Crete who lived i!'I thl! 6-th century BC. Ht:- ib said to be the originator of the
famous sentence
All Cretans nre liars.

(13 . 39)

'Thl~ par11dox comes nbout when we cry to find out whether the statement ( 13. 39)

1s true or n•:Jt. We then find that if the statement 1s true then it is false and
vice •,ersa, due co the fact tbut E.pimenid1:s himself is a Cn•tan.

Actually a liar does not have to lie always. Thus it could be Lhat by chance
Epimenides was saying the truth when he utt..:rcd ( 13.19).

To lw

certain thac we have

a paradox. we should rephras~ (13.JY) to
(13.40)

All Cretans lie always.
From now on we will assume that ( 13.39) ts an abbreviation for (13.40).
quine considers Epimenides' sentflnre

Lo

be a gC;nuint: antimony; in contrast

to Russell's sentence (13.2) which he is willing to classify as being only a paradox
(Quint.! 1966, pp. 7 & 12).

Epimenides' statement involves only

A= ob is

a

single variable
( 13. 4 I)

a liar lYN)

with values
), 1

Y-J.

).2

N-:>. =

= ob i S a liar

I

ob is NOT a liar

(13.42)
(13.43)

How can such a statement be logically inconsistent?
We believe that the answer to this question invl,lves a hidden or implicit
assumption concerning any human dialogue. It 1s connected with ou r previous remark
(sect. 11. 1, sequel to eqn (11.7)) that the purpose of a statement made in the course
of a dialogue in natural language is to convey information. It is therefore made
under the as;sumption that the partner in the dialogue (whom we ~ill cal l R for

13 .8

'Receiver') will consider it to be true. The person S who makes the statement may,
of course, be trying to deceive R by making a false statement. But then he still
assumes, oir at least hope s, that R will believe him. If S says
(13.44)

l am lying ,

then he deJEeats his own purpose, He tries to get R to believe b im and, at the
same time, tells him that he is lying.
We can thus go one step further and assume that the dialogue is of the rough
type, such as may occur in a poker game or in a tough business transaction, in which
the information supplier S tries to deceive R; or io which R is suspicious and believes that: Sis lying. Whatever the case is, the information receiver R must add
an assumption about the truth or falsity of S's statement if he wants to make use
of it and ;1dd its inferred information content to his knowledge base. This additional
assumption is

in itself

a statement which, in

the case of Epimenides' sentence,

comes into conflict with the information which R deduces from this assumption combined with Epinrenides' sentence. We sum up the situa ti.on by the following definition.
of the normal and the poker mod.es for conducting a human

Definition 13.3

dialogue. '/Consider two persons engag ing in

a dialogue. In general the role of one

or the other of them will alternate between that of the information supplier S
and that of the information receiver R. From now on we shall consider a particular
part or interval of time of the dialogue in which one of the persons is the informa-

tion Supplier S, and the other is the information Receiver R. Let Stl be the
statement made by S"
Stl =~is a= statement made by information supplier S.
To

make use of S's statement, the information r:eceiver R can make the assumption
St2

10

(13.45)

·- St2T

=s

1S

telling the truth

( 13. 46)

which case we will say that R is conversing in the mode
Rmode
Or

R

.

T

.

(13.47)

can make the assumption
St2

St2F = s is lying

(13.48)

1n which case we will say that R is conversing 1-n the mode
Rmode

.

F

.

S himself may be telling the troth

(13.49)
in

which case

we

say that S is conversing

in the mode!
Smode ·- T.

(13.50)

Or S may bei trying to deceive R, in which case
Smode :- F •

(13.51)

We will say that every dialogue is conducted in an (S,R) mode. We have thus
at least 4 different possible values for the (S,R) mode. The first of these 1s
(Smode = T, Rmode = T). We call this the normal (S ,R) dialogue mode. When not hing
e l se is s pE!cified, then we assume that the dialogue is conducted in the norma l mode .

13.9
The three other modes, which we will call collectively by the name • poker
modes' are:: ( Smode = T, Rmode

= F) ,

(Smode = F, Rmode = T) and ( Smode = F, Rmode = F) •

When Rmode = T, then R stores the value specified by St1, eqn (13.45),
Storedinfo = St 1 = A. is a ,

(13.52)

unless thfo information comes into conflict with St2 = Sc2T, eqn (13.46); in the
sense that Storedinfo and St2T assign different values to the same variable.
When Etmode = F, then R stores the information
Storedinfo = NOT St1 =

:X 1s

NOT a;

(13.53)

unless this information comes into conflict "'7i th St2 = St2F, eqn ( 13. 48).
When Storedinfo comes into conflict with St2, then R can enter the sophisticated
lunode,
Etmode : - Soph ,

(13.54)

see definit:ion 13. 4 below.'' (end def. 13,3.)
Defini.tion 13.4 of So.phist·J'.aated k ,ode. Suppose that the information receiver R
starts out in Rtnode = T (and therefore using St2T of eqn ( 13.46)) and finds that
Storedinfo comes into conflict with with St2T. Instead of giving up, he now changes
his postiorn, and tries Rmode

=

F, using St2F of eqn { 13.48). If he finds that

Storedinfo of ( 13 . 53) now does not come into conflict with St2 = St2F, then he stores
this Storedlinfo . When he finds that there is a conflict in this case also, then
R cannot matke any use of S I s statement. The extension of this definition to the
case when R starts out in Rmode = F is obvious. (end def. 13.4)
We now define the Epimenides-type paradox as follows.
~initi~~-2.. of the Epim~nidea-type paradox. An Epimenides-type paradox is
the case of a statement SL1 made by an information supplier Sin the course of a
dialogue. When R tries to process this information according to the procedure
of definition 13.4, he finds that: both Rmode =T and Rmode=F lead to conflicting
information, between St2 and Storedinfo, in the sense that St 2 and Storedinfo assign
different values to the same instance of the same variable . When tbis very
rare case occurs, then we will say that we have an Epimenides-type paradox. (end def. 13 .5)
Observe that there exist no more than 6 (S,R) modes resulting from tbe two
values T,F for the Smode and the three values T,F,Soph for the Rmode. Sor R may use
a recursive type of reasoning to determine in which mode they operate. E.g. , Smay
try to deceive R by reasoning that R will think that Sis lying. And therefore S
decides to say the truth, i.e. to operate in Smode = T. But R and S must choose one
of the possible modes, irrespective of what reasoning they use to determine their
choice of mode value.
We conclude that Epimenides' sentence is only a paradox (i.e. a seeming antimony),
not a genuine antimony. A receiver of information can make use of it only if he
assumes that the information is either true of false. In each of these two cases
he uses a different procedure for finding the information which he stores in bis
knowledge base, see eqns (13.52), (13.53) respectively. Epimenides' sentence (13 . 39)
turns out to be formulated in such a way that both Rmode

=T

and Rmode

=

F lead to

t 3. 10

values of tlhe information to be stored which are

1n

conflict with the assumptions

underlying Rmode-= T and Rmode = F respectively.
If we .allow that the purpose of a human dialogue is to convey information,

then it is really not surprising that we

CliU

come into a logically inconsistent

situation in the case of a statement which r efers to itself. The inferred informatioh
can, in th is case, come into conflict with the inevitable asssumption of truth or
falsity of the statement if the receiver is to make use of the statement at all.
Expressed in another way, there is nothing to prevent a person from talking
nonsense if he wishes to do so . Such as saying
~pimenides is a liar and he 1s NOT a liar.

(13.55)

This senten,ce is only an explicit way of expressing tbe implicit inference from
Epimenides'

sentence ( 13.39). The reason why sentence (13.39) seems paradoxical t o

us is that everybody in this world except a Cretan can say it without giving it
the meaning of the nonsensical sentence (13.55). But the moment a Cretan says it .
it implies automatically the logically inconsistent sentence (13.55). The fo ll owing
theorem follo~s from these considerations.
Theorem 13.3.1 concet'rting the possible r1 elatiu,'.ry of the 1,ogiaai consistency

of a statem1~nt . The logical consistency or inconsist ency of a sentence may depend
on the spe~ker. Thus sentence (13 . 39) is logically inconsistent when uttered by
a Cretan. It then implies the sentence ''The speaker is telling the truth and he
is lying. 11 When 1,1ttered -by anybody e lse but a Cretan, there is no such implication
and sentence (13.39) is logically consistent.

13 . 4 Resolut ion of the Paradoxes without Recourse to Godel 1 s Theorem?
Not being a mathematical logician but a physicist. 1 have great qualm~ about
writing this subsection. ln my opinion, sects. 13 .1- 13.3 show up Russell's and
Epimenides ' sentences as being logically inconsistent or false, While it seems to
he gene r ally recognized that these sentences belong , according to Godel ' s i ncompleteness theorem, to the ''Formally Und ecidable Propositions of Principia Mathematica
and Related Systems" (Heijenoort , 1967 p. 592) . As Godel ' s theorem is generally
recognized to stand on a very sound footing, I can only imagine that the sys t em
outlined here does not belong to the class of systems mentioned in t he above title
of Godel's paper. l shall therefore try to point out the main differences, as I see
them, between the different formal systems of Predicate Calculus, which l will
call PC systems, on the one hand; and the system of the pr esent paper, which 1
will call NL system (for Natural Language) on the other hand.
1) The NL system is nearer to natural language than the PC system.

2) Identity or potential identit y of variables is defined and can be determined
in the NL sys t em (defs. 11.8 and 13.2).
3) The NL system recognizes l og i cal inconsistency of statements as be ing relative
i n two senses. Logical inconsistency being defined a s the assignment of two
mutually exclusive values to the same i n stance of a given variable (i. e. to the

13. 11
3a) A uni,versal statement can be logically inconsistent for one object of the
set o:f objects to which it refers; and logically consistent for the other
objeclts. This case occurs for Russell 's sentence (13.2).
3b) Let S be the Speaker or information Supplier who makes a statement, The
logic:al consistency of a statement may depend on the identity of S . Th i s
case occurs for Epimenides' sentence (13.39) which is logically inconsisten t
only when uttered by a Cretan.
Section 13,2 outlines a semiautomatic procedure for the detection of logical
i n consistencies of the Russell type . This procedure is just as 'automat i c' as the
usual type of procedures and pro~fs used in predicate calculus. The lack of complete
automatization can therefore not be held against the NL system in its present form ,
when compared with the PC system. l believe that in time , natural language computer
systems will be able to perform the procedures of secL. 13.2 completely automatical l y.
The ALEX system (Hisdal, 1984) is a first step in thi s direction.
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